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BEFORE THE
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

OF MARYLAND

IN THE MATTER OF )
THE APPLICATION OF POTOMAC )
ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY )
FOR ADJUSTMENTS TO ITS ) Case No.
RETAIL RATES FOR THE )
DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRIC )
ENERGY

APPLICATION OF
POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY FOR ADJUSTMENTS TO ITS RETAIL

RATES FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRIC ENERGY

Potomac Electric Power Company ("Pepco" or "the Company"), a subsidiary of Pepco

Holdings, Inc. ("PHI"), is a public service company under the Public Utility Companies Article of

the Annotated Code of Maryland ("PUC Article") and applies for authority to adjust its retail

rates for the distribution of electric energy in its Maryland service territory pursuant to PUC

Article §§4-203 and 4-204. All correspondence and communications concerning this matter

should be sent to the following persons at the addressesstated below:

PeterE. Meier, Vice President, Legal Services
DouglasE.Micheel, Assistant General Counsel
Pepco Holdings, Inc.
701Ninth Street, N.W.,Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20068
peter.meier@pepcoholdings.com
demicheel@pepcoholdings.com

Patti Johnson, Manager of Regulatory Affairs
Pepco Holdings, Inc.
701 Ninth Street, N.W.,Room 9004
Washington, D.C. 20068
pniohnson@pepco.com
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In support of this Application, Pepco respectfully shows as follows:

I. Description of Pepco

Pepco is a public service company subject to Public Service Commission of Maryland

("Commission") regulation pursuant to §2-112 of the PUC Article. It provides electric delivery service

to approximately 530,000customers in Montgomery and Prince George's counties in Maryland.

II. Requested Increase in Rates

The Company is a transmission and distribution company. In order to continue to meet

its obligation to provide safe and adequate service, Pepco must continuously replace and enhance

the distribution system infrastructure. While this work is ongoing, more work needs to be done.

Moreover, new technology is available that will enable the Company to provide more reliable

service in a cost-effective manner. However, in order to maintain and enhance its infrastructure

and implement cost-effective distribution technologies, Pepco must continue to make substantial

investments in infrastructure and must have a reasonable opportunity to recover its costs. In fact,

in 2011 Pepco spent $82.2million on reliability improvements to its distribution infrastructure,

and plans to spend an additional $265.7 million in 2012 and 2013. The work the Company has

undertaken to its distribution infrastructure has shown positive results. Since the introduction of

the Reliability Enhancement Program in 2010, Pepco's System Average Interruption Frequency

Index has gone from 2.21 to 1.36(38% improvement) for the 12 months ended September 2012.

Over the same period, Pepco's System Average Interruption Duration Index improved from 265

to 163 minutes (36% improvement).

Pepco requires an increase in its rates for providing electric distribution service to its

customers in Maryland in order to recover its costs of providing service and have an opportunity

to earn a fair return on its investor-supplied capital. Under the provisions of §4-101 of the PUC
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Article, Pepco is entitled to an operating income yielding, after a deduction of necessary and

proper expenses, a reasonable return upon the fair value of its property. The return must be

adequate to assure confidence in the financial soundness of the Company, to maintain and

support its credit, and to enable it to raise capital necessary for the proper discharge of its duties

as a public service company. Bluefield Water Works v. Public Service Commission, 262 U.S.679

(1923). The Company's present electric base rates are not just and reasonable and do not

provide an opportunity for the Company to earn a reasonable return on the fair value of Pepco's

property devoted to electric delivery service.

Based on a test year ending December, 2012,1 Pepco is requesting a $60,827,000 increase

in its Maryland distribution rates and an authorized rate of return on equity of 10.25%.2 At

current rates, the Company's adjusted return on equity is 4.71%, a level far below its authorized

rate of return on equity as set by this Commission. Pepco is now seeking an increase in

distribution rates because its revenue growth has not kept pace with the growth in operating costs

and rate base. This disparity will only increase as Pepco continues its investments to enhance the

reliability of the distribution system. In preparing its Application, Pepco has generally followed

Commission rate making decisions, including making a number of adjustments that the

Commission found to be appropriate in prior Pepco base rate decisions.

The impact of the requested rate increase on the typical residential Standard Offer

Service ("SOS") customer using 1,000 kWh per month is $7.13 per month. This equates to

$0.23 per day in increased electric rates.

i The cost of service filed in this proceeding consists of six months of actual and six months of projected
data. Pepco will update to 12months of actual data during the course of this proceeding.

2 The Direct Testimony of Company Witness Hevert demonstrates that 10.25% is at the low end of a
reasonable estimate of the cost of equity capital.
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III. Grid Resiliency Task Force

Separately from the requested adjustments to base rates, in response to the

recommendations contained in the Report of the Grid Resiliency Task Force ("Task Force

Report"),3 Pepco is proposing to establish a Grid Resiliency Charge. The Grid Resiliency

Charge will enable Pepco to accelerate investment in infrastructure in a condensed time frame

consistent with Recommendation Two of the Grid Resiliency Task Force. Specifically, Pepco

proposes to accelerate improvement to priority feeders and tree trimming and to commence

undergrounding existing overhead distribution feeders. These projects are incremental to

previously planned reliability work.

Moreover, these incremental reliability projects cannot be undertaken by the Company

without the parallel cost recovery mechanism recommended by the Grid Resiliency Task Force.

Specifically, and consistent with Recommendation Three of the Task Force Report, the Company

is requesting the Commission establish the Grid Resiliency Charge to recover the costs of these

accelerated projects as an integral and necessary element of accelerating this reliability work.

The costs that are proposed for inclusion in the Grid Resiliency Charge include the specific

capital and operations and maintenance investments related to the accelerated Grid Resiliency

projects. The Company requests a mechanism that will be in place for a period of approximately

three years, plus any additional time required for reconciliation, and seeks to recover the

accelerated costs of the Grid Resiliency projects pursuant to a surcharge mechanism. The

surcharge will end once project costs are incorporated into base rates. In addition, and consistent

with Recommendation One of the Task Force Report, Pepco will voluntarily commit to

strengthened reliability benchmarks related to the Grid Resiliency projects, and consistent with

s Weathering the Storm: Report of the Grid Resiliency Task Force, September 24, 2012, filed with the
Commission in CaseNo. 9298 on October 3,2012.
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Recommendation Four of the Task Force Report, the proposed Grid Resiliency Charge includes

a customer credit for failing to meet the accelerated requirements and an incentive for achieving

the accelerated requirements.

The Company's requested implementation of the Grid Resiliency Charge would give

effect to the recommendations of the Task Force. As explained further in the accompanying

testimony of the Company's witnesses, the Grid Resiliency projects, the Grid Resiliency Charge

and related accelerated investment and performance measures are consistent with Governor

O'Malley's October 3, 2012 letter to the Commission, urging the Commission to act "quickly

[by] strengthening the existing regulations, accelerating the investment necessary to meet the

enhanced metrics, allowing surcharge recovery for the accelerated investment, and implementing

clearly defined performance metrics into the traditional ratemaking scheme."4

The impact of the proposed Grid Resiliency Charge on a typical residential SOS

customer using 1,000 kWh per month will be $0.96 per month in 2014, $1.70per month in 2015

and $1.93 per month in 2016.

IV. Cost Allocation Manual

Pursuant to PUC Article §4-208, Pepco submits with this Application its independent audit

opinion prepared by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP ("PwC"). PwC performed an audit of the

Company's Cost Allocation Manual ("CAM") in accordance with the statutory requirements

enumerated in PUC Article §4-208. PwC's audit covers the 12-month period through June 2012.

The CAM opinion and report is attached to the testimony of Company Witness White.

4 Letter of Governor Martin O'Malley to the Honorable Douglas R.N.Nazarian, dated October 3, 2012 and
filed in CaseNo. 9298.
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IV. Rate Effective Date

In accordance with PUC Article §4-203, Pepco's revised rate schedules are submitted

with a proposed effective date of December 30, 2012. The testimony and schedules filed

herewith in support of this Application demonstrate that the proposed rate increases are essential,

cost justified, and the minimum required to assure continued adequate service and to achieve the

minimum rate of return needed to attract capital at reasonable costs. By separate filing, Pepco

will submit data supporting its filing. This filing will help expedite the Commission's

proceedings by providing as much relevant data as possible at the beginning of the proceeding.

WHEREFORE, Pepco urges the Commission to find the accompanying revised rate

schedules for retail electric distribution service in Maryland to be just and reasonable and

authorize the rates and charges specified therein to become effective.

Respectfully submitted,

POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Peter E.Meier

Peter E. Meier

Douglas E. Micheel
701 Ninth Street, N.W., Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20068
(202) 872-2890

Attorneys for Potomac Electric Power Company

Washington, D.C.
November 30, 2012
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Application together with supporting
testimony and exhibits of Potomac Electric Power Company has been hand delivered to Paula
Carmody, People's Counsel, and Leslie Romine, Staff sel, this 30*day of November, 2012.

o las E. Micheel
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FREDERICK J. BOYLE
Direct Testimony
MD.P.S.C -- November 2012

Introduced as:
PEPCO (FJB-D)



PEPCO _ (FJB)

POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

BEFORE THE
MARYLAND PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF FREDERICK J.BOYLE
CASE NO.

1 Q1. Please state your name and position.

2 Al. My name is Frederick J. Boyle. I am Senior Vice President and Chief

3 Financial Officer of Pepco Holdings, Inc. (PHI). I am testifying on behalf of

4 Potomac Electric Power Company (Pepco or the Company).

5 Q2. What are your responsibilities in your role as Senior Vice President and Chief

6 Financial Officer?

7 A2. I am responsible for all financial matters related to PHI and its three utility

8 subsidiaries, including Pepco. My responsibilities include: accounting and financial

9 reporting; treasury operations; pension administration; strategic planning; and

10 investor relations.

11 Q3. Please state your educational background and professional experience.

12 A3. I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration from The

13 Ohio State University and a Master of Tax from Capital University. I am a Certified

14 Public Accountant.

15 I joined PHI in April 2012 as Senior Vice President and Chief Financial

16 Officer. Prior to joining PHI, I was Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

17 of Dayton Power and Light Company (Dayton), an Ohio-based electric company

18 serving over 500,000 customers in West Central Ohio with a market capitalization of

19 $3.5 billion. At Dayton, I was responsible for all finance, accounting, tax, risk

20 management, treasury, planning and development activities. Prior to joining Dayton,



Witness Boyle

1 I served as Vice President of Finance for Direct Energy and as Chief Financial

2 Officer for Accent Energy; both companies are retailers of energy and related services

3 in North America. Prior to these roles, from 1984 to 2002, I served in financial and

4 accounting roles at American Electric Power Service Corporation, one of the nation's

5 largest energy companies, serving in leadership roles in the areas of tax, corporate

6 planning, budgeting, and corporate development, with the most senior role as Vice

7 President of Financial Services for the corporate development department. I began

8 my career in accounting with Deloitte & Touche.

9 Q4. What is the purpose of your Direct Testimony?

10 A4. The purpose of my Direct Testimony is to: in Section I, (a) provide an

11 overview of the Company's application for an increase in base distribution rates; (b)

12 briefly summarize the testimony of the Company's witnesses; (c) discuss the overall

13 ratemaking approach by the Company in this case; (d) discuss why it is important for

14 Pepco's customers that the Company have access to capital on reasonable terms and

15 from where that capital comes; (e) discuss the Company's proposed capital structure

16 and proposed rate of return; (f) demonstrate that the Company is reducing costs where

17 it can to mitigate the need for an increase in rates; and, in Section II, (g) provide an

18 overview of the Company's proposed response to the recently issued report of the

19 Governor's Grid Resiliency Task Force (Task Force Report).

20 This testimony and accompanying schedules were prepared by me or under

21 my direct supervision and control. The source documents for my testimony are

22 Company records and public documents. I also rely upon my personal knowledge

23 and experience.
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Witness Boyle

1 I. The Company's Request for an Adjustment in Rates

2 Q5. What are the main factors driving this filing?

3 A5. The Company has been investing and plans to continue to invest in its

4 infrastructure to maintain and harden its electric distribution system for its customers.

5 This case is driven by these on-going investments on behalf of Pepco's customers.

6 Pepco is not now earning, and has not for a significant period of time earned, its

7 authorized rate of return. Nevertheless, Pepco has continued its implementation of

8 major reliability enhancement improvements, requiring significant amounts of capital,

9 to address both infrastructure replacement and system enhancements.

10 Q6. Please describe the Company's approach in this application.

11 A6. In an effort to efficiently process this case, the Company has modeled its

12 filing to generally adhere to the Commission's Order in Case No. 9286 (Order No.

13 85028). Where the Company does not follow the most recent decision, the Company

14 will provide the reasons for the divergence.

15 For example, while the Company is requesting that the Commission use a 13-

16 month average rate base which is consistent with traditional regulatory methods and

17 has been approved by the Commission in the past several Pepco rate cases, the

18 Company also is requesting recovery of reliability plant additions through December

19 2013. In Pepco's most recent rate case, the Commission allowed recovery of

20 reliability plant additions that were updated to actuals during the course of the

21 proceeding. Pepco is proposing an additional adjustment to recover reliability plant

22 additions through December 2013, which is consistent with the use of a forward

23 looking test year.
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Witness Boyle

1 In addition, in response to Governor Martin O'Malley's letter to the

2 Commission dated October 3, 2012 in Case No. 9298 recommending that the

3 Commission quickly implement the first four recommendations in the Task Force

4 Report, the Company is proposing to accelerate certain investments to enhance

5 reliability performance. This proposal is discussed further in Section II, including the

6 cost recovery and performance measurement features of the Company's proposal.

7 07. Please describe the Company's application.

8 A7. This filing consists of the application for an increase in base distribution rates,

9 together with my testimony and that of six other witnesses. As described more fully

10 below, those witnesses and the topics they address are as follows:

11 • Mr. Robert B. Hevert, Managing Partner, Sussex Economic Advisors,

12 LLC, provides testimony and schedules in support of the Company's

13 proposed cost of equity.

14 • Mr. William M. Gausman, Senior Vice President, Strategic Initiatives,

15 provides testimony and schedules on Pepco's significant investments

16 in reliability as well as Pepco's compliance with service reliability

17 standards. Mr. Gausman also provides testimony supporting the

18 proposals resulting from the Task Force Report.

19 • Ms. Linda J. Hook, Manager, Revenue Requirements, provides

20 testimony and schedules in support of the Company's revenue

21 requirement, the test year selection and the proposed ratemaking

22 adjustments.
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Witness Boyle

1 • Mr. Joseph F. Janocha, Manager, Rate Economics, provides testimony

2 and schedules in support of the proposed rate design and Pepco's

3 proposed tariffs. Mr. Janocha's testimony includes the mechanics of

4 the proposed accelerated reliability investment cost recovery through

5 the Grid Resiliency Charge and the related tariff changes.

6 • Ms. Kathleen A. White, Assistant Controller, provides testimony on

7 the Company's accounting books and records; PHI's cost and

8 accounting procedures; the independent examination concerning the

9 Company's Cost Allocation Manual; and accounting used to

10 implement the Commission's depreciation directives in Order No.

11 85028.

12 • Mr. Christopher A. Nagle, Lead Analyst, Cost Allocation, provides

13 testimony and schedules in support of the Company's cost of service

14 studies.

15 Q8. Has the Company addressed the requirements of Order No. 85028 in Case No.

16 9286?

17 A8. Yes, Order No. 85028 required that the Company undertake a number of

18 actions. Those actions are listed below with a reference to where the Company has

19 addressed the requirement.

20 • Quantify the incremental portion of the reliability spending during the

21 test year attributable to what the Commission has called "catch up"

22 tree trimming costs associated with moving from a two-year to a four-

23 year trimming cycle. Order at 38-39. I address the Company's
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Witness Boyle

1 decision to remove these costs; Company Witness Gausman provides

2 the derivation of these costs.

3 • Provide documentation supporting legal costs. Order at 67-68. Please

4 seethe Direct Testimony of Company Witness Hook.

5 • Provide supporting documentation and discussion of overtime costs.

6 Order at 69. Please see the Direct Testimony of Company Witness

7 Hook.

8 • Adopt depreciation rates recommended by the Office of People's

9 Counsel (OPC), rebalance depreciation account reserves and use

10 amortization accounting for the recommended General Plant accounts.

11 Order at 79-81. Please see the Direct Testimony of Company Witness

12 White.

13 • Credit capital third party reimbursements (TPRs) to the depreciation

14 reserve, track TPRs by account, provide a semi-annual report to Staff

15 and OPC, and allocate TPRs consistent with Order No. 85028 in the

16 future. Order at 79-80. Please see the Direct Testimony of Company

17 Witness White.

18 • Provide data on Pepco's year-end net salvage reserves for the period

19 2006 through the last calendar year prior to its case filing, which in

20 this case would be 2011. Order at 81, n. 332. Please see the Direct

21 Testimony of Company Witness White.

22 • Present in the next rate case a cost of service study (COSS) using the

23 AED-NCP method to allocate sub-transmission plant. Prepare a

6



Witness Boyle

1 comparison of that method to the AED-4CP method Pepco

2 traditionally has used. Create a COSS using the AED-NCP and

3 compare that to the AED-4CP method as well. Create a class rate of

4 return comparison using the OPC proposal from Case No. 9286;

5 however, the Company is not required to conduct an alternative COSS.

6 Finally, the Commission directed the Company to consult with the

7 Staff and OPC regarding these issues before filing the next rate case.

8 Order at 118. Please see the Direct Testimony of Company Witness

9 Nagle.

10 • File in the next rate case Pepco's inter-class rate design proposal

11 consistent with the two-step Commission method. Provide a rate class

12 rate of return and unitized rate of return comparison that conforms to

13 the Apartment and Office Building Owners Association of

14 Metropolitan Washington's recommendations regarding the allocation

15 of rate base and operating income adjustments consistent with COSS

16 apportionments. Order at 125. Please see the Direct Testimony of

17 Company Witnesses Janocha and Nagle.

18 The Commission also directed the Company to provide more information

19 about the Benning Road property for purposes of determining whether it is

20 appropriate to create a regulatory asset in the next rate case. Order at 48-49. Because

21 the information requested by the Commission is not yet available, the Company is not

22 requesting in this proceeding that a regulatory asset be created for potential

23 environmental liability and costs associated with the Benning Road property.
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Witness Boyle

1 Q9. Please summarize the Company's base rate increase request.

2 A9. The Company is requesting a $60,827,000 increase in base distribution

3 revenue based on a calendar year 2012 test period consisting of six months of actual

4 results and six months of projected results. The test period results will be updated to

5 actual as soon as they are available. The Company is requesting the Commission use

6 out of period reliability plant additions through December 31, 2013. The request is

7 based on a rate of return on equity (ROE) of 10.25%, the ROE used by this

a Commission for Pepco's affiliate, Delmarva Power & Light Company in its July 2012

9 order, as well as the basis for Pepco's most recent ROE, before certain reductions

10 were taken by the Commission. This ROE represents the low end of the range of

11 returns that Company Witness Hevert found reasonable.

12 Further, as Company Witness Hevert explains, the 10.25% ROE does not

13 reflect a 50 basis point reduction for the Bill Stabilization Adjustment. Company

14 Witness Hevert demonstrates that this significant reduction in ROE does not reflect

15 current market conditions. Although the Commission did not accept Pepco's

16 argument regarding this matter in Case No. 9286, Company Witness Hevert has

17 supported a ROE for Pepco at 10.25%. Company Witness Hevert discusses this

18 divergence from the Commission's recent order in his testimony.

19 Q10. Why is it necessary for the Company to file for an increase in base distribution

20 rates only four months from the Commission's Order in Case No.9286?

21 A10. Despite the fact that Pepco is not earning its authorized rate of return, Pepco

22 has been making significant investment in Maryland and plans to make infrastructure

23 investments of approximately $1 billion in Maryland over the next five years to serve
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Witness Boyle

1 Pepco's customers. This level of investment, which is required to address

2 infrastructure replacement and to improve the resiliency of the Company's system, is

3 far in excess of the book depreciation the Company is recovering in rates. As a

4 consequence, rate base is growing. While significant capital is needed to maintain

5 and upgrade the system, Pepco is not realizing growth in the number of customers

6 and load served to offset this pace of investment. Therefore, these investments are

7 being funded on the front end by the Company's debt and equity investors with an

8 expectation that they will receive a return of and on their investment. Because Pepco

9 competes with other companies when attempting to raise capital, it is important for

10 Pepco to be able to demonstrate to its investors that there is a realistic opportunity to

11 earn a rate of return that is commensurate with the rate of return earned by other

12 companies of similar risks. In fact, as Company Witness Hook demonstrates, after

13 annualizing the rates authorized by the Commission in Case No. 9286, Pepco will

14 only earn a 4.71% return on equity during the calendar year 2012 test period.

15 Q11. What is the potential impact on customers and the Company if Pepco is unable

16 to receive a reasonable opportunity to earn its authorized rate of return?

17 Al1. Pepco is concerned that it will not be able to satisfy the needs of its customers,

18 the communities it serves or its investors if this pattern of spending is not matched

19 with appropriate rate adjustments. As discussed in the Direct Testimony of Company

20 Witness Gausman, Pepco has demonstrated that it has made, and continues to make,

21 significant enhancements in system reliability. However, although the Company

22 remains committed to continue those improvements, its ability to do so will become

23 limited or more costly if the Company's access to the capital markets is constrained.
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Witness Boyle

1 No company can continue to function efficiently if forced into an indefinite period of

2 earning returns significantly below market. Such a condition threatens a company's

3 ability to attract capital on reasonable terms, and could also contribute to credit

4 downgrades and other operating constraints which will ultimately result in increased

5 costs to customers.

6 Q12. What overall rate of return is Pepco requesting?

7 A12. As shown in Schedule (FJB)-1, the Company is requesting an overall rate of

a return of 8.21% on its distribution rate base in Maryland.

9 Q13. On what capital structure is the overall rate of return based?

10 A13. The overall rate of return is the weighted average, based on the Company's

11 September 30, 2012 capital structure ratios of 49.45% common equity and 50.55%

12 long-term debt, its embedded long-term debt cost of 6.21% (see Schedule FJB-1) and

13 its return on common equity of 10.25%, as recommended by Company Witness

14 Hevert. The capital structure has been calculated in the same manner accepted most

15 recently by the Commission in the Company's rate filing in Case No. 9286. This

16 capital structure is consistent with the Company's goals and objectives. In addition,

17 the Company's current credit ratings are based on its commitment to maintain a

18 capital structure consistent with these percentages.

19 Q14. Is this capital structure consistent with industry practice and averages?

20 A14. Yes. The Company's recommended capital structure is consistent with the

21 2011 full-year and 2012 year-to-date reported averages of 47.97% and 50.79%,

22 respectively, of the common equity ratios of electric utilities as published in the

23 October 4, 2012 edition of Regulatory Research Associates' "Regulatory Focus:
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Witness Boyle

1 Major Rate Case Decisions." The Company's recommended capital structure is also

2 consistent with a 2013 - 2017 forecast range from 49.0% to 49.5% for the average

3 equity ratio of the Electric Utility (East) Industry sector between 2013 and 2017, as

4 published by Value Line on August 24, 2012.

5 Q15. Are there other reasons this capital structure is appropriate for use in this

6 proceeding?

7 A15. Yes. As indicated in the testimony of Company Witness Hevert, the

8 Company's recommended capital structure is reasonable given a mean common

9 equity ratio of 50.69% (range between 31.92% and 59.90%) for the 16 companies

10 constituting Company Witness Hevert's proxy group for the purpose of determining

11 the cost of equity for this proceeding.

12 Q16. What are the Company's credit ratings by the major rating agencies?

13 A16. Pepco's long-term corporate credit ratings (unsecured debt ratings) are

14 currently BBB+, Baa2 and A- from S&P, Moody's and Fitch, respectively. On July

15 27, 2012, Fitch affirmed its current ratings for Pepco while changing the rating

16 outlook to negative from stable. As noted in S&P's "Industry Report Card" dated

17 October 22, 2012, 63% of U.S. investor-owned electric utilities carry ratings from

18 BBB- to BBB+, with an additional 35% rated A-, or better.

19 Q17. Please briefly describe the importance of the Company's credit ratings.

20 A17. The Company's credit ratings indicate the rating agencies' assessment of

21 Pepco's ability to meet its obligations to its long-term debt holders. The higher the

22 credit rating, the greater the perceived likelihood that debt investors will receive their

23 interest and principal payments as expected. As such, a company with a higher credit

11



Witness Boyle

1 rating has access to a larger investor base, faces fewer restrictive covenants and can

2 issue long-term debt at lower cost. This is particularly advantageous today given the

3 Company's plans to invest a significant amount of capital in system reliability.

4 Conversely, lower credit ratings reflect increased investor risk. As a result,

5 investors expect to be paid more to provide funds to such an issuer. In addition,

6 lower credit ratings typically result in investors demanding more restrictive terms and

7 covenants from the issuer. Lower credit ratings also limit the pool of investors that

8 may otherwise invest in the Company due to ratings restrictions imposed by some

9 institutional investors. These additional costs associated with lower credit ratings will

10 only increase the costs to the Company's customers.

11 Q18. Please explain the Company's exclusion of certain vegetation management costs

12 incurredin 2012.

13 A18. Consistent with the Commission's decision in Case No. 9286, the Company in

14 this proceeding removed from the test period $7.5 million of vegetation management

15 costs. This adjustment in test year expense reflects the Commission's disallowance

16 of certain accelerated vegetation management activities, referred to by the

17 Commission as "catch up" costs, in Case No. 9286.

18 Q19. Have you provided an updated study of Pepco's cost containment efforts

19 comparable to that provided in Case No.9286?

20 A19. Yes, attached as Schedule (FJB)-2 is an updated cost containment study

21 demonstrating that PHI and Pepco continue to avoid cost increases in customer care,

22 operations and corporate services. Schedule (FJB)-2 shows that PHI avoided nearly

23 $149 million in costs company-wide in 2011.
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Witness Boyle

1 Q20. Has Pepco performed a study of administrative and general (A&G) expenses

2 compared with peer companies primarily focused on transmission and

3 distribution?

4 A20. Yes. I have attached as Schedule (FJB)-3 an updated study through 2011 of

5 A&G expense comparing Pepco's A&G expenses to those of peer companies. As this

6 Schedule demonstrates, Pepco's A&G expenses remain below average in relation to

7 its revenue and net plant, when compared to its peers. The peer companies reflected

8 on Schedule (FJB)-3 were selected because they have a business mix similar to that of

9 Pepco and are primarily focused on transmission and distribution functions.

10 Q21. What is the impact of the requested rate increase on an average residential

11 customer?

12 A21. The impact of the requested rate increase on an typical residential customer's

13 total monthly bill is $7.13. This equates to $0.23 a day in increased electric rates.

14 The Company acknowledges that any increase can be difficult for customers

15 particularly in difficult economic times. However, since 2000, when comparing

16 Pepco's distribution rates to inflation, Pepco's customers are actually paying 12.5%

17 less for their electric distribution service after the effects of inflation are taken into

18 account.

19 H. Response to the Report of the Governor's Grid Resiliency Task Force

20 Q22. Does the Company's Application address the recommendations of the Governor

21 and the Task Force Report?

22 A22. Yes. The Company is prepared to accelerate three programs to enhance

23 service reliability: 1) priority feeders; 2) tree trimming; and 3) undergrounding

13
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1 distribution feeders. As a result of these efforts, the Company is prepared to commit

2 to enhanced reliability metrics predicated on its accelerated investment program. The

3 Company will meet improved frequency and duration measures in 2015 beyond what

4 is required in current regulations. Consistent with the Governor's recommendation

5 and the Task Force Report, the Company is also requesting in its Application

6 surcharge recovery for the accelerated investment programs through a Grid

7 Resiliency Charge. Finally, the Company is proposing that the results produced by

8 the accelerated investments be subject to clearly defined performance metrics that

9 will result in a customer credit for failing to meet the performance standards and a

10 Company incentive for exceeding the performance standards.

11 These issues are addressed fully in the Direct Testimony of Company

12 Witnesses Gausman and Janocha.

13 Q23. Will Pepco accelerate these projects without the Grid Resiliency Charge?

14 A23. No. These accelerated expenditures are incremental to the Company's base

15 capital and operating cost plans. Absent the Grid Resiliency Charge, the Company,

16 while meeting its current reliability standards, will not perform these projects in this

17 time frame. As the Task Force acknowledged, taking on this added level of

18 investment will impose "undue financial pressure on the utilities," and therefore the

19 Task Force recommended that the Commission authorize contemporaneous cost

20 recovery through a tracker-like mechanism for the accelerated investments. Task

21 Force Report at 80.

14
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1 Q24. Please explain how Pepco is addressing the Task Force Report

2 recommendations?

3 A24. The Task Force Report recommends accelerating certain service and

4 reliability standards to improve reliability sooner and to address major storm-related

5 outages. As discussed earlier in my testimony, Pepco is proposing to accelerate

6 certain tree trimming and priority feeder work in response to the Task Force Report.

7 Pepco is proposing to implement the following: 1) accelerate its next four-year tree-

8 trimming cycle; 2) revise its poorest performing feeder program to address an

9 additional 12 feeders a year for two years; and 3) underground three distribution

10 feeders in Montgomery County and three distribution feeders in Prince George's

11 County. These projects all are accelerated from the existing service and reliability

12 standards and the specific capital and operation and maintenance (O&M) investment

13 in those projects will be included in the Grid Resiliency Charge. As discussed in

14 detail by Company Witness Janocha, this tracker is anticipated to last approximately

15 three years, commencing in January 2014. In the base rate case that follows the

16 completion of all of the projects, the Company will move the project costs into rate

17 base. Finally, as discussed in detail by Company Witness Gausman, the Company is

18 proposing enhanced reliability standards to measure performance as a result of these

19 accelerated investments. The Grid Resiliency Charge will include a customer credit

20 for failing to meet the accelerated requirements, and will include a Company

21 incentive for exceeding the accelerated requirements. This proposal is designed to

22 operate cohesively such that the accelerated reliability work, the cost recovery

23 mechanism, and the performance metrics are a non-severable package.

15
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1 Q25. Why are you proposing to accelerate the tree-trimming process?

2 A25. The Task Force Report recommends accelerating the four-year trimming cycle

3 to 24 months as one step to jump-start reliability and resiliency improvements. Task

4 Force Report at 78. Pepco is proposing to perform two years of tree trimming in

5 2014, thus doubling its efforts to complete a four-year cycle in three years. As

6 discussed by Company Witness Gausman, the incremental cost of this program is

7 estimated to be $17 million in 2014. The Direct Testimony of Company Witness

8 Gausman provides the additional information on the incremental costs associated with

9 this accelerated trimming proposal.

10 Q26. Please describe the acceleration of the feeder program.

11 A26. In addition to the planned feeder program described by Company Witness

12 Gausman in his Direct Testimony, the Company will accelerate work on 12 additional

13 feeders each year for two years, thus addressing 24 more feeders than it would under

14 its Reliability Enhancement Plan. The expected cost of this element of the

15 acceleration program is $24 million. The Direct Testimony of Company Witness

16 Gausman provides more information on the incremental cost of accelerating the

17 feeder program.

18 Q27. Please describe the undergrounding feature of your proposal.

19 A27. Although the Task Force did not recommend specific infrastructure

20 improvements, the Task Force found that selective undergrounding is an effective

21 way to harden the distribution system. In response, the Company is proposing to

22 underground six distribution feeders, three each in Prince George's and Montgomery

23 Counties. Work on these feeders will provide increased reliability benefits as

16
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1 described by Company Witness Gausman. The incremental cost of undergrounding

2 these feeders is estimated to be $151 million. The Direct Testimony of Company

3 Witness Gausman provides more information on the incremental costs of these

4 projects.

5 The Undergrounding Study attached to Company Witness Gausman's Direct

6 Testimony recommends a number of additional undergrounding projects which are

7 not proposed in this proceeding as part of the accelerated investment in reliability.

8 The Company expects those additional projects will be discussed as part of a longer

9 term undergrounding plan.

10 Q28. How does Pepco propose to recover the incremental costs associated with these

11 projects?

12 A28. Pepco is proposing a Grid Resiliency Charge to recover the incremental

13 capital costs and expenses associated with the accelerated tree trimming, the

14 accelerated steps to address worst performing feeders and the targeted

15 undergrounding projects outlined above. The Task Force recognized that both

16 additional O&M and capital expenditures would be required to meet the new

17 resiliency requirements outlined in the Task Force Report. Therefore the Task Force

18 Recommendation 3 proposes that "the PSC authorize contemporaneous cost recovery

19 through a tracker-like mechanism exclusively for these accelerated and

20 incremental investments and expenses." Task Force Report at 80. (Emphasis in

21 original).

22 As discussed in detail by Company Witness Janocha, the proposed Grid

23 Resiliency Charge will appear as a separate line item on customers' bills. The

17
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1 Company proposes a Grid Resiliency Charge be set in this proceeding. If the charges

2 are approved, the monthly bill impact for a residential customer using 1,000 kWh per

3 month would be $0.96 in 2014; $1.70 in 2015 and $1.93 in 2016. As discussed

4 earlier, in the first rate case following the completion of all the projects, the Company

5 will include the project costs in rate base. Company Witness Janocha's Direct

6 Testimony provides both the calculation of the proposed Grid Resiliency Charge and

7 the manner in which it will be implemented.

3 Q29. Is the Company making other proposals in connection with its accelerated

9 investment and Grid Resiliency Charge?

10 A29. Yes. The Task Force recommended that the Commission implement a

11 ratemaking structure that rewards the utilities for meeting reliability metrics, and

12 penalizes them if they do not meet the metrics. Task Force Report at 82. The

13 Company is proposing performance-based rates tied to enhanced reliability metrics

14 associated with the accelerated projects. If the Company meets the enhanced

15 reliability metrics, it will be entitled to a Company incentive; if it does not, it will pay

16 a credit to customers. Company Witness Gausman describes in detail the

17 performance based plan for the accelerated investment.

18 Q30. Is the Company making any other recommendations that relate to the Task

19 Force Report?

20 A30. Yes. The Task Force suggests that the Commission consider forward-looking

21 test years when utilities are faced with significant, projected capital expenditures.

22 Task Force Report at 82. The Company is not proposing a fully forecasted test year

23 in this proceeding. However, the Company's request to recover post test period

18
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1 reliability capital expenditures that extend 12 months beyond the end of the test

2 period captures, at least in part, the beneficial effect of a fully forecasted test period.

3 The Company requests that the Commission accept the post test period additions

4 proposed by the Company, and adopt the Task Force recommendation to consider

5 forward-looking test periods for future cases.

6 Q31. Is Pepco seeking to implement all of the Task Force recommendations?

7 A31. Pepco is seeking to implement those recommendations which can be

s undertaken in the context of this rate case. Pepco is not proposing to implement all of

9 the Task Force recommendations. The Task Force Report also included

10 recommendations that require action by other stakeholders including a potential

11 rulemaking by the Commission. The Company recognizes that many of the

12 recommendations in the Task Force Report are complex and require additional study

13 and review prior to full implementation. Therefore the Company's proposal is more

14 limited at this time and is focused on what it can reasonably integrate in the

15 traditional ratemaking process.

16 III. Conclusion

17 Q32. Please summarize your testimony.

18 A32. Safely serving Pepco's customers and its communities is the Company's top

19 priority. There are many challenges ahead to address the realities of necessary

20 infrastructure replacement and electric reliability needs of Pepco's customers.

21 Meeting those needs involves significant costs, and a financially healthy utility is

22 better positioned to navigate through the changes ahead. To succeed operationally

23 Pepco needs to succeed financially. This rate request will allow Pepco the

19
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1 opportunity to earn a reasonable return on equity and to continue to invest in the

2 electric distribution system on behalf of its customers. In addition, Pepco requests

3 that the Commission approve the proposed Grid Resiliency Charge that will fund

4 accelerated investment in reliability, together with the enhanced metrics to measure

5 results and the performance-based rate mechanism to address the Company's

6 performance.

7 Q33. Does this conclude your Direct Testimony?

8 A33. Yes, it does.
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Schedule (FJB)-1
Page 1 of 4

POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
Cost of Capital

Actual at September 30, 2012

Percent Embedded Weighted
of Total Cost Cost

Type of Capital Capital Rate Rate

Long Term Debt 50.55% 6.21% 3.14%

Common Equity 49.45% 10.25% 5.07%

Total 10000% DAJJa



Schedule (FJB)-1
Page 2 of 4

Potomac Electric Power Company
Capital Structure

Actual at September 30, 2012

Type of Capital Amount Ratios
($ 000's)

Long-Term Debt 1,709,500
Unamortized Net Discount (8,973)
Unamortized Debt Issuance Expense (17,306)
Unamortized Debt Reacquisition Costs (28,357)

Total Long-Term Debt 1,654,865 50.55%

Common Equity 1,618,876 49.45%

Total 3,273,741 100.00%



Schedule (FJB)-1
Page 3 of 4

Potomac Electric Power Company

Weighted Cost of Long-term Debt

Actual at September 30, 2012
Current

Unamortized Unamortized Effective Annual

Coupon Date of Date of Principal (Premium)/ Debt issuance Net Amount Cost Net
Security Type Rate Offerinq Maturity Amount Discount Expense Outstandinq Bat_e CosEt

First Mortgage Bonds
4.95% 11/24/03 11/15/13 $200,000,000 $76,696 $237,352 $199,685,953 5.12% $10,223,921
4.65% 3/24/04 4/15/14 $175,000,000 $26,454 $265,807 $174,707,739 4.79% $8,368,501
5.75% 3/24/04 4/15/34 $100,000,000 $54,451 $872,403 $99,073,146 5.84% $5,785,872
5.40% 6/1/05 6/1/35 $175,000,000 $468,031 $1,637,200 $172,894,769 5.51% $9,526,502
6.50% 11/16/07 11/15/37 $250,000,000 $521,316 $2,741,971 $246,736,713 6.62% $16,333,970
6.50% 3/24/08 11/15/37 $250,000,000 $7,270,806 $2,865,303 $239,863,891 6.84% $16,406,690
7.90% 12/10/08 12/15/38 $250,000,000 $0 $4,239,911 $245,760,089 8.06% $19,808,263
3.05% 4/4/12 4/1/22 $200,000,000 $555,013 $3,407,879 $196,037,107 3.31% $6,488,828

Total First Mortgage Bonds $1,600,000,000 $8,972,768 $16,267,826 $1,574,759,406 $92,942,547

Tax Exempt Fixed Rate Bonds

6.20% 3/17/09 9/1/22 $109,500,000 $0 $1,037,785 $108,462,215 6.33% $6,865,658

Total Tax Exempt Fixed Rate Bonds $109,500,000 $0 $1,037,785 $108,462,215 $6,865,658

Long-Term Debt Balance $1,709,500,000 $8,972,768 $17,305,611 $1,683,221,621 $99,808,205

Unamortized Debt Reacquisition Costs ($28,356,605) $2,981,007

Total Long-Term Debt Balance $1,709,500,000 $8,972,768 $17,305,611 $1,654,865,016 6.21% $102,789,212



Schedule (FJB)-1
Page 4 of 4

Potomac Electric Power Company
Calculation of the Effective Cost Rate of Long-Term Debt

Original Net
Security Coupon Date of Date of Principal (Premium)/ Debt issuance Net Amount Amount Yield to

Tyge Rale Offerinq Maturity Amount Discount Expense to Company Per Unit Maturity

First Mortgage Bonds

4.95% 11/24/03 11/15/13 $200,000,000 $682,000 $2,000,337 $197,317,663 $98.66 5.12%
4.65% 3/24/04 4/15/14 $175,000,000 $173,250 $1,777,631 $173,049,119 $98.89 4.79%
5.75% 3/24/04 4/15/34 $100,000,000 $76,000 $1,235,073 $98,688,927 $98.69 5.84%
5.40% 6/1/05 6/1/35 $175,000,000 $619,500 $2,098,961 $172,281,539 $98.45 5.51%
6.50% 11/16/07 11/15/37 $250,000,000 $622,500 $3,285,507 $246,091,993 $98.44 6.62%
6.50% 3/24/08 11/15/37 $250,000,000 $7,707,500 $3,042,166 $239,250,334 $95.70 6.84%
7.90% 12/10/08 12/15/38 $250,000,000 $0 $4,400,205 $245,599,795 $98.24 8.06%
3.05% 4/4/12 4/1/22 $200,000,000 $580,000 $3,766,478 $195,653,522 $97.83 3.31%

Tax Exempt Fixed Rate Bonds:

6.20% 3/17/09 9/1/22 $109,500,000 $0 $1,274,100 $108,225,900 $98.84 6.33%
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Potomac Electric Power Company Schedule (FJB)-2

2011 Cost Containment Study

($ in Thousands)

Description of Activity Entity 2009 2010 2011

Customer Care
Deployed Natural Language speech recognition system Pepco $ 8,037 $ 14,891 $ 19,093

EnhancedCIS to adjust consumption and/or revenue transactions prior to biliing Pepco $ 75 5 75 $ 75

Added paperless option to eBill system and web site Pepco $ 341 $ 388 $ 560

Implemented"Auto Attendant" system to corporate switchboard Pepco $ 75 $ 75 $ 75
Enabled limited access to CIS by social agencies via the Web to assist low-income customers Pepco $ 75 $ 75 $ 75

Started unified sample and periodic meter test programs Pepco $ 706 $ 706 $ 706
Initiated sample acceptance testing for new meters Pepco $ 106 $ 106 $ 106

Installed Meter Information Data System Pepco $ 798 $ 798 $ 798
Installed Meter Maintenance Work Management System Pepco $ 400 $ 400 $ 400

Installed approximately 750 LCAMS meteringsystems Pepco $ 200 $ 195 $

Outsourced meter reading to Accu-Read Pepco $ 10,000 $ 10,000 $ 10,000
Implemented a workflow management and record imaging system Pepco $ 75 $ 75 $ -

Replaced special billing system with SAP R/3 system Pepco $ 102 $ 102 $
implemented Maximo task management system Pepco $ 343 $ - $
Significantly expanded Revenue Protection activities Pepco $ 4,360 $ 5,123 $ 2,995
Move Meter personnei from 1620 2nd St to Benning Pepco $ 404 $ 404 $ 404

Accu-Read performing special reads Pepco $ 435 $ 304 $ 215
Total Customer Care $ 26,532 $ 33,718 $ 35,502

Operations
Improved Equipment Inspection Procedures Pepco $ 170 $ 170 $ 170

RebidT&M Aerial Line Contracts with Unit Price Work Pepco $ 200 $ 200 $ 200
RebidT&M Underground Contract with Unit Price Work Pepco $ 100 $ 100 $ 100
General Improvement in Productivity FTE reductions Pepco 5 600 $ 600 $ 600
Total Operations $ 1,070 $ 1,070 $ 1,070

Corporate Services
Supply Chain Procurement Savings PHI $ 18,880 $ 20,333 $ 29,180
LegalServices In-sourcing and consolidation PHI $ 5,840 $ 9,120 $ 7,340
Total Benefits PHI $ 27,100 $ 37,220 $ 24,075

Finance Outsourcing of shareholder services PHI $ 628 $ 628 $ 628
Finance Debt and Preferred Stock Refinancing Pepco $ 23,478 $ 23,442 $ 23,843

ORP - Labor Related Cost Savings PHI $ - $ - $ 25,956
ORP - Non-Labor Related Cost Savings PHI $ - $ - $ 1,860

Total Corporate Services $ 75,926 $ 90,743 $ 112,882

Grand Total $ 103,527 $ 125,530 $ 149,454

3 Year Cumulative Grand Total $ 103,527 $ 229,058 $ 378,512
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Schedule (FJB)-3

Page 1 of 2

Analysis of A&G Expense as a Percentage of Ultimate Sales to Consumers
Year 2011

Based on FERC Form 1 Data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Total Sales ($) to Ratio A&G

Line Total A & G ($) Ultimate Consumers to Sales Rev

Comparv pq 323, col B. line 197 pq 300,col B, line 10 Col 4/Col 3

1 Consolidated Edison

2 Consolidated Edison of New York 1,063,885,633 7,520,211,077 14.1470%
3 Orange & Rockland Utilities, Inc. 79,368,332 426,991,653 18.5878%
4 Northeast Utilities
5 Connecticut Light & Power 219,396,135 2,230,217,603 9.8374%
6 Public Service of New Hampshire 109,597,433 965,472,739 11.3517%
7 Westem Massachusetts Electric Company 38,140,726 384,830,062 9.9111%
8 NSTAR 151,807,508 2,248,324,893 6.7520%
9 Alliant Energy

10 Wisconsin Power & Light Company 70,795,160 1,029,891,962 6.8740%
11 Interstate Power & Light 86,438,919 1,338,253,826 6.4591%
12 Ameren Corp.
13 Union Electric Company 275,200,772 2,809,322,426 9.7960%
14 Ameren Illinois Company 143,957,671 1,846,446,877 7.7965%
15 Westar Energy
16 Westar Energy 94,161,548 856,033,419 10.9998%
17
18 Peer Group Average 10.2284%
19
20

21 PEPCO 140,134,164 1,901,198,730 7.3708%
22 Delmarva Power - Electric 65,596,363 963,673,590 6.8069%
23 Atlantic City Electric 58,077,955 1,034,324,076 5.6151%



Schedule (FJB)-3

Page 2 of 2

Analysis of A&G Expense as a Percentage of Net Utility Plant
Year 2011

Based on FERC Form 1 Data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Ratio A&G

Line Total A & G ($) Net Utility Plant ($) to Plant

No. Comparv pq 323,col B, line 197 pq 200,col C,line 15 Col 3/Col 4

1 Consolidated Edison

2 Consolidated Edison of New York 1,063,885,633 16,453,667,721 6.4659%
3 Orange & Rockland Utilities, Inc. 79,368,332 693,251,554 11.4487%
4 Northeast Utilities
5 Connecticut Light & Power 219,396,135 5,754,860,229 3.8124%
6 Public Service of New Hampshire 109,597,433 2,199,263,962 4.9834%
7 Westem Massachusetts Electric Company 38,140,726 1,068,203,070 3.5706%
8 NSTAR 151,807,508 4,199,884,288 3.6146%
9 Alliant Energy
10 Wisconsin Power & Light Company 70,795,160 2,527,446,063 2.8011%
11 Interstate Power & Light 86,438,919 2,961,839,337 2.9184%
12 Ameren Corp.
13 Union Electric Company 275,200,772 8,568,128,492 3.2119%
14 Ameren Illinois Company 143,957,671 3,305,752,831 4.3548%
15 Westar Energy
16 Westar Energy 94,161,548 3,434,407,065 2.7417%
17

18 Peer Group Average 4.5385%
19
20

21 PEPCO 140,134,164 3,712,426,394 3.7747%
22 Delmarva Power - Electric 65,596,363 1,752,362,014 3.7433%
23 Atlantic City Electric 58,077,955 1,771,136,883 3.2791%
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PEPCO _ (RBH)

POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

BEFORE THE
MARYLAND PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
DIRECT TESTIMONY OF ROBERT B.HEVERT

CASE NO.

I. Introduction

1 01. Please state your name, affiliation and business address.

2 Al. My name is Robert B. Hevert. I am Managing Partner of Sussex Economic

3 Advisors, LLC (Sussex). My business address is 161 Worcester Road, Suite 503,

4 Framingham, Massachusetts 01701.

5 Q2. On whose behalf are you submitting this testimony?

6 A2. I am submitting this direct testimony (Direct Testimony) before the Maryland

7 Public Service Commission (Commission) on behalf of Potomac Electric Power

s Company (Pepco or the Company), a wholly-owned operating subsidiary of Pepco

9 Holdings, Inc. (PHI).

10 Q3. Please describe your educational background.

11 A3. I hold a Bachelor's degree in Business and Economics from the University of

12 Delaware, and an MBA with a concentration in Finance from the University of

13 Massachusetts. I also hold the Chartered Financial Analyst designation.

14 Q4. Please describe your experience in the energy and utility industries.

15 A4. I have worked in regulated industries for over 25 years, having served as an

16 executive and manager with consulting firms, a financial officer of a publicly-traded

17 natural gas utility (at the time, Bay State Gas Company), and an analyst at a

18 telecommunications utility. In my role as a consultant, I have advised numerous

19 energy and utility clients on a wide range of financial and economic issues, including
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1 corporate and asset-based transactions, asset and enterprise valuation, transaction due

2 diligence, and strategic matters. As an expert witness, I have provided testimony in

3 approximately 100 proceedings regarding various financial and regulatory matters

4 before numerous state utility regulatory agencies and the Federal Energy Regulatory

5 Commission. A summary of my professional and educational background, including

6 a list of my testimony in prior proceedings, is included in Attachment A to my Direct

7 Testimony.

II. Purpose and Overview of Testimony

8 Q5. What is the purpose of your Direct Testimony?

9 A5. The purpose of my Direct Testimony is to present evidence and provide a

10 recommendation regarding the Company's Cost of Equity (sometimes referred to as

11 the Return on Equity or ROE) and to provide an assessment of the capital structure to

12 be used for ratemaking purposes, as proposed in the Direct Testimony of Company

13 Witness Boyle. My analyses and conclusions are supported by the data presented in

14 Schedule (RBH)-1 through Schedule (RBH)-10, which have been prepared by me or

15 under my direction.

16 06. What are your conclusions regarding the appropriate Cost of Equity and capital

17 structure for the Company?

18 A6. My analyses indicate that the Company's Cost of Equity currently is in the

19 range of 10.25% to 11.00%. The Company's proposed ROE, 10.25%, lies at the low

20 end of that range. As such, I conclude that the Company's proposal is reasonable, if

21 not conservative. As to its proposed capital structure, which includes 49.45%

22 common equity and 50.55% long-term debt, I conclude that the Company's proposal

2
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1 is consistent with the capital structures that have been in place over several fiscal

2 quarters at comparable operating utility companies. In light of its ongoing need to

3 access external capital, and given the consistency of its proposal with similarly-

4 situated utility companies, I conclude that the Company's proposed capital structure

5 is reasonable and appropriate.

6 Q7. Please provide a brief overview of the analyses that led to your ROE

7 recommendation.

8 A7. My analysis began with a review of the Commission's Order No. 85028 in

9 Case No. 9286, in which the Commission noted certain aspects of the respective

10 analyses and conclusions provided by the various ROE witnesses. As discussed

11 throughout my Direct Testimony, I have specifically considered the Commission's

12 conclusions in developing my analyses in this proceeding. In keeping with the

13 Commission's preference for the use of multiple analytical methods, I relied on three

14 widely-accepted approaches: the Constant Growth Discounted Cash Flow (DCF)

15 model; two forms of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM); and the Bond Yield

16 Plus Risk Premium approach. For the reasons discussed later in my Direct

17 Testimony, I applied those analyses to two groups of comparison companies: (1) a

18 group of electric and natural gas transmission and distribution-only utilities; and (2) a

19 broader group of primarily electric utilities.

20 My recommendations and conclusions consider the Company's relatively

21 small size and the extent to which the Bill Stabilization Adjustment (BSA)

22 mechanism may have a measurable effect on Pepco's Cost of Equity. Lastly, I

23 calculated the costs of issuing common stock, and reflected those flotation costs in

3
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1 my estimate of the Company's Cost of Equity.

2 08. How is the remainder of your Direct Testimony organized?

3 A8. The remainder of my Direct Testimony is organized as follows:

4 • Section III - Discusses the regulatory guidelines and financial

5 considerations pertinent to the development of the cost of capital;

6 • Section IV - Explains my selection of the proxy groups used to

7 develop my analytical results;

8 • Section V - Explains my analyses and the analytical bases for my

9 ROE recommendation;

10 • Section VI - Provides a discussion of specific business risks that have

11 a direct bearing on the Company's Cost of Equity;

12 • Section VII - Highlights the current capital market conditions and

13 their effect on the Company's Cost of Equity;

14 • Section VIII - Addresses the reasonableness of the Company's

15 proposed capital structure; and

16 • Section IX - Summarizes my conclusions and recommendations.

IH. Regulatory Guidelines and Financial Considerations

17 09. Please provide a brief summary of the guidelines established by the United

18 States Supreme Court (the Court) for the purpose of determining the ROE.

19 A9. The Supreme Court established the guiding principles for establishing a fair

20 return for capital in two cases: (1) Bluefield Water Works and Improvement Co. v.

21 Public Service Comm'n of West Virginia (Bluefield); and (2) Federal Power Comm'n

22 v. Hope Natural Gas Co. (Hope). In those cases, the Court recognized that the fair

4
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1 rate of return on equity should be (1) comparable to returns investors expect to earn

2 on other investments of similar risk, (2) sufficient to assure confidence in the

3 company's financial integrity, and (3) adequate to maintain and support the

4 company's credit and to attract capital.

5 Q10. Does Maryland precedent provide similar guidance?

6 A10. Yes. In Order No. 85028, for example, the Commission stated:

7 In determining a utility's appropriate rate of return, we adhere to
8 the general principles established in the Supreme Court's Bluefield
9 and Hope decisions. Stated succinctly, the Bluefield and Hope

10 cases essentially require that returns be sufficient to attract capital
11 on reasonable terms, maintain the utility's financial integrity, and

12 provide investors with the opportunity to earn a return comparable
13 to investments carrying similar risks.1

14 Based on those standards, the authorized ROE should provide the Company

15 with the opportunity to earn a fair and reasonable return, and should enable efficient

16 access to external capital under a variety of market conditions.

IV. Proxy Group Selection

17 011. As a preliminary matter, why is it necessary to select a group of proxy

18 companies to determine the Cost of Equity for Pepco?

19 All. Since the ROE is a market-based concept, and Pepco is not a publicly traded

20 entity, it is necessary to establish a group of comparable publicly-traded companies to

21 serve as its "proxy." Even if Pepco were a publicly traded entity, short-term events

22 could bias its market value during a given period of time. A significant benefit of

23 using a proxy group is that it serves to moderate the effects of anomalous, temporary

i Maryland Public Service Commission, Case No. 9286, Order No. 85028, In the Matter of the
Application of Potomac Electric Power Company for Authority to Increase its Rates and Charges for
Electric Distribution Service, July 20, 2012, at 83.
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1 events associated with any one company.

2 912. Does the selection of a proxy group suggest that analytical results will be tightly

3 clustered around average (¿e.,mean) results?

4 A12. No. The DCF approach, for example, defines the Cost of Equity as the sum of

5 the expected dividend yield and projected long-term growth. Despite the care taken

6 to ensure risk comparability, market expectations with respect to future risks and

7 growth opportunities will vary from company to company. Therefore, even within a

s group of similarly situated companies, it is common for analytical results to reflect a

9 seemingly wide range. Consequently, at issue is how to estimate a Company's ROE

10 from within that range. That determination necessarily must consider a wide range of

11 both empirical and qualitative information.

12 Q13. Please provide a summary profile of Pepco.

13 A13. Pepco is a wholly-owned operating subsidiary of PHI (NYSE: POM). The

14 Company provides electric transmission, distribution, and default supply service to

15 approximately 257,000 customers in the District of Columbia and 531,000 customers

16 in Maryland.2 PHI's current long-term issuer credit rating from Standard & Poor's

17 (S&P) is BBB+ (outlook: Stable), Baa3 (outlook: Stable) from Moody's Investors

18 Service (Moody's), and BBB (outlook: Stable) from FitchRatings (Fitch). Pepco

19 currently is rated BBB+ (outlook: Stable) by S&P, Baa2 (outlook: Stable) by

20 Moody's, and BBB+ (outlook: Negative) by Fitch.3

2 See Pepco Holdings, SEC Form 10-K for the fiscal year endedDecember 31, 2011, at 7.
3 Source: SNL Financial.
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1 Q14. How did you reflect Pepco's risk profile in selecting the proxy companies used to

2 estimate its Cost of Equity?

3 A14. Although Pepco is a transmission and distribution (T&D) company, there are

4 no "pure play" state-jurisdictional electric T&D companies that may be used as a

5 proxy for the Company's Maryland electric distribution operations. Nonetheless, I

6 recognize that the Commission has expressed its concern that vertically integrated

7 electric utilities may carry more risk than T&D companies. In order to address that

8 concern, I have developed a group of proxy companies that are primarily electric and

9 natural gas distribution utilities (referred to below as the T&D Proxy Group).

10 Q15. Do you believe there is a meaningful difference in the risk profile of electric

11 T&D and natural gas distribution utilities?

12 A15. Yes, I do. As demonstrated in the S&P report titled U.S. Regulated Utilities,

13 Strongest to Weakest,"for example, nearly 87.00% of the natural gas distribution

14 utilities covered are rated BBB+ or higher, while only 47.00% of electric T&D

15 utilities, and 41.00% of vertically integrated utilities, fall within those ratings grades.

16 On that basis, it is apparent that there is a significant difference in credit ratings

17 between natural gas and electric distribution utilities, yet only a minor difference

18 between electric distribution utilities and vertically integrated electric utilities.

19 Q16. What would be the consequence of relying solely on a group of combination

20 natural gas and electric distribution companies?

21 A16. A likely consequence is that the estimated Cost of Equity would be biased

22 downward by the effects of natural gas operations. In addition, since there are few

4 SeeStandard & Poor's, U.S. Regulated Utilities, Strongest to Weakest, April 20, 2012.
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i such companies, the resulting proxy group would be relatively small in number. To

2 address those concerns, I also considered the results of companies that are primarily

3 regulated electric utilities (referred to as the Electric Utility Proxy Group). Given the

4 credit rating distributions discussed above, relying on companies whose risk profiles

5 are substantially related to natural gas operations is more likely to skew the results

6 downward than considering the results of integrated companies would skew the

7 results upward.

8 417. How did you select your T&D Proxy Group?

9 A17. I began with the universe of companies that Value Line classifies as Electric

10 Utilities, which includes a group of 49 domestic U.S. utilities, and applied the

11 following screening criteria:

12 • I excluded companies that do not consistently pay quarterly cash

13 dividends;

14 • All of the companies in my proxy group have been covered by at least

15 two utility industry equity analysts;

16 • All of the companies in my proxy group have investment grade senior

17 unsecured bond and/or corporate credit ratings from S&P;

18 • I excluded companies with generating assets included in their rate

19 base;

20 • I excluded companies whose regulated operating income over the three

21 most recently reported fiscal years represented less than 60.00% of

22 combined income;

8
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1 • I excluded companies whose regulated natural gas operating income

2 over the three most recently reported fiscal years represented more

3 than 50.00% of total regulated operating income; and

4 • I eliminated companies that are currently known to be party to a

5 merger, or other significant transaction.

6 018. Did you include PHI in your analysis?

7 A18. No. In order to avoid the circular logic that otherwise would occur, it has

8 been my consistent practice to exclude the subject company (or its parent) from the

9 proxy group.

10 Q19. What companies met those screening criteria?

11 A19. The criteria discussed above resulted in an initial T&D Proxy Group of the

12 following five companies: CenterPoint Energy, Inc.; Consolidated Edison, Inc.;

13 FirstEnergy Corp.; Northeast Utilities; and UIL Holdings Corporation.

14 Q20. Do those companies represent your final T&D Proxy Group?

15 A20. No. After a closer review of the operating profiles of each of the companies

16 in the initial T&D Proxy Group, I excluded FirstEnergy Corp. based on its generating

17 asset portfolio, which includes 22,810 MW of capacity, most of which is sold into the

18 wholesale power markets operated by the PJM regional system operator.6 The final

19 T&D Proxy Group is presented in Table 1.

* I note that UIL closed its acquisition of three natural gas distribution companies from Iberdrola in
November, 2010 (see UIL Holdings Corporation SEC Form 8-K dated November 16, 2010).

6 See FirstEnergy Corp.,SEC Form 10-K for the fiscal year endedDecember 31,2011, at 2.
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1 Table 1: Final T&D Proxy Group

Company Ticker

CenterPoint Energy, Inc. CNP

Consolidated Edison, Inc. ED

Northeast Utilities NU

UIL Holdings Corporation UIL

2

3 Q21. How did you select your Electric Utility Proxy Group?

4 A21. I relied on the same criteria noted above, with two differences: (1) I allowed

5 companies with regulated generating assets to be part of the proxy group; and (2) I

6 increased the threshold of regulated operating income derived from electric

7 operations from 50.00% (in the case of the T&D Proxy Group) to 90.00%.

8 Q22. What companies met those screening criteria?

9 A22. The criteria discussed above resulted in an initial Electric Utility Proxy Group

10 of the following 14 companies: American Electric Power Company, Inc.; Cleco

11 Corporation; Edison International; Empire District Electric Company; Great Plains

12 Energy Inc.; Hawaiian Electric Industries, Inc.; IDACORP, Inc.; Integrys Energy

13 Group, Inc.; Otter Tail Corporation; Pinnacle West Capital Corporation; PNM

14 Resources, Inc.; Portland General Electric Company; Southern Company; and Westar

15 Energy, Inc.

16 Q23. Do those companies constitute your final Electric Utility Proxy Group?

17 A23. No, I excluded two companies based on recently published 2011 financial

18 information. First, Edison International (EIX) recorded a loss of $1.09 billion in its

10
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1 competitive power generation segment7 reSulting from an after-taX earningS charge

2 (recorded in the fourth quarter of 2011) relating to the impairment of its Homer City,

3 Fisk, Crawford, and Waukegan power plants, wind related charges, and other

4 expenses." In light of those losses, it is difficult to assess the degree to which

5 regulated electric utility operations would be expected to contribute to the company's

6 consolidated financial performance in the future. Consequently, I have excluded EIX

7 from the Electric Utility Proxy Group.

8 I also note that in 2009 Integrys Energy Group, Inc. (Integrys) experienced

9 operating loss of $114.6 million in its Natural Gas Utility Segment due primarily to a

10 non-cash goodwill impairment loss."Since then, the company's gas utility operations

11 consistently have comprised approximately 50.00% of total regulated income. As

12 such, I also have excluded Integrys from the Electric Utility Proxy Group.

13 Q24. Based on the criteria and issues discussed above, what is the composition of your

14 Electric Utility Proxy Group?

15 A24. The final Electric Utility Proxy Group is presented in Table 2 .

7 See Edison International, SEC Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2011, at 53.
Ibid., at 54.
See Integrys, SEC Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31,2011, at 24.
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1 Table 2: Final Electric Utility Proxy Groupio

Company Ticker

American Electric Power Company, Inc. AEP

Cleco Corporation CNL

Empire District Electric Company EDE

Great Plains Energy Inc. GXP

Hawaiian Electric Industries, Inc. HE

IDACORP, Inc. IDA

Otter Tail Corporation OTTR

Pinnacle West Capital Corporation PNW

PNM Resources, Inc. PNM

Portland General Electric Company POR

Southern Company SO

Westar Energy, Inc. WR

2

V. Cost of Equity Estimation

3 Q25. Please briefly discuss the ROE in the context of the regulated rate of return.

4 A25. Regulated utilities primarily use common stock and long-term debt to finance

5 their capital investments. The overall rate of return (ROR) weighs the costs of the

6 individual sources of capital by their respective book values. While the cost of debt

7 and cost of preferred stock can be directly observed, the Cost of Equity is market-

8 based and, therefore, must be estimated based on observable market information.

9 Q26. How is the required ROE determined?

10 A26. I estimated the ROE using analyses based on market data to quantify a range

11 of investor expectations of required equity returns. By their very nature, quantitative

10 I note that several of the companies included in either the Electric Utility Proxy Group or the T&D
Proxy Group also were included in Staff Witness Campbell's comparison group in CaseNo. 9286. See

Case No. 9286, Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Gregory Campbell, Exhibit GMC-6.
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1 models produce a range of results from which the market required ROE must be

2 estimated. As discussed throughout my Direct Testimony, that estimation must be

3 based on a comprehensive review of relevant data and information, and does not

4 necessarily lend itself to a strict mathematical solution. Consequently, the key

5 consideration in determining the ROE is to ensure that the overall analysis reasonably

6 reflects investors' view of the financial markets in general and the subject company

7 (in the context of the proxy companies) in particular.

8 Constant Growth DCF Model

9 Q27. Are DCF models widely used in regulatory proceedings?

10 A27. Yes. In my experience, the Constant Growth DCF model is widely

11 recognized in regulatory proceedings, as well as in financial literature. Nonetheless,

12 neither the DCF nor any other model should be applied without considerable

13 judgment in the selection of data and the interpretation of results.

14 Q28. Please describe the DCF approach.

15 A28. The DCF approach is based on the theory that a stock's current price

16 represents the present value of all expected future cash flows. In its simplest form,

17 the DCF model expresses the Cost of Equity as the sum of the expected dividend

18 yield and long-term growth rate, and is expressed as follows:

D2 D2 D.
P = + +···+

19 (1 + k) (1 + k)2 (1 +k)" Equation [1]

20 where P represents the current stock price, Di ... Doo represent expected future

21 dividends, and k is the discount rate, or required ROE. Equation [1] is a standard

22 present value calculation that can be simplified and rearranged into the familiar form:

13
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Do (1+g)
k = + g

1 P Equation [2]

2 Equation [2] often is referred to as the "Constant Growth DCF" model, in which the

3 first term is the expected dividend yield and the second term is the expected long-

4 term annual growth rate.

5 In essence, the Constant Growth DCF model assumes that the total return

6 received by investors includes the dividend yield, and the rate of growth. As

7 explained below, under the model's assumptions, the rate of growth equals the rate of

8 capital appreciation. That is, the model assumes that the investor's return is the sum

9 of the dividend yield and the increase in the stock price.

10 Q29. What assumptions are required for the Constant Growth DCF model?

11 A29. The Constant Growth DCF model assumes: (1) a constant average annual

12 growth rate for earnings and dividends; (2) a stable dividend payout ratio; (3) a

13 constant price-to-earnings multiple; and (4) a discount rate greater than the expected

14 growth rate. Under those assumptions, dividends, earnings, book value, and the stock

15 price all grow at the same, constant rate.

16 Q30. What market data did you use to calculate the dividend yield component of your

17 DCF model?

18 A30. The dividend yield is based on the proxy companies' current annualized

19 dividend, and average closing stock prices over the 30-, 90-, and 180-trading day

20 periods as of October 12,2012.

21 Q31. Why did you use three averaging periods to calculate an average stock price?

22 A31. I did so to ensure that the model's results are not skewed by anomalous events

23 that may affect stock prices on any given trading day. At the same time, the

14
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1 averaging period should be reasonably representative of expected capital market

2 conditions over the long term. In my view, using 30-, 90-, and 180-day averaging

3 periods reasonably balances those concerns.

4 Q32. Did you make any adjustments to the dividend yield to account for periodic

5 growth in dividends?

6 A32. Yes. Since utilities increase their quarterly dividends at different times

7 throughout the year, it is reasonable to assume that dividend increases will be evenly

8 distributed over calendar quarters. Given that assumption, it is appropriate to

9 calculate the expected dividend yield by applying one-half of the long-term growth

10 rate to the current dividend yield.II That adjustment ensures that the expected

11 dividend yield is representative of the coming 12-month period, and does not

12 overstate the dividends to be paid during that time.

13 Q33. Is it important to select appropriate measures of long-term growth in applying

14 the DCF model?

15 A33. Yes. In its Constant Growth form, the DCF model (i.e., as presented in

16 Equation [2] above) assumes a single growth estimate in perpetuity. This assumption

17 requires a fixed payout ratio, and the same constant growth rate for earnings per share

18 (EPS), dividends per share, and book value per share. Since dividend growth can

19 only be sustained by earnings growth, the model should incorporate a variety of

20 measures of long-term earnings growth.

21 Q34. Please summarize your inputs to the Constant Growth DCF model.

22 A34. I used the following inputs for the price and dividend terms:

11 See Schedule (RBH)-1.
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1 1. The average daily closing prices for the 30-, 90-, and 180-trading days

2 ended October 12, 2012, for the term Po; and

3 2. The annualized dividend per share as of October 12,2012, for the term

4 Do.

5 I then calculated my DCF results using each of the following growth terms:

6 1. The Zacks consensus long-term earnings growth estimates;

7 2. The First Call consensus long-term earnings growth estimates; and

s 3. The Value Line long-term earnings growth estimates.

9 Q35. How did you calculate the high and low DCF results?

10 A35. I calculated the proxy group mean high DCF results by using the maximum

11 EPS growth rate as reported by Value Line, Zack's, and First Call for each proxy

12 group company in combination with the dividend yield for each of the proxy group

13 companies. The proxy group mean high results then reflect the average of the

14 maximum DCF results for the proxy group as a whole. I used a similar approach to

15 calculate the proxy group mean low results using instead the minimum of the Value

16 Line, Zack's, and First Call growth rates for each company.

17 Q36. Did you make any adjustments to the growth rates in your DCF analyses?

18 A36. Yes. In Order No. 85028, the Commission noted the variability of certain

19 growth rates. In that regard, I note that the Value Line EPS growth estimate for Otter

20 Tail Power (OTTR) is more than two standard deviations from the unadjusted group

21 mean. At the same time, earnings growth estimates from Zacks and First Call for

22 OTTR are somewhat below the group mean, and are identical to each other. Rather

23 than eliminating OTTR's DCF estimates altogether, therefore, I removed the Value

16
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1 Line growth estimate.12

2 Q37. What are the results of your DCF analysis?

3 A37. My Constant Growth DCF results are summarized in Table 3 (see also

4 Schedule (RBH)-1).

5 Table 3: DCF Results13

Low Growth Mean Growth High Growth
Rate" Rate" Rate"

T&D Proxy Group Results"

30-Day Average 8.62% 9.20% 9.82%

90-Day Average 8.59% 9.17% 9.79%

180-Day Average 8.70% 9.29% 9.91%

Electric Utility Proxy Group Results

30-Day Average 9.05% 10.09% 11.40%

90-Day Average 9.07% 10.11% 11.42%

180-Day Average 9.21% 10.25% 11.57%

6

7 Q38. Did you undertake any additional analyses to support your recommendation?

8 A38. Yes. As noted earlier, I also applied the CAPM and Risk Premium analyses in

9 estimating the Company's Cost of Equity.

12 My decision to do so is based on Staff's prior convention of removing estimates beyond two standard
deviations of the unadjusted mean. See CaseNo. 9286, Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Gregory M.
Campbell, at 6 regarding the two standard deviation criterion. Please note that an alternative, and very
reasonable approach, would be to consider both mean and median results.

13 DCF results presented in Table 3 are unadjusted (i.e., prior to any adjustment for flotation costs).
14 The "Low Growth Rate" results are calculated using the lowest of the three earnings growth rate

estimates for eachproxy group company.
The "Mean Growth Rate" results are calculated using an average of the three earnings growth rate

estimates for eachproxy group company.
is The "High Growth Rate" results are calculated using the highest of the three earnings growth rate

estimates for eachproxy group company.
17 If PHI is included in the T&D Proxy Group, the mean Constant Growth DCF results would be 9.71%,

9.67%, and 9.77% for the 30-, 90-, and 180-trading day periods, respectively. The mean low DCF
results for the 30-, 90-, and 180-day averaging periods would be 9.03%, 8.99%, and 9.09%,
respectively; and the mean high DCF results would be 10.43%, 10.38%, and 10.49%, respectively.
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1 CAPM Analysis

2 Q39. Please briefly describe the general form of the CAPM analysis.

3 A39. The CAPM analysis is a risk premium approach that estimates the Cost of

4 Equity for a given security as a function of a risk-free return plus a risk premium (to

5 compensate investors for the non-diversifiable or "systematic" risk of that security).

6 As shown in Equation [3], the CAPM is defined by four components, each of which

7 theoretically must be a forward-looking estimate:

8 k = ry +ßfra - ry) Equation [3]

9 where:

10 k = the required market ROE for a security;

11 ß= the Beta coefficient of that security;

12 ry= the risk-free rate of return; and

13 rm = the required return on the market as a whole.

14 In Equation [3], the term (r. - ry) represents the Market Risk Premium.18

15 According to the theory underlying the CAPM, since unsystematic risk can be

16 diversified away by adding securities to their investment portfolio, investors should

17 be concerned only with systematic or non-diversifiable risk. Non-diversifiable risk is

18 measured by the Beta coefficient, which is defined as:

ß¡ = - x Pi .«
19 om Equation [4]

20 Where 9 is the standard deviation of returns for company "j," "" is the standard

21 deviation of returns for the broad market (as measured, for example, by the S&P 500

is The Market Risk Premium is defined asthe incremental return of the market over the risk-free rate.
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1 Index), and Pi-m is the correlation of returns in between company j and the broad

2 market. The Beta coefficient therefore represents both relative volatility (i.e., the

3 standard deviation) of returns, and the correlation in returns between the subject

4 company and the overall market.

5 Intuitively, higher Beta coefficients indicate that the subject company's

6 returns have been relatively volatile, and have moved in tandem with the overall

7 market. Consequently, if a company has a Beta coefficient of 1.00,it is as risky as

s the market and does not provide any diversification benefit.

9 Q40. Did you apply a second form of the CAPM?

10 A40. Yes. Consistent with Staff's approach in Case No. 9286, I also applied the

11 "Empirical CAPM" approach'' (also referred to as the ECAPM). The Empirical

12 CAPM calculates the product of the adjusted Beta coefficient and the Market Risk

13 Premium, and applies a weight of 75.00% to that result. The model then applies a

14 25.00% weight to the Market Risk Premium, without any effect from the Beta

15 coefficient. The results of the two calculations are summed, along with the risk-free

16 rate, to produce the Empirical CAPM result, as provided in Equation [5] below:

11 ke = ry +0.75ßfra -ry)+ 0.25(rm-ry) Equation f5]

18 Q41. Have the CAPM and Empirical CAPM been affected by recent economic

19 conditions?

20 A41. Yes. For example, the risk-free rate, "ry," is represented by the yield on long-

21 term U.S.Treasury securities. During periods of increased equity market volatility,

22 investors tend to allocate their capital to low-risk securities such as Treasury bonds,

19 See CaseNo. 9286, Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Gregory M. Campbell, at 10.
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1 thereby bidding down the yield on those securities. In addition, since the 2008

2 Lehman Brothers bankruptcy filing, the Federal Reserve has focused on maintaining

3 low long-term interest rates. However, the capital markets continue to change, by

4 some measures quite significantly. For example, over the 90 trading days ended

5 October 12,2012, the 30-year Treasury yield ranged from a low of 2.46% to a high of

6 3.09%. In addition (and as discussed later in my Direct Testimony), the Equity Risk

7 Premium is not constant, and tends to move in the opposite direction as changes in

8 interest rates occur. Consequently, the CAPM and ECAPM results can be relatively

9 volatile.

10 Q42. With those observations in mind, what assumptions did you include in your

11 CAPM analysis?

12 A42. Since utility assets represent long-term investments, I used two different

13 estimates of the risk-free rate: (1) the current 30-day average yield on 30-year

14 Treasury bonds (i.e., 2.87%); and (2) the near-term projected 30-year Treasury yield

15 (i.e., 3.15%).20

16 Q43. What Market Risk Premium did you use in your CAPM and ECAPM analyses?

17 A43. Because the models are forward-looking, I developed two forward-looking

18 estimates of the Market Risk Premium. The first approach uses the market required

19 return, less the current 30-year Treasury bond yield. To estimate the market required

20 return, I calculated the average ROE based on the Constant Growth DCF model. To

21 do so, I relied on data from Bloomberg and Capital IQ, respectively. For both

20 See Blue Chip Financial Forecasts, Vol. 31, No. 10, October 1, 2012, at 2. Consensus projections of
the 30-year Treasury yield for the six quarters ending March 2014. As noted above, the 30-year
Treasury yield ranged from 2.46% to 3.09% in the 90 trading days ending October 12,2012.
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1 Bloomberg and Capital IQ, I calculated the average expected dividend yield (using

2 the same one-half growth rate assumption described earlier) and combined that

3 amount with the average projected earnings growth rate to arrive at the average DCF

4 result. I then subtracted the current 30-year Treasury yield from that amount to arrive

5 at the market DCF-derived ex-ante Market Risk Premium estimate. The results of

6 those two calculations are provided in Schedule (RBH)-2.

7 Q44. Please describe the second approach.

8 A44. The second approach is based on fundamental financial principle that

9 investors require higher returns for higher risk. In essence, this approach uses

10 market-based data to determine whether investors expect future risk to be higher,

11 lower, or approximately equal to historical market risk. To the extent the market

12 expects risk to be higher than historical levels, the Market Risk Premium would be

13 higher than historical levels; the converse also is true.

14 In terms of its application, this approach relies on the Sharpe Ratio, which is

15 the ratio of the long-term average Risk Premium for the S&P 500 Index, to the risk of

16 that index.21 The formula I used for calculating the Sharpe Ratio is expressed as

17 follows:

(Rx - Re
Sx =

18 Ox Equation [6]

19 where:

20 Sx = Sharpe Ratio for the S&P 500 Index;

21 The Sharpe Ratio is relied upon by financial professionals to assessthe incremental return received for
holding a risky (i.e., more volatile) asset rather than a risk-free (i.e., less volatile) asset. Risk is
measured by the standard deviation of returns. That is, the higher the volatility of returns, the greater
the risk.
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1 Rx = the average return of the S&P 500;

2 Ry= the rate of return of a risk-free security; and

3 ox = the standard deviation of the return on the S&P 500.

4 As shown in Schedule (RBH)-2, I calculated the constant Sharpe Ratio as the ratio of

5 the historical Market Risk Premium of 6.60% (the numerator of Equation [6] above)

6 and the historical standard deviation of 20.30% (the denominator of Equation [6]).22

7 Equation [6] can be re-arranged as:

MRP = S, x aox Equation [7]

9 Equation [7] basically states that the expected Market Risk Premium is determined by

10 investors' historical required return per unit of risk (the historical Sharpe Ratio) times

11 expected market risk. To measure expected market risk, I used the 30-day average of

12 the Chicago Board Options Exchange's (CBOE) three-month volatility index (i.e.,the

13 VXV) and the average of settlement prices over the same 30-day period of futures on

14 the CBOE's one-month volatility index (i.e., the VIX) for March 2013 through May

15 2013. Both of those indices are market-based, observable measures of investors'

16 expectations regarding future market volatility.

17 Q45. What Beta coefficients did you use in your CAPM model?

18 A45. My approach includes the average reported Beta coefficient from Bloomberg

19 and Value Line for each of the proxy group companies. While both of those services

20 adjust their calculated (or raw) Beta coefficients to reflect the tendency of the Beta

22 The standard deviation is calculated from data provided by Morningstar in its annual Valuation

Yearbook. (See, Morningstar Inc., Ibbotson SBBI 2012 Valuation Yearbook, Large Company Stocks:
Total Returns Table B-1, at 168-169). I recognize that the VIX forward settlement prices are liquid for
approximately six to eight months; nonetheless, that data represents a market-based measure of
expected volatility that should be considered in estimating the ex-ante Market Risk Premium.
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1 coefficient to regress to the market mean of 1.00, Value Line calculates the Beta

2 coefficient over a five-year period, while Bloomberg's calculation is based on two

3 years of data.23

4 Q46. What are the results of your CAPM analyses?

5 A46. The results of my CAPM analysis are summarized in Tables 4a through 4d,

6 (see also Schedule (RBH)-4).

7 Table 4a: Summary of CAPM Results - T&D Proxy Group

Sharpe Ratio Bloomberg Derived Capital IQ Derived
Derived Market Market Risk Market Risk
Risk Premium Premium Premium

Average Bloomberg Beta Coefficient

Current 30-Year Treasury 7.71% 9.34% 9.30%
(2.87%)

Near Term Projected 30-Year 7.99% 9.62% 9.58%
Treasury (3.15%)

Average Value Line Beta Coefficient

Current 30-Year Treasury 8.14% 9.91% 9.87%
(2.87%)

Near Term Projected 30-Year 8.42% 10.19% 10.15%
Treasury (3.15%)

8

23 PleaSe note that while, in CaseNo. 9286 I separately calculated Beta coefficients, in this instance there

is no meaningful difference between the Bloomberg Beta Coefficients and those calculated over a 12
or 18 month period. Consequently, and for the purpose of narrowing the scope of analytical issues, I
have not included calculated Beta coefficients in this proceeding.
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1 Table 4b: Summary of Empirical CAPM Results - T&D Proxy Group

Sharpe Ratio Bloomberg Derived Capital IQ Derived
Derived Market Market Risk Market Risk
Risk Premium Premium Premium

Average Bloomberg Beta Coefficient

Current 30-Year Treasury 8.38% 10.24% 10.20%
(2.87%)

Near Term Projected 30-Year 8.66% 10.52% 10.48%
Treasury (3.15%)

Average Value Line Beta Coefficient

Current 30-Year Treasury 8.70% 10.67% 10.62%
(2.87%)

Near Term Projected 30-Year 8.98% 10.95% 10.90%
Treasury (3.15%)

2

3 Table 4c: Summary of CAPM Results - Electric Utility Proxy Group

Sharpe Ratio Bloomberg Derived Capital IQ Derived
Derived Market Market Risk Market Risk
Risk Premium Premium Premium

Average Bloomberg Beta Coefficient

Current 30-Year Treasury 8.11% 9.87% 9.83%
(2.87%)

Near Term Projected 30-Year 8.39% 10.15% 10.11%
Treasury (3.15%)

Average Value Line Beta Coefficient

Current 30-Year Treasury 8.36% 10.21% 10.16%
(2.87%)

Near Term Projected 30-Year 8.64% 10.49% 10.44%
Treasury (3.15%)

4
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1 Table 4d: Summary of Empirical CAPM Results - Electric Utility Proxy Group

Sharpe Ratio Bloomberg Derived Capital IQ Derived
Derived Market Market Risk Market Risk
Risk Premium Premium Premium

Average Bloomberg Beta Coefficient

Current 30-Year Treasury 8.68% 10.63% 10.59%
(2.87%)

Near Term Projected 30-Year 8.96% 10.91% 10.87%
Treasury (3.15%)

Average Value Line Beta Coefficient

Current 30-Year Treasury 8.87% 10.89% 10.84%
(2.87%)

Near Term Projected 30-Year 9.15% 11.17% 11.12%
Treasury (3.15%)

2

3 Bond Yield Plus Risk Premium Approach

4 Q47. Please generally describe the Bond Yield Plus Risk Premium approach.

5 A47. This approach is based on the basic financial tenet that, since equity investors

6 bear the residual risk of ownership, their returns are subject to more risk than are the

7 returns to bondholders. As such, equity holders require a premium over the returns

8 available to debt holders. Risk premium approaches, therefore, estimate the Cost of

9 Equity as the sum of an Equity Risk Premium24 and a bond yield. The Equity Risk

10 Premium is the difference between the historical Cost of Equity and long-term

11 Treasury yields. Since we are calculating the risk premium for electric utilities, a

12 reasonable approach is to use actual authorized returns for electric utilities as the

13 historical measure of the Cost of Equity.

14 Q48. Please explain how you performed your Bond Yield Plus Risk Premium analysis.

15 A48. As discussed above, I first defined the Risk Premium as the difference

24 The Equity Risk Premium is defined as the incremental return that an equity investment provides over
a risk-free rate.
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1 between authorized ROEs and the then-prevailing level of long-term (i.e., 30-year)

2 Treasury yield. I then gathered data from 1,362 electric utility rate proceedings

3 between January 1, 1980 and October 12,2012. In addition to the authorized ROE, I

4 also calculated the average period between the filing of the case and the date of the

5 final order (the lag period). In order to reflect the prevailing level of interest rates

6 during the pendency of the proceedings, I calculated the average 30-year Treasury

7 yield over the average lag period (approximately 202 days).

8 Because the data covers a number of economic cycles,25 the analysis also may

9 be used to assess the stability of the Equity Risk Premium. As noted above, the

10 Equity Risk Premium is not constant over time; prior research has shown that it is

11 directly related to expected market volatility, and inversely related to the level of

12 interest rates.26 That finding is particularly relevant given the historically low level of

13 current Treasury yields.

14 949. How did you model the relationship between interest rates and the Equity Risk

15 Premium?

16 A49. The basic method used was regression analysis, in which the observed Equity

17 Risk Premium is the dependent variable, and the average 30-year Treasury yield is the

18 independent variable. Relative to the long-term historical average, the analytical

19 period includes interest rates and authorized ROEs that are quite high during one

20 period (i.e., the 1980s) and that are quite low during another (i.e., the post-Lehman

25 See National Bureau of Economic Research, U.S.Business Cycle Expansion and Contractions.

26 See, e.g., Robert S. Harris and Felicia C. Marston, Estimating Shareholder Risk Premia Using
Analysts' Growth Forecasts, Financial Management, Summer 1992, at 63-70; Eugene F. Brigham,
Dilip K. Shome, and Steve R. Vinson, The Risk Premium Approach to Measuring a Utility's Cost of
Equity, Financial Management, Spring 1985, at 33-45; and Farris M. Maddox, Donna T. Pippert, and
Rodney N. Sullivan, An Empirical Study of Ex Ante Risk Premiums for the Electric Utility Industry,
Financial Management, Autumn 1995, at 89-95.
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i bankruptcy period). To account for that variability, I used the semi-log regression, in

2 which the Equity Risk Premium is expressed as a function of the natural log of the

3 30-year Treasury yield:

4 RP = a + ß(LN(T30)) Equation [8]

5 As shown on Chart 1,the semi-log form is useful when measuring an absolute

6 change in the dependent variable (in this case, the Risk Premium) relative to a

7 proportional change in the independent variable (the 30-year Treasury yield).

8 Chart 1: Equity Risk Premium
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9 As Chart 1 illustrates, over time there has been a statistically significant,

10 negative relationship between the 30-year Treasury yield and the Equity Risk

11 Premium. Consequently, simply applying the long-term average Equity Risk

12 Premium of 4.34% would significantly understate the Cost of Equity and produce

13 results well below any reasonable estimate. Based on the regression coefficients in

14 Chart 1, however, the implied ROE is between 10.26% and 10.87% (see Schedule

15 (RBH)-5).
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VI. Business Risks

1 Q50. What additional information did you consider in assessing the analytical results

2 noted above?

3 A50. Because the analytical methods discussed above provide a range of estimates,

4 there are several additional factors that should be taken into consideration when

5 establishing a reasonable range for the Company's Cost of Equity. Those factors

6 include the Company's comparatively small size and the costs associated with the

7 flotation of common stock. In addition, I believe that it remains appropriate to

8 consider the effect of the existing Bill Stabilization Adjustment (the BSA) on the

9 Company's Cost of Equity.

10 Small Size Premium

11 Q51. Please explain the risk associated with small size.

12 A51. Both the financial and academic communities have long accepted the

13 proposition that the Cost of Equity for small firms is subject to a "size effect.,,27

14 While empirical evidence of the size effect often is based on studies of industries

15 beyond regulated utilities, utility analysts have noted the risks associated with small

16 market capitalizations. Specifically, Public Utility Fortnightly noted that "[fjor small

17 utilities, investors face additional obstacles, such as smaller customer base, limited

is financial resources, and a lack of diversification across customers, energy sources,

19 and geography. These obstacles imply a higher investor return."2s

27 See Mario Levis, The record on small companies: A review of the evidence, Journal of Asset
Management, March 2002, for a review of literature relating to the size effect.

28 Michael Annin, Equity and the Small-Stock Effect, Public Utilities Fortnightly, October 15, 1995.
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1 Q52. How does Pepco compare in size to the proxy companies?

2 A52. Pepco is somewhat smaller than the average for the proxy group companies,

3 both in terms of number of customers and annual revenues. Because Pepco is not a

4 separately traded entity, an estimated stand-alone market capitalization for Pepco

5 must be calculated. Schedule (RBH)-6 shows this calculation. The implied market

6 capitalization is calculated by applying the median market-to-book ratio for the proxy

7 group of 1.46to the Company's implied total common stock book equity of $0.64

s billion.29 The implied market capitalization based on that calculation is $0.94billion,

9 compared to the proxy group average of $7.95 billion, which indicates Pepco is

10 significantly smaller than the proxy group average on a market capitalization basis.

11 053. How did you evaluate the risks associated with the Company's relatively small

12 size?

13 A53. In its Risk Premia Over Time Report: 2012, Morningstar Inc. (Morningstar)

14 calculates the size premium for deciles of market capitalizations relative to the S&P

15 500 Index. As shown on Schedule (RBH)-6, based on recent market data, the average

16 market capitalization of the proxy group is approximately $7.95 billion, and the

17 median market capitalization of the proxy group is $3.00 billion, which correspond to

18 the second and fourth deciles, respectively, of Morningstar's market capitalization

19 data. Based on the Morningstar analysis, the proxy group has a size premium of

20 0.78% to 1.17%. The implied market capitalization for Pepco is approximately $0.94

21 billion, which falls within the seventh decile and corresponds to a size premium of

22 1.77%,suggesting that a size premium as high as 99 basis points (1.77% - 0.78%) is

29 Equity value of Pepco estimated from proposed rate base and recommended capital structure.
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1 expected for Pepco relative to the proxy group. However, rather than propose a

2 specific adjustment, I considered the effect of small size in determining where the

3 Company's ROE falls within the range of results.

4 054. Has Staff previously considered the effect of Pepco's relatively small size on its

5 Cost of Equity?

6 A54. Yes. In Case No. 9286, Staff Witness Campbell included a size premium in

7 his "Build-up" approach. Although the application of the size premium is somewhat

8 different, the general principle that small companies require an additional risk

9 premium because of their size is consistent between our approaches.30

10 Flotation Costs

11 455. What are flotation costs?

12 A55. Flotation costs are the costs associated with the sale of new issues of common

13 stock. These include out-of-pocket expenditures for preparation, filing, underwriting,

14 and other costs of issuance.

15 056. Are flotation costs part of the utility's invested costs or part of the utility's

16 expenses?

17 A56. Flotation costs are part of capital costs, which are properly reflected on the

18 balance sheet under "paid in capital" rather than current expenses on the income

19 statement. Flotation costs are incurred over time, just as investments in rate base or

20 debt issuance costs. As a result, the great majority of flotation costs are incurred prior

21 to the test year, but remain part of the cost structure during the test year and beyond.

30 See Case No. 9286, Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Gregory M. Campbell, at 11. Although Mr.
Campbell did reflect the Company's small size relative to the proxy group, his basis of comparison
was the consolidated entity (PHI) as opposed to the subject operating company.
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1 Q57. How did you calculate the flotation cost recovery adjustment?

2 A57. I modified the DCF calculation to provide a dividend yield that would

3 reimburse investors for issuance costs. My flotation cost adjustment recognizes the

4 costs of issuing equity that were incurred by PHI and the proxy group companies in

5 their most recent two issuances. As shown in Schedule (RBH)-7, an adjustment of

6 0.14% (i.e., 14 basis points) reasonably represents flotation costs for the Company.

7 Q58. Is an adjustment for flotation costs consistent with the Commission's prior

8 determinations?

9 A58. Yes. In Order No. 85028, the Commission authorized an adjustment to reflect

10 the costs associated with equity issuances:

11 We further add a 6 basis point upward adjustment for flotation
12 costs...consistent with our prior decisions in recent Pepco and
13 Delmarva base rate cases.31

14 While the Commission's adjustment is based on the amortization of costs over a ten-

15 year period, the approach described above reflects the fact that equity has an

16 indefinite life. Lastly, because the Commission made a specific adjustment to the

17 Company's ROE in Order No. 85028, my recommended range likewise reflects a

18 specific (i.e., 14 basis point) adjustment.

19 Effect of the Company's Bill Stabilization Adjustment on Cost of Equity

20 059. Please describe the Company's Bill Stabilization Adjustment.

21 A59. The BSA, which decouples the Company's revenue from kilowatt-hour sales,

22 tracks monthly under or over-collections in the Company's authorized revenue

31 Maryland Public Service Commission, Case No. 9286, Order No. 85028, In the Matter of the

Application of Potomac Electric Power Company for Authority to Increase its Rates and Charges for
Electric Distribution Service, July 20,2012, at 109.
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1 requirement by customer class and adjusts the customer's distribution rate for these

2 historical variations in revenue. The BSA credit or surcharge is capped at 10.00% of

3 the test-year average base rate for the month. If the surcharge or credit exceeds the

4 cap, the difference is carried over to the next month. The Commission notes that the

5 BSA is "intended to account for changes in electricity usage due to variations in

6 weather and state-mandated energy-efficiency and conservation programs."32

7 060. Have you reviewed the Commission's position as to the effect of the BSA on the

8 Company's ROE in prior orders?

9 A60. Yes. I understand that in Order No. 85028, the Commission upheld a 50 basis

10 point reduction to the Company's ROE, stating:

11 Our chosen ROE of 9.25% includes a 50 basis point reduction for
12 the risk-stabilizing effect of the BSA, which continues to
13 effectively levelize Pepco's income stream, thus reducing Pepco's
14 risk. Without the BSA, Pepco would see more dramatic swings in
15 its earnings than currently. The BSA adjustment and the ROE are
16 linked, and lowering Pepco's risk through the BSA also reduces
17 the need to lower Pepco's risk through a higher ROE.33

18 Q61. Do you agree that the ROE should be adjusted 50 basis points to reflect a change

19 in the Company's risk profile as a result of the implementation of the BSA?

20 A61. No. As noted above, the Commission established an adjustment to the ROE

21 based on the risk-mitigating properties of the BSA mechanism. I note that in light of

22 the Commission's decision in Order No. 85177, which revises the BSA to eliminate

23 lost sales during the first 24-hours after a major outage event, the Company is subject

32 Maryland Public Service Commission, Case No. 9257, Order No. 85177, In the Matter of the
Investigation into the Just and Reasonableness of Rates as Calculated Under the Bill Stabilization

Adjustment Rider of Potomac Electric Power Company, October 26, 2012, at 2.
33 Maryland Public Service Commission, Case No. 9286, Order No. 85028, In the Matter of the

Application of Potomac Electric Power Company for Authority to Increase its Rates and Charges for
Electric Distribution Service, July 20, 2012, at 109.
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1 to increased risks.34 I respectfully disagree with the Commission's use of that

2 criterion. In my view, for the purpose of estimating the Cost of Equity, the principal

3 analytical issue is whether the Company is so less risky than its peers as a direct result

4 of the BSA that investors would specifically and measurably reduce their return

5 requirement. The fact that the Company's revenues may be affected by the BSA does

6 not affect the estimated Cost of Equity unless it can be demonstrated that (1) the

7 Company is materially less risky than the proxy group by virtue of the BSA, and (2)

8 the financial markets react to the incremental effect of the mechanism.

9 Q62. Has the Commission recognized that the prevalence of decoupling mechanisms is

10 a relevant consideration in assessing the Cost of Equity?

11 A62. Yes, it has. In Case No. 9230, which was decided in March 2011, Staff and

12 the OPC agreed that Baltimore Gas and Electric's (BGE) ROE for its gas utility

13 operations did not require an adjustment because the proxy companies had similar

14 mechanisms. In that case, the Commission ultimately determined that it was not

15 necessary to make an adjustment to BGE's gas utility ROE for its decoupling

16 mechanism.3s As to the use of such structures at electric utilities, RRA reports that

17 decoupling has been implemented by electric utilities in 23 states.36

18 Q63. Are revenue stabilization mechanisms common among the proxy group

19 companies?

20 A63. Yes. Schedule (RBH)-8 provides a summary of revenue stabilization and cost

34 See Maryland Public Service Commission, Case No. 9257, Order No. 85177, In the Matter of the

Investigation into the Just and Reasonableness of Rates as Calculated Under the Bill Stabilization
Adjustment Rider of Potomac Electric Power Company, October 26, 2012, at 9.

35 See Maryland Public Service Commission, Case No. 9230, Order No. 83907, In the Matter of the
Application of the Baltimore Gas and Electric Company for Revision in its Electric and Gas Base
Rates, March 9, 2011, at 59 and 61.

36 See Regulatory Research Associates,Adjustment Clauses and Rate Riders, March 21, 2012.
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1 recovery mechanisms currently in effect at each electric utility held within the proxy

2 companies. Given the breadth and scope of those structures, I do not believe that

3 equity investors necessarily consider Pepco to be materially less risky than its peers,

4 as the 50 basis point adjustment applied in Case No. 9286 suggests they would.

5 064. Have you performed any analyses to assess the extent to which equity investors

6 view PHI as less risky than its peers as a result of the BSA?

7 A64. Yes. My analyses were based on the "comparable risk" standard discussed

8 earlier in my Direct Testimony. In particular, if decoupling structures such as the

9 BSA result in materially lower return requirements relative to comparable companies

10 (that is, the Company's peers), that effect should be reflected in market data. To

11 analyze whether that is the case, I relied on the general construct of Beta coefficients,

12 which (as noted earlier) measure the Company's risk relative to the market as a whole

13 (as measured by the S&P 500).

14 While Beta coefficients in the CAPM measure risk relative to the market, in

15 this analysis we are interested in the Company's risk relative to its peers.

16 Consequently, I simply calculated PHI's Beta coefficient relative to its peers rather

17 than the overall market. If PHI is viewed as being significantly less risky than its

18 peers, the Beta coefficient would be less than 1.00; if it is more risky, the Beta

19 coefficient would be greater than 1.00.37

37 BaSed on data included in PHI's 2011 SEC Form 10-K, approximately 70.00% of its electric customers

are served in jurisdictions that either have implemented a form of revenue decoupling, or are
considering the implementation of such structures. Beta coefficients were calculated based on weekly
returns over 18 months. Because the index represents the Company's peers rather than the market, I
did not adjust the coefficients. Lastly, I recognize that PHI completed its sale of its wholesale power

generation business to Calpine Corporation on July 1, 2010; the transaction was announced in April,
2010. Beta coefficients calculated during late 2011 and 2012 reflect market prices subsequent to the
transaction announcement and closing.
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1 For the purpose of the peer groups, I relied on the SNL Electric Company

2 index and the Electric Utility Proxy Group discussed earlier in my Direct Testimony.

3 Because I recognize that there may be differences among the peer groups used by

4 witnesses in this proceeding, I also used the proxy group relied on by Staff in Case

5 No. 9286.33 In order to determine whether the market's view of the Company's

6 relative risk has significantly changed over time, I calculated the Beta coefficients

7 each day beginning on January 3, 2011 through October 12, 2012. Lastly, I

8 calculated 95.00% confidence intervals around the Beta coefficients because doing so

9 enabled me to assess, with reasonable confidence, whether PHI is seen as materially

10 less risky than its peers.

11 Q65. What did those analyses reveal?

12 A65. Looking first at the analysis of risk relative to other electric utilities (as

13 measured by the SNL Electric Company index), PHI traded at a coefficient slightly

14 greater than 1.00. PHI's Beta coefficient has been quite consistent both over time

15 relative to the SNL Electric Company index (see Chart 2). The 95.00% confidence

16 intervals indicate that investors view PHI as equivalent in risk or slightly more risky

17 relative to other electric utilities.

38 I recognize that Staff may use a different group in this proceeding.
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1 Chart 2: PHI Calculated Beta Coefficient Relative to SNL Electric Company Index
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2 In addition, with respect to PHI's risk relative to the Electric Utility Proxy

3 Group, it is apparent that investors view PHI as being moderately more risky than its

4 peers. Interestingly, the calculated Beta coefficients have remained relatively stable,

5 but above 1.00over the analysis period (see Chart 3). In fact, the 95.00% confidence

6 intervals indicate that, notwithstanding the decoupling structures in place, PHI has

7 been seen as somewhat more risky than the Electric Utility Proxy Group.
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1 Chart 3: PHI Calculated Beta Coefficient Relative to Electric Proxy Group
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2 Q66. Turning now to the proxy group used by Staff in Case No.9286,what were the

3 results of that analysis?

4 A66. The results were essentially the same as those derived from the Electric Utility

5 Proxy Group. In both cases, PHI traded at a coefficient greater than 1.00,and in both

6 cases, there is 95.00% confidence that it is viewed as more risky than its peers. Those

7 findings suggest that the conclusion that decoupling has not materially lowered

8 investors' views of the Company's relative risk is not limited to the Electric Utility

9 Proxy Group; the Company also has been viewed as somewhat more risky than the

10 proxy group used by Staff.
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1 Chart 4: PHI Calculated Beta Coefficient Relative to Staff Proxy Group
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2 Q67. Have you considered any measures of equity risk in assessing the effect of the

3 BSA on the Company's Cost of Equity?

4 A67. Yes. As shown in Schedule (RBH)-3, the average Beta coefficient as reported

5 by Value Line (the source relied on by Staff in Case No. 9286) for the T&D Proxy

6 Group is .70,and the average Beta coefficient for the Electric Utility Proxy Group is

7 .73; the median is .70 for both groups. The vast majority of the companies in the

8 T&D Proxy Group have decoupling mechanisms in place. Based on that data, it is

9 not clear that equity investors attribute significant reductions in return requirements

10 for the two groups.

11 068. Have you considered the implied effect of the 50 basis point adjustment from the

12 perspective of credit ratings?

13 A68. Yes. As noted in Section VII, the current spread between yields on Baa and

14 A-rated utility bonds is approximately 60 basis points. Assuming that difference is

15 evenly spread across the three "notches" between the Baa and A ratings, the 50 basis
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1 point adjustment would correspond to at least two credit notches. However, there is

2 no data of which I am aware indicating that revenue decoupling adjustments

3 specifically and directly result in such ratings upgrades.

4 Q69. Have you reviewed case materials from proceedings in other jurisdictions in

5 which decoupling mechanisms were approved?

6 A69. Yes. I have surveyed rate proceedings in which decoupling mechanisms were

7 authorized in order to determine the extent to which the ROE authorized in those

s proceedings was adjusted as a direct consequence of the decoupling mechanisms.

9 Schedule (RBH)-9 summarizes the cases that were included in my review. I reviewed

10 the decisions in 51 electric utility rate proceedings, all of which have adopted revenue

11 decoupling since July 1, 2007, to find what, if any, adjustment was made to the

12 authorized ROE specifically as a result of the adoption of the decoupling mechanism.

13 In the vast majority of cases, utility commissions have not made explicit adjustments

14 to the authorized ROEs in response to the implementation of decoupling mechanisms.

15 Of the 51 electric utility proceedings I reviewed, 27 had no change to their authorized

16 ROE. Of the remaining 24 proceedings in which a utility commission did order an

17 adjustment to the ROE specifically because of the decoupling implementation, ten

18 had no defined adjustment. Of the 14 cases in which there was an explicit adjustment

19 to the ROE, ten cases were authorized by either the District of Columbia or Maryland

20 (for either PHI subsidiaries or BGE). The remaining four cases resulted in
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1 adjustments of 10 to 25 basis points.39 Given that the majority of the cases did not

2 have an explicit adjustment to the ROE as a specific result of decoupling, I do not

3 believe an adjustment of 50 basis points to Pepco's ROE is appropriate. Based solely

4 on rate proceedings outside of the District of Columbia and Maryland in which an

5 ROE adjustment was made, a downward adjustment of 10 basis points to, at most, 25

6 basis points may be supported.40

VII. Capital Market Environment

7 Q70. Do economic conditions influence the required cost of capital and required

s return on common equity?

9 A70. Yes. As discussed in Section V, the models used to estimate the Cost of

10 Equity are meant to reflect, and therefore are influenced by, current and expected

11 capital market conditions.

12 Q71. Have you reviewed any specific indices to assess the relationship between

13 current market conditions and investor return requirements?

14 A71. Yes. I considered two principal measures of capital market conditions: (1) the

15 relationship between Treasury yields and the Cost of Equity; and (2) incremental

16 credit spreads on investment grade utility debt. As discussed below, both of those

17 measures provide information that is relevant to the implementation of models used to

is estimate the Cost of Equity and in the interpretation of the model results.

39 As shown in Schedule (RBH)-9, the Oregon Public Service Commission authorized a 10 basis point

adjustment in two cases, the New York Public Service Commission authorized a 10 basis point
adjustment in one case, and the Montana Public Service Commission authorized a 25 basis point
adjustment in one case.

40 As noted earlier, other analyses suggest that no adjustment is warranted.
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1 Relationship Between Historically Low Treasury Yields and the Cost of Equity

2 Q72. As a preliminary matter, has the Cost of Equity fallen in tandem with the recent

3 decline in long-term Treasury yields?

4 A72. No. The fear of taking the risks of equity ownership has motivated many

5 investors to move their capital into the relative safety of Treasury securities. In doing

6 so, investors have bid down yields to the point that they currently are receiving yields

7 on ten-year Treasury bonds that are below the rate of inflation.41 In effect, those

8 investors are willing to accept a negative real return on Treasury bonds rather than be

9 subject to the risk of owning equity securities.

10 At the same time, the Federal Reserve's policy of buying longer-dated

11 Treasury securities and selling short-term securities also may have had the effect of

12 lowering long-term Treasury yields. That is, of course, the objective of the Federal

13 Reserve's "maturity extension program" which began in June 2011.42 As the Federal

14 Reserve noted:

15 Under the maturity extension program, the Federal Reserve intends
16 to sell or redeem a total of $667 billion of shorter-term Treasury
17 securities by the end of 2012 and use the proceeds to buy longer-

18 term Treasury securities. This will extend the average maturity of
19 the securities in the Federal Reserve's portfolio.

20 ***
21 By reducing the supply of longer-term Treasury securities in the
22 market, this action should put downward pressure on longer-term

23 interest rates, including rates on financial assets that investors
24 consider to be close substitutes for longer-term Treasury securities.
25 The reduction in longer-term interest rates, in turn, will contribute
26 to a broad easing in financial market conditions that will provide

41 See, for example, Treasurys Slide After Lackluster Sale, The Wall Street Journal, August 8, 2012.
42 On September 13, 2012, the Federal Reserve announced that, in addition to continuing the maturity

extension program announced in June, they would also begin buying mortgage-backed securities at a
pace of $40 billion per month. See Federal Reserve Press Release,September 13,2012.
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1 additional stimulus to support the economic recovery.43

2 Consequently, two factors are at work: (1) the continued focus on capital

3 preservation on the part of investors has caused them to reallocate capital to the

4 relative safety of Treasury securities, thereby bidding up the price and bidding down

5 the yield; and (2) the Federal Reserve's continued policy of buying long-term

6 Treasury securities in order to lower the yield. As the Federal Reserve noted in its

7 June 2012 Open Market Committee meeting minutes, the effect of those two factors

8 has been a continued decline in Treasury yields:

9 Yields on longer-dated nominal and inflation-protected Treasury
10 securities moved down substantially, on net, over the intermeeting
11 period. The yield on nominal 10-year Treasury securities reached
12 a historically low level immediately following the release of the
13 May employment report. A sizable portion of the decline in
14 longer-term Treasury rates over the period appeared to reflect
15 greater safe-haven demands by investors, along with some increase
16 in market participants' expectations of further Federal Reserve
17 balance sheet actions.44

18 At issue, then, is whether those two factors, the continuing tendency of

19 investors to seek the relative safety of long-term Treasury securities and the Federal

20 Reserve's policy of lowering long-term Treasury yields, have caused the required

21 return on equity to fall in a fashion similar to the recent decline in interest rates. In

22 large measure, that issue becomes a question of whether the premium required by

23 debt and equity investors also has remained constant as Treasury yields have

24 decreased. To the extent that the risk premium has increased, the higher premium has

25 offset, at least to some degree, the decline in Treasury yields, indicating that the Cost

26 of Equity has not fallen in lock step with the decline in interest rates.

43 http://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/maturityextensionprogram.htm
" Minutes of the Federal Open Market Committee June 19-20, 2012, at 4.
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1 One method of performing that analysis is to analyze recently authorized

2 ROEs for electric utilities on a "build-up" basis. From that perspective, the required

3 market return represents the sum of: (1) long-term Treasury yields; (2) the credit

4 spread (i.e., the incremental return required by debt investors over Treasury yields;

5 and (3) the Equity Risk Premium (i.e., the incremental return required by equity

6 investors over the cost of debt). As shown on Chart 5, that has been the case; both

7 debt and equity investors have required increased risk premiums as long-term

8 Treasury yields have fallen.

9 Chart 5: Components of Authorized ROE (2010 - 2012)45
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11 Q73. How have credit spreads been affected by current market conditions?

12 A73. The "credit spread" is the return required by debt investors to take on the risk

13 of lower credit quality. For a given credit rating, the credit spread is measured by

14 reference to a Treasury security of similar tenure. That is, the credit spread on A-

45 Sources: Regulatory Research Associates and Bloomberg Professional.
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1 rated utility bonds may be measured by reference to the 30-year Treasury Bond yield;

2 the same would be true of Baa-rated securities.46 Lower credit ratings reflect higher

3 levels of risk; therefore, credit spreads typically are higher for lower-rated securities.

4 In that regard, the incremental credit spread (e.g., the difference between the credit

5 spreads associated with A and Baa-rated securities, respectively) is an indication of

6 additional return required by investors to take on additional levels of risk. As Chart 6

7 demonstrates, since the beginning of 2010, the Moody's Utility Bond Index Baa/A

8 credit spread has steadily increased, indicating that debt investors have increased their

9 marginal return requirements.

10 Chart 6: Moody's Utility Bond Index Baa-A Credit Spread47
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46 The minimum maturity for the bonds in this index is 20 years, with an average of 30 years. Moody's
Long-Term Corporate Bond Yield Averages are derived from pricing data on a regularly replenished
population of nearly 100 seasonedcorporate bonds in the U.S.market, each with current outstandings
over $100 million. The bonds have maturities as close as possible to 30 years and are dropped from
the list if their remaining life falls below 20 years, if they are susceptible to redemption, or if their
ratings change. All yields are yield-to-maturity calculated on a semi-annual basis. Each observation is
an unweighted average, with Average Corporate yields representing the unweighted average of the
corresponding Average Industrial and Average Public Utility observations. See Bloomberg.com.

47 Source: Bloomberg Professional.
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1 It is also interesting to note that the incremental credit spread has increased as

2 long-term Treasury yields have decreased. In fact, as Chart 7 demonstrates, even

3 since January 2010, changes in the incremental credit spread are negatively correlated

4 with changes in the 30-year Treasury yield.

5 Chart 7: Moody's Utility Bond Index Baa-A Credit Spread
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6 Q74. What are the implications of those findings in assessing the Company's Cost of

7 Equity?

8 A74. The implications are twofold. First, the recent decline in long-term Treasury

9 yields has been accompanied by an increase in the premium required by investors to

10 accept incremental levels of credit risk. That is, the incremental credit spread has

11 increased as the level of Treasury yields have decreased. While that inverse

12 relationship applies to the cost of debt, prior academic research has demonstrated that
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1 the Equity Risk Premium likewise is inversely related to interest rates.48

2 Consequently, neither the Cost of Equity nor the cost of debt has decreased in lock

3 step with Treasury yields.

4 Second, those results also demonstrate the importance of maintaining a

5 financial and credit profile that supports the Company's current BBB+ rating.49

6 Because incremental credit spreads have steadily increased, the benefit of maintaining

7 a BBB+ rating is greater in the current market than it has been, even over the past two

s years. That conclusion is consistent with recent findings by Fitch, which noted that:

9 While it appears that the credit spread differential between the

16 rating categories has a relatively small impact during times of
11 economic stability, during recent periods of economic stress, a
12 higher credit rating produces a meaningful difference in credit
13 spreads ... and provides more assured access to capital.So

14 Since regulatory actions affect credit ratings in several, often significant ways,

15 the Commission's decision in this proceeding will directly affect the Company's

16 credit profile and influence its ability to maintain a credit profile that enables

17 continued access to capital at reasonable costs. Given the Company's substantial

18 capital investment plans and external funding needs, the benefits of reliable and cost-

19 effective capital access are significant.

48 See Robert S. Harris and Felicia C. Marston, Estimating Shareholder Risk Premia Using Analysts'

Growth Forecasts, Financial Management, Summer 1992; Eugene F. Brigham, Dilip K. Shome, and
Steve R. Vinson, The Risk Premium Approach to Measuring a Utility's Cost of Equity, Financial
Management, Spring 1985, at 33-45; and Farris M. Maddox, Donna T. Pippert, and Rodney N.
Sullivan, An Empirical Study of Ex Ante Risk Premiums for the Electric Utility Industry, Financial
Management, Autumn 1995, at 89-95.

49 As noted above, Pepco currently is rated BBB+ (outlook: Stable) by S&P, Baa2 (outlook: Stable) by
Moody's and BBB+ (outlook: Negative) by Fitch.

So Fitch's Review of Utility ROE Trends, FitchRatings, March 22, 2010, at 3.
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VIII. Capital Structure

1 Q75. What is the Company's proposed capital structure?

2 A75. As described in the Direct Testimony of Company Witness Boyle, the

3 Company has proposed a capital structure comprised of 49.45% common equity and

4 50.55% long-term debt.

5 Q76. Is there a generally accepted approach to developing the appropriate capital

6 structure for a regulated electric utility?

7 A76. Yes, there are a number of generally accepted approaches to developing the

8 appropriate capital structure. The reasonableness of the approach depends on the

9 nature and circumstances of the subject company. In cases where the subject

to company does not issue its own securities, it may be reasonable to look to the parent's

11 capital structure or to develop a "hypothetical" capital structure based on the proxy

12 group companies or other industry data. Regardless of the approach taken, however,

13 it is important to consider the resulting capital structure in light of industry norms and

14 investor requirements. That is, the capital structure should enable the subject

15 company to maintain its financial integrity, thereby enabling access to capital at

16 competitive rates under a variety of economic and financial market conditions.

17 Q77. How does the capital structure affect the Cost of Equity?

18 A77. The capital structure relates to a company's financial risk, which represents

19 the risk that a company may not have adequate cash flows to meet its financial

20 obligations, and is a function of the percentage of debt (or financial leverage) in its

21 capital structure. In that regard, as the percentage of debt in the capital structure

22 increases, so do the fixed obligations for the repayment of that debt. Consequently,
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1 as the degree of financial leverage increases, the risk of financial distress (i.e.,

2 financial risk) also increases. Since the capital structure can affect the subject

3 company's overall level of risk,51 it is an important consideration in establishing a just

4 and reasonable rate of return.

5 Q78. Please discuss your analysis of the capital structures of the proxy group

6 companies.

7 A78. I calculated the average capital structure for each of the proxy group

8 companies over the last eight quarters. As shown in Schedule (RBH)-10, the mean of

9 the proxy group actual capital structures is 50.69% common equity and 49.31% long-

10 term debt. The common equity ratios range from 31.92% to 59.90%. Based on that

11 review, it is apparent that the Company's proposed capital structure is generally

12 consistent with the capital structures of the proxy group companies.

13 Q79. What is the basis for using average capital components rather than a point-in-

14 time measurement?

15 A79. Measuring the capital components at a particular point in time can skew the

16 capital structure by the specific circumstances of a particular period. Therefore, it is

17 more appropriate to normalize the relative relationship between the capital

18 components over a period of time.

19 Q80. What is your conclusion regarding an appropriate capital structure for Pepco?

20 A80. Considering the average actual equity ratio of 50.69% for the proxy group

21 companies, I believe that Pepco's proposed common equity ratio of 49.45% is

22 appropriate as it is consistent with the proxy group companies.

Si See Roger A. Morin, New Regulatory Finance, Public Utility Reports, Inc.,2006, at 45-46.
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IX. Conclusions and Recommendation

1 081. What is your conclusion regarding the Company's Cost of Equity?

2 A81. I believe that a rate of return on common equity in the range of 10.25% to

3 11.00% represents the range of equity investors' required rate of return for investment

4 in electric utilities similar to Pepco in today's capital markets. Within that range, it is

5 my view that an ROE of 10.50% is reasonable and appropriate. Consequently, the

6 Company's proposed 10.25% ROE is at the low end of a reasonable range of

7 estimates of its Cost of Equity.

8 As discussed earlier in my testimony, my recommendation reflects analytical

9 results based on a proxy group of electric and natural gas T&D companies, as well as

10 a group of primarily electric utilities. My recommendation also takes into

11 consideration the Company's risk profile relative to the proxy group analytical results

12 with respect to its relatively small size and flotation costs associated with equity

13 issuances.

14 In addition, while I understand the Commission's prior position regarding the

15 effect of the Company's BSA on its Cost of Equity, I do not believe that equity

16 investors consider that mechanism to be so risk mitigating relative to its peers that

17 they would reduce their equity return requirements by as much as 50 basis points.

18 Consequently, I have not reduced my recommended ROE as a result of the BSA.

19 Lastly, I conclude that the Company's proposed capital structure, which

20 consists of 49.45% common equity and 50.55% long-term debt, is consistent with

21 industry practice and on that basis, is reasonable and appropriate.
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1 082. Does this conclude your Direct Testimony?

2 A82. Yes, it does.
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Robert B.Hevert, CFA

Managing Partner
Sussex Economic Advisors, LLC

Mr. Hevert is an economic and financial consultant with broad experience in regulated industries. He has
an extensive background in the areas of corporate finance, corporate strategic planning, energy market
assessment, mergers, and acquisitions, asset-based transactions, feasibility and due diligence analyses,
and providing expert testimony in litigated proceedings. Mr. Hevert has significant management
experience with both operating and professional services companies.

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Litigation Support and Expert Testimony

Provided expert testimony and support of litigation in various regulatory proceedings on a variety of
energy and economic issues including: cost of capital for ratemaking purposes; the proposed transfer of
power purchase agreements; procurement of residual service electric supply; the legal separation of
generation assets; merger-related synergies; assessment of economic damages; and specific financing
transactions. Services provided include collaborating with counsel, business and technical staff to
develop litigation strategies, preparing and reviewing discovery and briefing materials, preparing
presentation materials and participating in technical sessions with regulators and intervenors.

Financial and Economic Advisory Services

Retained by numerous leading energy companies and financial institutions throughout North America to
provide services relating to the strategic evaluation, acquisition, sale or development of a variety of
regulated and non-regulated enterprises. Specific services have included: developing strategic and
financial analyses and managing multi-faceted due diligence reviews of proposed corporate M&A
counter-parties; developing, screening and recommending potential M&A transactions and facilitating
discussions between senior utility executives regarding transaction strategy and structure; performing
valuation analyses and financial due diligence reviews of electric generation projects, retail marketing
companies, and wholesale trading entities in support of significant M&A transactions.

Specific divestiture-related services have included advising both buy and sell-side clients in transactions
for physical and contractual electric generation resources. Sell-side services have included: development
and implementation of key aspects of asset divestiture programs such as marketing, offering
memorandum development, development of transaction terms and conditions, bid process management,
bid evaluation, negations, and regulatory approval process. Buy-side services have included
comprehensive asset screening, selection, valuation and due diligence reviews. Both buy and sell-side
services have included the use of sophisticated asset valuation techniques, and the development and
delivery of fairness opinions.

Specific corporate finance experience while a Vice President with Bay State Gas included: negotiation,
placement and closing of both private and public long-term debt, preferred and common equity; structured
and project financing; corporate cash management; financial analysis, planning and forecasting; and
various aspects of investor relations.

Regulatory Analysis and Ratemaking

On behalf of electric, natural gas and combination utilities throughout North America, provided services
relating to energy industry restructuring including merchant function exit, residual energy supply
obligations, and stranded cost assessment and recovery. Specific services provided include: performing
strategic review and development of merchant function exit strategies including analysis of provider of last
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resort obligations in both electric and gas markets; and developing value optimizing strategies for physical
generation assets.

Energy Market Assessment

Retained by numerous leading energy companies and financial institutions nationwide to manage or
provide assessments of regional energy markets throughout the U.S. and Canada. Such assessments
have included development of electric and natural gas price forecasts, analysis of generation project entry
and exit scenarios, assessment of natural gas and electric transmission infrastructure, market structure
and regulatory situation analysis, and assessment of competitive position. Market assessment
engagements typically have been used as integral elements of business unit or asset-specific strategic
plans or valuation analyses.

Resource Procurement, Contracting and Analysis

Assisted various clients in evaluating alternatives for acquiring fuel and power supplies, including the
development and negotiation of energy contracts and tolling agreements. Assignments also have
included developing generation resource optimization strategies. Provided advice and analyses of
transition service power supply contracts in the context of both physical and contractual generation
resource divestiture transactions.

Business Strategy and Operations

Retained by numerous leading North American energy companies and financial institutions nationwide to
provide services relating to the development of strategic plans and planning processes for both regulated
and non-regulated enterprises. Specific services provided include: developing and implementing electric
generation strategies and business process redesign initiatives; developing market entry strategies for
retail and wholesale businesses including assessment of asset-based marketing and trading strategies;
and facilitating executive level strategic planning retreats. As Vice President, of Bay State was
responsible for the company's strategic planning and business development processes, played an
integral role in developing the company's non-regulated marketing affiliate, EnergyUSA, and managed
the company's non-regulated investments, partnerships and strategic alliances.

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY

Sussex Economic Advisors, LLC (2012 - Present)
Managing Partner

Concentric Energy Advisors, Inc. (2002 - 2012)
President

Navigant Consulting, Inc. (1997 - 2001)
Managing Director (2000 - 2001)
Director (1998 - 2000)
Vice President, REED Consulting Group (1997 - 1998)

Bay State Gas Company (now Columbia Gas Company of Massachusetts) (1987 - 1997)
Vice President and Assistant Treasurer

Boston College (1986 - 1987)
Financial Analyst

General Telephone Company of the South (1984 - 1986)
Revenue Requirements Analyst
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EDUCATION

M.B.A., University of Massachusetts at Amherst, 1984
B.S., University of Delaware, 1982

DESIGNATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Chartered Financial Analyst, 1991
Association for Investment Management and Research
Boston Security Analyst Society

PUBLICATIONS/PRESENTATIONS

Has made numerous presentations throughout the United States and Canada on several topics,
including:

• Generation Asset Valuation and the Use of Real Options
• Retail and Wholesale Market Entry Strategies
• The Use Strategic Alliances in Restructured Energy Markets
• Gas Supply and Pipeline Infrastructure in the Northeast Energy Markets
• Nuclear Asset Valuation and the Divestiture Process

AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

Extensive client and project listings, and specific references.
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SPONSOR DATE CASE/APPLICANT DOCKET NO. SUBJECT

Southwest Gas Corporation 11/10 Southwest Gas Corporation Docket No.G-01551A-10- Return on Equity
0458

CenterPoint Energy Resources 01/07 CenterPoint Energy Resources Docket No.06-161-U Return on Equity
Corp. Corp.
d/bla CenterPoint Energy Arkansas d/bla CenterPoint Energy
Gas Arkansas Gas

Public Service Company of 11/11 Public Service Company of Docket No. 11AL-947E Return on Equity
Colorado Colorado (electric)

Xcel Energy, Inc. 12/10 Public Service Company of Docket No. 10AL-963G Return on Equity
Colorado (electric)

Atmos Energy Corporation 07/09 Atmos Energy Colorado-Kansas Docket No.09AL-507G Return on Equity (gas)
Division

Xcel Energy, Inc. 12/06 Public Service Company of Docket No.06S-656G Return on Equity (gas)
Colorado

Xcel Energy, Inc. 04/06 Public Service Company of Docket No.06S-234EG Return on Equity
Colorado (electric)

Xcel Energy, Inc. 08/05 Public Service Company of Docket No.05S-369ST Return on Equity
Colorado (steam)

Xcel Energy, Inc. 05/05 Public Service Company of Docket No.05S-264G Return on Equity (gas)
Colorado

Southern Connecticut Gas 09/08 Southern Connecticut Gas Docket No.08-08-17 Return on Equity
Company Company

Southern Connecticut Gas 12/07 Southern Connecticut Gas Docket No.05-03- Return on Equity
Company Company 17PHO2

Connecticut Natural Gas 12/07 Connecticut Natural Gas Docket No.06-03- Return on Equity
Corporation Corporation 04PHO2
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SPONSOR DATE CASE/APPLICANT DOCKET NO. SUBJECT

Delmarva Power & Light Company 12/11 Delmarva Power & Light Case No. 11-528 Return on Equity
Company

Potomac Electric Power Company 07/11 Potomac Electric Power Company Formal Case No.FC1087 Return on Equity

Public Service Company of New 10/10 Public Service Company of New Docket No. ER11-1915- Return on Equity
Mexico Mexico 000

Portland Natural Gas Transmission 05/10 Portland Natural Gas Docket No. RP10-729- Return on Equity
System Transmission System 000
Florida Gas Transmission 10/09 Florida Gas Transmission Docket No. RP10-21-000 Return on Equity
Company, LLC Company, LLC

Maritimes and Northeast Pipeline, 07/09 Maritimes and Northeast Pipeline, Docket No.RP09-809- Return on Equity
LLC LLC 000

Spectra Energy 02/08 Saltville Gas Storage Docket No.RP08-257- Return on Equity
000

Panhandle Energy Pipelines 08/07 Panhandle Energy Pipelines Docket No.PL07-2-000 Response to draft policy
statement regarding
inclusion of MLPs in
proxy groups for
determination of gas
pipeline ROEs

Southwest Gas Storage Company 08/07 Southwest Gas Storage Company Docket No. RP07-541- Return on Equity
000

Southwest Gas Storage Company 06/07 Southwest Gas Storage Company Docket No.RP07-34-000 Return on Equity

Sea Robin Pipeline LLC 06/07 Sea Robin Pipeline LLC Docket No.RP07-513- Return on Equity
000

Transwestern Pipeline Company 09/06 Transwestern Pipeline Company Docket No.RP06-614- Return on Equity
000

GPU International and Aquila 11/00 GPU International Docket No.EC01-24-000 Market Power Study
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Ameren Illinois Company 02/11 Ameren Illinois Company Docket No. 11-0279 Return on Equity
d/b/a Ameren Illinois d/bla Ameren Illinois (electric)

Ameren Illinois Company 02/11 Ameren Illinois Company Docket No. 11-0282 Return on Equity (gas)
d/bla Ameren Illinois d/bla Ameren Illinois

Northern Indiana Public Service 05/09 Northern Indiana Public Service Cause No.43894

Company Company

Central Maine Power Company 06/11 Central Maine Power Company Docket No. 2010-327 Response to Bench
Analysis provided by
Commission Staff
relating to the
Company's credit and
collections processes

Delmarva Power & Light Company 12/11 Delmarva Power & Light Case No.9285 Return on Equity
Company

Delmarva Power & Light Company 12/10 Delmarva Power & Light Case No.9249 Return on Equity
Company

Bay State Gas Company d/bla 04/12 Bay State Gas Company d/bla DPU 12-25 Capital Cost Recovery
Columbia Gas of Massachusetts Columbia Gas of Massachusetts

National Grid 08/09 Massachusetts Electric Company DPU 09-39 Revenue Decoupling
d/bla National Grid and Return on Equity
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SPONSOR DATE CASE/APPLICANT DOCKET No. SUBJECT

National Grid 08/09 Massachusetts Electric Company DPU 09-38 Return on Equity -

and Nantucket Electric Company Solar Generation
d/bla National Grid

Bay State Gas Company 04/09 Bay State Gas Company DTE 09-30 Return on Equity

NSTAR Electric 09/04 NSTAR Electric DTE 04-85 Divestiture of Power
Purchase Agreement

NSTAR Electric 08/04 NSTAR Electric DTE 04-78 Divestiture of Power
Purchase Agreement

NSTAR Electric 07/04 NSTAR Electric DTE 04-68 Divestiture of Power
Purchase Agreement

NSTAR Electric 07/04 NSTAR Electric DTE 04-61 Divestiture of Power
Purchase Agreement

NSTAR Electric 06/04 NSTAR Electric DTE 04-60 Divestiture of Power
Purchase Agreement

Unitil Corporation 01/04 Fitchburg Gas and Electric DTE 03-52 Integrated Resource
Plan; Gas Demand
Forecast

Otter Tail Power Corporation 04/10 Otter Tail Power Company Docket No.E-017/GR-10- Return on Equity
239

Minnesota Power a division of 11/09 Minnesota Power Docket No. E-015/GR-09- Return on Equity
ALLETE, Inc. 1151

CenterPoint Energy Resources 11/08 CenterPoint Energy Minnesota Docket No.G-008/GR-08- Return on Equity
Corp. d/bla Gas 1075
CenterPoint Energy Minnesota Gas

Otter Tail Power Corporation 10/07 Otter Tail Power Company Docket No. E-017/GR-07- Return on Equity
1178

Xcel Energy, Inc. 11/05 NSP-Minnesota Docket No. E-002/GR-05- Return on Equity
1428 (electric)

Xcel Energy, Inc. 09/04 NSP Minnesota Docket No.G-002/GR-04- Cost of Capital (gas)
1511
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CenterPoint Energy Resources, 07/09 CenterPoint Energy Mississippi Docket No.09-UN-334 Return on Equity
Corp. d/bla CenterPoint Energy Gas
Entex and CenterPoint Energy
Mississippi Gas

Union Electric Company d/bla 02/12 Union Electric Company d/bla Case No. ER-2012-0166 Return on Equity
Ameren Missouri Ameren Missouri (electric)

Union Electric Company d/bla 09/10 Union Electric Company d/bla Case No. ER-2011-0028 Return on Equity
AmerenUE AmerenUE (electric)

Union Electric Company d/bla 06/10 Union Electric Company d/bla Case No.GR-2010-0363 Return on Equity (gas)
AmerenUE AmerenUE

Nevada Power Company 06/11 Nevada Power Company Docket No. 11-06006 Return on Equity
(electric)

EnergyNorth Natural Gas d/bla 02/10 EnergyNorth Natural Gas d/bla Docket No.DG 10-017 Return on Equity
National Grid NH National Grid NH

Unitil Energy Systems, Inc. 08/08 Unitil Energy Systems, Inc. Docket No. DG 07-072 Carrying Charge Rate
("Unitil"), EnergyNorth Natural Gas, ("Unitil"), EnergyNorth Natural on Cash Working
Inc. d/bla National Grid NH, Granite Gas, Inc.d/bla National Grid NH, Capital
State Electric Company d/bla Granite State Electric Company
National Grid, and Northern d/bla National Grid, and Northern
Utilities, Inc. - New Hampshire Utilities, Inc. - New Hampshire
Division Division
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Pepco Holdings, Inc. 09/06 Atlantic City Electric Company Docket No. EMO6090638 Divestiture and
Valuation of Electric
Generating Assets

Pepco Holdings, Inc. 12/05 Atlantic City Electric Company Docket No.EM05121058 Market Value of Electric
Generation Assets;
Auction

Conectiv 06/03 Atlantic City Electric Company Docket No. E003020091 Market Value of Electric
Generation Assets;
Auction Process

Southwestern Public Service 02/11 Southwestern Public Service Case No. 10-00395-UT Return on Equity

Company Company (electric)

Public Service Company of New 06/10 Public Service Company of New Case No.10-00086-UT Return on Equity
Mexico Mexico (electric)

Public Service Company of New 09/08 Public Service Company of New Case No.08-00273-UT Return on Equity
Mexico Mexico (electric)

Xcel Energy, Inc. 07/07 Southwestern Public Service Case No.07-00319-UT Return on Equity
Company (electric)

Niagara Mohawk Corporation d/bla 04/12 Niagara Mohawk Corporation Case No. 12-E-0201 Return on Equity
National Grid for Electric Service d/bla National Grid for Electric

Service

Niagara Mohawk Corporation d/bla 04/12 Niagara Mohawk Corporation Case No. 12-G-0202 Return on Equity
National Grid for Gas Service d/bla National Grid for Gas

Service

Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc. 07/11 Orange and Rockland Utilities, Case No.11-E-0408 Return on Equity
Inc. (electric)

Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc. 07/10 Orange and Rockland Utilities, Case No. 10-E-0362 Return on Equity
inc. (electric)
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Consolidated Edison Company of 11/09 Consolidated Edison Company of Case No.09-G-0795 Return on Equity (gas)
New New York, Inc.
York, Inc.

Consolidated Edison Company of 11/09 Consolidated Edison Company of Case No.09-S-0794 Return on Equity
New York, Inc. New York, Inc. (steam)

Niagara Mohawk Power 07/01 Niagara Mohawk Power Case No.01-E-1046 Power Purchase and
Corporation Corporation Sale Agreement;

Standard Offer Service

Agreement

Dominion North Carolina Power 03/12 Dominion Resources Docket No.E-22, Sub Return on Equity
479 (electric)

Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC 07/11 Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC Docket No.E-7, Sub 989 Return on Equity
(electric)

Otter Tail Power Company 11/08 Otter Tail Power Company Docket No.08-862 Return on Equity
(electric)

Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company 07/11 Oklahoma Gas & Electric Cause No. Return on Equity
Company PUD201100087

CenterPoint Energy Resources 03/09 CenterPoint Energy Oklahoma Cause No. Return on Equity
Corp., Gas PUD200900055
d/bla CenterPoint Energy
Oklahoma
Gas

The Narragansett Electric 04/12 The Narragansett Electric Docket No.4323 Return on Equity
Company d/bla National Grid Company d/bla National Grid (electric & gas)
National Grid RI - Gas 08/08 National Grid RI - Gas Docket No.3943 Revenue Decoupling

and Return on Equity
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South Carolina Electric & Gas 10/12 South Carolina Electric & Gas Docket No.2012-218-E Return on Equity

Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC 08/11 Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC Docket No.2011-271-E Return on Equity
South Carolina Electric & Gas 03/10 South Carolina Electric & Gas Docket No.2009-489-E Return on Equity

Otter Tail Power Company 08/10 Otter Tail Power Company Docket No.EL10-011 Return on Equity
(electric)

Northern States Power Company 06/09 South Dakota Division of Northern Docket No.EL09-009 Return on Equity
States Power (electric)

Otter Tail Power Company 10/08 Otter Tail Power Company Docket No.EL08-030 Return on Equity
(electric)

Wind Energy Texas Transmission, 08/12 Wind Energy Texas Transmission, Docket No.40606 Return on Equity
LLC LLC

Southwestern Electric Power 07/12 Southwestern Electric Power Docket No.40443 Return on Equity
Company Company

Oncor Electric Delivery Company, 01/11 Oncor Electric Delivery Company, Docket No.38929 Return on Equity
LLC LLC

Texas-New Mexico Power 08/10 Texas-New Mexico Power Docket No.38480 Return on Equity
Company Company (electric)

CenterPoint Energy Houston 07/10 CenterPoint Energy Houston Docket No.38339 Return on Equity
Electric LLC Electric LLC

Xcel Energy, Inc. 05/10 Southwestern Public Service Docket No.38147 Return on Equity
Company (electric)

Texas-New Mexico Power 08/08 Texas-New Mexico Power Docket No.36025 Return on Equity
Company Company (electric)

Xcel Energy, Inc. 05/06 Southwestern Public Service Docket No.32766 Return on Equity
Company (electric)
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SPONSOR DATE CASE/APPLICANT DOCKET No. SUBJECT

CenterPoint Energy Resources 07/12 CenterPoint Energy Resources GUD 10182 Return on Equity
Corp. Corp.
d/bla CenterPoint Energy Entex d/bla CenterPoint Energy Entex
and and
CenterPoint Energy Texas Gas CenterPoint Energy Texas Gas

Atmos Energy Corporation - West 06/12 Atmos Energy Corporation - West GUD 10175 Return on Equity
Texas Division Texas Division

Atmos Energy Corporation - Mid- 06/12 Atmos Energy Corporation - Mid- GUD 10171 Return on Equity
Texas Division Texas Division

CenterPoint Energy Resources 12/10 CenterPoint Energy Resources GUD 10038 Return on Equity
Corp. Corp.
d/bla CenterPoint Energy Entex d/bla CenterPoint Energy Entex
and and
CenterPoint Energy Texas Gas CenterPoint Energy Texas Gas

Atmos Pipeline - Texas 09/10 Atmos Pipeline - Texas GUD 10000 Return on Equity

CenterPoint Energy Resources 07/09 CenterPoint Energy Resources GUD 9902 Return on Equity
Corp. d/bla CenterPoint Energy Corp.d/bla CenterPoint Energy
Entex and CenterPoint Energy Entex and CenterPoint Energy
Texas Gas Texas Gas

CenterPoint Energy Resources 03/08 CenterPoint Energy Resources GUD 9791 Return on Equity
Corp. Corp.
d/bla CenterPoint Energy Texas d/bla CenterPoint Energy Texas
Gas Gas

Questar Gas Company 12/07 Questar Gas Company Docket No.07-057-13 Return on Equity

Central Vermont Public Service 02/12 Central Vermont Public Service Docket No.7770 Merger Policy
Corporation; Green Mountain Corporation; Green Mountain
Power Power

Central Vermont Public Service 12/10 Central Vermont Public Service Docket No.7627 Return on Equity

Corporation Corporation (electric)

SUSSEx ECONOMIC ADVISORS, LLC. PAGE 12
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SPONSOR DATE CASE/APPLICANT DOCKET NO. SUBJECT

Green Mountain Power 04/06 Green Mountain Power Docket Nos. 7175 and Return on Equity
7176 (electric)

Vermont Gas Systems, Inc. 12/05 Vermont Gas Systems Docket Nos.7109 and Return on Equity (gas)
7160

Columbia Gas Of Virginia, Inc. 06/06 Columbia Gas Of Virginia, Inc. Case No.PUE-2005- Merger Synergies
00098

Dominion Resources 10/01 Virginia Electric and Power Case No.PUE000584 Corporate Structure and
Company Electric Generation

Strategy
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Constant Growth Discounted Cash Flow Model - T&D Proxy Group
30 Day Average Stock Price

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [101 [11)
Average Expected Zacks First Call Value Line Average

Annualized Stock Dividend Dividend Earnings Earnings Earnings Earnings Low Mean High

Company Ticker Dividend Price Yield Yield Growth Growth Growth Growth ROE ROE ROE

CenterPoint Energy, Inc. CNP $0.81 $21.08 3.84% 3.95% 6.04% 5.42% 5.00% 5.49% 8.94% 9.43% 10.00%
Consolidated Edison, Inc. ED $2.42 $60.02 4.03% 4.10% 3.30% 3.02% 4.00% 3.44% 7.11% 7.54% 8.11%
Northeast Utilities NU $1.37 $38.17 3.59% 3.72% 7.17% 5.80% 8.00% 6.99% 9.50% 10.71% 11.74%
UIL Holdings Corporation UIL $1.73 $35.77 4.83% 4.93% 4.49% 4.10% 4.00% 4.20% 8.93% 9.13% 9.43%

PROXY GROUP MEAN 4.07% 4.18% 5.25% 4.59% 5.25% 5.03% 8.62% 9.20% 9.82%
PROXY GROUP MEDIAN 3.94% 4.02% 5.27% 4.76% 4.50% 4.84% 8.93% 9.28% 9.71%

Notes:

[1] Source: Bloomberg Professional
[2] Source: Bloomberg Professional, equals 30-trading day average as of October 12, 2012
[3] Equals [1] / [2]
[4] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5 x [8])
[5] Source: Zacks
[6] Source: Yahoo! Finance
[7] Source: Value Line
[8] Equals Average([5], [6], [7])
[9] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5x Minimum([5], [6], [7])) + Minimum([5], [6], [7])
[10] Equals [4] + [8]
[11] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5x Maximum([5], [6], [7])) + Maximum([5], [6], [7])
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Constant Growth Discounted Cash Flow Model - T&D Proxy Group

90 Day Average Stock Price

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]
Average Expected Zacks First Call Value Line Average

Annualized Stock Dividend Dividend Earnings Earnings Earnings Earnings Low Mean High

Company Ticker Dividend Price Yield Yield Growth Growth Growth Growth ROE ROE ROE

CenterPoint Energy, Inc. CNP $0.81 $20.79 3.90% 4.00% 6.04% 5.42% 5.00% 5.49% 8.99% 9.49% 10.05%
Consolidated Edison, Inc. ED $2.42 $61.82 3.91% 3.98% 3.30% 3.02% 4.00% 3.44% 6.99% 7.42% 7.99%
Northeast Utilities NU $1.37 $38.59 3.56% 3.68% 7.17% 5.80% 8.00% 6.99% 9.46% 10.67% 11.70%
UIL Holdings Corporation UIL $1.73 $35.99 4.80% 4.90% 4.49% 4.10% 4.00% 4.20% 8.90% 9.10% 9.40%

PROXY GROUP MEAN 4.04% 4.14% 5.25% 4.59% 5.25% 5.03% 8.59% 9.17% 9.79%
PROXY GROUP MEDIAN 3.91% 3.99% 5.27% 4.76% 4.50% 4.84% 8.95% 9.29% 9.73%

Notes:

[1] Source: Bloomberg Professional
[2] Source: Bloomberg Professional, equals 90-trading day average as of October 12, 2012
[3] Equals [1] / [2]
[4] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5 x [8])
[5] Source: Zacks
[6] Source: Yahoo! Finance
[7] Source: Value Line
[8] Equals Average([5], [6], [7])
[9] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5 x Minimum([5], [6], [7])) + Minimum([5], [6], [7])
[10] Equals [4] + [8]
[11] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5 x Maximum([5], [6], [7])) + Maximum([5], [6], [7])
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Constant Growth Discounted Cash Flow Model - T&D Proxy Group
180 Day Average Stock Price

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]
Average Expected Zacks First Call Value Line Average

Annualized Stock Dividend Dividend Earnings Earnings Earnings Earnings Low Mean High

Company Ticker Dividend Price Yield Yield Growth Growth Growth Growth ROE ROE ROE

CenterPoint Energy, Inc. CNP $0.81 $20.11 4.03% 4.14% 6.04% 5.42% 5.00% 5.49% 9.13% 9.63% 10.19%
Consolidated Edison, Inc. ED $2.42 $60.24 4.02% 4.09% 3.30% 3.02% 4.00% 3.44% 7.10% 7.53% 8.10%
Northeast Utilities NU $1.37 $37.38 3.67% 3.80% 7.17% 5.80% 8.00% 6.99% 9.58% 10.79% 11.82%
UIL Holdings Corporation UIL $1.73 $35.15 4.92% 5.02% 4.49% 4.10% 4.00% 4.20% 9.02% 9.22% 9.52%

PROXY GROUP MEAN 4.16% 4.26% 5.25% 4.59% 5.25% 5.03% 8.70% 9.29% 9.91%
PROXY GROUP MEDIAN 4.02% 4.11% 5.27% 4.76% 4.50% 4.84% 9.07% 9.42% 9.85%

Notes:
[1] Source: Bloomberg Professional
[2] Source: Bloomberg Professional, equals 180-trading day average as of October 12, 2012
[3] Equals [1] / [2]
[4] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5x [8])
[5] Source: Zacks
[6] Source: Yahoo! Finance
[7] Source: Value Line
[8] Equals Average([5], [6], [7])
[9] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5 x Minimum([5], [6], [7])) + Minimum([5], [6], [7])
[10] Equals [4] + [8]
[11] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5x Maximum([5], [6], [7])) + Maximum([5], [6], [7])
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Constant Growth Discounted Cash Flow Model - Electric Utility Proxy Group
30 Day Average Stock Price

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] {10] [11]
Average Expected Zacks First Call Value Line Average

Annualized Stock Dividend Dividend Earnings Earnings Earnings Earnings Low Mean High
Company Ticker Dividend Price Yield Yield Growth Growth Growth Growth ROE ROE ROE

American Electric Power Company, Inc. AEP $1.88 $43.88 4.28% 4.36% 3.48% 3.37% 3.00% 3.28% 7.35% 7.64% 7.84%
Cleco Corp. CNL $1.35 $41.70 3.24% 3.30% 3.00% 3.00% 6.50% 4.17% 6.29% 7.47% 9.84%
Empire District Electric EDE $1.00 $21.50 4.65% 4.84% N/A 10.20% 6.00% 8.10% 10.79% 12.94% 15.09%
Great Plains Energy inc. GXP $0.85 $22.20 3.83% 3.95% 8.17% 5.25% 5.50% 6.31% 9.18% 10.26% 12.16%
Hawaiian Electric industries, Inc. HE $1.24 $26.73 4.64% 4.83% 6.72% 8.60% 9.00% 8.11% 11.52% 12.93% 13.85%
IDACORP, Inc. IDA $1.52 $42.99 3.54% 3.59% 4.00% 4.00% 2.00% 3.33% 5.57% 6.93% 7.61%
Otter Tail Corporation OTTR $1.19 $23.64 5.03% 5.16% 5.00% 5.00% N/A 5.00% 10.16% 10.16% 10.16%
Pinnacle West Capital Corp. PNW $2.10 $52.73 3.98% 4.10% 6.52% 5.87% 5.00% 5.80% 9.08% 9.89% 10.63%
PNM Resources, Inc. PNM $0.58 $21.03 2.76% 2.92% 9.30% 9.30% 16.00% 11.53% 12.19% 14.45% 18.98%
Portland General Electric Company POR $1.08 $27.28 3.96% 4.05% 4.10% 3.62% 5.50% 4.41% 7.65% 8.45% 9.57%
Southern Company SO $1.96 $45.64 4.29% 4.41% 5.22% 5.58% 5.00% 5.27% 9.40% 9.67% 9.99%
Westar Energy, Inc. WR $1.32 $29.48 4.48% 4.60% 5.67% 4.80% 6.50% 5.66% 9.39% 10.26% 11.12%

PROXY GROUP MEAN 4.06% 4.18% 5.56% 5.72% 6.36% 5.91% 9.05% 10.09% 11.40%
PROXY GROUP MEDIAN 4.13% 4.23% 5.22% 5.13% 5.50% 5.46% 9.28% 10.03% 10.40%

Notes:
[1] Source: Bloomberg Professional
[2] Source: Bloomberg Professional, equals 30-trading day average as of October 12, 2012
[3] Equals [1] / [2]
[4] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5 x [8])
[5] Source: Zacks
[6] Source: Yahoo! Finance
[7] Source: Value Line
[8] Equals Average([5], [6], [7])
[9] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5 x Minimum([5], [6], [7])) + Minimum([5], [6], [7])
[10] Equals [4] + [8]
[11] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5 x Maximum([5], [6], [7])) + Maximum([5], [6], [7])
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Constant Growth Discounted Cash Flow Model - Electric Utility Proxy Group
90 Day Average Stock Price

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]
Average Expected Zacks First Call Value Line Average

Annualized Stock Dividend Dividend Earnings Earnings Earnings Earnings Low Mean High

Company Ticker Dividend Price Yield Yield Growth Growth Growth Growth ROE ROE ROE

American Electric Power Company, Inc. AEP $1.88 $42.27 4.45% 4.52% 3.48% 3.37% 3.00% 3.28% 7.51% 7.80% 8.00%
Cleco Corp. CNL $1.35 $42.12 3.21% 3.27% 3.00% 3.00% 6.50% 4.17% 6.25% 7.44% 9.81%
Empire District Electric EDE $1.00 $21.34 4.69% 4.88% N/A 10.20% 6.00% 8.10% 10.83% 12.98% 15.12%
Great Plains Energy Inc. GXP $0.85 $21.81 3.90% 4.02% 8.17% 5.25% 5.50% 6.31% 9.25% 10.33% 12.23%
Hawaiian Electric industries, Inc. HE $1.24 $27.68 4.48% 4.66% 6.72% 8.60% 9.00% 8.11% 11.35% 12.77% 13.68%
IDACORP, Inc. IDA $1.52 $42.33 3.59% 3.65% 4.00% 4.00% 2.00% 3.33% 5.63% 6.98% 7.66%
Otter Tail Corporation OTTR $1.19 $23.22 5.13% 5.25% 5.00% 5.00% N/A 5.00% 10.25% 10.25% 10.25%
Pinnacle West Capital Corp. PNW $2.10 $52.50 4.00% 4.12% 6.52% 5.87% 5.00% 5.80% 9.10% 9.91% 10.65%
PNM Resources, Inc. PNM $0.58 $20.36 2.85% 3.01% 9.30% 9.30% 16.00% 11.53% 12.28% 14.55% 19.08%
Portland General Electric Company POR $1.08 $27.06 3.99% 4.08% 4.10% 3.62% 5.50% 4.41% 7.68% 8.49% 9.60%
Southern Company SO $1.96 $46.52 4.21% 4.32% 5.22% 5.58% 5.00% 5.27% 9.32% 9.59% 9.91%
Westar Energy, Inc. WR $1.32 $29.82 4.43% 4.55% 5.67% 4.80% 6.50% 5.66% 9.33% 10.21% 11.07%

PROXY GROUP MEAN 4.08% 4.19% 5.56% 5.72% 6.36% 5.91% 9.07% 10.11% 11.42%
PROXY GROUP MEDIAN 4.11% 4.22% 5.22% 5.13% 5.50% 5.46% 9.28% 10.06% 10.45%

[2] Source: Bloomberg Professional, equals 90-trading day average as of October 12, 2012
[3] Equals [1] / [2]
[4] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5x [8])
[5] Source: Zacks
[6] Source: Yahoo! Finance
[7] Source: Value Line
[8] Equals Average([5], [6], [7])
[9] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5 x Minimum([5], [6], [7])) + Minimum([5], [6], [7])
[10] Equals [4] + [8]
[11] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5x Maximum([5], [6], [7])) + Maximum([5], [6], [7])
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180 Day Average Stock Price

Average Expected Zacks First Call Value Line Average
Annualized Stock Dividend Dividend Earnings Earnings Earnings Earnings Low Mean High

Company Ticker Dividend Price Yield Yield Growth Growth Growth Growth ROE ROE ROE

American Electric Power Company, Inc. AEP $1.88 $40.38 4.66% 4.73% 3.48% 3.37% 3.00% 3.28% 7.73% 8.01% 8.22%
Cleco Corp. CNL $1.35 $40.88 3.30% 3.37% 3.00% 3.00% 6.50% 4.17% 6.35% 7.54% 9.91%
Empire District Electric EDE $1.00 $20.84 4.80% 4.99% N/A 10.20% 6.00% 8.10% 10.94% 13.09% 15.24%
Great Plains Energy inc. GXP $0.85 $20.98 4.05% 4.18% 8.17% 5.25% 5.50% 6.31% 9.41% 10.49% 12.39%
Hawaiian Electric industries, Inc. HE $1.24 $26.80 4.63% 4.81% 6.72% 8.60% 9.00% 8.11% 11.50% 12.92% 13.83%
IDACORP, Inc. IDA $1.52 $41.35 3.68% 3.74% 4.00% 4.00% 2.00% 3.33% 5.71% 7.07% 7.75%
Otter Tail Corporation OTTR $1.19 $22.44 5.30% 5.44% 5.00% 5.00% N/A 5.00% 10.44% 10.44% 10.44%
Pinnacle West Capital Corp. PNW $2.10 $50.12 4.19% 4.31% 6.52% 5.87% 5.00% 5.80% 9.29% 10.11% 10.85%
PNM Resources, Inc. PNM $0.58 $19.33 3.00% 3.17% 9.30% 9.30% 16.00% 11.53% 12.44% 14.71% 19.24%
Portland General Electric Company POR $1.08 $26.03 4.15% 4.24% 4.10% 3.62% 5.50% 4.41% 7.84% 8.65% 9.76%
Southern Company SO $1.96 $45.78 4.28% 4.39% 5.22% 5.58% 5.00% 5.27% 9.39% 9.66% 9.98%
Westar Energy, Inc. WR $1.32 $28.93 4.56% 4.69% 5.67% 4.80% 6.50% 5.66% 9.47% 10.35% 11.21%

PROXY GROUP MEAN 4.22% 4.34% 5.56% 5.72% 6.36% 5.91% 9.21% 10.25% 11.57%
PROXY GROUP MEDIAN 4.24% 4.35% 5.22% 5.13% 5.50% 5.46% 9.40% 10.23% 10.64%

[1] Source: Bloomberg Professional
[2] Source: Bloomberg Professional, equals 180-trading day average as of October 12, 2012
[3] Equals [1] / [2]
[4] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5 x [8])
[5] Source: Zacks
[6] Source: Yahoo! Finance
[7] Source: Value Line
[8] Equals Average([5], [6], [7])
[9] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5x Minimum([5], [6], [7])) + Minimum([5], [6], [7])
[10] Equals [4] + [8]
[11] Equals [3] x (1 + 0.5 x Maximum([5], [6], [7])) + Maximum([5], [6], [7])
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Sharpe Ratio Derived Ex-Ante Market Risk Premium

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]
Historical

Sharpe
RPh Volh VOLe Ratio RP,

6.60% 20.30% 23.15% 32.52% 7.53%

[6] [7] [8] [9]
Mar 13 VIX Apr 13 VIX May 13VIX

Date VXV Futures Futures Futures
10/12/2012 17.74 22.00 22.90 23.60
10/11/2012 17.57 22.20 23.30 23.95
10/10/2012 18.13 22.55 23.80 24.40
10/9/2012 18.01 22.55 23.70 24.30
10/8/2012 17.36 22.30 23.55 24.20
10/5/2012 16.93 22.40 23.55 24.20
10/4/2012 17.06 22.45 23.65 24.35
10/3/2012 17.58 22.95 24.15 24.80
10/2/2012 17.74 23.25 24.35 24.95
10/1/2012 17.92 23.45 24.50 25.15
9/28/2012 17.61 23.35 24.50 25.15
9/27/2012 17.07 23.25 24.40 25.00
9/26/2012 18.50 23.75 24.95 25.60
9/25/2012 17.60 23.65 24.85 25.50
9/24/2012 16.59 23.40 24.60 25.15
9/21/2012 16.79 23.70 24.75 25.25
9/20/2012 16.75 23.50 24.60 25.20
9/19/2012 16.49 23.60 24.55 25.25
9/18/2012 16.63 23.90 24.75 25.40
9/17/2012 17.13 24.25 25.10 25.65
9/14/2012 16.90 24.60 25.35 25.80
9/13/2012 16.45 24.50 25.35 25.95
9/12/2012 17.60 25.30 26.05 26.40
9/11/2012 18.29 25.95 26.70 27.05
9/10/2012 18.30 26.25 26.95 27.25
9/7/2012 17.59 25.85 26.50 26.85
9/6/2012 18.62 26.40 27.10 27.40
9/5/2012 19.99 27.30 27.85 28.20
9/4/2012 20.68 27.75 28.35 28.60

8/31/2012 20.62 27.65 28.25 28.50

Average:| 23.15

Notes:
[1] Source: Morningstar, Inc.

RPh = historical arithmetic average Risk Premium

[2] Source: Morningstar, Inc.
Vola = historical market volatility

[3] Vol, = expected market volatility (average of Cols. [6] to [9])
[4] Equals [1] / [2]
[5] Equals [3] x [4]
[6] Source: Bloomberg Professional
[7] Source: Bloomberg Professional

[8] Source: Bloomberg Professional
[9] Source: Bloomberg Professional
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Ex-Ante Market Risk Premium

Market DCF Method Based - Bloomberg

[1] [2] [3]
S&P 500 Current 30-Year

Est. Required Treasury (30-day Implied Market
Market Return average) Risk Premium

12.93% 2.87% 10.06%

Notes:

[1] Source: Bloomberg Professional
[2] Source: Bloomberg Professional
[3] Equals [1] - [2]

Ex-Ante Market Risk Premium

Market DCF Method Based - Capital IQ

[1] [2] [3]
S&P 500 Current 30-Year

Est. Required Treasury (30-day implied Market
Market Return average) Risk Premium

12.87% 2.87% 10.00%

Notes:
[1] Source: Capital IQ
[2] Source: Bloomberg Professional
[3] Equals [1] - [2]
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Bloomberg and Value Line Beta Coefficients

T8,DProxy Group (1] (2]
Company Ticker Bloomberg Value Line

CenterPoint Energy, Inc. CNP 0.719 0.80
Consolidated Edison, Inc. ED 0.499 0.60
Northeast Utilities NU 0.686 0.70

UIL Holdings Corporation UIL 0.668 0.70

Mean 0.643 0.70

Electric Utility Proxy Group (1] (2]
Company Ticker Bloomberg Value Line

American Electric Power Company, Inc. AEP 0.591 0.70
Cleco Corp. CNL 0.726 0.65
Empire District Electric EDE 0.733 0.65
Great Plains Energy Inc. GXP 0.752 0.75
Hawaiian Electric Industries, Inc. HE 0.721 0.70
IDACORP, Inc. IDA 0.786 0.70
Otter Tail Corporation OTTR 0.765 0.90
Pinnacle West Capital Corp. PNW 0.699 0.70
PNM Resources, Inc. PNM 0.696 0.95

Portland General Electric Company POR 0.725 0.75
Southern Company SO 0.491 0.55
Westar Energy, Inc. WR 0.662 0.75

Mean 0.696 0.73

Notes:

[1] Source: Bloomberg Professional
[2] Source: Value Line
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CAPM and Zero Beta CAPM Using Ex-Ante Market Risk Premium Calculations - T&D Proxy Group
Sharpe Ratio, Bloomberg, and Capital IQ Derived Market Risk Premium

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]
Ex-Ante Market Risk Premium Sharpe Ratio Bloomberg MRP Capital IQ MRP

Average Sharpe Bloomberg Capital IQ Sharpe Bloomberg Capital IQ
Risk-Free Beta Ratio Market DCF Market DCF Ratio Zero Beta Market DCF Zero Beta Market DCF Zero Beta

Rate Coefficient Derived Derived Derived Derived CAPM Derived CAPM Derived CAPM

PROXY GROUP BLOOMBERG BETA COEFFICIENT
Current 30-Year Treasury (30-day average) [12] 2.87% 0.643 7.53% 10.06% 10.00% 7.71% 8.38% 9.34% 10.24% 9.30% 10.20%
Near-Term Projected 30-Year Treasury [13] 3.15% 0.643 7.53% 10.06% 10.00% 7.99% 8.66% 9.62% 10.52% 9.58% 10.48%
Mean 7.85% 8.52% 9.48% 10.38% 9.44% 10.34%

Ex-Ante Market Risk Premium Sharpe Ratio Bloomberg MRP Capital IQ MRP
Average Sharpe Bloomberg Capital IQ Sharpe Bloomberg Capital IQ

Risk-Free Beta Ratio Market DCF Market DCF Ratio Zero Beta Market DCF Zero Beta Market DCF Zero Beta
Rate Coefficient Derived Derived Derived Derived CAPM Derived CAPM Derived CAPM

PROXY GROUP VALUE LINE AVERAGE BETA COEFFICIENT
Current 30-Year Treasury (30-day average) [12] 2.87% 0.700 7.53% 10.06% 10.00% 8.14% 8.70% 9.91% 10.67% 9.87% 10.62%
Near-Term Projected 30-Year Treasury [13] 3.15% 0.700 7.53% 10.06% 10.00% 8.42% 8.98% 10.19% 10.95% 10.15% 10.90%
Mean 8.28% 8.84% 10.05% 10.81% 10.01% 10.76%

Notes:

1] See Notes [12] and [13]
[2] Source: Schedule (RBH)-3
[3] Source: Schedule (RBH)-2
[4] Source: Schedule (RBH)-2
[5] Source: Schedule (RBH)-2
[6] Equals Col. [1]+ (Col. [2] x Col. [3])
[7] Equals Col. [1] + (0.75x(Col.[2] x Coi.[3]) + (0.25x Col. [3])
[8] Equals Col. [1] + (Col. [2] x Col. [4])
[9] Equals Col. [1] + (0.75 x(Col. [2] x Col.[4]) + (0.25x Col. [4])
[10] Equals Col.[1] + (Col. [2] x Col. [5])
[11] Equals Col.[1] + (0.75x(Col. [2] x Coi. [5]) + (0.25 x Col.[5])
[12] Source: Bloomberg Professional
[13] Source: Blue Chip Financial Forecasts, Vol.31, No.10,October 1, 2012, at 2
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CAPM and Zero Beta CAPM Using Ex-Ante Market Risk Premium Calculations - Electric Utility Proxy Group
Sharpe Ratio,Bloomberg, and Capital IQ Derived Market Risk Premium

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]
Ex-Ante Market Risk Premium Sharpe Ratio Bloomberg MRP Capital IQ MRP

Average Sharpe Bloomberg Capital IQ Sharpe Bloomberg Capital IQ
Risk-Free Beta Ratio Market DCF Market DCF Ratio Zero Beta Market DCF Zero Beta Market DCF Zero Beta

Rate Coefficient Derived Derived Derived Derived CAPM Derived CAPM Derived CAPM

PROXY GROUP BLOOMBERG BETA COEFFICIENT

Current 30-Year Treasury (30-day average) [12] 2.87% 0.696 7.53% 10.06% 10.00% 8.11% 8.68% 9.87% 10.63% 9.83% 10.59%
Near-Term Projected 30-Year Treasury [13] 3.15% 0.696 7.53% 10.06% 10.00% 8.39% 8.96% 10.15% 10.91% 10.11% 10.87%
Mean 8.25% 8.82% 10.01% 10.77% 9.97% 10.73%

Ex-Ante Market Risk Premium Sharpe Ratio Bloomberg MRP Capital IQ MRP
Average Sharpe Bloomberg Capital IQ Sharpe Bloomberg Capital IQ

Risk-Free Beta Ratio Market DCF Market DCF Ratio Zero Beta Market DCF Zero Beta Market DCF Zero Beta
Rate Coefficient Derived Derived Derived Derived CAPM Derived CAPM Derived CAPM

PROXY GROUP VALUE LINE AVERAGE BETA COEFFICIENT
Current 30-Year Treasury (30-day average) [12] 2.87% 0.729 7.53% 10.06% 10.00% 8.36% 8.87% 10.21% 10.89% 10.16% 10.84%
Near-Term Projected 30-Year Treasury [13] 3.15% 0.729 7.53% 10.06% 10.00% 8.64% 9.15% 10.49% 11.17% 10.44% 11.12%
Mean 8.50% 9.01% 10.35% 11.03% 10.30% 10.98%

Notes:
[1] See Notes [12] and [13]
[2] Source: Schedule (RBH)-3
[3] Source: Schedule (RBH)-2
[4] Source: Schedule (RBH)-2
[5] Source: Schedule (RBH)-2
[6] Equals Col.[1] + (Col. [2] x Col. [3])
[7] Equals Col.[1] + (0.75 x(Col. [2] x Col.[3]) + (0.25 x Col.[3])
[8] Equals Col. [1]+ (Col. [2] x Col. [4])
[9] Equals Col. [1]+ (0.75 x(Col.[2] x Col.[4]) + (0.25 x Col.[4])
[10] Equals Col. [1] + (Col. [2] x Col.[5])
[11] Equals Col. [1] + (0.75 x(Col. [2] x Col.[5]) + (0.25 x Col. [5])
[12] Source: Bloomberg Professional
[13] Source: Blue Chip Financial Forecasts, Vol.31, No.10, October 1, 2012, at 2
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Bond Yield Plus Risk Premium

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]
30-Year

Treasury Risk Return on
Constant Slope Yield Premium Equity

Current -3.14% -2.96% 2.87% 7.39% 10.26%

Near Term Projected -3.14% -2.96% 3.15% 7.11% 10.26%
Long-Term Projected -3.14% -2.96% 5.30% 5.57% 10.87%

Notes:

[1] Constant of regression equation
[2] Slope of regression equation
[3] Source: Current = Bloomberg Professional,

Near Term Projected = Blue Chip Financial Forecasts,Vol. 31, No. 10, October 1, 2012, at 2,
Long Term Projected = Blue Chip Financial Forecasts, Vol. 31, No. 6, June 1, 2012, at 14

[4] Equals [1] + [2] x in([3])
[5] Equals [3] + [4]
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Small Size Premium

[1] [2]

Customers (Mil) ($Bil)
Potomac Electric Power Company 0.5 $0.64
Median Market to Book for Comp Group 1.46
Pepco Implied Market Capitalization $0.94

[3] [4] [5]
Market Cap Market to

Company Name Ticker Customers (Mil) ($Bil) Book Ratio
CenterPoint Energy, Inc. CNP 2.2 $9.01 2.08
Consolidated Edison, Inc. ED 3.6 $17.58 1.53
Northeast Utilities NU 1.9 $11.98 1.31

UIL Holdings Corporation UIL 0.3 $1.81 1.62
American Electric Power Company, Inc. AEP 4.3 $21.28 1.41
Cleco Corp. CNL 0.3 $2.53 1.71
Empire District Electric EDE 0.2 $0.91 1.30
Great Plains Energy Inc. GXP 0.8 $3.41 1.05
Hawaiian Electric Industries, Inc. HE 0.4 $2.59 1.65
IDACORP, Inc. IDA 0.5 $2.16 1.25
Otter Tail Corporation OTTR 0.1 $0.85 1.59
Pinnacle West Capital Corp. PNW 1.1 $5.78 1.52
PNM Resources, Inc. PNM 0.7 $1.68 1.04
Portland General Electric Company POR 0.8 $2.06 1.21
Southern Company SO 4.4 $39.92 2.20
Westar Energy, Inc. WR 0.7 $3.72 1.34
MEDIAN 0.8 $3.00 1.46
MEAN 1.4 $7.95 1.49

Market Capitalization ($Mil) [6]

Decile Low High Size Premium
2 $ 6,927.557 $ 15,408.314 0.78%
3 $ 3,596.535 $ 6,896.389 0.94%
4 $ 2,366.464 $ 3,577.774 1.17%
5 $ 1,621.096 $ 2,362.532 1.74%
6 $ 1,090.652 $ 1,620.860 1.75%
7 $ 683.059 $ 1,090.515 1.77%
8 $ 422.999 $ 682.750 2.51%
9 $ 206.802 $ 422.811 2.80%

10 $ 1.028 $ 206.795 6.10%

Notes:

[1] SEC Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2011, p. 7
[2] Application for Increase in Rates
[3] Source: SNL Financial
[4] Source: Bloomberg, 30-day average
[5] Source: Bloomberg, 30-day average
[6] Source: lbbotson Associates, 2012 lbbotson SBBl Risk Premia Over Time Report
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Flotation Cost Adjustment

Two most recent open market common stock issuances per company, if available

Net Total Gross Equity

Shares Offering Underwriting Offering Proceeds Per Flotation Issue Before Flotation Cost

Company Date issued Price Discount [i] Expense Share Costs Costs Net Proceeds Percentage

Pepco Holdings, Inc. 3/5/2012 17,922,077 $19.25 $0.6738 $500,000 $18.55 $12,574,999 $344,999,982 $332,424,983 3.645%

Pepco Holdings, Inc. 11/5/2008 16,100,000 $16.50 $0.6188 $200,000 $15.87 $10,161,875 $265,650,000 $255,488,125 3.825%

CenterPointEnergy,inc. 6/9/2010 25,300,000 $12.90 $0.4515 $390,000 $12.43 S11,812,950 $326,370,000 $314,557,050 3.619%
CenterPoint Energy, Inc. 9/10/2009 24,150,000 $12.00 $0.4200 $345,000 $11.57 $10,488,000 $289,800,000 $279,312,000 3.619%

Consolidated Edison, Inc. 9/27/2010 6,300,000 $48.56 $0.1899 $500,000 $48.29 $1,696,370 $305,928,630 $304,232,260 0.554%

Consolidated Edison, Inc. 11//30/2009 5,000,000 $42.63 $0.2800 $500,000 $42.25 $1,900,000 $213,150,000 $211,250,000 0.891%
Northeast Utilities 3/16/2009 18,975,000 $20.20 $0.6565 $335,000 $19.53 $12,792,088 $383,295,000 $370,502,913 3.337%
Northeast Uttities 12/6/2005 23,000,000 $19.09 $0.6200 $340,000 $18.46 $14,600,000 $439,070,000 $424,470,000 3.325%
UIL Holdings Corporation 9/16/2010 20,355,000 $25.75 $1.0944 $325,000 $24.64 $22,601,003 $524,141,250 $501,540,247 4.312%
UILHoldings Corporation 5/20/2009 4,600,000 S21.00 $1.0500 $325,000 $19.88 $5,155,000 $96,600,000 $91,445,000 5.336%
American Electnc Power Company, lac. 411/2009 69,000,000 S24.50 $0.7350 $400,000 $23.76 $51,115,000 $1,690,500,000 $1,639,385,000 3.024%
American Electric Power Company, Inc. 2/27/2003 57,500,000 $20.95 $0.6285 $550,000 $20.31 $36,688,750 $1,204,625,000 $1,167,936,250 3.046%

Cleco Corp. 8/14/2006 6,900,000 $23.75 $0.8900 $225,000 $22.83 $6,366,000 $163,875,000 $157,509.000 3.885%

Cieco Corp. 11/9/2004 2,000,000 $18.50 $0.6475 $200,000 $17.75 $1,495,000 S37,000,000 $35,505,000 4.041%

Empire District Electric 12/6(2007 3,450,000 $23.00 $0.9775 $250,000 $21.95 S3,622,375 $79,350,000 $75,727,625 4.565%

Empire District Electric 6/15/2006 3,795,000 $20.25 $0.8600 $250,000 519.32 S3,513,700 $76,848,750 $73,335,050 4.572%

Great Plains Energy Inc. 5112/2009 11,500,000 $14.00 $0.4900 $500,000 $13.47 $6,135,000 5161,000,000 S154,865,000 3.811%
Great Plains Energy Inc. 5/17/2006 7,002,450 $27.50 $0.8938 $500,000 $26.53 $6,758,790 $192,567,375 $185,808,585 3.510%
Hawaiian Electric Induskies, Inc. 12/2/2008 5,750,000 $23.00 $0.8625 $300,000 $22.09 $5,259,375 $132,250,000 $126,990,625 3.977%
Hawaiian Electric industries, Inc. 3/10/2004 2,300,000 $51.86 $2.0744 $150,000 $49.72 $4,921.120 $119,278,000 $114,356,880 4.126%

IDACORP, Inc. 12/9/2004 4,025,000 $30.00 $1.2000 $300,000 $28.73 $5,130,000 $120,750,000 $115,620,000 4.248%
Otter Tail Corporation 9/19/2008 5,175,000 $30.00 $1.0875 $400,000 S28.84 $6,027,813 S155,250,000 $149,222,188 3.883%

Otter Tail Corporation 12/7/2004 3.335,000 $25.45 $0.9500 $300,000 $24.41 $3,468,250 $84,875,750 $81,407,500 4.086%
Pinnacle West Capilai Corp. 4/8/2010 6,900,000 $38.00 $1.3300 $190,000 $36.64 $9,367,000 $262,200,000 $252,833,000 3.572%
Pinnacle West Capital Corp. 4/27/2005 6,095,000 $42.00 $1.3650 $250,000 $40.59 $8,569,675 $255,990,000 $247,420,325 3.348%
PNM Resources, Inc. 12/6/2006 5,750,000 $30.79 $1.0780 $250,000 $29.67 $6,448,500 $177,042,500 $170,594,000 3.642%
PNM Resources, Inc. 3/23/2005 3,910,000 $26.76 $0.8697 $200,000 $25.84 $3,600,527 $104,631,600 $101,031,073 3.441%
Portland General Electric Company 3/5/2009 12,477,500 $14.10 $0.4935 $375,000 $13.58 $6,532,646 $175,932,750 $169,400,104 3.713%
Portland General Electric Company 6f12/2007 23,658,106 $26.00 $0.7800 $700,000 $25.19 $19,153,323 $615,110,756 $595,957,433 3.114%

Southem Company 12/6/2000 28,750,000 $28.50 $0.9200 $490,000 $27.56 $26,940,000 $819,375,000 $792,435,000 3.288%

Westar Energy, lnc. 11/4/2010 8,625,000 $25.54 $0.8939 $250,000 $24.62 $7,959,888 $220,282,500 $212,322,613 3.613%

Westar Energy, Inc. 5/29/2008 6,900,000 $24.28 $0.8498 $325,000 $23.38 $6,188,620 $167,532,000 $161,343,380 3.694%

Mean $10,595,114 $318,914,745

WEIGHTED AVERAGE FLOTATION COSTS: 3.322%

Notes:

[i) underwriting discount was calculated as the market price minus the offering price when not explicitly given in the prospectus.

Constant Growth Discounted Cash Flow Model Adjusted for Flotation Costs - 30 Day Average Stock Price

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] (9] [10] [11]

Average Expected Dividend Yield Zacks First Call Value Line Average Flotation

Annualized Stock Dividend Adjusted for Eamings Eamings Eamings Eamings Adjusted
Company Ticker Dividend Price Yield Current Flot. Costs Growth Growth Growth Growth DCF k(e) DCF k(e)

CenterPoint Energy, inc. CNP $0.81 $21.08 3.84% 3.95% 4.08% 6.04% 5.42% 5.00% 5.49% 9.43% 9.57%
Consolidated Edison, Inc. ED $2.42 $60.02 4.03% 4.10% 4.24% 3.30% 3.02% 4.00% 3.44% 7.54% 7.68%
Northeast Utilities NU $1.37 $38.17 3.59% 3.72% 3.85% 7.17% 5.80% 8.00% 6.99% 10.71% 10.84%

UIL Holdings Corporation UIL $1.73 $35.77 4.83% 4.93% 5.10% 4.49% 4.10% 4.00% 4.20% 9.13% 9.30%
American Electric Power Company, Inc. AEP $1.88 $43.88 4.28% 4.36% 4.50% 3.48% 3.37% 3.00% 3.28% 7.64% 7.79%
Cleco Corp. CNL $1.35 $41.70 3.24% 3.30% 3.42% 3.00% 3.00% 6.50% 4.17% 7.47% 7.58%
Empire District Electric EDE $1.00 $21.50 4.65% 4.84% 5.01% N/A 10.20% 6.00% 8.10% 12.94% 13.11%

Great Plains Energy inc. GXP $0.85 $22.20 3.83% 3.95% 4.09% 8.17% 5.25% 5.50% 6.31% 10.26% 10.39%
Hawaiian Electric industries, Inc. HE $1.24 $26.73 4.64% 4.83% 4.99% 6.72% 8.60% 9.00% 8.11% 12.93% 13.10%

IDACORP, Inc. IDA $1.52 $42.99 3.54% 3.59% 3.72% 4.00% 4.00% 2.00% 3.33% 6.93% 7.05%

Otter Tail Corporation OTTR $1.19 523.64 5.03% 5.16% 5.34% 5.00% 5.00% N/A 5.00% 10.16% 10.34%

Pinnacle West Capital Corp. PNW $2.10 $52.73 3.98% 4.10% 4.24% 6.52% 5.87% 5.00% 5.80% 9.89% 10.04%

PNM Resources, Inc. PNM $0.58 $21.03 2.76% 2.92% 3.02% 9.30% 9.30% 16.00% 11.53% 14.45% 14.55%

Portland General Electric Company POR $1.08 $27.28 3.96% 4.05% 4.19% 4.10% 3.62% 5.50% 4.41% 8.45% 8.59%
Southem Company SO $1.96 $45.64 4.29% 4.41% 4.56% 5.22% 5.58% 5.00% 5.27% 9.67% 9.83%

Westar Energy, Inc. WR $1.32 529.48 4.48% 4.60% 4.76% 5.67% 4.80% 6.50% 5.66% 10.26% 10.42%

PROXY GROUPMEAN 9.87% 10.01%

Notes: DCF Result Adjusted ForFlotation Costs: 10.01%

The proxy group DCF resuR is adjusted for flotation costs by dividing each company's expected dividend yield by DCF Resuk Unadjusted For Flotation Costs: 9.87%
(1 - flotation cost). The flotation cost adjustment is derived as the difference between the unadjusted DCF result DiWerence (Flotation Cost Adjustment):| 0.14%|[12]

and the DCF resuR adjusted for flotation cosis.

[1] Source: Bloomberg Professional

[2] Source: Bloomberg Professional

[3] Equals [1] / [2]
[4] Equals [3]x (1 + 0.5 x [9])

[5] Equals [4] / (1 - 0.0332)

[6] Source: Zacks

[7] Source: Yahoot Finance

[8] Source: Value Line

[9] Equais Average(j6], [7], [8])
[10] Equals (4} + [9]
[11] Equals [5] + [9]

[12] Equals average (11] - average [10]
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Revenue Stabilization Mechanisms

Company Ticker Infrastructure Decoupling Expense

CenterPoint Energy, Inc. CNP

CenterPoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC / lil

Consolidated Edison, Inc. ED / /

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, LLC / 111131

Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc. / I'l RI

Pike County Light and Power Company

Rockland Electric Company / I'l
Northeast Utilities NU / /

NSTAR Electric Company / 131 / lil

Connecticut Light and Power Company / 91 / 01

Public Service Company of New Hampshire / lil

Westem Massachusetts Electric Company / l'l RI / I'l

UIL Holdings Corporation UIL / /

United liluminating Company / lil 91 / lil

American Electric Power Company AEP / / /

AEP Texas Central Company / ill

AEP Texas North Company / 01

Appalachian Power Company (Virginia) / lil / ill

Appalachian Power Company (West Virginia) / 01

Indiana Michigan Power Company (Indiana) / lil / Di

Indiana Michigan Power Company (Michigan) {lil

Kentucky Power / Its / fil

Pubiic Service Company of Oklahoma / 01 / lil / Of

Southwestem Electric Power Company (Arkansas) / 01 / I'l / 01

Southwestem Electric Power Company (Louisiana) y tal y til

Southwestem Electric Power Company (Texas) / lil

Kingsport Power Company

Wheeling Power Company
AEP Ohio é lit ni

Cleco Corporation CNL / /

Cleo Power / f*l / Of

Empire District Electric Company EDE

Empire District Electric Company (Kansas) / lil

Empire District Electric Company (Missouri) / Of

Great Plains Energy Inc. GXP

Kansas City Power & Light Company (Kansas) / lil

Kansas City Power & Light Company (Missouri)

KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations / 111

Hawaiian Electric industries, Inc. HE / / /

Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc. / 01 / 1491 / 01

Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc. / IA RI / lil

Maui Electric Company, Limited / laRI / 01

IDACORP, Inc. iDA / /

Idaho Power (Idaho) / RI / 01

Idaho Power (Oregon) / Pl

Otter Tail Corporation OTTR

Otter Tait Power Company (Minnesota) / 01

Otter Tail Power Company (North Dakota) / 01

Otter Tail Power Company (South Dakota)

Pinnacle West Capital Corporation PNW

Arizona Public Service Company

PNM Resources, Inc. PNM

Public Service Company of New Mexico é i i

Texas-New Mexico Power Company / I'l

Portland General Electric Company POR / /

Portland General Electric Company v 14131 / lil

Southern Company SO / / /

Georgia Power Company / I'l / f*l

Alabama Power Company / Di / ial y Di

Gulf Power Company / Di / Di

Mississippi Power Company / Of

Westar Energy, Inc. WR / /

Kansas Gas and Electric Company / 01 / Of

Westar Energy / "I / Di

[1] Source: RRA, Adjustment Clauses and Rate Riders, Diarch 21 2012.
[2] Source: Company SEC Form 10-Q filed August 3, 20i2.

[3] Decoupling permitted by jurisdiction (Source: Edison roundation, State Elechic Efficiency Regulatory Frameworks,
July 2012)

[4] Indicates formula rate plan in place. Formula rate plans are comprehensive recovery mechanisms that are intended
to set a utilitys revenue to track its pro forma cost of service (Source: Company tariff sheets)
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Electric Utility Decoupling Mechanisms ROE Adjustments

Defined /djustme it

Specific

Adjustment to Date of Final Litigated or
No. State Utility ROE Docket Order Settled

1 DC Potomac Electric Power Co. 50 basis points F.C. 1053 9/28/2009 Litiqated

2 DC Potomac Electric Power Co. 50 basis points F.C. 1076 3/2/2010 Litigated
3 DC Potomac Electric Power Co. 50 basis points F.C.1087 9/26/2012 Litigated
4 MD Baltimore Gas & Electric 50 basis points C-9230 3/9/2011 Litigated

5 MD Delmarva Power & Light Co. 50 basis points C-9093 7/19/2007 Litiqated
6 MD Delmarva Power & Light Co. 50 basis points C-9192 12/30/2009 Litigated
7 MD Delmarva Power & Light Co. 50 basis points C-9285 7/20/2012 Litigated
8 MD PEPCO 50 basis points C-9092 7/19/2007 Litigated

9 MD PEPCO 50 basis points C-9217 8/6/2010 Litigated
10 MD PEPCO 50 basis points C-9286 7/20/2012 Litiqated

11 MT Northwestern Energy 25 basis points D2009.9.129, D2007.7.82 12/9/2010 Litigated
12 NY Central Hudson 10 basis points 08-E-0887 6/22/2009 Litigated

13 OR Portland General Electric 10 basis points UE 197 1/22/2009 Settled
14 OR Portland General Electric 10 basis points UE204 1/22/2010 Settled

Non-Defined Adjur tment
Specific

Adjustment to Date of Final Litigated or
No. State Utility ROE Docket Order Settled

15 CT United Illuminating Company No [1] 08-07-04 1/20/2009 Litiqated
16 Hi Hawaiian Electric No [1] 2008-0083 12/29/2010 Litigated

17 Hi Maui Electric Company No [1] 2009-0163 5/2/2012 Settled
18 Hi Hawaii Electric Light No [1] 2009-0164 2/8/2012 Settled
19 Hi Hawaiian Electric No [1} 2010-0080 6/29/2012 Settled

MA Massachusetts Electric Co. & No [1] D.P.U09-39 11/30/2009 Litigated
20 Nantucket Electric Co.
21 MA Western MA Electric No [1] DPU 10-70 1/31/2011 Litigated
22 MA Fitchburg Gas & Electric No [1] 11-01 8/1/2011 Litigated
23 NY Consolidated Edison No [2] 07-E-0523 3/25/2008 Litigated
24 NY Consolidated Edison No [1] 08-E-0539 4/24/2009 Litiqated

No Adjus ment
Specific

Adjustment to Date of Final Litigated or
No. State Utility ROE Docket Order Settled

CA Code Sec. 9 Section
739(3) and Sec. 10 Section
739.10 as amended by A.B.
XI 29; Decisions 98-03-063

25 CA Pacific Gas & Electric No & 07-09-043 N/A N/A

26 CA San Diego Gas & Electric No see above N/A N/A
27 CA Southern California Edision No see above N/A N/A

28 ID Idaho Power Company No IPC-E-08-10 1/30/2009 Litigated
29 ID Idaho Power Company No IPC-E-11-08 12/30/2011 Settled

IL Commonweath Edison No 5/24/2011 Litigated
30 Company 10-0467
31 MI Consumers Energy Co. No U-15645 11/2/2009 Litigated
32 MI Consumers Energy Co. No [3] U-16191 11/4/2010 Litigated
33 MI Detroit Edison Co. No U-15768 1/11/2010 Litigated
34 MI Upper Peninsula Power Co. No U-15988 12/16/2009 Settled

35 MI Upper Peninsula Power Co. No U-16166 12/21/2010 Settled
36 MI Upper Peninsula Power Co. No U-16417 12/20/2011 Settled
37 MI Detroit Edison No U-16472 10/20/2011 Litigated

ND Northem States Power Co. - No
38 MN PU-10-657 2/29/2012 Settled

39 NY Central Hudson No 09-E-0588 6/16/2010 Settled
40 NY Consolidated Edison No 09-E-0428 3/25/2010 Settled
41 NY Niagara Mohawk No 10-E-0050, 08-E-0827 1/24/2011 Litigated

No

42 NY NY State Electric & Gas Corp. 09-E-0715 & 09-E-0716 9/16/2010 Settled
43 NY Orange & Rockland Utilities No 07-E-0949 7/23/2008 Settled

No

44 NY Rochester Gas & Electric Corp. 09-E-0717 & 09-E-0718 9/16/2010 Settled
45 NY Orange & Rockland Utilities No 10-E-0362 6/16/2011 Litigated
46 NY Orange & Rockland Utilities No 11-E-0408 6/14/2012 Settled

OH Columbus Southern Power Co. No 12/14/2011 Settled
47 C-11-0351-EL-AIR

48 OH Ohio Power Co. No C-11-0352-EL-AIR 12/14/2011 Settled

49 OR Portland General Electric No [4] UE215 12/17/2010 Settled

50 WI Wisconsin Public Service Co No [5] 6690-UR-119 12/30/2008 Settled
51 WI Wisconsin Public Service Co No 6690-UR-120 1/13/2011 Litigated

Source: Regulatory Research Associates

Notes:

[1] The Commission and/or parties stated the ROE was affected by the implementation of a decoupling mechanism but the adjustment was
not specified.

[2] No ROE adjustment was made, although a 10 basis point adjustment was discussed but, ultimately, considered offset by other rate
measures and revenue adjustments adopted by the Commission.

[3] No ROE adjustment was specified; however, we note the Commission's statement that the discontinuance of all other existing trackers

removes much of the justification for lowering the Company's ROE to reflect the decreased business risk under revenue decoupling.

[4] No ROE adjustment was specified; however, the stipulating parties agreed upon an ROE of 10.00% that, it was noted, is equivalent to the
Company's current approved ROE. See Line 11.
[5] ROE was not discussed or determined in the order.
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Proxy Group Capital Structure

% Long-Term Debt

Company Ticker 2012Q2 2012Q1 2011Q4 2011Q3 2011Q2 201101 2010Q4 2010Q3 Average

CenterPoint Energy, Inc. CNP 76.96% 78.05% 57.63% 57.75% 67.24% 68.29% 69.26% 69.45% 68.08%
Consolidated Edison, Inc. ED 46.03% 46.34% 46.27% 46.06% 46.40% 46.39% 46.88% 47.32% 46.46%
Northeast Utilities NU 47.11% 47.13% 46.81% 47.77% 46.76% 46.89% 46.98% 47.48% 47.12%

UIL Holdings Corporation UIL 50.07% 50.05% 50.12% 50.01% 50.00% 50.11% 52.43% 52.33% 50.64%
American Electric Power Company, Inc. AEP 47.82% 48.54% 47.06% 47.29% 49.15% 49.93% 50.02% 46.44% 48.28%

Cleco Corporation CNL 49.62% 51.62% 51.71% 52.48% 52.25% 53.02% 52.67% 48.86% 51.53%
Empire District Electric Company EDE 47.50% 47.09% 47.71% 48.05% 49.04% 48.97% 49.07% 49.01% 48.31%
Great Plains Energy Inc. GXP 50.51% 48.14% 48.07% 48.87% 47.00% 46.41% 47.77% 47.66% 48.05%
Hawaiian Electric industries, Inc. HE 44.64% 41.42% 41.58% 42.41% 42.78% 44.14% 44.17% 44.38% 43.19%

IDACORP, Inc. IDA 49.63% 49.09% 49.41% 49.56% 51.05% 51.16% 53.39% 53.78% 50.88%
Otter Tail Corporation OTTR 49.77% 49.52% 49.72% 46.64% 46.83% 46.76% 46.84% 47.00% 47.88%
Pinnacle West Capital Corporation PNW 45.40% 45.64% 45.54% 47.94% 47.56% 47.43% 47.03% 47.02% 46.70%
PNM Resources, Inc. PNM 49.60% 49.57% 50.07% 47.85% 48.62% 48.45% 48.45% 47.49% 48.76%
Postland General Electric Company POR 50.53% 50.63% 51.06% 52.10% 52.22% 52.26% 53.17% 53.27% 51.91%
Southern Company SO 52.78% 53.52% 52.57% 48.86% 49.78% 49.41% 50.73% 51.25% 51.11%
Westar Energy, Inc. WR 40.62% 39.95% 38.64% 39.34% 40.38% 40.76% 40.63% 40.52% 40.10%

Mean 49.91% 49.77% 48.37% 48.31% 49.19% 49.40% 49.97% 49.58% 49.31%

Operating Company Capital Structure
% Long-Term Debt

Operating Company Parent 2012Q2 2012Q1 2011Q4 2011Q3 2011Q2 2011Q1 2010Q4 2010Q3

CenterPoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC CNP 76.96% 78.05% 57.63% 57.75% 67.24% 68.29% 69.26% 69.45%
ConsolidatedEdisonCompanyofNewYork,LLC ED 49.58% 49.56% 48.81% 48.88% 49.33% 49.30% 49.54% 50.38%

Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc. ED 51.13% 51.26% 52.11% 51.18% 51.80% 51.69% 52.34% 52.22%
Pike County Light and Power Company ED 37.37% 38.20% 37.87% 38.11% 38.08% 38.20% 38.77% 39.37%
NSTAR Electric Company NU 42.66% 42.28% 41.69% 41.91% 42.94% 42.90% 42.81% 42.95%

Connecticut Light and Power Company NU 49.34% 49.05% 48.58% 48.95% 49.25% 49.41% 48.68% 49.19%
Public Service Company of New Hampshire NU 48.42% 48.55% 48.06% 50.78% 46.53% 46.55% 47.44% 48.74%
Western Massachusetts Electric Company NU 48.04% 48.63% 48.89% 49.44% 48.32% 48.71% 48.97% 49.04%
United illuminating Company UIL 50.07% 50.05% 50.12% 50.01% 50.00% 50.11% 52.43% 52.33%
Appalachian Power Company AEP 55.27% 55.38% 55.93% 55.81% 56.86% 58.47% 55.79% 56.13%
AEP Texas Central Company AEP 51.09% 54.22% 36.23% 39.16% 52.74% 55.01% 55.15% 55.24%
Indiana Michigan Power Company AEP 50.58% 50.45% 50.87% 50.90% 50.94% 51.14% 51.53% 53.20%
Kentucky Power Company AEP 53.88% 54.24% 54.39% 54.38% 54.58% 54.50% 55.16% 55.79%
Ohio Power Company AEP 46.06% 46.51% 47.88% 46.08% 45.66% 45.48% 46.57% 47.63%
Public Service Company of Oklahoma AEP 51.07% 51.60% 51.48% 51.44% 52.49% 54.79% 53.55% 53.35%
Southwestem Electric Power Company AEP 50.73% 51.45% 48.15% 48.01% 49.68% 50.42% 50.85% 50.93%
AEP Texas North Company AEP 52.76% 52.71% 53.07% 53.65% 53.92% 54.12% 54.48% 54.82%

Kingsport Power Company AEP 40.06% 39.65% 40.44% 41.33% 41.00% 40.88% 42.04% 0.00%
Wheeling Power Company AEP 26.74% 29.22% 32.13% 32.12% 33.66% 34.47% 35.11% 37.27%
Cleco Power LLC CNL 49.62% 51.62% 51.71% 52.48% 52.25% 53.02% 52.67% 48.86%

Empire District Electric Company EDE 47.50% 47.09% 47.71% 48.05% 49.04% 48.97% 49.07% 49.01%
KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations Company GXP 52.74% 47.76% 47.72% 47.58% 48.41% 45.48% 48.45% 48.48%
Kansas City Power & Light Company GXP 48.27% 48.52% 48.41% 50.16% 45.59% 47.34% 47.10% 46.84%
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc. HE 44.64% 41.42% 41.58% 42.41% 42.78% 44.14% 44.17% 44.38%
IdahD Power Co. IDA 49.63% 49.09% 49.41% 49.56% 51.05% 51.16% 53.39% 53.78%

Otter Tail Power Company OTTR 49.77% 49.52% 49.72% 46.64% 46.83% 46.76% 46.84% 47.00%
Arizona Public Service Company PNW 45.40% 45.64% 45.54% 47.94% 47.56% 47.43% 47.03% 47.02%
Public Service Company of New Mexico PNM 49.60% 49.57% 50.07% 47.85% 48.62% 48.45% 48.45% 47.49%
Portland General Electric Company POR 50.53% 50.63% 51.06% 52.10% 52.22% 52.26% 53.17% 53.27%

Georgia Power Company SO 52.10% 49.83% 48.27% 48.06% 49.27% 48.83% 48.68% 49.78%
Alabama Power Company SO 53.19% 54.43% 53.47% 52.71% 53.29% 53.54% 53.46% 52.94%

Gulf Power Company SO 51.69% 51.65% 52.39% 52.21% 52.55% 52.48% 53.29% 54.60%
Mississippi Power Company SO 54.12% 58.18% 56.17% 42.46% 44.01% 42.79% 47.49% 47.70%
Kansas Gas and Electric Company WR 41.70% 42.15% 42.45% 42.30% 43.23% 43.48% 43.00% 42.76%
Westar Energy (KPL) WR 39.54% 37.74% 34.82% 36.37% 37.53% 38.04% 38.26% 38.28%

Source: SNL Financial
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Proxy Group Capital Structure

% Common Equity

Company Ticker 2012Q2 201201 201104 2011Q3 2011Q2 201101 2010Q4 2010Q3 Average

CenterPoint Energy, Inc. CNP 23.04% 21.95% 42.37% 42.25% 32.76% 31.71% 30.74% 30.55% 31.92%
Consolidated Edison, Inc. ED 53.97% 53.66% 53.73% 53.94% 53.60% 53.61% 53.12% 52.68% 53.54%
Northeast Utilities NU 52.89% 52.87% 53.19% 52.23% 53.24% 53.11% 53.02% 52.52% 52.88%

UIL Holdings Corporation UiL 49.93% 49.95% 49.88% 49.99% 50.00% 49.89% 47.57% 47.67% 49.36%
American Electric Power Company, Inc. AEP 52.18% 51.46% 52.94% 52.71% 50.85% 50.07% 49.98% 53.56% 51.72%
Cleco Corporation CNL 50.38% 48.38% 48.29% 47.52% 47.75% 46.98% 47.33% 51.14% 48.47%
Empire District Electric Company EDE 52.50% 52.91% 52.29% 51.95% 50.96% 51.03% 50.93% 50.99% 51.69%
Great Plains Energy Inc. GXP 49.49% 51.86% 51.93% 51.13% 53.00% 53.59% 52.23% 52.34% 51.95%
Hawaiian Electric industries, Inc. HE 55.36% 58.58% 58.42% 57.59% 57.22% 55.86% 55.83% 55.62% 56.81%
IDACORP, Inc. IDA 50.37% 50.91% 50.59% 50.44% 48.95% 48.84% 46.61% 46.22% 49.12%

Otter Tail Corporation OTTR 50.23% 50.48% 50.28% 53.36% 53.17% 53.24% 53.16% 53.00% 52.12%
Pinnacle West Capital Corporation PNW 54.60% 54.36% 54.46% 52.06% 52.44% 52.57% 52.97% 52.98% 53.30%
PNM Resources, Inc. PNM 50.40% 50.43% 49.93% 52.15% 51.38% 51.55% 51.55% 52.51% 51.24%

Portland General Electric Company POR 49.47% 49.37% 48.94% 47.90% 47.78% 47.74% 46.83% 46.73% 48.09%
Southem Company SO 47.22% 46.48% 47.43% 51.14% 50.22% 50.59% 49.27% 48.75% 48.89%
Westar Energy, Inc. WR 59.38% 60.05% 61.36% 60.66% 59.62% 59.24% 59.37% 59.48% 59.90%

Mean 50.09% 50.23% 51.63% 51.69% 50.81% 50.60% 50.03% 50.42% 50.69%

Operating Company Capital Structure
% Common Equity

Operating Company Parent 2012Q2 2012Q1 2011Q4 201103 2011Q2 201101 201004 2010Q3

CenterPoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC CNP 23.04% 21.95% 42.37% 42.25% 32.76% 31.71% 30.74% 30.55%
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, LLC ED 50.42% 50.44% 51.19% 51.12% 50.67% 50.70% 50.46% 49.62%
Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc. ED 48.87% 48.74% 47.89% 48.82% 48.20% 48.31% 47.66% 47.78%
Pike County Light and Power Company ED 62.63% 61.80% 62.13% 61.89% 61.92% 61.80% 61.23% 60.63%
NSTAR Electric Company NU 57.34% 57.72% 58.31% 58.09% 57.06% 57.10% 57.19% 57.05%
Connecticut Light and Power Company NU 50.66% 50.95% 51.42% 51.05% 50.75% 50.59% 51.32% 50.81%
Public Service Company of New Hampshire NU 51.58% 51.45% 51.94% 49.22% 53.47% 53.45% 52.56% 51.26%
Westem Massachusetts Electric Company NU 51.96% 51.37% 51.11% 50.56% 51.68% 51.29% 51.03% 50.96%
United liluminating Company UIL 49.93% 49.95% 49.88% 49.99% 50.00% 49.89% 47.57% 47.67%
Appalachian Power Company AEP 44.73% 44.62% 44.07% 44.19% 43.14% 41.53% 44.21% 43.87%
AEP Texas Central Company AEP 48.91% 45.78% 63.77% 60.84% 47.26% 44.99% 44.85% 44.76%
Indiana Michigan Power Company AEP 49.42% 49.55% 49.13% 49.10% 49.06% 48.86% 48.47% 46.80%
Kentucky Power Company AEP 46.12% 45.76% 45.61% 45.62% 45.42% 45.50% 44.84% 44.21%

Ohio Power Company AEP 53.94% 53.49% 52.12% 53.92% 54.34% 54.52% 53.43% 52.37%
Public Service Company of Oklahoma AEP 48.93% 48.40% 48.52% 48.56% 47.51% 45.21% 46.45% 46.65%
Southwestern Electric Power Company AEP 49.27% 48.55% 51.85% 51.99% 50.32% 49.58% 49.15% 49.07%
AEP Texas North Company AEP 47.24% 47.29% 46.93% 46.35% 46.08% 45.88% 45.52% 45.18%
Kingsport Power Company AEP 59.94% 60.35% 59.56% 58.67% 59.00% 59.12% 57.96% 100.00%
Wheeling Power Company AEP 73.26% 70.78% 67.87% 67.88% 66.34% 65.53% 64.89% 62.73%
Cleco Power LLC CNL 50.38% 48.38% 48.29% 47.52% 47.75% 46.98% 47.33% 51.14%
Empire District Electric Company EDE 52.50% 52.91% 52.29% 51.95% 50.96% 51.03% 50.93% 50.99%
KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations Company GXP 47.26% 52.24% 52.28% 52.42% 51.59% 54.52% 51.55% 51.52%
Kansas City Power & Light Company GXP 51.73% 51.48% 51.59% 49.84% 54.41% 52.66% 52.90% 53.16%
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc. HE 55.36% 58.58% 58.42% 57.59% 57.22% 55.86% 55.83% 55.62%
Idaho Power Co. IDA 50.37% 50.91% 50.59% 50.44% 48.95% 48.84% 46.61% 46.22%

Otter Tail Power Company OTTR 50.23% 50.48% 50.28% 53.36% 53.17% 53.24% 53.16% 53.00%
Arizona Public Service Company PNW 54.60% 54.36% 54.46% 52.06% 52.44% 52.57% 52.97% 52.98%

Public Service Company of New Mexico PNM 50.40% 50.43% 49.93% 52.15% 51.38% 51.55% 51.55% 52.51%
Portland General Electric Company POR 49.47% 49.37% 48.94% 47.90% 47.78% 47.74% 46.83% 46.73%
Georgia Power Company SO 47.90% 50.17% 51.73% 51.94% 50.73% 51.17% 51.32% 50.22%
Alabama Power Company SO 46.81% 45.57% 46.53% 47.29% 46.71% 46.46% 46.54% 47.06%
Gulf Power Company SO 48.31% 48.35% 47.61% 47.79% 47.45% 47.52% 46.71% 45.40%
Mississippi Power Company SO 45.88% 41.82% 43.83% 57.54% 55.99% 57.21% 52.51% 52.30%
Kansas Gas and Eiectric Company WR 58.30% 57.85% 57.55% 57.70% 56.77% 56.52% 57.00% 57.24%
Westar Energy (KPL) WR 60.46% 62.26% 65.18% 63.63% 62.47% 61.96% 61.74% 61.72%
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1 Q1. Please state your name and position.

2 Al. My name is William M. Gausman. I am Senior Vice President, Strategic

3 Initiatives for Pepco Holdings Inc. (PHI). I am testifying on behalf of Potomac

4 Electric Power Company (Pepco or the Company).

5 Q2. What are your responsibilities in your role as Senior Vice President, Strategic

6 Initiatives?

7 A2. I am responsible for the oversight of strategic projects that focus on the long

8 term support of the transmission and distribution systems. This includes the

9 implementation of the Company's Advanced Metering Infrastructure and other PHI

10 Blueprint for the Future initiatives, the procurement of energy (both gas and electric),

11 and compliance with the North American Electric Reliability Corporation and state

12 reliability standards to ensure the safe and reliable operation of the electric system. I

13 have previously been responsible for the engineering of all reliability programs and

14 the design of all assets that support the transmission and distribution of electric

15 service across the service areas of Pepco, Delmarva Power & Light Company, and

16 Atlantic City Electric Company.

17 Q3. Please state your educational background and professional experience.

18 A3. I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering Technology

19 from Temple University. I joined Pepco in 1974 as a Project Engineer overseeing the

20 construction of high voltage transmission facilities. I have served in various
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1 management positions within Pepco and PHI, with increasing responsibility for the

2 operation, maintenance, and construction of both the transmission and distribution

3 systems. From 1977 through 1988, I served as Superintendent of Underground Lines

4 and as Manager of Electric System Operation and Construction. In 1988, I was

5 promoted to General Manager - Power Delivery, and in 2001 I became General

6 Manager - Asset Management. In 2002, I was named Vice President - Asset

7 Management of Pepco. After Pepco's merger with Conectiv, I became Vice President

8 Asset Management over the combined PHI organization. In 2008, I was promoted to

9 Senior Vice President Asset Management and Planning, and assumed my current

to position in October 2010.

11 During my career with PHI, I have also served as an advisor to various

12 industry organizations including the Electric Power Research Institute Distribution

13 Committee, the Southeastern Electric Exchange Executive Committee and the Edison

14 Electric Institute (EEI) Distribution Committee. I am currently a member of the

15 Association of Edison Illuminating Companies Electric Power Apparatus Committee

16 and the EEI Transmission Executive Advisory Committee. I am also a member of

17 Leadership Greater Washington.

18 Q4. What is the purpose of your Direct Testimony?

19 A4. The purpose of my testimony is to provide information supporting the

20 significant and important investment that the Company continues to make in the

21 infrastructure of its electric distribution system, as discussed by Company Witness

22 Boyle. I will address the following items which support the Company's proposed

23 requests in this proceeding:

2
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1 • The historical and planned investments in distribution assets;

2 • The accomplishments achieved through the Company's Reliability

3 Enhancement Plan (REP), including Pepco's progress in meeting the

4 System-Wide Service Quality and Reliability Standards' as adopted by

5 the State of Maryland for years 2012-2015;

6 • The Reliability Plant Ratemaking Adjustment Nos. 1, 2, and 3, and the

7 derivation of Vegetation Management Ratemaking Adjustment No. 21

8 as presented in Company Witness Hook's Direct Testimony; and

9 • Weathering the Storm: Report of the Grid Resiliency Task Force2

10 (Task Force Report) and the Company's request for approval of the

11 implementation of a "Tracker" as described in the Task Force Report.3

12 This testimony and accompanying schedules were prepared by me or under

13 my direct supervision and control. The source documents for my testimony are

14 Company records, public documents, and my personal knowledge and experience.

15 Pepco's Maryland Construction and Reliability Programs

16 Q5. Please describe Pepco's Maryland construction program.

17 A5. The Pepco Maryland construction budgets for 2012 and 2013 total $524.5

18 million. The 2012 Pepco Maryland distribution budget is $143.3 million and has

19 been increased to $183.4 million in 2013 for a total of $326.7 million.

1 Code of Maryland Regulations 20.50.12.02.
2 Office of Governor Martin O'Malley, Executive Order 01.01.2012.15, September 24, 2012.
3 Id, Page80, Item "D", Recommendation 3.

3
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1 Q6. Please discuss the Company's historical and planned investment in Maryland

2 reliability assets.

3 A6. Pepco continues to increase its investment to enhance the overall reliability of

4 the distribution system for its customers. Table 1 separates the Company's reliability

5 investments into two categories: (1) planned reliability investments and (2) capital

6 costs due to emergency and storm restoration. This table demonstrates that the

7 Company has increased its planned annual reliability investment by $54.5 million

8 from 2011 to 2013. In total, Pepco will expend $347.9 million over a three year

9 period for reliability-related projects.

10 The cost of replacing capital assets due to storms and emergency replacements

11 has been high in 2011 and 2012, at $34.1 and $37.6 million, respectively.

12 Nonetheless, the Company has continued to increase its planned reliability

13 investments during this period while sustaining a high level of expenditures for storm

14 driven emergency work.

15 For budgeting purposes, the emergency and storm reliability budget has been

16 set at a more typical annual level of $16.8 million for 2013, which excludes the cost

17 of major storm events. The Company does not budget for major storm events. A

18 budget is established to recognize the costs of construction involved in restoration due

19 to storms that are not classified as major events. However, the capital cost of major

20 storms is included in the actual amounts for 2011 and 2012 in Table 1.

4
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Pepco Maryland
2011 - 2013 Annual Reliability Expenditures & Plans

$'s in Millions
Table 1

2011 2012 2013

Category Actual Forecast tai Budget Total
Reliability
Program
Emergency &
Storm Restoration 34.1 37.6 16.8 88.5

Total $116.3 $166.6 $153.5 $436.4

[a] The 2012 forecast is based on nine months actual through September 2012 and three months forecast for the
balance of the year.

1 07. Is the Company continuing to increase its investment in distribution reliability?

2 A7. Yes. The Pepco five-year reliability construction plans have increased by

3 $469 million from the five-year plan beginning 2011 to the five-year plan beginning

4 in 2013, which will ensure that the Company's improving reliability performance will

5 continue and that the Service Quality and Reliability Standards are met. This increase

6 in reliability planning is shown in Table 2. The investment in the reliability plan

7 includes replacement of infrastructure, identification of corrective actions for

s locations that are experiencing increased outages, and long-term enhancements.

9 These improvements will not only solve past reliability issues, but improve reliability

10 going forward and support continuing load growth.

Pepco Maryland
Five Year Reliability Plans

$'s in Millions
Table 2

Five Year Plan 2011-2015 2012-2016 2013-2017

Total Reliability Expenditure $328 $495 $797

5
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1 08. Please describe the REP and how it fits into the overall Maryland construction

2 program.

3 A8. The REP is a multi-year comprehensive series of initiatives intended to

4 substantially improve reliability performance by reducing the frequency and duration

5 of outages as measured by the System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI)

6 and System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI), respectively. The REP

7 includes the following initiatives:

8 • Enhanced Vegetation Management;

9 • Load Growth;

10 • Distribution Automation;

11 • Feeder Improvement;

12 • Substation Improvement; and

13 • Selective Undergrounding.

14 09. Has the REP achieved any reliability performance improvements to date?"

15 A9. Yes. Table 3 shows that since REP investments began in 2010, Pepco's SAIFI

16 index improved from 2.21 to 1.36 (38% improvement) in the 12 months ended

17 September 2012. Over the same period, Pepco's SAIDI index improved from 265 to

18 163 minutes (36% improvement).

4 PurSuant 10 COmmiSSion Order No. 84564, the Company filed on November 15,2012 its Third Quarter
2012 Status Report concerning its REP. This Direct Testimony concerning the Company's reliability
performance is basedon the same information usedto produce that report.

6
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Pepco Maryland
2010 -2012 System Reliability Performance tai

Table 3
2010 2011 2012

Category Actual Actual Actual [bi

SAIFI 2.21 1.99 1.36

SAIDI (minutes) 265 215 163

[a] Measured based on Code of Maryland Regulations (COMAR) exclusion criteria. Reference COMAR
20.50.01.07B(27).

[6] Reflects 12 months ended September 30, 2012.

1 The charts in Figure 1 and Figure 2 are graphical presentations of the data in

2 Table 3. They illustrate how Pepco's overall reliability performance continued to

3 improve in the 12 month period ended September 2012 compared to calendar years

4 2010 and 2011. On average, customers have experienced fewer outages and better

5 restoration times than before the REP. While there is still further progress to be

6 made, the data show the REP is working. With continued investment, Pepco expects

7 to meet the new Service Quality and Reliability Standards on or before the 2015

8 target date.

7
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1 Figure 1

Pepco - Maryland Historical SAIFI Performance Trend
2012 vs. 2011 vs. 2010 Baseline - COMAR Exclusion Criteria
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3 Figure 2

Pepco - Maryland Historical SAIDI Performance Trend
2012 vs.2011 vs. 2010 Baseline - COMAR Exclusion Criteria
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1 Q10. What should customers expect from the REP going forward?

2 A10. Pepco's SAIFI and SAIDI indices should continue to improve. The year over

3 year improvement in reliability performance based on data excluding major outage

4 events under the COMAR exclusion criteria provides evidence that customers are

5 benefiting from the REP investments. However, the path to reaching the Service

6 Quality and Reliability Standards is not linear and Pepco will continue to be impacted

7 by severe weather events.

8 Q11. If major storms are excluded from the SAIFI and SAIDI statistics in Figures 1

9 and 2,why are these figures impacted by severe weather events?

10 Al l. Not all severe weather events reach the level of a major event that is excluded

11 by the regulations." If the Company experiences a high level of events that almost

12 reach the level of major events, the impact of those storms is seen in the Company's

13 reliability performance. For example, as of the end of August 2012, Pepco's

14 cumulative performance for SAIDI complied with the State standard. However, the

15 Company was tracking 72% better than the State standard through May 2012. The

16 Company's advantage was eliminated in June due to restoration after a microburst,

17 the effects of which almost reached the magnitude of what would normally be

18 classified as a major storm event.

19 012. Please discuss the subcategory of work under the REP that focuses on improving

20 the reliability of overhead distribution feeders.

21 A12. Overhead feeders originate at the distribution substations and deliver

22 electricity to individual customers attached to the feeder grid. Pepco recognizes the

23 continued need to improve the reliability of poor performing feeders.

* COMAR 20.50.01.07B(27).

9
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1 The work required to improve feeder performance may include upgrading or

2 replacing conductors and supports, as well as replacing poles and transformers.

3 Additionally, these upgraded feeders benefit from other REP initiatives that include

4 enhanced vegetation management, underground residential distribution (URD) cable

5 replacement, and upgrades and improvements to substations and substation supply

6 feeders.

7 The charts in Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the improved reliability performance

3 of the 78 feeders identified and targeted in 2011 under the REP (herein referred to as

9 "2011 REP feeders"). For the 2011 REP feeders, the SAIFI index improved from

10 4.57 in calendar year 2010 to 1.94 (58% improvement) in the 12 month period ended

11 September 2012. Over the same period, the SAIDI index improved from 549 to 168

12 minutes (69% improvement).

13 The 2011 REP feeders were selected using three measures of performance: (1)

14 feeders that had been selected for inclusion in the Company's 2011 Priority Feeder

15 list;6 (2) feeders that have comparably higher SAIFI history; and (3) feeders that have

16 demonstrated high CEMIT statistics, i.e. repeat interruptions that affect the same

17 customers. Enhancing the feeder performance of CEMI-affected customers is of

18 significant importance to the customers, but yields relatively minor enhancement to

19 overall system reliability performance. Certain feeders in this group have also been

20 upgraded with Distribution Automation applications and have had vegetation

21 management work performed.

6 COMAR 20.50.12.03 Poorest Performing Feeder Standard.
7 CEMI stands for Customers Experiencing Multiple Interruptions.

10
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1 Figure 3

Pepco - MD Historical SAIFI Performance Wend - REP Feeders
2012vs.2011 vs.2010 Baseline - COMAR Exclusion Criteria
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3 Figure 4

Pepco - MD Historical SAIDI Performance Rend - REP Feeders
2012 vs.2011 vs.2010 Baseline - COMAR Exclusion Criteria
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1 013. A subset of the REP feeders discussed above is the lowest performing 2%

2 Priority Feeders identified annually pursuant to COMAR, as defined by the

3 regulation prior to May 28, 2012. What progress has the Company made

4 toward improving the performance of this subset of Priority Feeders?

5 A13. Prior to the adoption of the Service Quality and Reliability Standards, the

6 regulations required that the lowest performing 2% feeders be annually designated as

7 Priority Feeders. Work on the 14 Priority Feeders designated in 2010 was completed

8 in 20l1 (herein referred to as "20l1 Priority Feeders").

9 The charts in Figure 5 and Figure 6 present the reliability performance gains

10 of the 2011 Priority Feeders. The SAIFI index improved from 6.92 in calendar year

11 2010 to 2.04 in the 12 month period ended September 2012 (71% improvement).

12 Over the same period, the SAIDI index improved from 820 to 138 minutes (83%

13 improvement). The data include performance gains throughout the 2011 construction

14 period, as well as performance after completion for the year to date period ended

15 September 2012. It is clear based on these results that the remediation measures

16 applied to these feeders produced better performance in 2011 and even more

17 improved performance in 2012 for both the average frequency and average duration

18 of outages.
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1 Figure 5

2011Pepco-MD High Priority Feeder SAIFIPerformanceTrend
2012 vs. 2011 vs. 2010 Baseline • COMAR Exclusion Criteria
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1 014. What are the specific reliability standards that the Company is required to meet

2 in 2012 and what has been the Company's progress in meeting the 2012

3 standards?"

4 A14. The Service Quality and Reliability Standards require the Company to achieve

5 SAIFI and SAIDI indices of 0.98 and 95.4, respectively, from July to December

6 2012. To date, the Company is on track to meet those standards. The charts in Figure

7 7 and Figure 8 track the actual results from July through October 2012 and the

8 projected results through the end of the year based on prior year performance from

9 November and December. Assuming Pepco performs similarly in November and

to December of 2012 as it did in 2011, the Company will achieve the SAIFI and SAIDI

11 standards set by the Commission for the second half of 2012.

12 Figure 7

RM43 2012 2nd Half SAIFI Performance & Trend
Pepco (Maryland) 2012 vs. 2011 vs. 2010 Baseline - COMAR Exclusion
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1 Figure 8

RM43 2012 2nd Half SAIDI Performance & Trend
Pepco (Maryland) 2012 vs. 2011 vs. 2010 Basetine - COMAR Exclusion
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1 Ratemaking Adjustments

2 015. Company Witness Hook has identified three ratemaking adjustments in her

3 Direct Testimony for annualization of the revenue requirements of reliability

4 projects. Ratemaking Adjustment No.1 addresses reliability projects that are

5 closed to electric plant in service during the test period. Ratemaking

6 Adjustment No. 2 addresses reliability projects that will be updated to actuals

7 and closed to electric plant in service in the period January through March of

s 2013. Ratemaking Adjustment No.3 addresses reliability plant assets that will

9 be constructed in the period April through December 2013.Please address these

10 adjustments.

11 A15. These additions to electric plant are required in order to continue to achieve

12 the reliability improvements as demonstrated in the charts presented above. These

13 investments produce no new revenue.

14 The reliability projects in Ratemaking Adjustment Nos. 1,2, and 3 are part of

15 the Company's REP. System performance can only be improved with significant

16 expenditures focused on replacement of infrastructure and by the modernization of

17 the system with advanced technologies. In each case, when these investments are

is placed in service the customers receive the benefits immediately in the form of

19 improved reliability.
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1 Q16. Company Witness Hook has included Ratemaking Adjustment No.21 in her

2 Direct Testimony for Vegetation Management (VM) operation and maintenance

3 (O&M) expense. How did you calculate the amount included in this

4 adjustment?

5 A16. As discussed by Company Witness Boyle, Ratemaking Adjustment No. 21

6 reflects the reduction from the test year expenses associated with the accelerated

7 vegetation management activities that were performed during 2012. This adjustment

8 is detailed in Schedule (LJH)-1, page 25, line 3. It shows that approximately $7.5

9 million are associated with performing these accelerated VM activities and that the

10 Company is not seeking recovery of these costs.

11 Q17. Are there any additional costs associated with VM in 2013?

12 A17. Yes. As shown in Schedule (LJH)-1, page 25, lines 4 and 5, there is an

13 additional $1.3 million to annualize the cost of complying with the Service Quality

14 and Reliability Standards for a full year, plus an anticipated contractor rate escalation

15 of 2%.

16 018. Have you determined the annual cost for performing a VM program that

17 complies with the Service Quality and Reliability Standards?

18 A18. Yes. I have completed an analysis of the costs to perform an annual VM

19 program. This annual VM program is based on a four-year cycle, one quarter of the

20 system to be trimmed each year. Schedule (WMG)-1, page 1, demonstrates that the

21 cost to achieve this annual program is $20.3 million. This cost includes

22 approximately $1.9 million for compliance with the new Service Quality and

23 Reliability Standards. The VM requirements of the Service Quality and Reliability

17
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1 Standards became effective on May 28, 2012. Therefore, the cost of compliance

2 within the test year is approximately one half of the annual cost to achieve the

3 standards associated with vegetation management. Since these standards are in effect

4 and the Company must perform VM activities in 2013 in accordance with these

5 standards, it is appropriate to include these costs because they are known and

6 measurable. This request is consistent with the cost associated with implementing the

7 requirements in COMAR 20.50.11(RM 44) that the Commission approved in Case

s No. 9286.

9 Q19. Are these reliability investments and VM expenditures important to the

10 Company and its customers?

11 A19. Yes. These are necessary and important investments producing demonstrable

12 results. The Company is asking the Commission to recognize its investment in

13 reliability through appropriate cost recovery.

14 Q20. In her Direct Testimony, Company Witness Hook discusses the causes for the

15 general increase in the level of distribution-related overtime expense, and

16 indicates that the test year level is reflective of the level that will continue into

17 the future. Do you agree?

18 A20. Yes. As shown on Schedule (LJH)-3 in the Direct Testimony of Company

19 Witness Hook, 2012 distribution-related overtime expense exclusive of major storms

20 is approximately $11 million. These costs are primarily associated with measures the

21 Company is taking to be more proactive in scheduling additional crews for duty based

22 on projected weather forecasts, and to ensure that the Company remains in

23 compliance with equipment maintenance standards even in times of increased storm-
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1 related activity. These costs are reflective of the ongoing reliability efforts that the

2 Company has implemented, and will continue into the foreseeable future.

3 Report of the Grid Resiliency Task Force

4 Q21. What does the Task Force Report cite as the four foundational principles to

5 increase the resiliency of the State's electric distribution system during major

6 storms?

7 A21. The Task Force Report identifies the following four foundational principles:

8 1. The current level of reliability and resiliency during major storms is

9 not acceptable;

10 2. Increased reliability and resiliency is the goal of the Task Force and

11 will inform its recommendations;

12 3. Severe weather events are likely to continue to occur and utilities,

13 government and citizens must be prepared; and

14 4. If done strategically and appropriately, increased expenditures by the

15 utilities to improve resiliency and harden the grid will lead to fewer

16 outages during storms and shorten outages when interruptions

17 happen."

13 Q22. Please describe Pepco's proposal to move forward with a program that is in line

19 with the Task Force Report's foundational principles and supports these

20 recommendations.

21 A22. The Company is offering a set of three projects that will increase the

22 resiliency of the distribution system and "accelerate RM 43's march toward

9 Task Force Report, at 71.
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1 reliability.''' These projects are specific, obtainable, and measurable in performance

2 and cost. They will increase the reliability of the distribution system in major storm

3 events.

4 1. The Company will increase the number of feeders included in the

5 Priority Feeder program. The selection of these feeders will include

6 feeders that are significantly impacted by major events and are not

7 limited to the Priority Feeder selection process which calls for Priority

s Feeders to be selected on a major event excluded basis.

9 2. The Company will accelerate the four-year VM scheduled clearance

10 trimming cycle from four years in duration to three years.

11 3. The Company will underground six distribution feeders that have been

12 severely impacted during major events.

13 Q23. How does the Company propose to recover the costs of these accelerated

14 projects?

15 A23. The Company is requesting a Grid Resiliency Charge. The Task Force

16 recommended that the Commission authorize contemporaneous cost recovery of the

17 accelerated investments through a tracker-like mechanism.II As discussed in more

18 detail in the Direct Testimony of Company Witness Janocha, Pepco proposes a

19 surcharge to allow costs to begin to be recovered.

20 Company Witness Janocha presents in his Direct Testimony the specific

21 design of this cost recovery mechanism and provides the calculations and rates for

10 Id. Pg. 72.
11 Task Force Report at 80.
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1 Commission approval. Company Witness Janocha's calculations are based on the

2 estimated costs to perform the scope of work provided in Table 4.

3 Q24. Will the Company perform this work on the accelerated schedule if the

4 Commission does not approve the tracker?

5 A24. No. Performing these projects on the accelerated schedule is not included in

6 the Company's scope of work to meet its SAIFI and SAIDI performance

7 requirements under the Service Quality and Reliability Standards. The Company is

s prepared to perform these projects to address the acceleration recommended in the

9 Task Force Report. However, as discussed by Company Witness Boyle and as

10 discussed further, the Company cannot take on the additional investment on top of the

11 significant financial commitment that has already been made. Additional investments

12 to further accelerate the reliability standards can only be made with approval of the

13 Grid Resiliency Charge.

14 Q25. Why has the Company selected these three projects?

15 A25. These projects are consistent with the findings of the Task Force Report that

16 the utilities should "temporarily go above and beyond their requirements under RM

17 43 in order to jumpstart the improvements and enable Marylanders to see real results

18 in the next two years.''12 The Task Force specifically states that "Progress on some of

19 Maryland's worse performing feeders has the potential to make a meaningful

20 difference both in actual interruptions and customer confidence."13 The proposed

21 acceleration of the three projects all directly relate to these goals.

12 Task Force Report at 77.
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1 The Company is in a unique period in its execution of the REP. The

2 Company's teams are currently executing all parts of its REP programs. The

3 resources that are required to perform inspection, engineering, design, contracting,

4 and project management are either in place or obtainable, providing an opportunity to

5 increase Pepco's efforts to rapidly start and accomplish these projects. However,

6 even with these resources in place, the level of effort to increase to these accelerated

7 rates of work is significant and cannot be performed without a firm commitment to

8 this effort from both the Company and the Commission. Once these resources are

9 committed to perform this work, significant expenditures above the current

10 construction plan will be required.

11 In addition, and similar to the Priority Feeders and the VM initiatives, the

12 necessary resources can be available to proceed with the initial undergrounding

13 projects. The Company has also finalized its Undergrounding Study, which is

14 attached to my testimony as Schedule (WMG)-4. This study is an extensive plan for

15 the undergrounding significant portions of the distribution system. It is specifically

16 designed to harden the grid against major storms, and lays out a multi-year plan to

17 underground both 13 kV distribution lines as well as 69 kV substation supply lines.

18 The Company recognizes that committing to this multi-year plan will require

19 significant discussion so that the Commission can fully understand the

20 undergrounding selection process and the commitments required by all parties to

21 support a decision of this magnitude.

22 Therefore, the Company proposes as part of this proceeding to establish an

23 initial project to underground six 13 kV distribution feeders over a three-year period.
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1 This initial project will allow efforts toward hardening the electric distribution system

2 against storm events to begin in the most storm-impacted areas of the system, while

3 further discussions take place on the larger undergrounding proposal outlined in the

4 Undergrounding Study.

5 Q26. What are the Company's estimated costs and time requirements to perform the

6 proposed accelerated Grid Resiliency work?

7 A26. Table 4 provides Pepco's estimates to perform this work. The cost estimates

8 are based on the Company's experience with implementing the REP and other

9 projects similar to the proposed Grid Resiliency work.

Pepco Maryland
Grid Resiliency Work - Estimated Cost

Table 4

Project Scope Cost Duration
Priority Feeders Accelerating the $12 million per Two Years

hardening of an year capital (2014 and 2015)
additional 24 investment
feeders over two

years

Vegetation Accelerating the $17 million O&M One Year
Management next four year trim expense (2014)

cycle of scheduled
clearance tree

trimming from 4
years to 3 years

Selective Undergrounding $151 million Three Years
Undergrounding six 13kV capital investment (7/2013 thru 1/2016)

distribution feeders

10 Q27. Please discuss the scope and cost of the accelerated work related to Priority

11 Feeders.

12 A27. The Company proposes to accelerate the hardening of an additional 24 feeders

13 over two years, 12 feeders per year in 2014 and 2015. This is in addition to the 55
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1 feeders in the 2013 base construction plan, which is comprised of 21 Priority Feeders

2 and 34 REP feeders. As shown in Schedule (WMG)-2, the cost associated with

3 Priority Feeder work is on average $1 million per feeder. Accordingly, the costs to be

4 recovered through the Grid Resiliency Charge will be based upon the revenue

5 requirement associated with the capital investment of $12 million in 2014 and $12

6 million in 2015 for the accelerated Priority Feeder work.

7 Q28. Please describe the method for selecting the additional Priority Feeders to be

8 targeted for accelerated work.

9 A28. Tables 5 and 6 show the Priority Feeders selected under the base and

10 accelerated programs, respectively. The evaluation criteria for the accelerated

11 program include outage data without exclusions for major events. These feeders will

12 be in addition to the feeders that are considered annually based on the major event

13 exclusion criteria for selecting Priority Feeders. The base 21 Priority Feeders listed in

14 Table 5 will be completed during 2013. If the Commission approves the accelerated

15 work, the feeders listed in Table 6 will be designed during the second half of 2013

16 and work will be performed during 2014. A second set of feeders for 2015 will be

17 selected in 2014 using actual outage data for the 12 months ending September 2014.

18 Work will also continue on the REP feeders.
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1 Table 5
Priority Feeders, Non Storm Performance MED Exclusive 3% of Pepco - MD Feeders

Custenters Customer

No. Feeder Area Year Events Affected Minutes SAtFI SAIOi Rank

1 14288 Prince Geor e's 2012 38 10,460 1,250,607 6.987 835.4 0.01481

2 14982 Mont omery 2012 21 8,381 1,300,034 7.496 1,162.8 0.01284
3 14297 Prince Geor e's 2012 49 8,569 1,180,774 3.566 491.4 0.01265

4 14243 Prince Geor e's 2012 81 7,893 1,239,302 4.761 747.5 0.01214

5 14986 Mongomery 2012 39 10,044 355,890 5.982 212.0 0.01147
6 14793 Prince Geor e's 2012 22 7,647 940,393 3.379 415.6 0.01092

7 15036 Prince Geor e's 2012 18 8,069 754,540 4.899 458.1 0.01074

8 15128 Mont omery 2012 51 8,320 641,736 4.782 368.8 0.01063

9 14867 Mon omery 2012 35 7,220 979,953 5.150 699.0 0.01061

10 14110 Prince George's 2012 64 6,923 832,269 5.963 716.9 0.00982

11 14264 Mont omery 2012 56 8,446 342,174 6.178 250.3 0.00978

12 15090 Prince George's 2012 41 7,606 524,509 5.472 377.3 0.00952

13 14187 Prince George's 2012 52 6,492 864,120 6.714 893.6 0.00948

14 14248 Prince George's 2012 47 6,727 751,454 4.932 550.9 0.00935

15 14886 Montgomery 2012 22 8,164 294,798 7.099 256.4 0.00934

16 15127 Mont omery 2012 37 6,616 631,784 8.450 806.9 0.00885
17 15138 Prince Geor e's 2012 25 7,099 372,388 6.083 319.1 0.00850

18 14947 Mont omery 2012 53 6,191 476,806 6.160 474.4 0.00791

19 14944 Montgomery 2012 57 5,528 544,053 5.255 517.2 0.00745

20 15155 Montgomery 2012 44 5,697 490,256 4.728 406.9 0.00745

21 15142 Montgomery 2012 24 5,602 442,675 4.190 331.1 0.00719
Sum of Customers Affected & Customer Minutes of

Outage for the 21 Feeders 157,694 15,210,513

Pepco-MD System Customers Affected & Customer

Minutes of Outage 730,733 76,666,084

Percent of Pepco System Customers Affected &

2 Customer Minutes of Outage for the 21 Feeders

3 Table 6
Priority Feeders, Storm Performance MED inclusive 12 Additional - MD Feeders

Custenters Customer

No. Feeder Area Year eyesets Anacted Minutes SAIFI SAIOI itank

1 14877 Mont omery 2012 31 10,681 16,267,627 7.074 10,773.3 0.00802

2 15232 Montgomery 2012 107 11,006 10,910,431 9.521 9,438.1 0.00719

3 14908 Montgomery 2012 46 8,222 10,928,790 5.287 7,028.2 0.00588

4 14945 Montgomery 2012 30 8,968 8,833,230 8.243 8,118.8 0.00585

5 15251 Montgomery 2012 35 9,490 6,330,062 4.932 3,290.1 0.00563

6 14272 Montgomery 2012 41 8,637 8,245,725 5.351 5,108.9 0.00558

7 14452 Mont omery 2012 64 8,772 7,404,946 7.161 6,044.9 0.00549
8 14240 Prince Geor e's 2012 43 10,204 2,731,357 9.510 2,545.5 0.00530

9 14943 Mont omery 2012 76 6,494 11,729,600 5.077 9,170.9 0.00522

10 15115 Mont omery 2012 81 6,609 11,403,984 5.767 9,951.1 0.00521

11 14271 Mont omery 2012 70 7,420 8,192,445 5.496 6,068.5 0.00500

12 15030 Montgomery 2012 31 8,081 6,243,963 5.731 4,428.3 0.00495
Sum of Customers Affected & Customer Minutes of

Outage for the 12 Feeders 104,584 109,222,159

Pepco-MD System customers Affected & Customer

Minutes of Outage 1,593,733 1,357,926,021

Percent of Pepco System Customers Affected &

4 Customer Minutes of Outage for the 12 Feeders 6. S.
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1 Q29. Please describe the scope and cost of the accelerated work related to VM.

2 A29. As shown in Figure 9, the Company will perform the first year of trimming of

3 the next four-year cycle in 2013. It is assumed that this base rate case will not

4 conclude before June 2013. Accordingly, if the Commission approves the VM

5 acceleration proposal, the Company will complete two years of the four-year cycle in

6 2014. In 2015, the Company will complete the four-year cycle by trimming the

7 remaining one quarter of the system. See also Schedule (WMG)-1 for supporting

8 data.

9 Figure 9

$45 Accelerated Vegetation Management

$40 $37.3

$35

g $30

I I
2013 2014 2015

W Base Expenditure -Proposed Accelerated Expenditure
10

11 Q30. Please describe the scope and cost of the accelerated work related to Selective

12 Undergrounding.

13 A30. Pepco proposes to underground certain segments of six 13 kV distribution

14 feeders, with work to be performed between 2013 and 2016. The cost to underground

15 these six feeders, specifically the main lines and laterals, is approximately $151

16 million.
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1 Q31. Why have you used three years instead of two years as recommended in the Task

2 Force Report for Selective Undergrounding?

3 A31. With respect to undergrounding the six distribution feeders, significant design

4 and planning is required prior to beginning work on the system after Commission

5 approval is obtained. Therefore, the Company will require the second six months in

6 2013 (July through December 2013) to plan the work, and an additional two years to

7 complete the construction work.

8 Q32. The Underground Study outlines options to select different portions of the

9 distribution system to underground. Have you evaluated these options for the six

10 feeders that you recommend to underground?

11 A32. Yes. The selection of these six distribution feeders is based on the same

12 outage data that the study evaluated. Schedule (WMG)-3 provides a summary of

13 these options and the benefits to be realized from each recommendation. These data

14 show that there is a significant difference in both the cost to perform the work as well

15 as the benefits to be realized. These benefits range from achieving as low as 7%

16 improvement in reliability performance to 100% performance improvement,

17 depending on the nature and amount of undergrounding on these feeders. These

is options come at a cost and it is only logical that the options that achieve the greatest

19 reliability improvement will cost more to implement. The optimal solution is to

20 select a solution for each feeder that achieves the greatest reliability improvement at

21 the most reasonable cost.
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1 Q33. What are the costs to achieve this optimal solution?

2 A33. The cost to achieve greater than 99% improvement in both frequency and

3 duration of outages totals approximately $151 million for the six feeders. This option

4 generally results in the primary wires being placed underground, while the secondary

5 wires remain overhead. Alternatively, the estimated cost to achieve a fully

6 underground solution for the six feeders is approximately $285 million. However, the

7 additional $134 million investment to include undergrounding the secondary lines

a would yield an incremental benefit of less than 1%.

9 Q34. The Task Force Report discusses the undergrounding of the 69 kV substation

10 supply lines. Why haven't you recommended these lines for the initial project?

11 A34. The undergrounding of substation supply lines provides significant benefits

12 for the Company's customers, and in some instances, also for the water and sewage

13 utilities providing critical services. The Undergrounding Study discusses these

14 options and the benefits that are expected to be gained during major storms events if

15 the substation supplies were to be undergrounded. The Company remains very

16 interested in proposing the undergrounding of 69 kV substation supply line feeders as

17 part of its REP, and will review this work with the Commission, customers, and other

18 stakeholders.

19 Q35. Is Pepco proposing any specific goals associated with these accelerated projects?

20 A35. Yes. Pepco is proposing specific SAIFI and SAIDI goals against which the

21 Company will be measured. If the Company exceeds the goals, the Company is

22 proposing an incentive to be passed through the Grid Resiliency Charge. If the

23 Company does not meet its goals, the Company is prepared to provide a credit to
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1 Figure 10

Pepco (Maryland) SAIFI Performances vs IEEEQuartile Ranges
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1 Q39. Does this conclude your Direct Testimony?

2 A39. Yes, it does.
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Schedule (WMG)-1

Page 1 of 8

POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Base Level of Annual Expenditure for Tree Trimming

Line Supporting

No. Description Schedule $'000

1 Annual tree contractor expense A $ 13,512

2 Annual vegetation management expense B 4,494

3 Annual incremental expense for RM43 compliance C 1,900

4 Total annual tree trimming expense $ 19,906

5 Annual inflation - 2% 398

6 Total annual tree trimming expense in rate effective period $ 20,304
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Page 2 of 8

POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Incremental Cost for Accelerated Vegetation Management

in Response to Task Force Report

Line Supporting

No. Description Schedule $'000

1 Annual tree contractor expense' A $ 13,512

2 Wood recycling2 B 1,199

4 Replacement tree programs B 30

5 Herbicide placement4 B 20

6 RM 43 compliance" C 1,900

7 Accelerated tree trimming expense $ 16,661

8 Annual inflation - 2% 333

9 Total incremental cost for accelerated vegetation management $ 16,994

i The accelerated vegetation management program would trim twice the number of annual scheduled miles under the four-year trim cycle.
This reflects 923 and 167 additonal miles trimmed along distribution feeders and substation supply feeders, respectively. Refer to
Supporting Schedule A.

2 Supporting Schedule B, line 5 x line 11.

3 Supporting Schedule B, line 7 x line 11.
*Supporting Schedule B, line 8 x line 11.

5 Supporting Schedule C, line 16.
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Page 3 of 8

POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Tree Trimming Expense

Supporting Schedule A

Line

No. Annual Tree Contractor Expense

System total miles by feeder type
1 Distribution feeder 3,693

2 Substation supply feeder 667

Miles trimmed per year based on 4-year trim cycle
3 Distribution feeder (line 1_4 years) 923
4 Substation supply feeder (line 2 + 4 years) 167

Average cost per mile'
5 Distribution feeder $ 11,598

6 Substation supply feeder 16,806

Annual tree trimming expense
7 Distribution feeder (line 3 x line 5) $ 10,704,954
8 Substation supply feeder (line 4 x line 6) 2,806,602

9 Total annual tree contractor expense $ 13,511,556

Refer to Supporting Schedule D for supplemental data.
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Tree Trimming Expense
Supporting Schedule B

Line
No. Annual Vegetation Management Expense

Customer complaint trimmingi

1 Customer requested trimming $ 668,430

2 Top for removal 237,629

3 Hourly units for spot trimming identified during field inspection of customer request 209,243
4 Total customer complaint trimming expense incurred year to date September 30, 2012 $ 1,115,302

Other vegetation management activities'
5 Wood recycling2 $ 899,293
6 Hourly units for spot trimming during field inspection 1,318,192

7 Replacement tree program2 22,519

8 Herbicide placement2 14,822
9 Total other vegetation management expense incurred year to date September 30, 2012 $ 2,254,826

10 Total vegetation management expense incurred year to date September 30, 2012
(line 4 + line 9) $ 3,370,128

11 Annualization factor 1.33

12 Total annual vegetation management expense (line 10 x line 11) $ 4,493,504

i Refer to Supporting Schedule D for supplemental data.
2 Wood recycling, replacement tree program, and herbicide placement reduced by 50% to reflect lower number of miles trimmed in 2013 as compared
to 2012.
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Tree Trimming Expense
Supporting Schedule C

Line

No. Incremental Expense for RM 43 Compliance

Actvity Unit Price

Incremental billing unit increases by activity type Mix increase i

1 Bucket heavy trimming 61% 12.55% 7.66%
2 Manual heavy trimming 24% 8.75% . 2.10%
3 Wall bucket heavy trimming 8% 22.68% 1.81%
4 Wall manual heavy trimming 7% 87.73% 6.14%
5 Total weighted increase 17.71%

Percent increase by feeder type
6 Distribution feeder (52% three-phase x line 5) 9.21%
7 Substation supply feeder (100% three-phase x line 5) 17.71%

Annual tree trimming expense
8 Distribution feeder2 $10,704,954

9 Substation supply feeder3 $ 2,806,602

Annual incremental tree trimming expense for RM43
10 Distribution feeder lines (line 6 x line 8) $ 985,926
11 Substation supply feeder lines (line 7 x line 9) 497,049
12 Total annual incremental tree contractor expense for RM 43 $ 1,482,975

13 RM 43 customer notification (120,000 mailings @ $0.60 per unit) 72,000

14 Vegetation management inspector (labor & vehicle) 145,000

15 Vegetation management planners (2 FTE's) 200,000

16 Total incremental expense for RM43 compliance $ 1,899,975

i Unit increases are based on 2012 data from confidential contractor bids.

2 Refer to Supporting Schedule A, line 7.
3 Refer to Supporting Schedule A, line 8.
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Distribution Feeder

FEEDER ID DESCRIPTION COMPLETED OH MILES 2011 YTD Q3 2012 Grand Total
15900 MC 13kV-Sub 177-Fairland-15900 1/2/2012 1.54 363.75 1,796.31 2,160.06
14970 MC 13kV-Sub 20-Potomac-14970 1/5/2012 12.49 68,399.72 68,399.72
14986 MC 13kV-Sub 183-Grant Av-14986 1/5/2012 6.46 61,598.26 61,598.26
14042 MC 13kV-Sub 143-Viers Mill-14042 1/6/2012 8.39 24,329.25 34,133.90 58,463.15
14048 MC 13kV-Sub 143-Viers Mill-14048 1/6/2012 10.05 3,203.56 100,789.03 103,992.59
14451 MC 13kV-Sub 26-Four Comers-14451 1/7/2012 8.70 142,890.24 1,475.69 144,365.93
15905 MC 13kV-Sub 165-Mt Zion-15905 1/9/2012 15.75 149,316.35 130,785.05 280,101.40
15906 MC 13kV-Sub 165-Mt Zion-15906 1/9/2012 9.50 92,773.25 28,156.87 120,930.12
14776 PG 13kV-Sub 140-Metzerott Rd-14776 1/20/2012 4.29 34,212.48 34,212.48
14777 PG 13kV-Sub 140-Metzerott Rd-14777 1/20/2012 5.38 139,130.73 139,130.73

14778 PG 13kV-Sub 140-Metzerott Rd-14778 1/20/2012 10.48 106,383.47 106,383.47
15070 PG 13kV-Sub 72-Camp Springs-15070 1/25/2012 13.72 76,881.45 76,881.45
15071 PG 13kV-Sub 72-Camp Springs-15071 1/30/2012 5.26 29,210.30 29,210.30
14069 MC 13kV-Sub 160-Bureau of Stndids-14069 2/6/2012 4.99 4,509.48 4,509.48
14886 MC 13kV-Sub 125-Middlebrook-14886 2/6/2012 8.38 5,222.10 5,222.10
15899 MC 13kV-Sub 177-Fairland-15899 2/6/2012 1.51 363.75 3,912.76 4,276.51
15210 MC 13kV-Sub 211-Twinbrook-15210 2/8/2012 8.54 77,303.23 8,573.68 85,876.91
14909 MC 13kV-Sub 169-Rossmoor-14909 2/9/2012 4.87 6,743.69 53,517.70 60,261.39
14206 MC 13kV-Sub 153-White Oak-14206 2/10/2012 5.47 5,488.02 4,372.22 9,860.24
15212 MC 13kV-Sub 211-Twinbrook-15212 2/13/2012 1.55 1,101.24 1,101.24
14061 MC 13kV-Sub 160-Bureau of Stndrds-14061 2/25/2012 3.31 14,504.86 14,504.86
14984 MC 13kV-Sub 183-Grant Av-14984 2/25/2012 2.63 6,680.16 11,338.66 18,018.82

15158 MC 13kV-Sub 171-Beverly Farms-15158 2/25/2012 14.56 48,978.74 15,857.81 64,836.55
15163 MC 13kV-Sub 171-Beverty Farms-15163 2/25/2012 9.34 4,048.35 34,264.55 38,312.90
15208 MC 13kV-Sub 211-Twinbrook-15208 2/25/2012 1.99 19,727.09 19,727.09
15213 MC 13kV-Sub 211-Twinbrook-15213 2/25/2012 1.78 10,369.18 10,369.18
15214 MC 13kV-Sub 211-Twinbrook-15214 2/25/2012 0.71 1,351.50 1,351.50
14912 MC 13kV-Sub 169-Rossmoor-14912 3/6/2012 2.11 2,790.35 13,516.83 16,307.18

15159 MC 13kV-Sub 171-Beverly Farms-15159 3/6/2012 2.23 2,669.76 858.50 3,528.26
14049 MC 13kV-Sub 143-Viers Mill-14049 3/7/2012 11.43 3,558.16 124,470.95 128,029.11
14907 MC 13kV-Sub 169-Rossmoor-14907 3/7/2012 6.85 5,424.45 115,828.09 121,252.54

15161 MC 13kV-Sub 171-Beverly Farms-15161 3/7/2012 16.26 15,325.88 167,211.24 182,537.12
14913 MC 13kV-Sub 169-Rossmoor-14913 3/8/2012 7.51 4,252.90 56,598.68 60,851.58
15156 MC 13kV-Sub 171-Beverly Farms-15156 3/8/2012 8.97 5,232.87 133,194.30 138,427.17
14914 MC 13kV-Sub 169-Rossmoor-14914 3/19/2012 11.49 48,281.71 82,341.04 130,622.75
14269 MC 13kV-Sub 156-Linden-14269 3/23/2012 8.53 2,126.45 83,436.41 85,562.86
15050 MC 13kV-Sub 199-Seek Ln-15050 3/23/2012 4.69 20,999.64 23,696.92 44,696.56

15072 PG 13kV-Sub 72-Camp Springs-15072 3/25/2012 12.25 117,658.84 117,658.84
15902 MC 13kV-Sub 165-Mt Zion-15902 3/29/2012 8.89 38,827.02 113,860.36 152,687.38
15199 PG 13kV-Sub 27-Takoma-15199 3/30/2012 8.62 8,966.76 8,966.76
14052 MC 13kV-Sub 143-Viers Mill-14052 4/4/2012 3.51 5,049.12 29,222.38 34,271.50
14908 MC 13kV-Sub 169-Rossmoor-14908 4/4/2012 7.11 20,904.89 67,986.56 88,891.45
14915 MC 13kV-Sub 169-Rossmoor-14915 4/4/2012 12.77 85,880.56 89,209.94 175,090.50
15127 MC 13kV-Sub 158-Norbeck-15127 4/4/2012 16.15 14,094.00 146,144.75 160,238.75
14979 MC 13kV-Sub 183-Grant Av-14979 4/9/2012 7.44 39,533.45 16,484.23 56,017.68
14980 MC 13kV-Sub 183-Grant Av-14980 4/9/2012 5.14 17,470.26 23,175.42 40,645.68
15054 MC 13kV-Sub 199-Seek Ln-15054 4/9/2012 6.42 9,443.58 36,097.04 45,540.62

15106 MC 13kV-Sub 192-Longwood-15106 4/13/2012 11.64 94,215.55 182,011.38 276,226.93
14981 MC 13kV-Sub 183-Grant Av-14981 4/17/2012 4.11 21,493.75 21,493.75
14983 MC 13kV-Sub 183-Grant Av-14983 4/25/2012 7.21 30,829.27 86,081.85 116,911.12
15046 MC 13kV-Sub 199-Seek Ln-15046 4/30/2012 7.36 2,659.63 55,231.02 57,890.65
14866 MC 13kV-Sub 6-Bethesda-14866 5/7/2012 12.40 43,901.67 45,551.05 89,452.72
14868 MC 13kV-Sub 6-Bethesda-14868 5/7/2012 7.00 30,509.10 81,122.13 111,631.23
15023 MC 13kV-Sub 44-Colesville-15023 5/7/2012 12.09 54,965.10 54,965.10
15142 MC 13kV-Sub 6-Bethesda-15142 5/7/2012 12.21 5,750.13 116,735.81 122,485.94
15904 MC 13kV-Sub 165-Mt Zion-15904 5/7/2012 14.33 48,990.98 167,287.41 216,278.39
15047 MC 13kV-Sub 199-Seek Ln-15047 5/8/2012 7.15 1,969.50 31,045.10 33,014.60

15256 MC 13kV-Sub 119-Emory Grove-15256 5/8/2012 7.76 5,974.01 27,969.84 33,943.85
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14440 MC 13kV-Sub 193-Kensington-14440 5/10/2012 9.18 45,973.43 45,973.43
15048 MC 13KV-Sub-Seek Ln-15048 5/10/2012 7.29 77,474.56 77,474.56
15051 MC 13kV-Sub 199-Seek Ln-15051 5/10/2012 4.87 4,753.00 25,538.78 30,291.78
15250 MC 13kV-Sub 119-Emory Grove-15250 5/10/2012 1.68 4,865.82 4,865.82
15901 MC 13kV-Sub 165-Mt Zion-15901 5/10/2012 19.08 86,804.07 282,577.75 369,381.82
14050 MC 13kV-Sub 143-Viers Mill-14050 5/23/2012 9.35 2,360.76 40,211.80 42,572.56
15230 MC 13kV-Sub 118-Quince Orchard-15230 5/24/2012 32.17 588,229.94 229,781.48 818,011.42
14943 MC 13kwSub 154-Woodacres-14943 5/25/2012 13.73 141,075.09 30,474.04 171,549.13
15074 PG 13kV-Sub 72-Camp Springs-15074 5/29/2012 11.07 78,267.12 78,267.12
15075 PG 13kV-Sub 72-Camp Springs-15075 5/29/2012 5.98 112,487.58 112,487.58
14240 PG 13kV-Sub 155-Crain Highway-14240 6/5/2012 17.20 910,017.06 910,017.06
15130 PG 13kV-Sub 15-Walker Mill Rd-15130 6/5/2012 6.93 4,205.04 40,037.41 44,242.45
15131 PG 13kV-Sub 15-Walker Miil Rd-15131 6/5/2012 9.61 2,676.33 84,116,18 86,792.51
15132 PG 13kV-Sub 15-Walker Mill Rd-15132 6/5/2012 9.65 35,055,13 35,055.13
15133 PG 13kwSub 15-Walker Mill Rd-15133 6/5/2012 7.74 46,097.41 46,097.41
15134 PG 13kwSub 15-Walker Mill Rd-15134 6/5/2012 11.00 62,062.98 62,062.98
15141 PG 13kwSub 15-Walker Mill Rd-15141 6/5/2012 4.77 13,984.49 13,984.49
15144 MC 13kwSub 6-Bethesda-15144 6/19/2012 2.19 39,976.85 39,976.85
15084 PG 13kwSub 59-St Bamabas Rd-15084 6/25/2012 8.14 71,658.20 71,658.20
15085 PG 13kV-Sub 59-St Bamabas Rd-15085 6/25/2012 7.36 105,381.52 105,381.52 .

15086 PG 13kV-Sub 59-St Bamabas Rd-15086 6/25/2012 8.00 193,263.28 193,263.28
15238 MC 13kwSub 118-Quince Orchard-15238 6/26/2012 6.99 9,891.80 15,583.59 25,475.39
15094 PG 13kV-Sub 175-Bladensburg-15094 6/27/2012 8.48 39,345.50 39,345.50
15140 PG 13kwSub 15-Walker Mill Rd-15140 6/27/2012 12.40 21,924.71 21,924.71
15240 MC 13kV-Sub 118-Quince Orchard-15240 6/29/2012 4.34 93,857.19 15,799.54 109,656.73

15253 MC 13kV-Sub 119-Emory Grove-15253 7/30/2012 4.14 33,298.54 33,298.54
Distribution eeder Total 696.61 2,103,000.45 5,976,284.52 8,079,284.97

Substation Supply Feeder

FEEDER ID DESCRIPTION COMPLETED OH MILES 2011 YTD Q3 2012 Grand Total
34021 PG 34kV-Sub 149-Lanham-34021 2/23/2012 6.76 63,420.90 63,420.90
34024 PG 34kwSub 149-Lanham-34024 2/23/2012 10.17 49,925.80 49,925.80
34028 PG 34kwSub 149-Lanham-34028 2/23/2012 5.08 33,140.43 33,140.43
34027 PG 34kwSub 149-Lanham-34027 3/20/2012 2.49 117,001.79 117,001.79
69026 PG 69kV-Sub 84-Palmers Comer-69026 3/25/2012 10.45 115,972.10 115,972.10
69104 PG 69kV-Sub 84-Palmers Comer-69104 3/25/2012 3.39 157,505.75 157,505.75
69082 MC 69kwSub 158-Norbeck-69082 4/9/2012 13.06 6,683.00 6,683.00
69027 PG 69kwSub 84-Palmers Comer-69027 4/19/2012 11.07 105,938.94 66,615.81 172,554.75
69025 PG 69kwSub 84-Palmers Comer-69025 5/8/2012 12.94 172,845.17 284,604.14 457,449.31
69028 PG 69kwSub 84-Palmers Comer-69028 5/8/2012 2.12 107,288.59 7,484.30 114,772.89
69032 PG 69kwSub 84-Palmers Comer-69032 5/8/2012 6.07 284,568.74 53,716.00 338,284.74
69119 PG 69kwSub 84-Palmers Comer-69119 5/8/2012 2.96 72,868.10 72,868.10
69133 PG 69kV-Sub 123-Ritchie-69133 5/8/2012 1.64 23,769.50 23,769.50
69134 PG 69kV-Sub 123-Ritchie-69134 5/8/2012 0.87 19,448.70 19,448.70
34954 PG 34kwSub 27-Takoma-34954 5/25/2012 9.27 24,284.89 119,306.44 143,591.33
69062 MC 69kwSub 118-Quince Orchard-69062 5/25/2012 18.88 97,732.77 97,732.77
69179 MC 69kwSub 121-Bells Mill-69179 5/25/2012 13.74 195,010.22 38,920.20 233,930.42
69196 MC 69kwSub 121-Bells Mill-69196 5/25/2012 4.45 127,702.65 127,702.65

69063R MC 69kV-Sub 118-Quince Orchard-69063R 5/25/2012 9.20 88,695.47 88,695.47
34980 PG 34kwSub 27-Takoma-34980 6/2/2012 2.09 30,861.33 30,861.33

Substation Eupply Feeder Total 146.70 889,936.55 1,575,375.18 2,465,311.73
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Customer Complaint Trimming

DESCRIPTION YTD Q3 2012

T&M Units for Complaints $ 668,430.03
Top For Removals 237,628.97
Customer Complaint Tickets 209,242.61

Customer Complaint Trimming Total $ 1,115,301.61

Other

DESCRIPTION YTD Q3 2012

Wood Recycling-Pepco $ 1,798,586.65
Miscellaneous T&M 1,162,807.27

Spot Tree Trimming 155,384.91
Replacement Trees 45,038.10
Distribution Herbicide 29,643.46

Other Total $ 3,191,460.39
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Average Expenditure Per Priority Feeder (PF)
2011 through YTD Q3 2012 i

[a] [b] [a]+[b]
. . 2%PF 2%PF 2%PF

Line Priority Other
Feeder Expenditures Expenditures in Expenditures

No. by Year REP Work Status
Completed Progress Total

1 14045 2011 $ 1,279,558 $ - $ 1,279,558 None Complete
2 14066 2011 21,703 - 21,703 LG Complete
3 14214 2011 1,526,683 - 1,526,683 None Complete
4 14247 2011 277,067 - 277,067 DA Complete
5 14264 2011 56,249 - 56,249 URD Complete
6 14271 2011 1,188,188 - 1,188,188 None Complete
7 14943 2011 1,733,223 - 1,733,223 URD, LG, DA In Progress
8 14950 2011 1,430,494 - 1,430,494 OWR Complete
9 14988 2011 959,652 - 959,652 URD, DA Complete
10 15153 2011 133,188 - 133,188 None Complete
11 15162 2011 155,670 - 155,670 URD Complete
12 15235 2011 800,315 - 800,315 DA Complete
13 15237 2011 229,182 - 229,182 URD In Progress

14 15793 2011 894,107 - 894,107 URD Complete
15 14242 2012 - 2,823,341 2,823,341 LG, DA, URD in Progress

16 15158 2012 619,468 - 619,468 None Complete
17 15238 2012 298,898 - 298,898 URD Complete
18 14240 2012 1,625,476 - 1,625,476 DA, URD Complete
19 15230 2012 282,785 - 282,785 DA, URD In Progress
20 15094 2012 1,643,219 1,643,219 None In Progress
21 15240 2012 330,809 - 330,809 LG, URD Complete
22 15140 2012 3,024,026 3,024,026 URD In Progress
23 14050 2012 3,246,695 3,246,695 URD, DA In Progress

24 14239 2012 3,409,370 3,409,370 DA, URD In Progress
25 15132 2012 - 732,532 732,532 DA In Progress
26 14440 2012 - 573,321 573,321 DA in Progress
27 14061 2012 12,789 - 12,789 URD In Progress
28 14981 2012 315,807 - 315,807 DA In Progress
29 14244 2012 - 1,086,173 1,086,173 DA In Progress

Average 2% Priority Feeder
program expenditure per feeder $ 1,058,965

Data as of October 5, 2012
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POTOMAC ELECTRICPOWER COMPANY

Alternative Recommendations for the Accelerated Undergrounding
of Six Distribution Feeders

Alternative 1 Optimal undergrounding

Reliability Reliability Customer ValueFeeder Estimated Cumulative Cumulative

Number Location Undergrounding Option Cost Cost improvement improvement of Service (VOS) VOS
(Frequency) (Duration) $/event

1 15030 Montgomery County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $ 29,410,632 $ 29,410,632 99.80% 99.40% $ 11,105,786 $ 11,105,786

2 14448 Montgomery County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary 25,344,511 54,755,143 99.83% 99.63% 5,324,314 16,430,100
3 14440 Montgomery County UG main line and laterais w/OH secondary 23,841,161 78,596,304 99.18% 99.70% 30,943,171 47,373,270

4 15741 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary 27,673,698 106,270,001 99.48% 99.76% 5,536,022 52,909,293

5 14773 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary 21,751,540 128,021,541 99.53% 99.91% 9,019,286 61,928,579
6 14248 Prince Georges County UGmain line and laterals w/OH secondary 23,319,538 151,341,079 99.96% 99.91% 3,268,388 65,196,967

Alternative 2 Full Undergrounding

Reliability Reliability Customer ValueFeeder Estimated Cumulative Cumulative
Number Location Undergrounding Option Cost Cost Improvement improvement of Service (VOS) VOS

(Frequency) (Duration) $/event

1 15030 Montgomery County UGmain line and laterals w/UG secondary $ 55,395,181 $ 55,395,181 100.00% 100.00% $ 11,128,563 $ 11,128,563

2 14448 Montgomery County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary 70,330,597 125,725,778 100.00% 100.00% 5,333,133 16,4613696

3 14440 Montgomery County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary 45,839,159 171,564,938 100.00% 100.00% 31,198,698 47,660,393

4 15741 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary 45,135,359 216,700,297 100.00% 100.00% 5,565,098 53,225,491

5 14773 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary 41,460,903 258,161,200 100.00% 100.00% 9,062,244 62,287,735
6 14248 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary 26,863,387 285,024,588 100.00% 100.00% 3,269,592 65,557,328
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Undergrounding Options by Feeder

Reliability Reliability Customer Value ofFeeder
Option Number Location Undergrounding Option Estimated Cost improvement improvement Service (Vos)

(Frequency) (Duration) $/event

1 14248 Prince Georges County UG laterals w/UG secondary $ 14,945,454 36.61% 25.84% $ 1,197,044

2 14248 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary 23,319,538 99.96% 99.91% 3,268,388

3 14248 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterais w/UG secondary 26,863,387 100.00% 100.00% 3,269,592

4 14248 Prince Georges County UG main line w/OH secondary 15,850,581 63.39% 74.16% 2,072,548

1 14440 Montgomery County UG laterals w/UG secondary $ 32,545,286 78.37% 92.88% $ 24,450,459

2 14440 Montgomery County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary 23,841,161 99.18% 99.70% 30,943,171

3 14440 Montgomery County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary 45,839,159 100.00% 100.00% 31,198,698

4 14440 Montgomery County UG main line w/OH secondary 18,039,285 21.63% 7.12% 6,748,238

1 14448 Montgomery County UG laterals w/UG secondary $ 57,703,258 39.98% 66.21% $ 2,132,061

2 14448 Montgomery County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary 25,344,511 99.83% 99.63% 5,324,314

3 14448 Montgomery County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary 70,330,597 100.00% 100.00% 5,333,133

4 14448 Montgomery County UG main line w/OH secondary 17,513,376 60.02% 33.79% 3,201,072

1 14773 Prince Georges County UG laterals w/UG secondary $ 32,993,787 49.02% 54.84% $ 4,442,641

2 14773 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary 21,751,540 99.53% 99.91% 9,019,286

3 14773 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary 41,460,903 100.00% 100.00% 9,062,244

4 14773 Prince Georges County UG main line w/OH secondary 11,504,768 50.98% 45.16% 4,619,603

1 15030 Montgomery County UG laterals w/UG secondary $ 45,594,854 40.11% 31.92% $ 4,463,871

2 15030 Montgomery County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary 29,410,632 99.80% 99.40% 11,105,786

3 15030 Montgomery County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary 55,395,181 100.00% 100.00% 11,128,563

4 15030 Montgomery County UG main linew/OH secondary 13,685,503 59.89% 68.08% 6,664,692

1 15741 Prince Georges County UG laterals w/UG secondary $ 31,409,422 37.34% 34.40% $ 2,077,947

2 15741 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary 27,673,698 99.48% 99.76% 5,536,022

3 15741 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary 45,135,359 100.00% 100.00% 5,565,098

4 15741 Prince Georges County UG main line w/OH secondary 18,537,325 62.66% 65.60% 3,487,151
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Over the last 32 months, culminating with the June 2012 Derecho, six major storms in Maryland
have caused severe damage to the overhead electric system, resulting in extended outages for
customers.'Restoration efforts included extensive repairs using Potomac Electric Power
Company ("Pepco") crews and contractor crews as well as mutual assistance crews from other
utilities across the country.

Therefore, Pepco decided to undertake a comprehensive study to fully understand the cost and
reliability impacts of converting existing overhead lines to underground. In a July 13, 2012 letter
to the Maryland Public Service Commission ("Commission"), Pepco stated it would file the
undergrounding study by the end of 2012. This Undergrounding Study - Potomac Electric
Power Company - Maryland ("Study" or "Report") is the product of that undertaking.

The debate on overhead versus underground electric power lines has been ongoing for
decades. Many studies and papers have been published. The only consensus conclusions
reached have been that underground power lines are more reliable, particularly during major
storms, and much more expensive than overhead lines.

In the 1960s, states began mandating underground construction for most new residential and
some commercial developments. At the time, the rationale for undergrounding was partly
aesthetics and partly reliability improvement.

Although new lines were placed underground as a result of the mandates, these were generally
installed as new lateral lines off an existing overhead distribution circuit, or as extensions of the
electric facilities at the end of an existing overhead distribution circuit. Since the new
underground facilities were being installed at points distant from the substation serving it,
reliability is primarily governed by the overhead lines that feed the underground lines. These
overhead portions of the circuits are susceptible to the usual problems of an overhead system,
such as weather, trees, vehicles, and animals. Therefore the underground facilities supplied
from the overhead are exposed to the same outages resulting from the weather events that
cause damage to the overhead facilities.

It is important to note that placing overhead electric lines underground will not eliminate all
outages. Although it is true that underground systems have fewer outages than their overhead
counterparts, particularly during major storms, both overhead and underground power lines can
incur outages for a variety of reasons. Some outage causes, such as lightning, can affect both
overhead and underground facilities. Others, such as tree and limb damage, disproportionately
affect overhead systems, while dig-in accidents and flooding are factors affecting underground
facilities.

Since many new electric lines are placed underground already as a matter of Maryland state
policy, this Study primarily focuses on the issue of replacing existing overhead lines with
underground facilities. Any decision to place existing overhead electric facilities underground is
best made based upon analysis of the following broad components:

• The reliability improvements expected from the undergrounding activity in terms of
number and duration of power outages;

• The benefits accrued to customers from avoided outages;
• The estimated cost of the underground conversion work and its impact on customer

monthly bills; and

1 Hurricane Sandy, which struck Pepco's service territory on October 29, 2012, arrived too late in the Study's course
for inclusion in the Study.
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• The disruptions to communities caused by relocation work.

The first three of these components are analyzed in this study for four distribution feeder and
one sub-transmission supply line undergrounding scenarios, and three different weather
conditions. Relocation work disruptions by their very nature are site-specific and difficult to
quantify at this stage of the analysis but are recognized as an impact to the communities that
needs to be considered.

The five undergrounding scenarios are:

• 1: Underground primary mainline, retain mainline transformers, secondary, services, and
laterals overhead. All mainline overhead outages removed under all weather conditions.

• 2: Underground the primary laterals associated, secondary, and services. Retain primary
mainline and associated transformers, secondary, and services overhead. This will
address the lateral overhead outages removed under all weather conditions.

• 3: Underground mainline primary and laterals. Retain all secondary and services
overhead. All primary (mainline and lateral) overhead outages removed under all
weather conditions.

• 4: Underground mainline primary, laterals, secondary, and services. All overhead
outages removed under all weather conditions.

• 5. Underground the 34.5 kilovolt ("kV") and 69kV sub-transmission lines that supply
electricity to distribution substations.

To understand the impact on reliability from undergrounding existing overhead lines, three
weather conditions were also selected. Evaluating reliability improvements under these different
weather conditions provides insight into how an undergrounding program might impact different
parts of the electric system.

The three weather conditions are:

• Major storms (hurricanes, Derechos and other major events)
• Normal Storm days - afternoon thunderstorms and the like that can cause significant

damage to portions of the overhead system; and
• Blue sky days - anything that does not fall into one of the other categories

As mentioned above, in addition to four distribution feeder scenarios, a separate analysis (fifth
scenario) has been prepared to assess the reliability impact to the distribution feeders by
undergrounding the 34.5kV and 69kV sub-transmission lines. This analysis utilized the data for
the six major storms that have impacted the Pepco service territory since January 1, 2010. The
use of major storm event data is reflective of the fact that the outage of an entire substation only
occurs during the most severe storms when multiple substation supplies lines are damaged at
the same time.

Table 1 shows the outage reduction for all outages as a percent of total outages (including
underground) for the four different distribution line underground scenarios:
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Table 1: Outaqe improvement summary by undergrounding scenario (percent of total outaqes)

Cost Outage Customer Customer
Maryland (All Outages Percent of total)

($Billions) Events Frequency Duration

5%

65%

53%

70%

Converting the entire Maryland overhead system to underground at a cost of $15.6 billion would
avoid 70% of the outages, 63% of the customer frequency (1 outage for 10 customers adds 10
to the total used to calculate customer frequency) and 72% of the customer duration (1 outage
for 10 customers for 60 minutes is 600 customer duration minutes).

Table 2 shows the outage reduction for all overhead outages as a percent of total overhead
outages for the four different distribution line underground scenarios:

Table 2: Outage improvement summary by undergrounding scenario (percent of overhead outages)

1. UG main line w/OH secondary $5.67 7% 58% 44%

2. UG laterals w/UG secondary $11.42 92% 40% 54%

3. UGmain line and laterals w/OH secondary $9.33 75% 97% 95%

4. UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary $15.64 100% 100% 100%

Undergrounding is one option in an overall reliability improvement effort. Its primary goal is to
improve reliability during a variety of storm conditions. Pepco is working on other significant
programs to improve reliability. For example, Pepco's Reliability Enhancement Plan (REP),
discussed later in this report, is designed to improve reliability during mostly blue sky and
normal storm conditions. While the REPwill also provide some benefits during major storms,
the fact is that very high winds and rains topple trees and blow large limbs from off the right-of-
way onto electric lines and poles, minimizing the benefits that the REP otherwise provides
during blue sky and less severe weather days.

In any event, prudent planning and cost efficiencies dictate that undergrounding efforts and
planning need to be coordinated with other Pepco system reliability projects such as tree
trimming and feeder maintenance. Since those types of projects can in some instances deliver
reliability benefits approaching those provided by undergrounding but at much less cost, a
coordinated approach delivers much better value to customers than a blanket undergrounding
policy. During the final design phase the Company will evaluate the REP work performed and
associate reliability improvements and eliminate sections of the feeder were performance has
already been improved from the undergrounding project.

Pepco provides a Cost Analysis section later in this Study. However, a quick look at the costs
of the five undergrounding scenarios listed in this Executive Summary discloses that they carry
a high price. Therefore, Pepco includes in this Study a five year plan for what could be done
with a fixed annual amount of money - a $1 billion distribution undergrounding budget ($200
million a year). Moreover, Pepco has also included a $242 million plan to underground
subtransmission lines. As discussed later in this Study, Pepco would update any such plan
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annually to account for the changing reliability performance of feeders as REP and other work is
performed on them and to ensure that the feeders selected will produce the greatest benefits.

In addition to four distribution feeder scenarios, a separate analysis (fifth scenario) has been
prepared to assess the reliability impact to the distribution feeders by undergrounding the
34.5kV and 69kV sub-transmission lines. This analysis was done for the six major storms that
have impacted the Pepco service territory since January 1, 2010.

If all three supply lines feeding a distribution substation are out during a storm, all the
distribution feeders from that substation are also out. For example, during the Derecho in June
of 2012, multiple outages on the sub-transmission supply line system cause numerous
substation (and therefore feeder) outages. As the table below shows, these sub-transmission
outages accounted for 32.4% of the total distribution customer outage frequency and 5.8% of
the overall distribution customer outage duration.

Table 3: Subtransmission outaqe impact on distribution system feeders

June, 2012 (Derecho) 32.4% 5.8%

August, 2011 (Hurricane Irene) 0.1% 0.1%

January, 2011 1.9% 0.0%

August, 2010 17.9% 9.4%

July, 2010 20.4% 7.5%

February, 2010 (Snowmageddon) 10.8% 4.4%
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Background

Over the last few years, major storms in Maryland have caused severe damage to the overhead
electric distribution system, resulting in extended outages for customers as the required repairs
were made. The winter storms in February 2010 and January 2011 as well as the three lightning
and wind storms in July and August of 2011 caused numerous outages across the Pepco
system. Restoration required extensive repairs using Pepco and contractor crews as well as
mutual assistance line and tree crews from other utilities across the country. The June 2012
Derecho storm was even more devastating than these prior events.

Fiqure 1: Impact of the June 29th, 2012 Derecho Storm

in response to these significant storms and the resulting outages Pepco notified the
Commission on July 13, 2012 that it was initiating a study to evaluate the cost and benefits of
converting overhead lines to underground. The results of this Study will support continued
discussions around the appropriateness of converting overhead lines to underground lines and
will complement the work that Governor O'Malley has initiated in his Executive Order dated July
25, 2012.

Fiqure 2: Derecho Emergency Restoration
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The Executive Order established a process to explore options that would improve system
resiliency and reliability. The Executive Order directed the Governor's Energy Advisor to
examine the "effectiveness and feasibility of undergrounding supply and distribution lines in
selected areas as a means to strengthen the grid and improve the resiliency of Maryland's
electric distribution system". The Grid Resiliency Task Force met in numerous sessions. The
Task Force prepared and submitted its report to the Governor on September 24; 2012.The
Governor's Office filed the report with the Commission on October 3, 2012 in Case No. 9298.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Report is to discuss the options available to underground portions of the
overhead electric distribution system. It includes an assessment of different conversion options
and their accompanying costs, customer benefits, reliability impacts, and a preliminary
assessment of any expected additional impacts on the properties and community proximate to
an undergrounding project. An initial five year plan is presented including the list of feeders
selected for undergrounding during each year of the plan.

Any decision made regarding to undergrounding of the electric distribution system must be
accompanied by analysis of the following components.

• The reliability improvements expected from the undergrounding activity in terms of
number and duration;

• The benefits accrued to customers from avoided outages;
• The estimated cost of the underground conversion work and its impact on customer

monthly bills; and
• The disruptions to communities caused by relocation work.

The first three of these components are analyzed by five different undergrounding scenarios
and three different weather conditions (four scenarios for distribution and one for
subtransmission). Relocation work disruptions are of necessity very site-specific and difficult to
quantify for this particular document.

Reliability analysis

The key benefit associated with greater undergrounding of the Pepco electric distribution
system is the impact that this could have in terms of reliability. The approach taken in this study
toward assessment of impacts on reliability has been completed in a number of different stages.

The reliability analysis involves an assessment of the historic performance of the Pepco electric
distribution system during various weather conditions. To facilitate this analysis, the different
types of weather conditions have been broken down into the following:

• Major storms - such as hurricanes or snow storms that are declared a Major Service
Outage;

• Normal storm days - such as thunderstorms, wind, ice, snow, rain, hail, fog, and
• Blue sky days - no significant weather activity.

To better understand the performance of the electric distribution system under various weather
conditions, the report also analyzes the performance of individual components of the electric
delivery system. This assessment has been broken down according to the following sections of
the system:

• Substation Supplies (34.5 and 69kV),
• Distribution (4kV and 13kV primary, secondary and services),
• System construction (overhead, underground, radial feeders, and network), and
• Individual feeders (number of outages, outage frequency and outage duration).

The assessment breakdown is explained in more detail in the Pepco System Performance
section of this Report.

The expected reliability improvements associated with each of the undergrounding options
presented in this document are based on multiple Pepco outage data sources for the period
from January 1, 2010 through August 31, 2012. Using this range of data ensures that the
analysis in this Report considers all the major storms, normal storm days and blue sky days that
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have impacted the Pepco system over the last 32 months. The data was extracted from the
Pepco OMS (Outage Management System) and includes individual substation supply, feeder
outages, and recorded storm restoration data.

The assumption used throughout this Report is that if specific portions of the overhead system
had been underground, the outages affecting those specific portions of the system would not
have occurred under the weather conditions identified above. It is very important to understand
that this is not to say that all outages would have been avoided with underground construction.
As previously noted as just one example, lightning during storms can affect both overhead and
underground facilities. However, the Study assumes the outages that occurred on the portions
of the overhead system would not have occurred had the lines in fact been located
underground. (For a comprehensive list of assumptions refer to the Approach section.)

Expected customer benefits of undergrounding

Outages, especially prolonged ones, have a financial impact on customers. These costs include
lost revenue for commercial customers, loss of food in cold storage, wages paid for down time,
and many others. This Report uses the results of a customer impact study prepared for the
Department of Energy by Berkeley National Laboratory. The study consolidates information
from multiple electric utility companies who had individually collected Value of Service
information from their customers. The study aggregates the cost to residential, commercial, and
industrial customers for outages of varying length from momentary through several days. The
Governor's Grid Resiliency Task Force and Commission's RM 43 work group used this same
customer impact data in their efforts.

Expected costs of undergrounding

The third factor in this assessment is the cost of converting all or part of the electric distribution
system from overhead to underground. This report breaks down overhead to underground
conversion cost estimates for each of the scenarios taking into consideration the cost to perform
each of the following activities:

• Converting mainline (trunk) feeder sections to underground
• Converting laterals (taps) to underground
• Converting transformers from pole mounted to padmount
• Converting secondary and service to underground
• Undergrounding the 34.5 and 69kV substation supply lines
• Removal of existing facilities

Cost estimates were prepared using Pepco's Work Management Information System (WMIS)
combined with feeder characteristics2 to arrive at an estimated overhead to underground
conversion cost for the entire system as well as for individual feeders. Using each of these
components the report analyzes different options for installation of underground lines.

2 Feeder characteristics are factors to be considered during construction. Examples include customer density, rock
digging, right-of-way availability, etc.
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SECTION 1: THE PEPCO ELECTRIC SYSTEM IN MARYLAND

This section provides an overview of the Pepco electric system in Maryland and explains some
of the technicalities of electric systems. It also describes how the electric system in Maryland
has been shaped over time by Pepco in response to customer needs, industry standards and
local regulation. Figure 3 shows the electric system from generation to the customers' electric
service entrance.

Fiqure 3: The Electric System

Electric System Description

Pepco's electric system is a large and complex network of circuits used for the transmission and
distribution of power. Power flows through the system in decreasing levels of voltage as it is
transmitted from power plants and distributed to customers. The system consists of the
following components:

• Transmission lines (>69,000 volts): transmit power from generators to transmission
substations;

• Transmission substations: contain circuit breakers to protect the electrical system and
include transformers to change voltage levels between high transmission substation
supply voltages and lower subtransmission voltages;

• Subtransmission lines: are the high voltage (34,500 volts and 69,000 volts) lines that
supply the distribution substations that move power in bulk around the system from
transmission substations to distribution substations, or from one distribution substation to
another;

• Distribution substations: distribute power to residential and commercial customers via:
- Primary (higher voltage) circuits: 4,000 volt and 13,000 volt circuits, referred to as

feeders that originate at distribution substations and feed secondary circuits after
the power has been stepped down to 120/240 volts through transformers;
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- Secondary (lower voltage) circuits: 120/ 240 volt circuits that obtain power from

primary "feeders" through transformers and that connect to individual customer
service lines; and

- Service lines: are the commercial and residential lines that connect Pepco power
lines to meters and then onto customer-owned equipment.

Fiqure 4: Typical Overhead Distribution Pole and Transformer

emo IEEE

em omen

emo

System Development over Time

Electric distribution systems began rapidly expanding in the early 1950's after World War 11and
especially in the early 1960's with the rise of suburbs and the introduction of affordable
residential air conditioning. One of the challenges that Pepco faces when making upgrades to
the distribution system in Maryland can be illustrated by the history of the state's development
(economic and population growth) in the past few decades. Prior to the influx of automobile
traffic and roadway systems, the suburban areas of the State developed around trolley lines that
extended from the city center of Washington, DC., and the electric lines from the city center
tended to follow - and often were located in - the trolley rights-of-way.

However, as formerly rural or small town communities were transformed into populous suburbs
miles from the nearest trolley lines, the overhead distribution system grew to serve their
electricity needs - this time tending to follow the new roads. Thus, communities were served
from overhead circuits originating from the substation to pole mounted transformers that were
located near customer homes, and from which overhead service lines ran to each house.

As these communities grew outside of the core urban areas, aesthetics became increasingly
important. Many utilities began running overhead primary lines behind houses and in alleyways
so as not to detract from or disturb the front of the property. While this improved street view
aesthetics, the new locations behind houses also tended to have more trees, and access to the
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lines in the event of outages was more difficult given the distance of the lines from the streets
and roads.

Since 1968, Maryland state law has required that all utility services for new subdivisions be
provided through underground systems. While the lines within new neighborhoods are required
to be buried, the lines along main roads leading to the subdivisions are allowed to remain
overhead. This helps reduce the overall cost of extending facilities to new developments.
However, it also leaves the underground portions of those primary and secondary circuits
supplied by the overhead facilities vulnerable to the causes of outages that affect overhead
facilities.

As communities began to develop into urban centers, characterized by large commercial
buildings, the need for greater capacity underground facilities grew. To supply this capacity in a
high density urban environment underground Low Voltage Network systems were utilized
similar to that installed in the central business district of Washington DC. Today, this type of
construction is largely prevalent in the downtown areas of Bethesda and Silver Spring,
Maryland.

Key System Statistics

Pepco transmits power at a number of different voltage levels. The voltage levels used for
various parts of the system are described in Table 4 below:

Table 4: System Element and Voltage Levels Used

Transmission 500kV, 230kV, 138kV, 115kV

Subtransmission 69kV, 34.5kV

Distribution Primary 13kV, 4kV

Distribution Secondary and less than 600VServices

Some distribution substations are supplied from overhead lines, whereas others are supplied
from underground lines. Table 5 provides an overview of Pepco's Maryland distribution
substations. It illustrates that nearly three quarters of distribution substations located within
Maryland are supplied via overhead lines while the remaining substations are supplied from
underground wires.

Table 5: Number of Substations

Type of Substations UndLeprpgrOUdnd Overhead supplied Total

There are three types of primary and secondary distribution circuits in Maryland: (a) those
installed underground; (b) those installed overhead on poles; and (c) those which are a
combination of overhead and underground installation. Table 6 below provides an overview of
the size of these systems. It illustrates that there are proportionately more miles of underground
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primary distribution lines than overhead but that the reverse is true for the secondary distribution
lines.

Table 6: Underqround and Overhead Circuit Miles (Approximate)

4,994; (59%)

1,564; (36%)

6,558; (51%)

Of the two types of distribution circuits, primary circuits are more important to the supply of
power as they reside "upstream" of secondary circuits and feed power into many secondary
circuits at once. For the vast majority of primary circuits some portion of the circuit is installed
underground (typically towards the ends of the feeder as residential developments expand).
Table 7 provides an overview of the number of customers installed on primary circuits in
Maryland. It illustrates that the vast majority of customers are connected to lines that are a
mixture of overhead and underground wires. Secondary circuits obtain power from primary lines
and connect to customer service lines. Table 8 below provides an overview of the number of
customers by secondary service type.

Table 7: Customers by Primary Feeder

>=85% Overhead 49 104,237 104,286

100% Und 9,204 9,204

Table 8: Customers by Secondary Service Type

Overhead 236,830 44%

Underground 295,924 56%

Total 532,755 100%
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Types of Equipment Used on the System

There are many types of equipment used within the transmission and distribution systems
serving Pepco's customers. The following are some items that are universal to both the
overhead and underground portions of the system:

• Transformers are devices that lower the voltage level from one part of the system to
another. On the distribution system, for example, a 13kv primary line may supply the
120/240V secondary system through a "step-down" transformer. Higher voltages are
used for transmitting power across longer distances, while lower voltages are used to
connect to residential and most commercial customers.

• Wires/Cables: are connections between one system component and another and exist in
UG systems.

• Switches and Fuses: are items that protect parts of the system in case of component
failure by turning off power to the portion of the line damaged.

Fiqure 5: Transformer to be installed underground in manhole in the network

Fiqure 6: Above Ground Padmount Transformer
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Fiqure 7: Underqround lines installed in manhole and Underground lines installed in service box

Overhead System - Additional Items for Distribution Only

The overhead distribution system is constructed mainly using wooden poles between 40 and 55
feet tall. Aluminum or copper conductors (wires that carry the electricity) are attached to
insulators made of porcelain or polymeric material (a non- conductive material). The most
common configuration includes mounting the insulators to a wooden cross arm attached
horizontally at the top of the pole. This is called an open wire configuration because the bare
wires have to be separated physically so they do not touch. If contact does occur, it causes a
short circuit (fault) which removes the line from service. This type of open wire configuration is
the most economic and cost effective type of overhead line to build, operate, and maintain but is
susceptible to tree and animal contact.
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Fiqure 8: Overhead Transformer and Typical overhead circuit

Fiqure 9: Wooden Cross Arm Construction

In areas where there is limited right-of-way or heavy tree density, a more compact configuration
has come into use. It is known as "spacer" cable. In this configuration the wires are covered
with an insulating jacket so they can be placed more closely together. The insulation also helps
protect the wires from contact with trees.
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Fiqure 10: Compact Type Cable Configuration (Spacer Cable)

Fiqure 11: Line that has been trimmed for electric clearance

Fiqure 12: Taller poles to avoid tree outaqes
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Depending on the neighborhood, electric utilities also use different types of poles to, among
other things; avoid electric lines coming in contact with trees and tree branches. It is possible to
use taller poles to try and stay clear of the trees, as shown in

Figure 12. However this type of pole often requires special equipment such as high reach
bucket trucks, and repairs are greatly complicated by the increased heights.

Distribution System Configuration

There are a number of different configurations of circuits on the overhead and underground
distribution systems including:

• Networks (underground secondary only);

• Radial feeders (overhead and underground primary);

• Looped feeders (overhead and underground primary); and

• Underground Residential Distribution (underground lines supplied from either
underground or overhead primary lines).

Underground secondary networks are supplied from five or six 13kV primary feeders (often
referred to as Networks). The primary feeders originate at a substation and energize
underground transformers and then the secondary networks. The network application is
designed for heavy commercial loads in a limited area. Due to the cost of these systems;
networks are not suitable for suburban applications, where customers and their associated
electrical loads are spread out over many square miles. To supply a secondary network
underground 13 kV feeders are brought from different connection points within a substation.
This configuration prevents loss of supply in the event of the loss of a buss section within a
substation or one of the underground feeders.

Network configurations are typically designed to N-1, where "N" is the number of a particular
component on the network (feeder, transformer, network protector, etc.) and "-1" signifies that
the network system is capable of continuing to function under peak demand conditions following
the failure of one such component. During light loads, some network systems may be able to
withstand a higher loss of additional components. Networks are designed to handle most types
of interruptions. However, in the event of a network loss, re-energizing the system can be
difficult and time-consuming as all the load served by the network also is connected and will
generally re-energize simultaneously, rather than in stages.
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Fiqure 13: Secondary Network

Pepco - Typical Secondary Network Arrangement
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The network is configured so that the secondary (120/208V) cables of all of the transformers are
electrically interconnected so if there is a loss of one of the 13kV supply into the network
transformers, the customers will not see a disturbance of their service.

While the inherent redundancy within network systems can provide significant benefits in terms
of operation, the construction of a network is expensive and complicated and will require the
installation of manholes, transformer vaults, ducts, and network protectors to isolate faults and
to manage load. For this reason, networks are only designed and built for very large customer
loads in a confined area.
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Fiqure 14: Radial Feeder
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Radial Feeders originate from a substation and feed customers along the route via underground
or overhead lines. Unlike the secondary networks described above, if the primary feeder in a
radial system is lost, customers connected to the feeder will be interrupted until service is
restored. An example of a radial system is shown in

Figure 14.

Loop Feeders can be a combination of overhead or underground lines. In essence, they are
radial feeders with the ability to be tied to other feeders, which allow the transfer of customers
between the feeders in order to restore the customers when the feeder normally supplying them
is out of service. This type of system is the standard construction for all new feeders and
laterals. Underground Residential Distribution ("URD") design techniques utilize elbow
connectors that can serve as a point of separation between each segment of the cable loop.
These design methods were originally developed for direct buried installations in suburban
environments but are also used in urban underground systems that require manhole and
conduit construction. URD-derived methods offer simplicity and faster restorations following
failures and provide the switching capabilities that allow for isolation of faulted sections and
restoration of customers connected to the non-faulted cables.
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Fiqure 15: Underqround 200 amp Load Break 13 kV Elbows

Fiqure 16: Underqround Residential Distribution (URD) Sub-Surface Transformer Vault

Typically overhead lines in the area will be brought close to the development, for example, to
the end of the new street, and a riser will be built for the new URD system to rise up and
connect to the existing overhead lines. A typical URD development has a single 13kV direct
buried primary cable installed in a loop arrangement so that there are two ways to supply any
customer within the development. At each transformer the cable is cut and elbows are installed
to energize the transformers and provide power to the next transformers. It is at these elbows
where switching is performed and faulted cable sections can be isolated. In this manner every
connection point can be used as a switching point without the need for additional switching
devices. In urban areas this same electrical design can be used except the cables are not direct
buried but installed in a manhole.
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Fiqure 17: Riser pole to transition from overhead to underqround

Radial distribution service to larger commercial and industrial customers varies from customer
to customer, but generally the service is underground in which overhead primary supply is fed
down a riser pole to a padmount transformer. This is done because poles typically cannot bear
the weight of the very large transformer needed to supply such customers, and because the
number of secondary cables required to serve the customer would exceed the limit for overhead
service capability. Residential customers with smaller service requirements can be fed overhead
from pole-mounted transformers.

Fiqure 18: Padmount distribution transformer
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SECTION 2: EXAMINATION OF UNDERGROUNDING

SCENARIOS

In this underground Study, Pepco is evaluating various undergrounding options for reliability
improvement, cost and customer benefit. Regardless of which underground option is chosen;
costs and reliability improvement will vary during different weather conditions and the location of
outages along the feeder. Recognizing that the cost to underground the entire Maryland electric
system would cost billions of dollars and result in major increases to customer bills, Pepco is
reviewing combinations of feeder section undergrounding and the resulting impact on reliability
during various weather conditions. In this way each feeder can be evaluated and the work that
can be done on the various sections of the feeder that will result in the greatest reliability benefit
at the lowest evaluated cost can be determined. There are multiple options that can and should
be considered and each feeder has its own unique characteristics that result in no one option
being the best solution for all installations.

Pepco developed various scenarios that looked at undergrounding different portions of each
feeder, across the spectrum ranging from undergrounding one single portion of a feeder up to
its entire Maryland overhead distribution system. To fairly evaluate the reliability improvement
options, this study has analyzed the outages for Maryland for the last 32 months. The focus
was to investigate the way that overhead and underground subtransmission lines and
distribution lines perform during blue sky days, normal storm days and major storms. (For
further detail refer to the Approach section.)

Based on this approach Pepco has developed four distribution scenarios and one
subtransmission scenario for improving reliability. Each of the five scenarios shows the impact
on reliability for different undergrounding options and weather conditions.

Fiqure 19: Electric System
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The scenarios can be summarized as follows:

1. Underground primary mainline, but retain mainline transformers, secondary, services,
and laterals overhead. The transformers will be energized from the underground
primary using risers on poles that supply primary voltage from the UG. When areas are
completed, the mainline primary will be underground and not exposed to incidents such
as tree failures or pole hits. The secondary conductors and customer services that
remain on the poles will be supplied by the pole mounted transformers.

2. Underground all primary laterals and associated transformers, secondary, and services.
Retain primary mainline and associated transformers, secondary, and services
overhead.

3. Underground primary mainline, laterals, and transformers. Retain all secondary and
services overhead.Transformers will be placed underground or on padmount units.
Similar to Scenario 1, risers would be built but they would now bring secondary voltage
to the overhead secondary and to the homes and businesses connected to system.

4. Underground mainline primary, laterals, secondary, and services. This would include
running new underground services to customer homes and businesses to be able to
remove the overhead services. In order to make the required change at the customer's
meters, Pepco would identify an appropriate conversion device to allow the previously
overhead supplied meters to be connected to the underground secondary supplies.

5. Reengineer and place the subtransmission system that supplies the substations
underground to prevent the loss of these lines during major events.

The reader can reference the figure above to understand how the electric circuits are configured
today and what the major changes will be. Additionally, each scenario is discussed in more
detail below, and accompanied by a figure identifying the facilities to be placed underground in
that scenario.

Scenario 1

This scenario undergrounds the overhead three phase primary mainlines, retains existing
transformer, secondary and service poles and feeds primary lines up the poles to energize the
transformers. The overhead primary on the poles would be removed eliminating the potential
for primary outages caused by such things as tree branches, failed trees, pole hits and animal
contacts during all types of weather. The existing transformers, overhead secondary and
services to the customers would remain on the poles, with each transformer being energized via
a riser from the underground system. This is shown on Figure 20.
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Fiqure 20: Scenario 1 - Underqround Mainline (Three Phase)

Transmission Substation

Generation

In Scenario 1, the mainline would be placed underground, typically in 500 foot sections with
manholes installed, or direct buried with splice boxes to allow for the required connections
between the sections of cables. Figure 21 shows the construction of a duct bank and the
manhole that is used in this type of construction to connect the cabling and allow for switching
and de-energizing the cable when necessary.

Fiqure 21: Construction of a Duct Bank and Manhole

In the manhole junction bars and 13 kV 600 amp elbows will terminate the cables sections and
connect each section to the next approximately 500 foot section. This is illustrated in Figure 22.
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Fiqure 22: Switchinq Hole Junction Modules and 600 amp Elbows

in addition, a second underground system will be run, with smaller capacity primary cables and
elbows, originating in these same manholes and running underground along the existing pole
line. This smaller system will be used to supply power to the pole mounted transformers -

running into small hand holes near the existing poles, and using a connector to allow the cable
to be "tapped" to rise up the pole and also continue to the next pole mounted transformer
underground. In some areas only a single phase will be run in and out of the hand hole and rise
to supply the transformer. Should there be a three phase customer on the feeder (typically a
small commercial customer) then three phases will rise up to supply the transformers.

Costs: The cost per mile of undergrounding the primary lines is about $3.4 million. This
amount is discussed in detail later in this document, along with the cost estimates expanded to
show individual feeder estimates.

Work Required: The mainline overhead primary will be removed and only the transformers,
secondary and services will still be in the air on the poles. As each transformer will be
energized via a riser up the appropriate pole to supply the required primary voltage to the
secondary system, any problem that does occur with either the distribution transformer,
overhead secondary or the service to a customer's location will only be seen by the customers
associated with the individual distribution transformer (typically less than 20 customers for any
event).

As previously noted, construction will require the placing of primary 13kV cable in a manhole
and duct system, or where appropriate direct buried, replacing the mainline primary presently
located on the poles to supply the area. These underground lines will be run in approximately
500 foot sections, terminate and be connected to the next section via the use of 600 amp
elbows.

To energize the pole mounted transformers, a second smaller underground system will be
required that will run laterally to the mainlines. In the manholes, 200 amp elbows will be
connected to the modules; cables will run along the pole line and, utilizing hand holes or small
switching holes, rise up on the distribution poles with the primary voltage to energize the
transformers.

Reliability Improvement: This scenario eliminates the events that occur on blue sky days,
normal storm days or during major storms on the mainline primary, because the primary is
placed underground and protected from the weather and blue sky events that affect overhead
lines. It is a significant step that provides service reliability improvements and does not limit
what can be done later in the program to move additional or all overhead assets underground.
The actual equipment on the poles would change as shown in Figure 23.
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Fiqure 23: Scenario 1 - Pole Illustration
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The analysis shows that over an annualized 12 month period, the 1,830 miles of overhead
mainline primary wire in Maryland were impacted by roughly 800 events which equates to
742,000 individual customer interruptions. The totals from the outage records were compiled for
this review over the study period (January 1, 2010 to August 31, 2012), and were normalized by
multiplying the outages by (12 monthlyear /32 months of data). This included blue sky days,
normal storm days and major storm related outages. The entire overhead and underground
performance is shown in Appendix A. These numbers reflect only the change in performance
related to the overhead mainline primary in Maryland, which presently causes 55% of the
interruptions to Maryland customers (SAIFI) across all weather types.

Table 9: Scenario 1 Expected Results

General Weather/Event Major Event Normal Storm Blue Sky Total
Incidents/Mile 0.21 0.12 0.12 0.45
Mainline Circuit Miles 1830 miles 1830 miles 1830 miles 1830 miles
Annualized Incidents 386 217 219 822
Overhead Mainline
Primaries

Customers Interrupted 352,267 188,607 200,210 742,084
Overhead Mainline

Primary incidents
Customers Interrupted 585,306 339,308 433,089 1,357,704
by weather event
% of Interruptions this 60% 56% 46% 55%
scenario eliminates

Outages on primary feeders are a big factor in outage frequency statistics, as is shown in the
SAIFl3 calculations. In the Maryland service territory, annualized with all events, the average
customer has seen 2.4 outage events every 12 months; of these, 1.4 were the result of the
overhead mainline events.

3 System Average Interruption Frequency Index is the number of outages all the customers have experienced divided
by the total number of customers served to determine the average effect on the average customer.
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Scenario 2

This scenario undergrounds all laterals (aka radial taps) including the primary laterals,
secondary laterals and customer service drops, and utilizes padmount transformers. This plan
calls for maintaining the existing primary feeders, transformers, secondary and service lines
located along the mainline overhead.

Fiqure 24: Scenario 2 - Underqround All Laterals

Transmission Substation

Generation

in Scenario 2, the lateral primary and secondary lines will be taken off the poles and placed
underground in areas where the customers are presently served from the overhead secondary.
Pepco will provide a secondary pedestal or hand hole and run to the customer's meter location.
The customer will share responsibility to connect their meter to the new underground system to
make the required changes if a licensed electrician is required, with insight from Pepco. Pepco
will provide the customer with devices such as an OH-UG adaptor box (typical unit shown in
Figure 25) or work with the customer for special situations.

Fiqure 25: Overhead to underqround adapter box

At the present time Pepco is investigating several options for reconnecting the customer's
existing overhead service to the new underground cables. The intent will be to minimize any
required conversion costs for the customer

Costs: The cost per mile of Scenario 2 is about $2.9 million.
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Work Required: The lateral overhead primary, transformers, secondary and services will be
taken off the poles. Construction will require the placing of primary 13kV cable in either a vault
and duct system to replace the OH lateral or a direct buried URD type construction, depending
on the current feeder design and location available to install the cables. These underground
lines will be run in approximately 500 foot sections, terminating in vaults, switch holes and or
padmount transformers. The lateral underground sections will be supplied from the overhead
mainline using primary risers. Generally, due to the variety of service sizes and meter cans
several solutions may be necessary.

Reliability Improvement: This scenario eliminates the events that occur on blue sky days,
normal storm days or during major storms on the lateral primary. It is a significant step that
provides service reliability improvements. The actual equipment on the poles that carry lateral
lines would change as shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27.

Fiqure 26: Scenario 2 - Before Underqroundinq

Fiqure 27: Scenario 2 - After Undergrounding

The analysis shows that Pepco's Maryland service territory has 1,680 circuit miles of overhead
lateral primary that experience about 7,500 outages annually, and that historically cause more
than 500,000 customer outages (one outage impacting 100 customers is 100 customer
outages) during all conditions (blue sky days, normal storm days, major storms). The entire
overhead and underground performance is shown in Appendix A. These numbers reflect only
the change in performance related to the overhead lateral primary in Maryland, which presently
causes 37% of the interruptions to customers across all weather types.
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Table 10: Scenario 2 Expected Results

a ...-. e ..- um e - .-.. . - .

General Weather/Event Major Event Normal Storm Blue Sky Total
Incidents/Mile 1.26 1.2 2.04 4.48
Lateral Circuit Miles 1680 miles 1680 miles 1680 miles 1680 miles
Incidents Overhead 2123 1962 3440 7525
Lateral Primaries

Customers Interrupted 212,958 132,299 155,096 500,352
Overhead Lateral

Primary Events
Customers Interrupted 585,306 339,308 433,089 1,357,704
by weather event
% of Interruptions this 36% 39% 36% 37%
scenario eliminates

Scenario 3

This scenario undergrounds all mainline and lateral primaries and retains current secondary and
service poles. Transformers would be either underground vaults or padmount units. Secondary
feeds from the transformers would rise up the poles to energize the overhead secondary cables.
In this scenario all the events related to feeder overhead primary interruptions would be
eliminated, and only events related to secondary overhead cable and service events would
affect customers. Figure 28 depicts Scenario 3.

Fiqure 28: Scenario 3 - Undergroundinq all Mainline and Lateral Primary

Transmission Substation

Generation

Similar to Scenario 1, risers would be built to feed power to the overhead secondary and to the
homes and businesses connected to system. Scenario 3 would eliminate overhead causes of
outages on the primary feeders. However, there will still be secondary cable and customer
service drops running overhead on the existing poles. Typically, these facilities are a small
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factor in outage events, because the number of customers affected by any single outage cause
will usually be twenty or fewer, and the number of overhead secondary events is historically
small.

Costs: The cost of Scenario 3 per mile is about $3.1 million. More detail is provided later in this
document along with the cost estimates expanded to show individual feeder estimates.

Work Required: The mainline overhead and lateral primary lines will be removed and only the
secondary and services will remain on the poles. Padmount transformers will be energized from
the underground primary, typically originating in the manholes. The padmount transformers will
be located strategically to allow underground cable to originate in the mainline vaults or
manholes on the laterals. Secondary risers would be used to energize the overhead secondary
lines and customer service drops. Average single phase padmount transformer size will be 100
kVA to minimize both transformer and primary supply construction costs.

Construction will require the placing of primary 13kV cable in a manhole and duct system which
will replace mainline primary equipment presently located on the poles. These underground
lines will be run in approximately 500 foot sections, terminate and be connected to the next
section via the use of 600 amp elbows connectors using modules in the manholes. When
laterals are built they will be fused and will come off of the mainline and be appropriately
designed and sized for the load being supplied. Construction can include either direct buried or
duct for the primary cable.

To energize the padmount transformers, the underground system will require careful planning to
align the padmounts with the mainline vaults. In some areas a lateral section of underground
cables may be required to connect the transformer and the vault. In the vaults, 200 amp elbows
will be connected to the junction bars, cables will supply the padmount transformers, and from
these rise up on the distribution poles with the secondary voltage to energize the secondary
system.

Reliability improvement: This scenario eliminates the events that occur on blue sky days,
normal storm days or during major storms on the mainline and lateral primaries. It also protects
the primary risers that in Scenario 1 rose up the poles to supply the overhead transformers.
Padmount transformers will be used that are fed underground from the mainline and lateral
switch holes and the secondary will be routed from the padmount transformers as necessary to
rise up on existing poles to supply the existing overhead secondary.

The analysis shows the expected results of reducing the number of mainline and lateral primary
events that cause outages in Pepco's Maryland service territory. Maryland has 3,510 circuit
miles of overhead primary wire (1830 miles of mainlines and 1680 miles of laterals) that
experiences about 8300 annual events, historically affecting approximately 1,242,000
customers annually over all events. These numbers reflect only the change in performance
related to the overhead mainline and lateral primary lines in Maryland, which presently causes
91.5% of the customer's interruptions across all types of weather.
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Table 11: Scenario 3 Expected Results

General Weather/Event Major Event Normal Storm Blue Sky Total
Incidents/Mile .71 .62 1.04 2.37
Mainline Circuit Miles 3510 miles 3510 miles 3510 miles 3510 miles
Incidents Overhead 2497 2172 3652 8321
Mainline Primaries

Customers Interrupted 566,525 320,906 355,305 1,242,436
Overhead Primary
Events

Customers Interrupted 585,306 339,308 433,089 1,357,704
by weather event
% of Interruptions this 97% 95% 82% 91.5%
scenario eliminates

Scenario 4

This scenario undergrounds all (mainline and laterals/single and three phase) primary,
transformers, secondary, and customer service drops up to the residence and or business. This
scenario places all overhead assets underground with the exception of the distribution
transformers, which will be padmount units where possible. If necessary they may also be
placed underground where there is no location available for proper placement of the padmount
transformer. As in Scenario 2, Pepco will provide a secondary pedestal or hand hole and run
secondary voltage customer service drops to the customer's meter location. Scenario 4 is
shown on Figure 29.
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Fiqure 29: Scenario 4 - Underqrounds all (mainline and laterals/single and three phase) primary,
transformers, secondary, and services up to the residence and or business

Transmission Substation

semce

Costs: The cost per mile is about $5.16 million.

Work Required: Underground all overhead mainline and lateral primaries, remove all overhead
primary and secondary lines and services, place the transformers underground or as padmount
units. Secondary voltage would be supplied underground to the customers from padmount or
underground transformers. This eliminates all overhead primary voltage events in all weather
conditions. However, as with any equipment there will be failures, most likely unrelated to
weather (with the exception of lightning and flooding). While affecting fewer individuals during
major weather events compared with outages experienced on an overhead system, it is
important to recognize that the system will still experience outages, particularly as the assets
age. This study does not attempt to evaluate these failures in the future. It is reasonable to
expect that the failure rate will be low for many years after the initial installation, and during this
period in particular the Company most likely will experience lower equipment failure rates than
what is experienced on the current overhead system.

Padmount transformers will be energized from the underground primary, typically originating in
the vaults, and switch holes. The padmount transformers will be located strategically to allow
for the use of secondary hand holes and pedestals for connection.

Secondary equipment will be placed underground and taken off the poles in areas where the
customers are presently supplied from the overhead secondary. Pepco will provide a
secondary pedestal or hand hole and run to the customer's meter location. At the present time
Pepco is investigating several options for reconnecting the customer's existing overhead service
to the new underground cables. The intent will be to minimize any required conversion costs for
the customer.
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Construction will require the placing of primary 13kV 600 MCM EPR4 cable in a manhole and
duct system replacing mainline primary presently located on the poles to supply the area. These
underground lines will be run in approximately 500 foot sections, terminate and be connected to
the next section via the use of 600 amp elbows connectors using junction bars in the manholes.

To energize the padmount transformers, underground cables will supply the padmounts. In the
manholes, 13 kV separable connectors (elbows) will be connected to the junction bars, cables
will run to the pads, and the secondary current distributed as it is generally done in a URD
development.

Reliability improvement: This scenario eliminates all the overhead events that occur on blue
sky days, normal storm days or during major storms on the mainline, lateral primaries and the
secondary system. All vital assets are underground with the exception of the padmount
transformers which are typically not significantly affected by weather and storms.

The analysis shows the expected results of reducing the number of outages on Pepco's 3510
circuit miles of overhead primary wire (1830 miles of mainlines and 1680 miles of laterals and
3063 miles of secondary) in Maryland that experience 8300 events annually. The secondary
experiences approximately 2700 events annually, but these affect only 13,850 customers. The
entire overhead and underground performance is shown inAppendix A. These numbers reflect
only the change in performance related to the all overhead primary and secondary in Maryland,
which presently causes 92.5% of the customers interrupted across all types of weather.

Table 12: Scenario 4 Expected Results

General Weather/Event Major Event Normal Storm Blue Sky Total
Primary Incidents/Mile .71 .62 1.04 2.37
Mainline Circuit Miles 3510 miles 3510 miles 3510 miles 3510 miles
incidents overhead 2497 2172 3652 8321
Mainline Primaries

Secondary Incidents/Mile .22 .18 .47 .88
Secondary Circuit Miles 3063 miles 3063 miles 3063 miles 3063 miles
Secondary Incidents 676 556 1452 2684
Customers interrupted 572,819 323,175 360,031 1,256,295
Overhead Primary &
Secondary Events
Customers Interrupted All 585,306 339,308 433,089 1,357,704
Events v Weather

% of Interruptions this 98% 95% 83% 92.5%
scenario eliminates

Scenario 5 (Subtransmission Supply Line Scenario)

A separate analysis was performed for this particular scenario. This scenario proposes to
underground portions of the subtransmission system in Maryland which consists of
approximately 700 miles of 69kV and 34.5kV line. There are 51 different subtransmission lines
with overhead portions, which become candidates for undergrounding. Converting the overhead
portion of the subtransmission system involves a redesign of the system to take into account the
benefits of undergrounding. These include the ability to run cables in common duct banks,

4 600 MCM EPR cable is a 600,000 circular mil (MCM) ethylene propylene rubber underground cable.
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because undergrounding removes the need to use separate paths for each distribution
substation supply feeds. Today, Pepco presently designs its overhead circuits such that they
remain separated from each other, to reduce the chances of coincident outages from trees and
weather

Work Required: The initial conceptual design of the subtransmission system takes into account
consolidation, reconfiguration, and technology factors, and consolidates the 51 overhead
subtransmission lines into 158 duct-bank-miles of line in a variety of single duct bank
configurations.

Costs: The total cost of undergrounding all of the lines is estimated at $1.33B, or approximately
$26M per line. In addition to the undergrounding costs, an additional $23.3M will be required for
reconfiguration work at 12 substations, bringing the total Order of Magnitude cost of
undergrounding the Pepco subtransmission system located in Maryland to $1.35B.

Reliability improvement: Undergrounding the subtransmission supply feeders provides
benefits mostly during major storm events. Each distribution substation is supplied by at least
three subtransmission feeders, so the loss of one (or two) will not necessarily interrupt supply to
the distribution substations. However, in major storms sometimes two or three subtransmission
feeders to a particular distribution substation are locked out, which in turn locks out all
distribution feeders connected to that substation unless they also are electrically connected to
substation that is still functioning.

Table 13 shows what portion of the total distribution feeder outages were attributable to
subtransmission supply line outages.

Table 13: Impact of subtransmission line failures on the associated distribution substations and feeders

June, 2012 (Derecho) 32.4% 5.8%

August, 2011 (Hurricane Irene) 0.1% 0.1%

January, 2011 1.9% 0.0%

August, 2010 17.9% 9.4%

July, 2010 20.4% 7.5%

February, 2010 (Snowmageddon) 10.8% 4.4%
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APPROACH

Scope

The Derecho on June 29, 2012 caused extensive damage to overhead sub-transmission and
distribution lines, impacting hundreds of thousands of customers. This study was initiated by
Pepco to investigate the cost and benefits of undergrounding substation supply and distribution
lines. It examines the cost and benefits of undergrounding all or selected portions of the existing
overhead lines in Prince George's County and Montgomery County, Maryland.

Methodology

The reliability improvement analysis started with an examination of the six major storms that
have occurred in the past 32 months. This analysis provided insights into how the sub-
transmission and distribution systems are affected by major storms. The storms analyzed were:

• February, 2010 (Snowmageddon)
• July, 2010
• August, 2010
• January, 2011
• August, 2011 (Hurricane Irene)
• June, 2012 (Derecho)

The next step was to analyze each of these outages on the distribution system according to:

• The weather conditions experienced, classified according to: major storms, normal storm
days and blue sky days;

• The voltage levels of the distribution feeders;
• The construction type of the line affected by the outage: overhead or underground; and
• The number of outages, the customer frequency and the duration of the outages.

Figure 30 is a schematic of the analysis that has been conducted.

Fiqure 30: Underground Analysis
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This analysis identifies the potential reliability improvements that could result under each of the
conversion scenarios. The different construction scenarios are:

• Scenario 1 undergrounds the overhead three phase primary mainlines, retains existing
transformer, secondary and service poles and feeds primary up the poles to energize the
transformers.

• Scenario 2 undergrounds all laterals including the primary, secondary and services and
replaces overhead pole mounted transformers with padmount transformers.

• Scenario 3 undergrounds all mainline and lateral primary but retains existing secondary
and service poles.

• Scenario 4 undergrounds all primary mainline and laterals, transformers, secondary, and
services up to the residence and or business.

• Scenario 5 undergrounds the subtransmission system in Maryland.

Feeder characteristics also play a role in defining the costs of overhead to underground
conversion given the density of building construction, the level of congestion on the roads, the
number of hours that work can be performed in the streets and the need for manhole and
conduit or direct buried construction techniques. Three feeder characteristics were used to
estimate the distribution feeder overhead to underground conversion costs:

• Urban refers to highly populated urban centers, reduced working hours and highest cost.
• Suburban encompasses light commercial and residential areas, with heavy to moderate

congestion, average mixture of construction techniques and cost.
• Light suburban refers to commercial and residential areas with little congestion; highest

uses of direct bury construction and lowest cost.

In addition to the distribution conversion cost estimates, numbers were also prepared for 34.5kV
and 69kV subtransmission overhead to underground conversions. These cost estimates were
developed based on an engineering reconfiguration that, in addition to undergrounding, would
reduce the number of lines, provide more direct routing between substations, use of solid
dielectric insulated cables and up to four feeders per conduit line to minimize the required
construction.
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PEPCO SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Analyzing the impact of different types of weather conditions on the Pepco system is a complex
process that includes many variables. However, analysis of these variables is necessary to
provide an understanding of the impact that different weather (and non-weather) events have on
customer outages and how these outages might be reduced by converting the existing
overhead lines to underground.

Data for this study was collected from numerous sources and used to analyze outage
frequency, duration, and cost. Figure 31 shows the relationship between the various data
sources.

Fiqure 31: Model Data Sources

Outages by: • OH, UG, Primary

• Date/time & Secondary line

• Cause lengths

• OH, UG,Network • Urban, suburban • Customer counts

• Voltage • Network/Radial separation for OH and UG • Compatible Units

• Mains. Laterals feeders • Rock digging • Transformer and prices

• Geography • Feeder KVA areas counts by feeder • Design Standards

As with any complex data collection and analysis effort, consistency between data sources was
of paramount importance. Not all of the data sources used are updated on the same frequency
so there were small discrepancies in the data consistency. For calculation purposes, if the data
did not match between multiple sources it was not used in the analysis.
The analysis of Pepco Maryland outage performance during various weather conditions was
governed by the following assumptions:

• Outage data was extracted from the Pepco Outage Management System (OMS) and
used in the analysis without validation of data accuracy.

• Many of the data extracts from various systems were based on feeder numbers. OMS
was used as the "Feeder" master with respect to jurisdiction, substation, and feeder.

• Since 32 months of data were collected from OMS there were data conflicts with

different systems that contained feeder information due to data timing updates
differences. Where conflicts existed they were not used in the analysis unless they
resulted in calculation conflicts. In that case they were reset to "O".
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• There are feeders in the District of Columbia that feed Maryland customers and vice

versa. The percent of District of Columbia feeders that serve Maryland customers is
0.1%, and the number of Maryland feeders that serve DC customer is 2.3%. These
numbers are not considered to be statistically significant to warrant special consideration
on the reliability and feeder cost conversion analysis.

Outage codes in OMS were used to divide outage into the various groupings for reliability
analysis. These groups included:

• Major Event, (use the MED field of "Y" or "N")
• Voltage (4kV, 13kV, secondary/service or network)
• Construction type (overhead or underground)
• Feeder type (network, radial, subtransmission)
• Subsystem type (main line or lateral)
• Weather (normal storm or blue sky days)

The weather categories were subdivided based on multiple outage codes to correct for missing
data or data inconsistencies:

• Major storms were defined by using the OMS MED field (Y/N)
• Normal Storm days were defined as days where the outage cause was listed as

weather with a sub cause of flood, ice, lightning, rain, salt, or wind. For example,
weather/wind, or where the weather condition was listed as fog, ice, rain, snow,
lightening, windy.

• Blue Sky days were defined as all other days that did not fall into one of the above
categories.

Sub Transmission Outages during Major Storms

The analysis of Pepco system performance began by examining substation outages resulting
from failure of the 34.5kV and 69kV overhead subtransmission system during the six Major
Events listed above. Individual Major Event storms were chosen instead of annual averages as
this aligns with the data captured by the Pepco OMS. This approach identified what Major Event
outages might have been avoided had the subtransmission system been underground.
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Fiqure 32: Approach to Analysis of Subtransmission and Distribution Outaqes durinq Major Storms

Link individual sub

transmission lines with Individual substation Individual feeder outages

each distribution ) feeders were linked to ) were then evaluated in
substation that lost service each substation. oMS.

during storms.

To determine the

average off/on times for
each substation.

Combine average

substation off/on times
with the number of

customers by feeder
allowed.

These are the outages Calculate Frequency and
that could have been . Duration impact by
avoided had sub ' Feeder and Substation.
transmission lines been

underground.

Since there was also extensive damage to the distribution feeders supplied by these
substations, the reliability improvement that might be achieved from undergrounding the
overhead portions of the subtransmission system were only captured for those distribution
feeders that could have remained in service had it not been for the subtransmission line
outages.

Table 14 below shows the impact of subtransmission supply lines on the distribution substations
and feeders they serve. If all three or four supply lines that feed a distribution substation are out
during a storm, all the distribution feeders from that substation are also out. For example,
during the Derecho in June of 2012, multiple outages on the subtransmission supply line system
cause numerous substation (and therefore feeder) outages. These subtransmission outages
accounted for 32.4% of the total customer outage frequency and 5.8% of the overall customer
outage duration

Table 14: Impact of Subtransmission Outaqes

June, 2012 (Derecho) 32.4% 5.8%

August, 2011 (Hurricane Irene) 0.1% 0.1%

January, 2011 1.9% 0.0%

August, 2010 17.9% 9.4%

July, 2010 20.4% 7.5%

February, 2010 (Snowmageddon) 10.8% 4.4%
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Feeder Outages

The next step to determine the potential improvements in reliability performance that could be
achieved through undergrounding was to conduct a combined analysis of outages by:

• Weather condition (major storms, normal storm days, blue sky days),
• Voltage level (primary and secondary/service),
• Construction type (overhead, underground, and network),
• Mainline, laterals and secondary/services.

The past system performance under various weather conditions and the impact of these storms
on different voltage levels, construction types and assets was measured in terms of three
metrics:

• Outage numbers -account of the number of outages that occurred on the system without
regard to the number of customers that were affected.

• Customer outage frequency -the number of outages that were observed under each
weather condition including the number of customers affected. It is calculated by
summing the outages and customers affected.

• Customer outage duration -the number of outages and includes reference to the number
of customers affected as well as the duration of each individual outage. It is calculated
by summing the number of outages as well as the number of customers affected
multiplied by the outage durations (in minutes).

Using OMS data from January 1, 2010 through August 2012 (32 months), outages were
separated into the categories outlined above (weather condition, voltage level and construction
type) and the above three metrics calculated.
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Errori Not a valid bookmark self-reference. shows the number of outages under each of the
weather conditions as well as the percent of those outages that can be attributed to overhead
and underground lines. This data does not reflect customer impact, only outage events.

Table 15: Number of Outaqes by Type of Weather Event

OH - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - main iines 2 3 0 5

OH - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - laterals 4 5 9 18

OH - Primary, 13kV, Radial, Main Line 998 569 557 2,124

OH - Primary, 13kV, Radial,Taps 5,661 5,270 9,135 20,066

OH - Secondary 1,802 1,507 3,848 7,157

OH - Total 8,467 7,354 13,549 29,370

UG - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - main lines 0 0 1 1

UG - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - laterals 0 0 6 6

UG - Primary, 13kV, radial feeders, Main Line 9 17 66 92

UG - Primary, 13kV, radial feeders, Taps 411 911 4,901 6,223
UG - Network 20 8 7 35

UG - Secondary 203 459 2,597 3,259

UG - Total 643 1,395 7,578 9,616

Percent of Category

OH - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - main lines 0.02% 0.03% 0.00% 0.01%

OH - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - laterals 0.04% 0.06% 0.04% 0.05%

OH - Primary, 13kV, Radial,Main Line 10.95% 6.50% 2.64% 5.45%

OH - Primary, 13kV, Radial,Taps 62.14% 60.24% 43.24% 51.47%

OH - Secondary 19.78% 17.22% 18.21% 18.36%

OH - Total 92.94% 84.06% 64.13% 75.33%

UG - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - main lines 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

UG - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - laterals 0.00% 0.00% 0.03% 0.02%

UG - Primary, 13kV, radial feeders, Main Line 0.10% 0.19% 0.31% 0.24%

UG - Primary, 13kV, radial feeders, Taps 4.51% 10.41% 23.20% 15.96%

UG - Network 0.22% 0.09% 0.03% 0.09%

UG - Secondary 2.23% 5.25% 12.29% 8.36%

UG - Total 7.06% 15.94% 35.87% 24.67%
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Table 16 below illustrates the customer outage frequency, which is the sum of the number of
outages multiplied by the number of customers impacted per outage.

Table 16: Customer Outage Frequency by Weather Event

OH - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - main lines 405 35 0 440

OH - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - laterals 100 10 22 132

OH - Primary, 13kV, Radial, Main Line 942,046 510,721 526,123 1,978,890

OH - Primary, 13kV, Radial, Taps 567,888 355,679 410,706 1,334,273

OH - Secondary 17,583 6,080 13,293 36,956

OH - Total 1,528,022 872,525 950,144 3,350,691

UG - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - main lines 0 0 36 36

UG - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - laterals 0 0 23 23

UG - Primary, 13kV, radial feeders, Main Line 7,128 12,289 56,733 76,150

UG - Primary, 13kV, radial feeders, Taps 24,320 29,509 130,225 184,054

UG - Network 20 39 37 96

UG - Secondary 1,852 1,254 7,056 10,162

UG - Total 33,320 43,091 194,110 270,521

Percent of Category

OH - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - main lines 0.03% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%

OH - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - laterals 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

OH - Primary, 13kV, Radial, Main Line 60.34% 55.78% 45.98% 54.65%

OH - Primary, 13kV, Radial,Taps 36.37% 38.85% 35.89% 36.85%

OH - Secondary 1.13% 0.66% 1.16% 1.02%

OH - Total 97.87% 95.29% 83.04% 92.53%

UG - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - main lines 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

UG - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - laterals 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

UG - Primary, 13kV, radial feeders, Main Line 0.46% 1.34% 4.96% 2.10%

UG - Primary, 13kV, radial feeders, Taps 1.56% 3.22% 11.38% 5.08%

UG - Network 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

UG - Secondary 0.12% 0.14% 0.62% 0.28%

UG - Total 2.13% 4.71% 16.96% 7.47%
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Table 17 below shows the breakdown for customer duration, which is the number of outages
multiplied by the number of customers impacted per outage and by the length of each outage in
minutes.

Table 17: Customer Duration by Weather Event

OH - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - main lines 501,486 5,028 0 506,514

OH - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - laterals 240,498 2,410 29,142 272,050

OH - Primary, 13kV, Radial, Main Line 985,448,677 43,736,895 34,317,337 1,063,502,910

OH - Primary, 13kV, Radial, Taps 1,072,094,349 68,377,615 68,360,867 1,208,832,830

OH - Secondary 52,453,655 2,663,534 4,825,358 59,942,547

OH - Total 2,110,738,665 114,785,482 107,532,703 2,333,056,851

UG - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - main lines 0 0 4,804 4,804

UG - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - laterals 0 0 16,667 16,667

UG - Primary, 13kV, radial feeders, Main Line 9,873,910 1,269,738 3,337,397 14,481,045

UG - Primary, 13kV, radial feeders, Taps 46,941,051 7,953,509 31,212,448 86,107,008

UG - Network 48,415 16,292 12,934 77,641

UG - Secondary 5,347,202 587,066 2,304,934 8,239,202

UG - Total 62,210,578 9,826,606 36,889,183 108,926,367

Percent of Category

OH - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - main lines 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.02%

OH - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - laterals 0.01% 0.00% 0.02% 0.01%

OH - Primary, 13kV, Radial, Main Line 45.35% 35.10% 23.76% 43.55%

OH - Primary, 13kV, Radial,Taps 49.34% 54.87% 47.33% 49.50%

OH - Secondary 2.41% 2.14% 3.34% 2.45%

OH - Total 97.14% 92.11% 74.46% 95.54%

UG - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - main lines 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

UG - Primary, 13kV feeders serving networks - laterals 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00%

UG - Primary, 13kV, radial feeders, Main Line 0.45% 1.02% 2.31% 0.59%

UG - Primary, 13kV, radial feeders, Taps 2.16% 6.38% 21.61% 3.53%

UG - Network 0.00% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00%

UG - Secondary 0.25% 0.47% 1.60% 0.34%

UG - Total 2.86% 7.89% 25.54% 4.46%
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COST ANALYSIS

This section describes the methodology used to derive the overall cost estimate for
undergrounding existing overhead lines in Pepco's Maryland service territory. Cost estimates
were developed at the feeder level for both subtransmission and distribution lines.

Each estimate presented in this section of the report includes the following elements:

• Construction refers to activities such as trenching, conduit and manhole installation,

restoration and paving, and traffic control. Construction can take place in a variety of
locations including the street, sidewalk, easements on private property and right-of-way
areas.

• Electrical circuit installation refers to the work necessary to install and connect the

cables inside the conduits and manholes installed underground. Includes splicing, and
terminations at junction points, transformers, and switchgear.

• Engineering and Planning refers to the fact that undergrounding on a large scale will
require the coordination of many simultaneous activities to manage quality, cost and

schedule and to ensure the reliability of service to customers during conversion of the
overhead facilities to undergrounds.

• Retirement of existing facilities means that upon installation of new underground lines,
existing overhead facilities would be removed unless third party attachers (cable
television, telephone, etc.) elected to leave their facilities overhead.

The following elements are excluded from the estimates:

• Customer equipment upgrade costs to each customer receiving a new underground
service connection from Pepco will require a reconfiguration of their meter socket. It will
be the responsibility of each customer to contract with a licensed electrician to perform
work necessary to accept service. Financing costs

• Inflation

• Third-party attachers

Methodology

Pepco approached these estimates by first reviewing previous studies on undergrounding,
including:

• The 1999 study commission by the Maryland Energy Administration and Power Plant
Research Program

• The 2000 Selective Undergrounding Working Group submittal to the Public Service

Commission of Maryland
• The 2003 study commissioned by the Maryland Department of Legislative Services

Office of Policy

• The 2004 report on the feasibility of removing pre-existing lines and relocating them
underground, commissioned by the Public Service Commission of the District of
Columbia

• Prior Pepco estimates and submittals to the Public Service Commission of the District of
Columbia as part of Case Nos. 766 and 1026
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• The 2010 study commissioned by the Public Service Commission of the District of

Columbia, and written by Shaw.

Based on the review of these documents a refined methodology was developed to incorporate
the most relevant elements of each of the methodologies presented.

As shown in Figure 33, the construction cost estimates were built by using Pepco's GIS to
determine customer density and rock digging. In addition, per mile unit costs were developed
using Pepco's Work Management Information System (WMIS). WMIS contains a record of the
individual cost components of the work that has been recently completed.

Fiqure 33: Cost Estimates General Methodoloqy

1. Evaluate service

territory based on load
density and other

factors and divide into

zones. 3. Produce 5. Arrive at final
2. Map zones in conceptual circuit . Estimate by

•Urban Graphical designs and per- 4. Tally quantities combining per-mile

•Suburban Information System mile unit costs of circuit type by unit costs and

•Light Suburban (GIS) appropriate for talliies of circuit

•Right-of-Way these zones types by zone
•Areas of hard rock

The cost components are frequently updated to reflect the most accurate cost estimates. These
cost components are called "compatible units", and they are a combination of the labor and
material required for a unit of work.

These compatible units are developed by:

• A review of man-hours on electrical installation projects completed by Pepco

• Input from outside construction firms, who might bid on the construction work
associated with undergrounding; and

• A review of material costs

Each compatible unit also includes costs for engineering, design, transportation, permitting,
supervision and related overheads.

Subtransmission

Pepco's subtransmission consists of approximately 700 miles of 69kV and 34.5kV line with 51
separate lines with overhead portions.

Converting overhead subtransmission lines to underground does not mean placing the new
underground lines beneath the existing overhead ones. Different design considerations come
into play:

• Consolidation: Pepco designs its overhead circuits so they remain separated from each
other, to reduce the chances of coincident outages. This same restriction does not apply
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to underground subtransmission systems because they are located underground and
are significantly less vulnerable to coincident outages. Thus, multiple overhead lines
can be consolidated into a single duct bank and in a "straight" line from one substation to
another.

• Technology factors: Much of the existing Pepco underground system is oil filled cable.
New lines would be built using solid dielectric cable.

The potentially-designed subtransmission system is depicted in Figure 34.

Fiqure 34: Proposed Subtransmission System

Underground Pathway Showing
Hard Dig Areas and
Urban Zone Types

0 Urbanized Zone ,. p

Hard Dig Area . •

- Proposed Underground Path

- Proposed UG Path through Hard Dig Area C

• Substation

Vault

Developed Using ESRI ArcMap i '
Septernber 5, 2012 0 2.5 5 10 Miles

This conceptual design of the subtransmission system takes into account consolidation,
reconfiguration, geological and technology factors, and it consolidates the 51 overhead
subtransmission lines into158 duct -bank-miles of line in a variety of single duct bank
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configurations. The total cost of undergrounding all of the lines is estimated at $1.33B, or
approximately $26M per line.

In addition to the above costs, an additional $23.3M will be required for reconfiguration work at
12 substations, bringing the total order of magnitude cost of undergrounding the Pepco
subtransmission system to $1.35B.

Assumptions

Cost estimates for undergrounding the Maryland subtransmission system were based on the
following assumptions:

Subtransmission estimate - Assumptions list

1. Manholes:

a. Distance between manholes - 600 ft.

b. Size of manholes - 6' x 14' precast
2. Conduit:

a. 4-way, 8-way or 12-way, as appropriate
b. FRE pipe with concrete encased duct banks

c. No steel plating
d. No fiber optic runs

3. Cable:

a. Solid dielectric (XLPE) only (no oil-filled)
b. Sizes - 2000MCM, 1250MCM, 750MCM, 500MCM

4. Voltage:
a. All 34kV subtransmission would be upgraded to 69kV

5. Routing:

a. Existing ROW can be fully utilized to install lines as needed
b. Where appropriate, radial feeds may be installed where they do not currently

exist

c. Circuits on diverse pole lines can be consolidated into a single duct bank
d. Where ROW does not exist, shortest distance utilizing public travel-ways

assumed

6. Construction:

a. All work to be done on ROW will be by trenching (no boring)

b. Trenching and subsurface structures to be done by contractor selected by
competitive bid

c. Cable and equipment work to be done by Pepco crews
d. Work on ROW will not require paving

e. Standard permit stipulations and costs assumed
7. Supply stations

a. Existing feeders would require a OH-UG transition pole within the substation
fence

New feeders would require a OH-UG transition pole within the substation fence,

disc switch and structural changes at the existing bus
New feeder breakers & bus tie breakers would be installed on new foundations

and have accompanying relay protection
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Distribution

Pepco has roughly 3,500 circuit-miles of overhead13kV primary distribution feeders in Maryland.
Some of these feeders are 100% overhead while others are a combination of overhead and
underground. In addition, there are both overhead and underground services supplied from
overhead lines.

The estimates prepared for this report were divided into different construction types so that a
direct correlation could be drawn between the undergrounding work and the resulting reduction
to outage frequency and duration. The costs were divided into main feeder lines (trunks),
laterals (taps off of the main feeder lines), lateral voltage transformations and related
equipment, secondary lines from transformation to delivery points, and individual services to
buildings. Given the more generic nature of these projects and Pepco's experience in designing
similar kinds of undergrounding projects, Pepco was able to provide cost estimates for these
projects without significant engineering and design work. However the following key operating
issues were taken into account when determining the line lengths and other factors used in the
cost estimating.

When converting overhead lines to underground there is not a one to one relationship between
existing overhead footages and what it will take to serve the same customers underground. For
mainline feeder sections, it is not acceptable from an operating perspective to tap them to serve
individual customers. It would be very expensive because manholes (subsurface concrete
boxes or vaults) would need to be installed for every tap point and transformer. It also creates
too many connection points in the mainline portion of the feeder, which become potential
operating, maintenance and failure points. Therefore, single phase and three phase primary
taps are done every mile or so and a separate primary line is run parallel to the feeder to serve
individual customers.

While the outages are shorter, underground cable takes longer to repair than overhead ones. As
such a higher degree of reliability and redundancy must be incorporated in their design. Multiple
or "looped" feeds must be built into the system so that in the event of a cable or equipment
failure, field personnel can switch from one feed to another to restore service before repair work
begins. For these reasons the length of underground laterals was assumed to be twice the
length of overhead ones.

Voltage transformers are also different in underground construction. While the same overhead
transformer connected KVA capacity is designed for the new underground system, for the sake
of simplicity and cost estimating consistency 100KVA transformers were assumed at all
locations. Cost estimates were done at the feeder level using the Pepco compatible unit system
within their WMIS. Individual costs were developed for trench and conduit, cable and splices,
manholes (underground boxes for connections, taps, and splices), transformers, secondary, and
services. Factors were included for urban, suburban, and light suburban customer density areas
plus areas where known rock digging would be encountered.

The estimated construction costs are based on the best general information available on various
feeders. There were no detailed engineering studies done on specific feeders. The average
installed costs, cost of installing and terminating cable, opening roads and building duct banks,
average soil conditions and others were all done on a per mile basis separating feeders into
urban, suburban and light suburban categories defines the trench and conduit system,
transformer types, secondary and service installations, and permitting costs. Upon a decision
to underground, each job will vary and engineers are required to survey, plan and engineer the
work to determine the costs on specific projects and in specific areas.
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The last consideration in developing the cost estimates was whether to include all feeders or
only those that had experienced storm related outages during the past 32 months. A
comparison of both options showed that over 90% of Maryland feeders with all or partial
overhead construction had experienced outages during the past 32 months, and the cost
difference to underground 100% of the feeders was less that 3% increase over just
undergrounding the mixed feeders. Therefore, the analysis in this study includes
undergrounding all overhead feeder line sections. The difference will be on the prioritization of
those feeders (since some feeders have not experienced any outages during the study period).

The following assumptions were used in preparing the unit costs.

Urban Construction (high customer density - refer to the previous mentioned map showing hard
dig areas and geographic zones):

1. Trunk

a. Length of underground trunk will equal the mileage of overhead three phase
mainline primary from GIS.

b. 5 inch 4 way fiberglass concrete encased conduits in roadway with standard 3
foot cover. Placement in roadway due to lack of space behind the curb for trunk
and lateral conduit as well as transformer and splice manholes.

c. Splice manholes will be 6'x14'x7' and every 500 feet of trunk.
d. Cable will be 600 Quad EPR.

e. Switches and fuses will be 3 way and reside in either 6'x14'x10' or 6'x18'x10' as
necessary in sidewalk area.

i. Switches will provide switching capability as well as feed points for half
loops.

ii. Number of tie switches will be the same as the existing number of
overhead switches.

iii. Number of switches to feed half loops will be determined by taking the

total connected kVA per feeder and dividing by 1600 kVA.
f. Permit Cost will be based on percentage of total cost per 2006 study and are the

same for all feeders.

g. Removal of overhead facilities was calculated based on a per mile average and
are the same for all feeders.

h. Street light feeds were calculated on a per mile basis and are the same for all
feeders.

i. Permanent restoration of roadway and sidewalk will include resurfacing and

milling and overlay.
2. Laterals & Transformers

a. Length of underground laterals will equal twice the mileage of overhead primary
ones.

b. 4 inch 2 way schedule 40 PVC concrete encased conduits in sidewalk with
standard 3 foot cover.

c. Splice manholes not necessary. All splices will be accomplished with tap holes
as required.

d. Cable will be #2 EPR.

e. Fuses feeding transformers and laterals will remain on the overhead poles.
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f. Transformers will be 100kVA and reside in 6'x10'x10' in sidewalk area.

i. Number of transformers will be determined by dividing the total number of
connected overhead transformer kVA by 100.

ii. Each transformer/manhole will require a tap hole.
g. Primary cable poles will be determined by taking the total connected kVA per

phase on a feeder and dividing by 1600 kVA. (These will only be necessary if the
trunk is undergrounded and the laterals are not.)

h. Permit Cost will be based on percentage of total cost per 2006 study and are the
same for all feeders.

i. Removal of overhead facilities was calculated based on a per mile average and
are the same for all feeders.

j. Street light feeds were calculated on a per mile basis and are the same for all
feeders.

k. Permanent restoration of roadway and sidewalk will include resurfacing and
milling and overlay.

3. Secondary & Services

a. Length of underground secondary mainline will equal 1.5 times the total mileage
of overhead wires from GIS.

b. 4 inch 2 way schedule 40 PVC concrete encased conduits in sidewalk and

roadway with standard 3 foot cover.
i. Number of street crossings will equal the number of transformers.
ii. Average length of street crossing is 50 feet.

c. Secondary splice manholes will be 4.5'x6'x7' in sidewalk area. Number of
secondary splice manholes will equal ¼ of the total number of overhead and
underground services.

d. Secondary mainline cable will be 2 legs of 500 kcm copper RN and #4/0 copper
for neutral.

e. Secondary cable poles will be used to feed existing underground secondary

mainline. Number of secondary cable poles will equal the number of existing
overhead transformers.

f. Secondary services will be direct buried 4 inch 1 way schedule 40 PVC conduit
and 2 legs of #2/O and #1/0 neutral. Number of services will equal the number of
overhead service drops.

g. Costs do not include customer premise work to convert overhead service mast
and weatherhead to underground feed.

h. Permit costs are assumed to be incorporated in the primary costs
i. Removal costs are assumed to be incorporated in the primary costs
j. Permanent restoration of roadway and sidewalk will include permanent

resurfacing and milling and overlay.

Suburban Construction (moderate customer density - refer to the previous mentioned map
showing hard dig areas and geographic zones):

1. Trunk
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a. Length of underground trunk will equal the mileage of overhead 3 phase mainline

primary from GIS.
b. 5 inch 2 way fiberglass direct buried conduits in sidewalk/dirt with standard 3 foot

cover.

i. Need to install schedule 40 or greater fiberglass conduits.
ii. 10% of total circuit miles of conduit will be installed via directional bore for

road crossings instead of open trench.

c. Fiberglass splice boxes will be used instead of manholes at every 500 feet of
trunk. Need to install 2 fiberglass splice boxes for each 3 phase splice.

d. Cable will be 600 Quad EPR.

e. Switches and fuses will be 3 way padmount in sidewalk/easement area.
i. Switches will provide switching capability as well as feed points for half

loops.
ii. Number of tie switches will be the same as the existing number of

overhead switches.

iii. Number of switches to feed half loops will be determined by taking the

total connected kVA per phase on a feeder and dividing by 1600 kVA.
f. Permit Cost will be based on percentage of total cost per 2006 study and are the

same for all feeders.

g. Removal of overhead facilities was calculated based on a per mile average and
are the same for all feeders.

h. Street light feeds were calculated on a per mile basis and are the same for all
feeders.

i. Permanent restoration of sidewalk will include resurfacing.
2. Laterals & Transformers

a. Length of underground laterals will equal twice the mileage of overhead primary
ones.

b. 4 inch 1 way schedule 40 PVC direct buried conduits in sidewalk with standard 3
foot cover as spare duct. Directional Bore for road crossings.

c. Splice manholes or tap holes not necessary. Will use standard URD
construction.

d. Cable will be #2 EPR direct buried.

e. Fuses feeding transformers and laterals will remain on the overhead poles.
f. Transformers will be 100kVA padmount in sidewalk/easement area. Number of

transformers will be determined by dividing the total number of connected
overhead transformer kVA by 100.

g. Secondary cable poles will be used to feed existing overhead secondary mainline
bus.

h. Primary cable poles will be determined by taking the total connected kVA per
phase on a feeder and dividing by 1600 kVA.

i. Permit Cost will be based on percentage of total cost per 2006 study and are the
same for all feeders.

j. Removal of overhead facilities was calculated based on a per mile average and
are the same for all feeders.
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k. Street light feeds were calculated on a per mile basis and are the same for all

feeders.

1. Permanent restoration of sidewalk will include permanent.
3. Secondary & Services

a. Length of underground secondary mainline will equal 1.5 times the total mileage
of overhead wires from GIS.

b. Conduits will not be used. Will follow standard URD construction for facilities in

sidewalk/easement areas. Roadway crossings will be directional bore.
i. Number of street crossings will equal the number of transformers.
ii. Average length of street crossing is 50 feet.

c. Secondary holes will be used and direct buried in lieu of splice manholes.
Number of secondary moles will equal ¼of the total number of overhead &
underground services.

d. Secondary mainline cable will be 2 legs of 500 kcm Al RN and #4/0 Al for neutral.

e. Secondary cable poles will be used to feed existing underground secondary
mainline. Number of secondary cable poles will equal the number of existing
overhead transformers.

f. Secondary services will be direct buried and 2 legs of #4/0 Al and #2/0 Al neutral.

Number of services will equal the number of overhead service drops.
g. Costs do not include customer premise work to convert overhead service mast

and weatherhead to underground feed.
h. Permit costs are assumed to be incorporated in the primary costs
i. Removal costs are assumed to be incorporated in the primary costs
j. Permanent restoration of sidewalk will include resurfacing.

Light Suburban Construction (lower customer density - refer to the previous mentioned map
showing hard dig areas and geographic zones):

1. Trunk

a. Length of underground trunk will equal the mileage of overhead 3 phase mainline
primary from GIS.

b. No conduit will be installed except a spare duct under paved roadway. Directional
Bore for road crossings.

c. No splice boxes will be installed.
d. Cable will be 600 Quad EPR and direct buried in dirt.

e. Switches and fuses will be 3 way padmount in sidewalk/easement area.
i. Switches will provide switching capability as well as feed points for half

loops.

ii. Number of tie switches will be determined by taking 60% of the total
number of open switches per feeder.

iii. Number of switches to feed half loops will be determined by taking the

total connected kVA per phase on a feeder and dividing by 800 kVA.
f. Permit Cost will be based on percentage of total cost per 2006 study and are the

same for all feeders.
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g. Removal of overhead Facilities was calculated based on a per mile average and

are the same for all feeders.

h. Street light feeds were calculated on a per mile basis and are the same for all
feeders.

i. Permanent restoration of sidewalk will include permanent resurfacing.
2. Lateral & Transformers

a. Length of underground lateral will equal twice the mileage of overhead primary

taps & trunk from GIS. Trunk lengths are required to serve the transformers
supplied by the trunk.

b. No conduit will be installed except a spare duct under paved roadway. Directional
Bore for road crossings.

c. Splice manholes or tap holes not necessary. Will use standard URD
construction.

d. Cable will be #2 EPR direct buried.

e. Fuses feeding transformers and laterals will remain on the overhead poles.
f. Transformers will be 100kVA padmount in sidewalk/easement area. Number of

transformers will be determined by dividing the total number of connected

overhead transformer kVA by 100.

g. Secondary cable poles will be used to feed existing overhead secondary mainline
bus.

h. Primary cable poles will be determined by taking the total connected kVA per
phase on a feeder and dividing by 1600 kVA.

i. Permit Cost will be based on percentage of total cost per 2006 study and are the
same for all feeders.

j. Removal of overhead Facilities was calculated based on an average cost per
mile average and are the same for all feeders.

k. Street light feeds were calculated on a per mile basis and are the same for all
feeders.

I. Permanent restoration of sidewalk will include permanent.
3. Secondary & Services

a. Length of underground secondary mainline will equal twice the total mileage of
overhead wires from GIS.

b. Conduits will not be used. Will follow standard URD construction for facilities in

sidewalk/easement areas. Roadway crossings will be directional bore. Number

of street crossings will equal the number of transformers. Average length of
street crossing is 50 feet.

c. Secondary moles will be used and direct buried in lieu of splice manholes.
Number of secondary moles will equal ¼ of the total number of overhead
&underground services.

d. Secondary mainline cable will be 2 legs of 500 MCM Al RN and #4/0 Al for
neutral.

e. Secondary cable poles will be used to feed existing underground secondary
mainline. Number of secondary cable poles will equal the number of existing
overhead transformers.
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f. Secondary services will be direct buried and 2 legs of #4/O Al and #2/0 Al neutral.

Number of services will equal the number of overhead service drops.
g. Costs do not include customer premise work to convert overhead service mast

and weatherhead to underground feed.

h. Permit costs are assumed to be incorporated in the primary costs
i. Removal costs are assumed to be incorporated in the primary costs
j. Permanent restoration of sidewalk will include permanent resurfacing.
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PRIORITIZATION PROCESS

Regardless of the scenarios finally selected for undergrounding, to improve reliability through
undergrounding at the lowest possible cost will require logical prioritization. The expected
reliability improvement per dollar spent for overhead to underground conversion will be the main
factor in prioritizing undergrounding sites. Another factor when prioritizing reliability
improvement work is the potential coordination with existing plans for construction; however,
this makes sense only if the area of construction has a known reliability problem and the
undergrounding of lines will resolve it.

In addition, Pepco will need to coordinate all undergrounding efforts with other electric system
enhancements and load growth requirements in order to reduce total costs and to prevent
duplication of efforts. For example, Pepco has long range plans (and an existing program) to
convert the existing 4kV overhead system to 13 kV as the 4kV assets age and load requires
more capacity in the 4kV service areas. In all cases, while working with regulators, State and
local government and other stakeholders, Pepco will provide the required engineering to ensure
system reliability and coordination of the work with all other current and planned work. Reliability
enhancement based on undergrounding assets will be coordinated with existing reliability
programs currently underway throughout the service territory. This factor, while not discussed at
length in this Report, will in practice be critical in minimizing costs to customers.

This section of the Report provides different prioritization options for consideration. If
undergrounding does proceed, the final prioritization methodology may include aspects of all of
the options provided herein.

Filter 1 - Underground Resources According to the Restoration Priority

This filter reviews assets based on how they are affected by blue sky days, normal storm days,
and major storms to determine their criticality. This process would closely follow the Storm
Restoration plan used by Pepco in storm events, this plan is designed to restore the most
customers as quickly as possible.

Pepco's restoration plans stipulate that restoration priority order is as following:

1. Restore subtransmission lines to re-energize the distribution substations,
2. Repair and energize individual feeders
3. Repair mainlines
4. Repair laterals
5. Investigate and repair small area outages
6. Repair damage to individual services

If assets are placed underground using this general prioritization screen, required restoration
work during a major storm will be reduced and customers will be restored sooner as a result.
Also, subtransmission lines are heavy and restoration of even one such line can occupy the
efforts of dozens of crews for many hours. When subtransmission lines do not need to be
repaired after a major event, crews will be able to focus on facilities that are easier to work with,
affected fewer customers per line, and the expected numbers of customers affected in total will
be smaller.

For example, the Derecho storm of June 29, 2012 severely damaged the 34kV and the 69kV
subtransmission system due to extreme wind and toppled trees. These lines supply distribution
substations and overhead and underground feeders in Washington and Maryland. The storm
de-energized 29 substations and 531 feeders in the region, resulting in service to 410,679
customers being lost at peak. Undergrounding subtransmission lines could have eliminated the
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need for these extensive repairs and over a quarter million customers would not have been
without power due the loss of these lines.

Subtransmission outages affect the entire restoration process. Pepco crews need to be sent into
the area to evaluate the issues, isolate faults, restore undamaged lines with switching and then
move to remove trees and repair the lines. In addition, the information from customers and the
automatic metering system (AMI) that Pepco uses with the outage management system (OMS)
to identify outages, logically groups customers affected and identifies probable isolating devices.

Preventing the loss of 34.5kV and 69kV subtransmission lines by strategically placing additional
portions underground would benefit customers during major events.

Filter 2 - Critical feeders

While the loss of power to any home, business, government building is inconvenient, certain
feeders are more critical to the general community welfare based on the customers they serve.
Critical infrastructure such as hospitals, fire stations, water pumping, sewerage treatment,
municipal centers and shelters require power to be able to meet the emergency needs of the
general public throughout the region. Pepco's Restoration Plan prioritizes the feeders where
these types of customers are found. Pepco attempts to repair the damage and restore power to
critical customers as soon as possible based on the availability of the required crew types,
critical infrastructure and the number of customers involved.

The prioritization of the feeders is done on a point basis; every feeder is given 1 point for each
customer (where 1 electric meter = 1 customer) for the initial rating. Next, customers on the
feeder that have qualifying special medical needs that they have registered with Pepco are
added to the total at 100 points each. And the process continues for all the customers served on
the feeder. A sample of the point system is shown below. Based on the total numbers of points
the feeders are ranked. For example, a feeder which serves a hospital will rank higher on the
prioritization list than a feeder that serves only residential customers. This system for prioritizing
feeders based on uniform rankings is a second option for prioritizing candidates for reliability
enhancement work.

Table 18: Sample Feeder Point Ratinq System

e- .. - . s- .. -.
Fire & Police Facilities 500 Mastered Metered (apartments) 1Xunits

Security Installations 300 Schools 300

Private Health Care 1200 Hospitals 180,000Facilities

. . Critical Sewerage & Water
Single Family 1 Plants 54,000

Filter 3 - Worst Performing Feeders (WPF)

Prioritizes the feeders based upon location and performance. Pepco has the historic
performance of the feeders and based on the improvement possible and uses this information
as a tie breaker when necessary. Using this type of information involves looking at the present
construction of the delivery assets, operating environment of the feeder, the historical
performance, and recent reliability enhancement work.
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Pepco has developed a new WPF identification system based on:

• Customer Interruptions (CI) on a feeder where this number is the sum of all the
outages on a feeder times the number of customers impacted by the outage.

• Customer Minutes of Interruptions (CMI) on a feeder where this number is sum of
all outages on the feeder times the number of customers impacted by each
outage times the length of the outage in minutes.

• WPF's are identified and ranked across the company based on a common
weighting factor of the Cl and CMI.

Filter 4 - Current or planned work areas

Areas undergoing major underground work for water or sewer or light rail construction to
minimize the costs of multiple street openings and repairs will be reviewed for any reliability
improvement benefit. However, coordination with a road construction site makes sense only if
the area of construction has a known reliability problem and undergrounding the lines along the
construction site will resolve the reliability issues and provide benefits for the customers.
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RELIABILITY ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM

The Company has developed its "Reliability Enhancement Plan" (REP) that focuses on the

issues that cause the most outages in both Normal Storm and Blue Sky days. The REP also
provides some benefits during major storms, but generally those events involve winds or other

weather elements that cause trees located off the utility rights-of-way to topple or lose large
limbs into the overhead electric system.

The REP will be used in conjunction with undergrounding to allow Pepco to look at the spectrum

of reliability enhancement initiatives. As noted earlier, Pepco will closely examine the reliability
benefits to be gained and the costs to be incurred from non-underground REP work before

undertaking to place all or portions of a feeder underground.

Table 19: REP Initiatives

Perform a 4 year of growth cycle, removal of danger
Vegetation Management trees and limbs (Enhanced Integrated Vegetation

Management).

Focus on improving the distribution assets that are
Feeder Improvement . .

least performing to eliminate outage events
Meet the need for load growth and system

Load Growth enhancement to maintain the required reliability and
ability to move load under contingency conditions

To use modern and proven technologies such as
. intelligent switches for fault isolation and AMI toDistribution Automation

monitor and control the distribution system and
monitor customers

Replace or refurbish, at an accelerated pace, the
URD Cable Replacement underground residential distribution cable that is

reaching "end of life" before failure

This involves hardening of the supply lines into
substations, the addition and updating of motor
operated switches to isolate faults and the installation

Selective Undergrounding -Substation of three phase sense devices to indicate fault
Improvements locations. In areas where reliability cannot be

enhanced with other measures, Pepco will look at
undergrounding areas of the mainlines as a pilot to
examine the cost versus reliability trade-off

As mentioned previously, the REP is composed of the following areas:

Vegetation Management

In 2010 Pepco commenced an "Enhanced Integrated Vegetation Management" (EIVM) to
improve line clearance to allow for 4 years' growth. This had been a major issue during the
recent storms - as wet trees with full foliage sagged and were blown by high winds, caused by
the micro bursts, resulted in line contact and outages.
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Feeder Improvement (including Priority Feeders)

Pepco performs detailed investigations of feeders that are the least performing feeders in order
to determine the cause of outages and identify the feasible and optimal corrective actions to
reduce the number of future outages. Under the REP, Pepco has developed a three tiered
approach to identifying the worst performing feeders: identification of the 3% worst performers
according to COMAR standards, the "worst offender" feeders contributing up to 25% of system
SAIFI, and feeders with a CEMI score of 6 or greater.

1. COMAR - For years following COMAR regulations Pepco has selected (using their CPI
modeling system) the least performing the feeders. In following regulation, 3% of the
feeders were selected annually;

2. Eliminate Outage incidents - Lower SAIFI - Pepco reviewed the performance data of
the remaining feeders for 2010 and found feeders that were major contributors to the
number of outage incidents. Pepco identifies these feeders with the same inspections
and work as the COMAR feeders, and will implement asset improvement in addition to
vegetation management.

3. CEMI 6 - Pepco identified a third group of feeders from which Customers Experience
Multiple Incidents (CEMI) more than 6 times. There are overlaps at this level with some
of the previous mentioned feeders being focused on, COMAR and high SAIFI feeders;
however, there are additional feeders (or areas) identified using the outage numbers
available in Maryland. As with the feeders identified in the other programs improvement
plans are developed to reduce the number of outages that these customers are
experiencing.

Load Growth

Pepco will continue with the existing program to both install new and upgrade existing feeders in
order to reliably supply new customers as well as to support increased energy demand from

existing customers. This is a long standing program based on evaluation of loads and customer
requests. The major change in the program is the focus on various options in the design and
build of the feeders with an increased emphasis on reliability.

Distribution Automation

Distribution automation involves installing advanced control systems across the distribution
system to allow the network to identify faults and perform switching either automatically or
remotely by operator control. The systems are being designed to isolate the faulted equipment

and restore most of the effected customers within minutes of a fault. Pepco was awarded a $15

million Department of Energy Smart Grid Investment Grant for the installation of the system
extending into 2013.

Underground Residential Distribution

URD cable placed into service in the late 1960's and 1970's is now approaching the end of its
expected lifespan and subsequently becoming unreliable. This program is designed to
proactively replace cables prior to failure which will increase the reliability of the distribution
system for customers supplied via this underground system. To date, Pepco has upgraded

more than 230 miles of underground cable across Maryland. There still remains 1158 miles of
URD cable that will require refurbishment or replacement.
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Selective Undergrounding/Substation Improvements

in order to further improve reliability two additional areas are being addressed which are the

substation supply lines both at 69 kV and 34.5 kV and feeders that resist best efforts to improve
their overhead line reliability:

1. Selective undergrounding: In some cases all the mitigation efforts such as trimming,
removing trees and asset improvements cannot soive the reliability issues with an
overhead distribution system. In these cases improving reliability will require going
beyond the traditional practices and modifications. In these cases Pepco will evaluate
the possibility of selectively replacing limited portions of the overhead system with a
partial underground primary system to provide improved service. This will not eliminate
all outage incidents, but will reduce the number of customers affected by any single
incident.

2. Supply hardening: Measures are underway to evaluate the hardening of the 69 kV
supply lines to the substations. Pepco stations are robustly designed to withstand at a
minimum the loss of one of the (typically) three 69 kV supplies into the station. The
supply feeders are strategically planned not to have the same supply line pairings into
each station; this limits the effect of any incident and also allows for street ties if
necessary. However recognizing that over the last 5 years there have been storm
incidents that have caused the stations to lose their supply, the REP addresses the
substation supplies with two programs in addition to the EIVM program:

i. Feeder Inspections and Upgrades: based on recent performance and operations
all the 69 kV and 34.5 kV suppiy lines have been inspected for assets reaching their
end of life and asset replacement work to change all the aging assets to upgrade
the lines to nearly new condition.

ii. Motor Operated Disconnects: the 69 kV lines supply more than one substation
and run over both rights-of-way and along roads above the distribution feeders.
Faults that do occur could be isolated and the supply feeder partially restored if the
location of the fault was known and an isolation device was available. Pepco is
installing thirty one 69 kV motor operate disconnects, controlled by the SCADA
system. Before these MOD's can be operated and the 69 kV substation breakers
re-closed if a fault has occurred, the operators need to know where the fault is
located. This previously required a patrol of the 69 kV line. Pepco has installed
three phase sensing devices on these switches to determine the location of the
faults. This will allow the operators to remotely determine the fault location and
whether the MOD switch can isolate the fault and allow the circuit to be reenergized.
In addition, an additional 68 MOD's with fault sensing will be installed to allow
supervisor control of the 69kV substation supplies.
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ENGINEERING PLANNING, DESIGN AND STAFFING

Once the decision has been made to underground an overhead feeder, the planning process
can last for approximately 40 weeks. The Initial Engineering Planning process can last from 8
to 10 weeks. The main objective during the Initial Engineering Planning stage is to avoid
undergrounding portions of overhead feeders where past Reliability Enhancement Plan (REP)
initiatives were implemented and have resulted in improved reliability indices. However, since
the REP is primarily focused on activities that improve performance on blue sky days and during
Normal storm conditions there is the potential to convert portions of an overhead feeder to
underground where past REP Initiatives were implemented and the particular section still
experienced multiple events during major storms.

The main steps during the Initial Engineering Planning process include:

• Obtain Major Event Days inclusive and exclusive outage history

• Obtain construction drawings showing location and timeline for the additional REP work

performed on the identified feeder.
• Overlay the outage history and the additional REP work onto a feeder map to determine

if the past REP work would have mitigated the past outage.
• Determine OH portions of the feeder for potential conversion to underground.

• Obtain approval for the OH portions of the feeder selected for conversion to
underground.

After the Initial Engineering Planning process is completed. Pepco will need to dedicate

approximately 30 weeks to the Field Inspection and Engineering Design process. This usually
includes:

• Perform high level field inspection to determine feasibility, high level scope of work and
associated cost estimate.

• Perform detailed field inspection.

• Conduct a constructability review meeting with construction.
• Develop construction drawings.
• Apply for excavation/work permits. Excavation/Work Permit applications take

approximately 6 to 8 weeks to be approved and returned to Pepco.
• Hold information meetings with local government officials and local communities

impacted by the upcoming construction.

• Go through the bid process once excavation/work permit with work restrictions are
obtained.

• Conduct a pre-construction meeting.
• Start construction.
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SECTION 3: RESULTS SUMMARY

Scenarios

in total this report considered five undergrounding scenarios:

• Scenario 1: Underground the overhead three phase primary mainlines retaining existing
overhead transformers, secondary and service poles and overhead laterals.

• Scenario 2: Underground the primary laterals including secondary and services. Replace
overhead pole mounted transformers with padmount transformers.

• Scenario 3: Underground primary mainline and laterals. Replace overhead pole mounted
transformers with padmount transformers. Leave existing overhead secondary and
services.

• Scenario 4: Underground all primary mainline and laterals, transformers, secondary, and
services up to the service delivery point.

• Scenario 5: Underground the 34.5 and 69kV subtransmission system in Maryland.

It also included three weather scenarios:

• Major storms (hurricanes, Derecho, etc.)
• Normal storm days - afternoon thunderstorms and the like
• Blue sky days - anything that does not fall into one of the other categories

Lastly, it included reliability analysis by percent of event and percent of total:

• Percent of event looks at the reduction in outages as a percent of the total weather
event. For example, major event outage reduction would be determined as a percent of
the outage reductions due to undergrounding as a percent of the total major event
outages.

• Percent of total would then be the major event outage reduction compared to the total
outages over the study period of 32 months.

Converting the entire Maryland overhead system to underground at a cost of $15.6 billion would
avoid 70% of the outages, 63% of the customer frequency (1 outage for 10 customers adds 10
to the total used to calculate customer frequency) and 72% of the customer duration (1 outage
for 10 customers for 60 minutes is 600 customer duration minutes).
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Table 20 below shows the potential overhead outage reduction as a percent of total outages
including underground outages. These projections are based on the results of the analysis of
where outages have occurred during the past 32 months. It is also reflective of the fact that the
projected benefits assume that it is those outages that would have been eliminated if the
feeders were underground. The most cost effective solution going forward will likely result in
some portions of the existing overhead facilities to remain overhead, therefore, these facilities
would be exposed to the continued risk of outages during major storms.
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Table 20: Results for All Outaqes as a Percentaqe of Total

Maryland (All Outages Percent of total) Cost Outage Customer Customer
($Billions) Events Frequency Duration

$5.67 5% 37% 33%

65% 26% 40%

$9.33 53% 62% 70%

70% 63% 72%

Table 21 below shows the outage reduction for all overhead outages as a percent of total
overhead outages for the four different distribution line underground scenarios:

Table 21: Results for All Outaqes as a Percentage of overhead outaqes

Cost Outage Customer CustomerMaryland (All Outages Percent of overhead)
($Billions) Events Frequency Duration

$5.67 7% 58% 44%

92% 40% 54%

$9.33 75% 97% 95%

100% 100%

Subtransmission

Table 22 below shows the results of modeling the outages experienced for a 32 month period
ending August of 2012. The model assumes that if the lines were undergrounded all of the
outages associated with the overhead lines due to major weather events would be eliminated.
The reliability improvement during major weather events shows that between 7% and 33%
improvement in outage frequency can be obtained and 5% to 34% improvement in outage
duration. What is not included is any attempt to model the improvement in overall outage
duration if these outages did not occurr and the restoration crews were available to respond to
other outages and not be required for the normally very labor intensive restoration work
associated with repairing 69 Kv lines. This benefit could be significant and the overall restoration
duration would likely be reduced. If these lines were undergrounded over 44 million minutes of
customer interruptions could be eliminated.

Additional benefits would be obtained for substations not directly involved with the
undergrounding of the identified supply lines. These supply lines are configured such that there
are two supply lines connected to one supply point at the source end at Ritchie Substation.
Therefore an outage on one line will cause both lines connected to a common point to go out of
service. In this case these supply lines also feed the Central Avenue Substation and the Central
Avenue Sewage Pumping Station in addition to the stations identified for undergrounding. Since
the location of the majority of the outages has been on the lines that are being proposed to be
undergrounded, an improvement in their reliability would also benefit these additional locations.
There is no need to perform any work on the portion of the lines suppling the Central Avenue
facilities as the Central Avenue substation supplies are already totally underground and the
supplies to the pumping station are along a roadway with minumum tree exposure. Elimination
of feeder outages will also improve the reliability at these additional locations.
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Table 22: Results for Subtransmission Analysis

Avoided . % Avoided % Current New Current New
Number Name Customer improvement Customer improvement Substation Substation Substation Substation

Interruptions all outages - Minutes of all outages - SAIFI SAIFI SAIDI SAIDI
Frequency Interruption Duration

Beverly
6 Farms 35,178 18% 12,757,888 10% 6.18 5.05 3,967 3,559

Hunting
24 Hill 27,933 33% 12,411,563 34% 3.45 2.33 1,484 985

40 Potomac 22,902 22% 10,038,710 9% 5.16 4.04 5,278 4,785

. % Avoided %
Avoided . Current New Current New

Number Name Customer improvement Customer improvement Substation Substation Substation Substation

Interruptions all outages - Minutes of all outages - SAlFI SAIFI SAIDI SAIDI
Frequency Interruption Duration

28 Largo 12,999 13% 2,157,834 9% 2.80 2.42 718 655
Oak

38 Grove 9,642 9% 2,564,772 7% 3.97 3.59 1,518 1,418
Crain

14 Highway 15,140 7% 4,786,984 5% 6.01 5.61 2,380 2,253

% Avoided %
Avoided . Current New Current New

Number Name Customer improvement Customer improvement Substation Substation Substation Substation

Interruptions all outages - Minutes of all outages - SAIFI SAIFI SAIDI SAIDI
Frequency Interruption Duration

Central

12 Ave 12,225 16% 2,322,750 7% 2.40 2.02 1,011 939

Note: Numbers above reflect reliability improvement as percentage of all outages.

The cost to underground these 69 kV substation supply lines is significant and will require 2 to 3
years to design, permit, order material and construct the underground systems. Each section
would be built independently. As a portion is completed between two stations it would be
placed into service and the benefits associated with that portion of the line would be realized.
The estimates listed below assume that the entire route of the line is placed underground and
that standard cost estimating units are used.

The detailed design of this project will determine if undergrounding is the appropriate design
decision for these supply lines. This detailed design may result in a combination of overhead
line relocatations and undergrounding. The cost estimate included in the table below is based
upon the highest cost design, that of undergrounding the total line(s). The detailed design that
will take place upon project approval along with competitive bidding for material and
construction activities will work to reducing the final cost of this work.
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Table 23: COst Estimate tO UnderqrOund 69kV Feeders

Underground 69085Rfrom Oak Grove substation along the

Oak Grove Sub 122 Largo Sub 191 ROWto Largo Road. 18,100feet of 6 inch 8 way, 18,100 $12,700,000

feet of trench, 54,300feet 1/c 750 (3 legs of 1/C 69085R)

52,000ft of trench w/thermal sand (69002R&69006R)

158,400 ft of 2000 1/C (6 legs of 1/C 69002R&69006R)

Ritchie Sub 123 Oak Grove Sub 122 $43,000,000

26,400ft of trench w/thermal sand (69085R)

26,400ft of 12501/C (3 legs of 1/C 69085R)
52,000ft of trench w/thermal sand (69002R&69006R)

158,400ft of 1250 1/C (6 legs of 1/C 69002R&69006R)
Oak Grove Sub 122 Crain Highway Sub 155 $35,300,000

26,400ft of trench w/thermal sand (69085R)

26,400ft of 750 1/C (31egs of 1/C 69085R)
Western Branch 18,500ft of Ginch 8 way conduit (69002R&69006R)

Crain Highway Sub 155 Wastewater Treatment 111,000ft of 750 1/C ( 6 legs of 1/C 69002R&69006R) $17,000,000
Plant CVC753 30x 6'x14'manholes (69002R&69006R)

$95,300,000

1,500ft of 6 inch 8 way conduit (69179&69185)
29,800 ft of trench w/thermal sand (69179&69185)

98,500ft of 2000 1/C (6 legs of 1/C 69179&69185)
4 x 6'x14' man holes (69179&69185)

Bells Mill Road Sub 121 Beverly Farms Sub 171 $45,820,000

1,500 ft of 6 inch 8 way conduit (69180&69181)

29,800ft of trench w/thermal sand (69180&69181)

98,500ft of 2000 1/C (6 legs of 1/C 69180&69181)

4x 6'x14' manholes (69180&69181)
18,000 ft of 6 inch 8 way conduit (69179&69185)

144,000ft of 1250 1/C ( 3 legs of 1/C 69179&69185)

32 x 6'x14'manholes (69179&69185)

Beverly Farms Sub 171 Potomac Sub 20 $36,425,000

18,000 ft of 6 inch 8 way conduit (69180&69181)

144,000ft of 1250 1/C ( 6 legs of 1/C 69180&69181)

32 x 6'x14' man holes (69180&69181)

18,000ft of 6 inch 8 way conduit (69179&69185)Potomac Filtration Plant

Potomac Sub 20 CVC 638 108,000ft of 750 1/C ( 6 legs of 1/C 69179&69185) $16,100,000
32 x 6'x14' manholes (69179&69185)

15,000 ft of 6 inch 8 way conduit (69179&69185)

28,000 ft of trench w/thermal sand (69179&69185)

58,000ft of 12501/C ( 6 legs of 1/C 69179&69185)

29 x 6'x14' man holes (69179&69185)
Beverly Farms Sub 171 Hunting Hill Sub 79 $48,050,000

15,000 ft of 6 inch 8 way conduit (69181)

14,000ft of trench w/thermal sand (69181)

29,000 ft of 1250 1/C ( 6 legs of 1/C 69181)
29x 6'x14'manholes (69181)

$146,395,000
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Customer Benefits

Converting overhead lines to underground can achieve numerous benefits for both the utility
and the customer. On the customer side they experience far fewer outages and these outages
tend to be of shorter duration depending on the amount of redundancy built into the system and
the ability to feed customer from different sources. In order to understand the magnitude of
customer related outage costs, research was conducted to determine what studies had been
undertaken to determine an average cost per customer hour for combinations of residential,
commercial, and industrial customers for different restoration durations under major event,
normal storm, and blue sky day outages.

In 2008, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) funded a meta-study to estimate outage costs
(Value of Service or VOS) for U.S. electricity consumers. Twenty-eight studies, conducted by 10
electric utilities between 1989 and 2005 representing residential and commercial and industrial
(C&l) customer groups were included in the analysis. The data was used to estimate customer
damage functions expressing customer outage costs as a function of duration. The functions
can be used to calculate customized outage costs for specific customers and specific durations,
allowing the estimation of outage cost for the average residential and commercial customer in a
given area. This information was used to calculate the Value of Service (impact cost) to
customers for the different undergrounding scenarios.

While VOS was not used as a feeder ranking criteria, it does provide supporting evidence of the
customer benefit of converting overhead lines to underground

Table 24: Value of Service amounts for different customer groups and outage durations

Duration per
event Large C&l Small C&I Residential

<240 minutes $12,487 $619 $3.30

240 - 480 minutes $42,506 $2,623 $7.40

>480 $69,284 $5,195 $10.60

The VOS calculations were done at the feeder level by first obtaining the customer counts for
residential, small commercial and medium & large commercial customers. These customer
counts were than multiplied by the above numbers for the different durations to obtain an
average feeder customer cost per outage (VOS).

The SAIFI improvement (current feeder SAIFI minus predicted feeder SAIFI after
undergrounding) was used to determine the average number of outages per customer per
feeder. It was calculated by taking the customer interruptions by feeder over the past 32
months, multiplying by (12/32) to get an annual average, then dividing by the number of
customers per feeder to get feeder SAIFI (normalized to an average basis).

The VOS values from the DOE study are separated by outage duration: 0 to 4 hours (0 to 240
minutes), 4 to 8 hours (240 to 480 minutes) and above 8 hours (480 minutes). These are values
per outage event (thus, the need to determine feeder SAIFI improvement, or avoided cost per
outage event). Feeder CAlDI (SAIDI/SAIFI) was used to determine which VOS value should be
used (0 - 240, 240 - 480, >480). Using feeder CAIDI is more accurate because it is a reflection
of the average duration for those customers who had an outage, as opposed to feeder SAIDI
which is the average length of outage for all customers on the feeder.
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Summary

Several key points need to be emphasized when considering undergrounding as an option for
reliability improvement:

• The analysis model prepared as part of this report provides the ability to analyze
overhead to underground conversion costs for numerous options along with their
associated reliability improvement by individual feeder. The purpose of the detailed
reliability improvement analysis is to be able to match it to the various undergrounding
scenarios. This will help prioritize the reliability improvement and avoided customer cost
resulting from undergrounding for different undergrounding options, on different parts of
the electric system, under different weather events. Undergrounding is one option in an
overall reliability improvement effort. Its primary goal is to improve reliability during a
variety of storm conditions. Other programs are also at work at Pepco to improve
reliability. The REP, as mentioned above is designed to improve reliability during mostly
blue sky and normal storm conditions. Undergrounding efforts and planning need to be
coordinated with other Pepco system reliability projects such as tree trimming and feeder
maintenance. This will help achieve the maximum benefit from both a cost effectiveness
and reliability improvement perspective.

• Undergrounding existing overhead lines to improve reliability during adverse weather
conditions has ancillary reliability benefits. Equipment failures, animal contacts, car-pole
hits and other outage causes that plague overhead systems will not affect underground
ones. By converting overhead systems to underground, possible future outages due to
aging equipment, loose connectors, and animal are also avoided. In short, converting
overhead lines to underground, albeit expensive removes all overhead outages, not just
those due to bad weather.

• Undergrounding projects by their nature are invasive and disruptive to the surrounding
areas. It is important to note that while these efforts will improve reliability on feeders
there will be impacts, as listed below:

o Undergrounding would be a multi-year project;

o impacts of construction: noise, traffic and congestion, road closures and
restricted parking due to construction;

o Long term road construction can result in reduced business for commercial
establishments due to limited parking and difficult access;

o Landscape restoration;

o Possible damage to established areas, shrubbery, flowers, trees, etc.;

o Excavation in close proximity can remove close to 40% of the roots of trees; and

o Construction in the roadways can last 6 to 9 months per project.

Process to Underground

For both distribution and subtransmission, as illustrated in the diagram below, once a priority
ranking has been selected, Pepco will conduct a comprehensive screening of the feeders on the
list to determine whether the entire feeder or sections thereof should be placed underground.
This screening will consider other important drivers such as the schedule of road construction
projects and the ability to coordinate planned infrastructure construction work with
undergrounding projects; and planned or performed reliability enhancement work to determine
whether outages could be mitigated by other performance improvement efforts.
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Fiqure 35: Decision to Underground

Ranking of Feeders Screening and Underground
by Historical Decision to Planning and

Reliability Underground Design

• Rank feeders based • Carry out a • Conduct initial

on their historical comprehensive engineering planning
reliability. screening to analysis, field

determine sections or inspection, determine

entire feeders to be design, apply for
placed underground. permits, meet with

local government

officials and identify
contractor.

12 weeks 12 weeks 28 weeks

Ongoing - 1 year Start
Construction

The first step in the undergrounding process is to select candidate feeders using the options
outlined above. This initial screening effort uses reliability improvement as one of the key
components in the ranking process. However, other issues must also be considered. These
include the impact of existing ongoing reliability improvement programs, future infrastructure
enhancements (road widening and replacement projects), customer criticality (hospitals,
government buildings, etc.), and a detailed look at which portions of the feeder might be best
suited for undergrounding - as opposed to the entire feeder.

Once the selection process is complete detailed engineering would be completed in the field as
described above and construction scheduled.
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FEEDER RANKING AND RECOMMENDATION

Distribution Ranking

In this section Pepco has prepared a sample five year undergrounding plan by individual feeder.
This plan was based on s selected level of annual spend of $200 million ($1 billion over five
years). In practice the budget amounts would be established and feeders selected through the
same process as shown below, but the feeders selected would be updated annually based on
previous year's performance.

The final decision to underground is based on multiple criteria including costs, customer benefits
and potential reliability improvement. This study has brought forward four distribution
undergrounding scenarios, costs and benefits as well as the planning and design criteria that
are built into a final decision to underground a specific feeder or portions thereof. Other
reliability work currently being performed or planned on a feeder will also play a significant role
in the reliability improvement gained from undergrounding and as such, must also be factored
into the decision process.

Pepco's five year plan was based on the ranking of feeders by expected reliability improvement,
and undergrounding cost. Figure 36 below show different ranking options:

Fiqure 36: Undergrounding Selection Rankinq Options

• SAIFI means ranking feeders by maximum potential improvement to outage frequency in
terms of customer interruptions.

• SAIDI means ranking feeders by maximum potential improvement to outage duration in
terms of customer minutes of interruptions.

• SAIFI/SAIDI mix means ranking feeders using a combination of the individual
contribution of feeder SAIFI and SAIDI to system reliability using an equal weighting for
both.
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• CMI/$ means dividing the number of CMI (Customer Minutes of Interruption) that would

be avoided based on the historical outage profile by the estimated feeder
undergrounding cost for the various options. In other words, improvement per dollar
spent.

• Weighted combined uses the above three criteria with adjustable weightings on each to
arrive at a blended ranking.

Trying to determine the best option considering all criteria is a bit difficult just looking at the
numbers. Another way to "see" the data is to calculate the percent of maximum for each value,
then add the percentages together. For example, the SAIDI option captures 66% of the
maximum available Customer Interruption reduction, while the SAIFl*SAIDI option captures
83%. Summing the percentages (Total column) would seem to indicate that the SAIFI option
results in the maximum combined benefit of cost and outage reduction of (282%).

Table 25: Feeder ranking options as a percent of column total (the optimal option)

customer
customer customer

Minutes of
Interruption Value Of Total

Interruption
reduction Service

reduction

SAIFI 100% 82% 100% 282%

SAIDI 66% 94% 65% 224%

SAIFISAIDI 83% 100% 88% 271%

CMI/$ 66% 94% 65% 224%

Combined weighted 84% 99% 94% 277%

Distribution Recommendation

Pepco has examined various feeder ranking options as described in the section above. Pepco
believes that a combined ranking criterion is the most appropriate method and would deliver the
highest reliability and cost improvement.

As seen from a similar 5-year plan for each of the five different selection criteria identified below:
(For further information refer to the Distribution Ranking section)

• SAIFI
• SAIDI
• SAIFI/SAIDI
• CMI/$
• Weighted combined

Table 26, the recommended combined ranking method (using a combination of SAIFI and
SAIDI) selects the feeders that are prioritized by all ranking options first. This allows Pepco to
be sure it will be addressing the feeders with a combined highest overall reliability improvement
and highest cost per customer minute interruptions. Pepco has put together a five-year plan
that assigns approximately $200 million per year.

Appendix C identifies a similar 5-year plan for each of the five different selection criteria
identified below: (For further information refer to the Distribution Ranking section)

• SAIFI
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• SAIDI
• SAlFI/SAIDI
• CMI/$
• Weighted combined

Table 26: Recommended Five Year Plan (SAIFI and SAIDI rankinq)

DemograplNs eonstruction Costs Ove head ÖStage ercent ImprovemeE FinanciÃ Benefit llanking

Percent Percent Outage Customer Customer Customer

Budget Feeder Cumulative Total Tota improvement improvement number outage outageminute Valueof

Year Number Location TotalCost totalcost eLue ua alloutages- alloutages- reductionper reductionper reductionper Service(VO5)
Frequency Duration dollar dollar dollar $/event

14448 Montgomery County $70,330,597 $70,330,597 22,375 29,294,456 87% 86% 0 0000012 0.0003181 0.4165251 $5,333,133

1 14440MontgomeryCounty $45,839,159$116,169,756 26,861 22,168,573 84% 88% 00000019 0.0003819 0.3152052 $31,198,698
15030 Montgomery County $55,395.181 $171,564,938 27,361 20,540,361 77% 98% 00000011 0.0003890 0.2920544 $11.128,563

Subtotals $171,564,938 76.597 72,003391 $47,660393
14264MontgomeryCounty $84,500,181$256,065,118 27,548 18,902,628 66% 80% 00000027 0.0003917 0.2687682 $23,123,251

2 14271 Montgomery County $48,974,162 $305,039,281 20,228 18,880,580 71% 85% 0 0000028 0.0002876 0.2684547 $15,872,078
14272 Montgomery County $53.308.761$358,348.042 16,785 19,778.888 64% 83% 00000017 0.0002387 0.2812274 $2,337,464

Subtotals $186,783,104 64,561 57.562,096 $41,332,793

14987 Montgomery County $34,537,167 $392,885,209 21,139 16,979,636 75% 95% 00000015 0.0003006 0.2414260 $11,212,454
14914 Montgomery County $62,053,152 $454,938,361 17.471 18,041,471 83% 83% 0 0000014 0 0002484 0.2565238 $6,040.809

3 14088MontgomeryCounty $19,783,978$474,722,340 19,183 14,546,476 91% 97% 00000009 00002728 0.2068300 $13,846,429
14047MontgomeryCounty $64,815,938$539,538,277 11,477 18,256,907 81% 93% 00000017 00001632 0.2595870 $1,003.140

Subtotals $181,190,235 69,270 67,824,490 $32,102,833
14046MontgomeryCounty $75,705,740$615,244,017 23,866 11,800,131 67% 46% 00000024 00003393 0.1677809 $8,507.186
15023MontgomeryCounty $56,220,449$671,464,466 18,551 14,376,557 70% 95% 00000018 00002638 0.2044140 $10,393,403

4 14983MontgomeryCounty $42,490,820$713,955,286 19,448 13,832,603 100% 98% 00000014 00002765 0.1966797 $6,686,066
14877 Montgomery County $40,094,185 $754.049,471 13,323 16,820.073 86% 80% 0 0000006 0 0001894 0.2391573 $5,425,475

Subtotals $214,511.193 75,188 56,829,364 $31.012,130

14451MontgomeryCounty $48.667,567 $802,717,038 12,158 17,054,779 72% 99% 00000013 00001729 0.2424944 $1,502.189
15114 Montgomery County $58,640,911 5861,357,948 16,655 14,619,051 96% 96% 0 0000014 0 0002368 0.2078619 $8.652.002

5 14986MontgomeryCounty $34,722,337$896,080.286 21,346 12,186,819 60% 75% 00000015 00003035 0.1732790 $10,529,948

14446 Montgomery County $73,089,281 $969,169.567 14,099 15,404,582 75% 97% 0 0000021 0 0002005 0.2190310 $2,412,674

Subtotals $215,120,096 64,258 59,265,231 $23.096.812

Subtransmission Ranking

Methodology for the Enhancement of 69kV Overhead Feeders

An evaluation method was developed to allow for the ranking of the substation supply feeders in
order to identify the feeders with the greatest opportunity for improvement. Pertinent data was
collected to determine the operational performance of the 69kV overhead feeders in the Pepco
Region. The criteria measured were:

• Length of the feeder,
• Number of substations or customer vaults supplied,
• Number of operations from 01/01/10 to 07/04/10,
• Number of outages from 01/01/12 to 09/08/12, and,
• Foliage density.

By looking at these criteria, a ranking from 1 to 10 was compiled, 10 being the worst feeders.
This ranking serves to outline which feeders to be considered for hardening first. The conditions
and weights for each criterion are listed as below:

Location 10%: The length of the line correlates to the exposure of the feeder to a higher risk of
outage. The reasoning is that, the greater the length, the greater the exposure, thus exposing
the line to increased risk of outages. The ranking of the location is determined by the length. If
the feeder is greater than 10 miles, the feeder's rank will receive 1 point. If it is less than 10
miles, it will receive Opoints.

Number of Substation or Customer Vaults (CV) Supplied 20%: The connectivity of the
feeder is based on the number of substations and customers it can distribute power to. A feeder
is at a higher risk of impacting a larger number of customers and other critical facilities if its
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connectivity is large. If the feeder supplied more than three substations or CVs, the feeder's
rank received 2 points. If it supplied 2 or 3 substations or CVs, it received 1 point and 0 points if
only 1 substation or CV was supplied.

Number of Operations during 01/01/10 to 7/04/10 20%: When an operation occurs, a feeder
is de-energized, however, it may automatically reclose shortly after the outage if the fault is
momentary in nature, therefore not always creating a sustained outage. This data was collected
because operations and outages normally occurred during major weather events such as heavy
snow storms, high winds and hurricanes. After the summer storms in 2010, the Company
implemented its enhanced vegetation management program to reduce future outages.
Comparing this data to the number of outages in 2012, a correlation to the areas most exposed
to tree related outages can be performed. If an operation occurred more than 5 times, the
feeder's rank received 2 points. If it occurred between 3-5 times, it received 1 point and 0 points
if an operation occurred less than 3 times.

Number of Outages during 01/01/12 to 09/08/12 35%: Comparing the resent number of
outages and the number of operations that had occurred identifies the current risk of outages for
all events during this period. Since these outages occurred recently, they receive a higher
weight than the other criterion. If an outage occurred 5 or more times, the feeder's rank received
3.5 points. If an outage occurred either 3 or 4 times, it received 2.5 points. If an outage
occurred once or twice, it received 1 point and 0 points for 0 outages.

Foliage 15%: After the summer storms of 2010, aggressive tree trimming occurred to prevent
further vegetation damage to the feeders This vegetation management provided increased
clearances for normal events however the risk of vegetation related outages still exist due to
large mature trees just outside of the right of way. The vegetation management program related
to the 69 kV feeders was broken into four phases based on the number of outages that had
occurred in the past and the recognition of the need to maintain at least one feeder in service
into each substation. Feeders included in phase 1 or 2 received 1.5 points and feeders in phase
3 or 4 received 0 points.

All of the assigned points relative to the above conditions were added together and a final rank
was given to each feeder. The higher the numerical ranking of the feeder displays a higher
probability to increased risk of future outages. The result of this ranking can be found in
Appendix D.
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Subtransmission Recommendation

Each 69 kV feeder being considered for undergrounding and their performance during each major event tracking back to Hurricane
Isabel in 2003 can be seen in the table below. This table shows that these lines have experienced both sustained outage and
momentary outages during many of these storms. A momentary outage means that the line or substation was out of service but was
restored in generally less than five minutes. Pepco's substations have three substation supplies and require the loss of all three lines
at the same time to have a substation outage and loss of all load supplied by that substation. The table also identifies for each storm
when an entire substation experienced either a sustained of momentary outage. For example, the selected substations located in
Montgomery Country have experienced four sustained outages during this period of time. The water filtration plant has also
experienced four outages since the lines that supply the substations also supply the water plant. The substations located in Prince
George's County have sustained a series of both sustained and momentary outages. Momentary outages indicate that there is a high
risk of experiencing a sustained outage under slightly different conditions.

Table 27: 69kV Feeders LOcked Out Due tO Major Storms

69kV FEEDERS LOCKED OUT DUE To MAJOR STORMS
PEPCO REGION

1 [ 69180 - Bells Mill Road OH - - X X X X X X
1 69185 - Bells Mill Road OH - - X X X X X

2 69179 - Bells Mill Road OH - - X X X X
3 69181 - Bells Mill Road OH - - X X X X X X X

Beverty Farms - - - X X X X
Distribution Substations Supplied Hunting Hll - - - X X X X

Potomac - - - X X X X
Water or Sewer Plant Supplied Potomac Fittration Plant - - - X X X X

1 l 69006R 69006W Ritchie OH UG - X X X X X
2 69002R 69002W Ritchie OH UG - X X X X X

3 69085R 69085W Ritchie OH UG - X X X X

Central Avenue - - - M X M X

Distribution Substations Supplied CrainuHighway - - - M X MX X
Oak Grove - - - X X M X

Central Avenue Pumping Sta. - - - X X M X
Water or Sewer Plant Supplied Westem Branch Waste Water Treatment Plant - - - X X X X

X = Suslained Outage

M = Momentary Interruption
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APPENDIX A - COST AND RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT

The accompanying tables provide an overview of the different combinations of undergrounding
scenarios by weather type:

Maryland (All Outages Percent of total) Cost Number of Customer Customer
($Billions) outages Frequency Duration

UG main line w/OH secondary $5.67 5% 37% 33%

UG laterals w/UG secondary $11.42 65% 26% 40%

UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $9.33 53% 62% 70%

UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary $15.64 70% 63% 72%

Maryland (All Outages Percent of event) Cost Number of Customer Customer
($Billions) outages Frequency Duration

UG main line w/OH secondary $5.67 7% 58% 44%

UG laterals w/UG secondary $11.42 92% 40% 54%

UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $9.33 75% 97% 95%

UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary $15.64 100% 100% 100%

Maryland (Major Events Percent of total) Cost Number of Customer Customer
($Billions) outages Frequency Duration

UG main line w/OH secondary $5.67 2% 17% 30%

UG laterals w/UG secondary $11.42 18% 11% 35%

UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $9.33 16% 28% 64%

UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary $15.64 20% 28% 65%

Maryland (Major Events Percent of event) Cost Number of Customer Customer
($Billions) outages Frequency Duration

UG main line w/OH secondary $5.67 11% 60% 45%

UG laterals w/UG secondary $11.42 87% 38% 53%

UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $9.33 77% 96% 95%

UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary $15.64 100% 100% 100%

Cost Number of Customer Customer
Maryland (Normal Storm days Percent of total)

($Billions) outages Frequency Duration

UG main line w/OH secondary $5.67 1% 10% 1%

UG laterals w/UG secondary $11.42 16% 7% 2%

UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $9.33 14% 16% 4%

UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary $15.64 18% 17% 4%
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Maryland ( Normal Storm days Percent of Cost Number of Customer Customer

event) ($Billions) outages Frequency Duration

UG main line w/OH secondary $5.67 8% 58% 38%

UG laterals w/UG secondary $11.42 91% 41% 61%

UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $9.33 79% 99% 97%

UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary $15.64 100% 100% 100%

Maryland (Blue Sky days Percent of total) Cost Number of Customer Customer
($Billions) outages Frequency Duration

UG main line w/OH secondary $5.67 1% 10% 1%

UG laterals w/UG secondary $11.42 31% 8% 2%

UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $9.33 23% 18% 3%

UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary $15.64 32% 18% 3%

Maryland (Blue Sky days Percent of event) Cost Number of Customer Customer
($Billions) outages Frequency Duration

UG main iine w/OH secondary $5.67 4% 55% 32%

UG laterals w/UG secondary $11.42 95% 44% 68%

UG main line and iaterals w/OH secondary $9.33 71% 98% 95%

UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary $15.64 100% 100% 100%
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APPENDIX B - COST/RELIABILITY MODEL BY FEEDER

The table below shows a sample output from the cost/benefit model prepared to analyze cost and reliability improvement for
individual feeders under different undergrounding and weather sCenarios.

Total Total Total Customer Value
Feeder Total Estimated
Number Location Undergrounding option Cost Number Frequency Duration of Service (VOS)

Reduction Reduction Reduction $/event

14773 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary S41,460,903 92 14,134 14,321,749 S9,062,244

14261 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary S46,692,633 119 12,215 12,547.175 52,197,252

14248 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary S26,863,387 77 19,005 12,180,035 S3,269,592

14770 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $6,816,484 22 10,798 12,011,932 $6,269,543

14792 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary S12,412,338 62 12,425 10,577,388 S4,167.961

15742 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $18,918,381 85 18,428 10,402,215 $5,364.134

14184 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $27,698.342 43 8,183 10,254,726 S4,060,767

14776 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $11,338,936 50 12,619 8,988,784 511.787,255

14243 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary S26,789,785 95 18,544 9,138,146 52.159,238

14476 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary S29,710.509 80 3,352 9.003.577 $1,803,560

14102 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $31,740,611 53 16,023 9,029,420 $11,641,303

14244 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $15,596,295 65 19,533 8,980,535 $7,293,664

15036 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary $15,619,879 35 11,550 8,621,410 S2,642,590

14791 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary 59,120,666 45 10,430 8,356,931 S13,959,767

14242 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary 576,593,264 162 22.846 8,309,014 S2,777,042

15741 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/UG secondary $45,135,359 72 17,226 12,648,007 $5,565,098

14474 Prince Georges County UG main line and laterals w/OH secondary S35,681,843 82 12,818 8,013,871 S3,849.731
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APPENDIX C - SAMPLE FEEDER SELECTION OPTIONS

The tables in this Appendix show the different blend of feeders selected under different prioritization criteria. Refer to the section on
Feeder Ranking for a detailed explanation on the different options.

The table below shows the feeders that would be selected if SAIFI (Customer interruptions) is used as the prioritization criteria.

Demographics Construction Costs Overhead Outage Percent Improvement Financial Benefit Ranking

Percent Percent Customer Customer
Total Total Outage number Customer Value

Budget Feeder Location Total Cost Cumulative total Frequency Duration improvement improvement reduction per outage outage minute of Service (VOS)

Year Number cost Reduction Reduction all outages - all outages - dollar reduction per reduction per $/event
Frequency Duration dollar dollar

14297 Prince Georges County $48,699,507 $48,699,507 28,019 5,521,831 100% 100% 0.0000028 0.0005753 0.1133858 $2,661,833

1 14264 Montgomery County $84,500,181 $133,199,687 27,548 18,902,628 66% 80% 0.0000039 0.0005657 0.3881483 $23,123,251
15030 Montgomery County $55,395,181 $188,594,868 27,361 20,540,361 77% 98% 0.0000016 0.0005618 0.4217776 $11,128,563

Subtotals $188,594,868 82,928 44,964,820 $36,913,646

14440 Montgomery County $45,839,159 $234,434,028 26,861 22,168,573 84% 88% 0.0000027 0.0005516 0.4552115 $31,198,698

2 14046 Montgomery County $75,705,740 $310,139,768 23,866 11,800,131 67% 46% 0.0000035 0.0004901 0.2423049 $8,507,186
14242 Prince Georges County $88,348,740 $398,488,507 22,851 8,311,425 74% 62% 0.0000034 0.0004692 0.1706675 $2,777,649

Subtotals $209,893,639 73,578 42,280,130 $42,483,533

15238 Montgomery County $24,232,524 $422,721,031 22,663 10,233,692 78% 93% 0.0000013 0.0004654 0.2101395 $2,109,604
14049 Montgomery County $67,649,940 $490,370,971 22,543 8,299,767 68% 60% 0.0000043 0.0004629 0.1704281 $5,567,480

3 14448 Montgomery County $70,330,597 $560,701,568 22,375 29,294,456 87% 86% 0.0000017 0.0004595 0.6015350 $5,333,133

14986 Montgomery County $34,722,337 $595,423,905 21,346 12,186,819 60% 75% 0.0000022 0.0004383 0.2502452 $10,529,948

Subtotals $196,935,398 88,927 60,014,734 $23,540,165

14987 Montgomery County $34,537,167 $629,961,072 21,139 16,979,636 75% 95% 0.0000022 0.0004341 0.3486614 $11,212,454
14943 Montgomery County $69,620,219 $699,581,292 20,784 11,980,420 69% 59% 0.0000036 0.0004268 0.2460070 $15,030,551

4 14271 Montgomery County $48,974,162 $748,555,454 20,228 18,880,580 71% 85% 0.0000041 0.0004154 0.3876955 $15,872,078

14244 Prince Georges County $24,239,432 $772,794,886 19,546 8,994,977 95% 98% 0.0000015 0.0004014 0.1847037 $7,298,518

Subtotals $177,370,981 81,697 56,835,613 $49,413,602

14983 Montgomery County $42,490,820 $815,285,707 19,448 13,832,603 100% 98% 0.0000021 0.0003993 0.2840399 $6,686,066

14240 Prince Georges County $53,790,919 $869,076,625 19,380 7,880,290 84% 93% 0.0000034 0.0003980 0.1618146 $9,090,438

5 14088 Montgomery County $19,783,978 $888,860,604 19,183 14,546,476 91% 97% 0.0000013 0.0003939 0.2986986 $13,846,429
14288 Prince Georges County $44,410,243 $933,270,846 19,160 5,283,970 84% 94% 0.0000017 0.0003934 0.1085015 $14,048,388

14248 Prince Georges County $26,863,387 $960,134,234 19,005 12,180,035 76% 95% 0.0000016 0.0003903 0.2501059 $3,269,592
Subtotals $187,339,347 96,176 53,723,374 $46,940,913
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The table below shows the feeders that would be selected if SAIDI (Customer interruption minutes) is used as the prioritization
criteria.

Demographics Construction Costs Overhead Outage Percent Improvement Financial Benefit Ranking

Percent Percent Customer Customer
Total Total Outage number Customer Value

Budget Feeder Location Total Cost Cumulative total Frequency Duration improvement improvement reduction per outage outage minute of Service (VOS)

Year Number cost Reduction Reduction all outages - all outages - dollar reduction per reduction per $/event
Frequency Duration dollar dollar

14448 Montgomery County $70,330,597 $70,330,597 22,375 29,294,456 87% 86% 0.0000012 0.0003181 0.4165251 $5,333,133

1 14440 Montgomery County $45,839,159 $116,169,756 26,861 22,168,573 84% 88% 0.0000019 0.0003819 0.3152052 $31,198,698
15030 Montgomery County $55,395,181 $171,564,938 27,361 20,540,361 77% 98% 0.0000011 0.0003890 0.2920544 $11,128,563

Subtotals $171,564,938 76,597 72,003,391 $47,660,393
14272 Montgomery County $53,308,761 $224,873,699 16,785 19,778,888 64% 83% 0.0000017 0.0002387 0.2812274 $2,337,464

2 14264 Montgomery County $84,500,181 $309,373,880 27,548 18,902,628 66% 80% 0.0000027 0.0003917 0.2687682 $23,123,251
14271 Montgomery County $48,974,162 $358,348,042 20,228 18,880,580 71% 85% 0.0000028 0.0002876 0.2684547 $15,872,078

Subtotals $186,783,104 64,561 57,562,096 $41,332,793

14047 Montgomery County $64,815,938 $423,163,980 11,477 18,256,907 81% 93% 0.0000017 0.0001632 0.2595870 $1,003,140
14914 Montgomery County $62,053,152 $485,217,132 17,471 18,041,471 83% 83% 0.0000014 0.0002484 0.2565238 $6,040,809

3 14451 Montgomery County $48,667,567 $533,884,699 12,158 17,054,779 72% 99% 0.0000013 0.0001729 0.2424944 $1,502,189

14987 Montgomery County $34,537,167 $568,421,866 21,139 16,979,636 75% 95% 0.0000015 0.0003006 0.2414260 $11,212,454

Subtotals $210,073,824 62,245 70,332,793 $19,758,592
14877 Montgomery County $40,094,185 $608,516,051 13,323 16,820,073 86% 80% 0.0000006 0.0001894 0.2391573 $5,425,475

4 15161 Montgomery County $65,905,533 $674,421,584 11,347 15,826,512 57% 81% 0.0000021 0.0001613 0.2250303 $1,949,323
14453 Montgomery County $64,382,773 $738,804,357 10,981 15,742,175 71% 94% 0.0000015 0.0001561 0.2238311 $1,352,076

Subtotals $170,382,491 35,651 48,388,760 $8,726,874
14446 Montgomery County $73,089,281 $811,893,638 14,099 15,404,582 75% 97% 0.0000021 0.0002005 0.2190310 $2,412,674

5 14838 Montgomery County $58,372,958 $870,266,596 11,283 15,057,505 76% 91% 0.0000021 0.0001604 0.2140961 $5,277,072
15106 Montgomery County $61,615,131 $931,881,727 13,853 14,857,733 91% 98% 0.0000019 0.0001970 0.2112556 $4,246,243

Subtotals $193,077,370 39,235 45,319,820 $11,935,989
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The table below shows the feeders that would be selected if a combination of SAIFI and SAIDI, equally weighted, is used as the
prioritization criteria.

Demographics Construction Costs Overhead Outage Percent Improvement Financial Benefit Ranking

Percent Percent Outage Customer Customer CustomerTotal Total
Budget Feeder Cumulative . improvement improvement number outage outage minute Value ofLocation Total Cost Frequency Duration
Year Number total cost all outages - all outages - reduction per reduction per reduction per Service (VOS)Reduction Reduction

Frequency Duration dollar dollar dollar $/event

14448 Montgomery County $70,330,597 $70,330,597 22,375 29,294,456 87% 86% 0.0000012 0.0003181 0.4165251 $5,333,133

1 14440 Montgomery County $45,839,159 $116,169,756 26,861 22,168,573 84% 88% 0.0000019 0.0003819 0.3152052 $31,198,698
15030 Montgomery County $55,395,181 $171,564,938 27,361 20,540,361 77% 98% 0.0000011 0.0003890 0.2920544 $11,128,563

Subtotals $171,564,938 76,597 72,003,391 $47,660,393
14264 Montgomery County $84,500,181 $256,065,118 27,548 18,902,628 66% 80% 0.0000027 0.0003917 0.2687682 $23,123,251

2 14271 Montgomery County $48,974,162 $305,039,281 20,228 18,880,580 71% 85% 0.0000028 0.0002876 0.2684547 $15,872,078
14272 Montgomery County $53,308,761 $358,348,042 16,785 19,778,888 64% 83% 0.0000017 0.0002387 0.2812274 $2,337,464

Subtotals $186,783,104 64,561 57,562,096 $41,332,793
14987 Montgomery County $34,537,167 $392,885,209 21,139 16,979,636 75% 95% 0.0000015 0.0003006 0.2414260 $11,212,454
14914 Montgomery County $62,053,152 $454,938,361 17,471 18,041,471 83% 83% 0.0000014 0.0002484 0.2565238 $6,040,809

3 14088 Montgomery County $19,783,978 $474,722,340 19,183 14,546,476 91% 97% 0.0000009 0.0002728 0.2068300 $13,846,429

14047 Montgomery County $64,815,938 $539,538,277 11,477 18,256,907 81% 93% 0.0000017 0.0001632 0.2595870 $1,003,140
Subtotals $181,190,235 69,270 67,824,490 $32,102,833

14046 Montgomery County $75,705,740 $615,244,017 23,866 11,800,131 67% 46% 0.0000024 0.0003393 0.1677809 $8,507,186

15023 Montgomery County $56,220,449 $671,464,466 18,551 14,376,557 70% 95% 0.0000018 0.0002638 0.2044140 $10,393,403
4 14983 Montgomery County $42,490,820 $713,955,286 19,448 13,832,603 100% 98% 0.0000014 0.0002765 0.1966797 $6,686,066

14877 Montgomery County $40,094,185 $754,049,471 13,323 16,820,073 86% 80% 0.0000006 0.0001894 0.2391573 $5,425,475
Subtotals $214,511,193 75,188 56,829,364 $31,012,130

14451 Montgomery County $48,667,567 $802,717,038 12,158 17,054,779 72% 99% 0.0000013 0.0001729 0.2424944 $1,502,189
15114 Montgomery County $58,640,911 $861,357,948 16,655 14,619,051 96% 96% 0.0000014 0.0002368 0.2078619 $8,652,002

5 14986 Montgomery County $34,722,337 $896,080,286 21,346 12,186,819 60% 75% 0.0000015 0.0003035 0.1732790 $10,529,948
14446 Montgomery County $73,089,281 $969,169,567 14,099 15,404,582 75% 97% 0.0000021 0.0002005 0.2190310 $2,412,674

Subtotals $215,120,096 64,258 59,265,231 $23,096,812
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The table below shows the feeders that would be selected if a ratio of estimated construction cost divided by the avoided customer
minutes of interruption (CMI) is used as the prioritization criteria.

Demographics Construction Costs Overhead Outa te Reductions Percent improvement Financial Benefit Ranking

Outage Customer Customer Customer
Percent improvement Percent outage

Budget Feeder Cumulative Total Frequency Total Duration number outage Value of
Location Total Cost all outages - improvement all minute

Year Number total cost Reduction Reduction reduction per reduction Service (VOS)

Frequency outages - Duration dollar per dollar reduction $/event
per dollar

14448 Montgomery County $70,330,597 $70,330,597 22,375 29,294,456 87% 86% 0.000001 0.000318 0.416525 $5,333,133

1 14440 Montgomery County $45,839,159 $116,169,756 26,861 22,168,573 84% 88% 0.000002 0.000382 0.315205 $31,198,698
15030 Montgomery County $55,395,181 $171,564,938 27,361 20,540,361 77% 98% 0.000001 0.000389 0.292054 $11,128,563

Subtotals $171,564,938 $76,597 $72,003,391 $47,660,393

14272 Montgomery County $53,308,761 $224,873,699 16,785 19,778,888 64% 83% 0.000002 0.000239 0.281227 $2,337,464

2 14264 Montgomery County $84,500,181 $309,373,880 27,548 18,902,628 66% 80% 0.000003 0.000392 0.268768 $23,123,251
14271 Montgomery County $48,974,162 $358,348,042 20,228 18,880,580 71% 85% 0.000003 0.000288 0.268455 $15,872,078

Subtotals $186,783,104 $64,561 $57,562,096 $41,332,793

14047 Montgomery County $64,815,938 $423,163,980 11,477 18,256,907 81% 93% 0.000002 0.000163 0.259587 $1,003,140

3 14914 Montgomery County $62,053,152 $485,217,132 17,471 18,041,471 83% 83% 0.000001 0.000248 0.256524 $6,040,809
14451 Montgomery County $48,667,567 $533,884,699 12,158 17,054,779 72% 99% 0.000001 0.000173 0.242494 $1,502,189

Subtotals $175,536,657 $41,106 $53,353,157 $8,546,138

14987 Montgomery County $34,537,167 $568,421,866 21,139 16,979,636 75% 95% 0.000002 0.000301 0.241426 $11,212,454

14877 Montgomery County $40,094,185 $608,516,051 13,323 16,820,073 86% 80% 0.000001 0.000189 0.239157 $5,425,475

4 15161 Montgomery County $65,905,533 $674,421,584 11,347 15,826,512 57% 81% 0.000002 0.000161 0.225030 $1,949,323

14453 Montgomery County $64,382,773 $738,804,357 10,981 15,742,175 71% 94% 0.000002 0.000156 0.223831 $1,352,076

Subtotals $204,919,658 $56,790 $65,368,396 $19,939,327

14446 Montgomery County $73,089,281 $811,893,638 14,099 15,404,582 75% 97% 0.000002 0.000200 0.219031 $2,412,674

5 14838 Montgomery County $58,372,958 $870,266,596 11,283 15,057,505 76% 91% 0.000002 0.000160 0.214096 $5,277,072
15106 Montgomery County $61,615,131 $931,881,727 13,853 14,857,733 91% 98% 0.000002 0.000197 0.211256 $4,246,243

Subtotals $193,077,370 $39,235 $45,319,820 $11,935,989
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The table below shows the feeders that would be selected if an equally weighted combination of all criteria was used for ranking.

Demographics Construction Costs Overhead Outa te Reductions Percent improvement Financial Benefit Ranking

Percent Percent Outage number Customer outage Customer outage Customer Value

Budget Feeder Location Total Cost Cumulative Total Frequency Total Duration improvement all improvement all reduction per reduction per minute reduction of Service (VOS)

Year Number total cost Reduction Reduction outages - outages - dollar dollar per dollar $/event
Frequency Duration

14448 Montgomery County $70,330,597 $70,330,597 22,375 29,294,456 87% 86% 0.0000012 0.0003181 0.4165251 $5,333,133

1 14440 Montgomery County $45,839,159 $116,169,756 26,861 22,168,573 84% 88% 0.0000019 0.0003819 0.3152052 $31,198,698
14264 Montgomery County $84,500,181 $200,669,937 27,548 18,902,628 66% 80% 0.0000027 0.0003917 0.2687682 $23,123,251

Subtotals $200,669,937 76,784 70,365,658 $59,655,081

15030 Montgomery County $55,395,181 $256,065,118 27,361 20,540,361 77% 98% 0.0000011 0.0003890 0.2920544 $11,128,563

14271 Montgomery County $48,974,162 $305,039,281 20,228 18,880,580 71% 85% 0.0000028 0.0002876 0.2684547 $15,872,078

2 14987 Montgomery County $34,537,167 $339,576,448 21,139 16,979,636 75% 95% 0.0000015 0.0003006 0.2414260 $11,212,454

14272 Montgomery County $53,308,761 $392,885,209 16,785 19,778,888 64% 83% 0.0000017 0.0002387 0.2812274 $2,337,464

Subtotals $192,215,272 85,513 76,179,466 $40,550,559

14914 Montgomery County $62,053,152 $454,938,361 17,471 18,041,471 83% 83% 0.0000014 0.0002484 0.2565238 $6,040,809

14088 Montgomery County $19,783,978 $474,722,340 19,183 14,546,476 91% 97% 0.0000009 0.0002728 0.2068300 $13,846,429

3 15023 Montgomery County $56,220,449 $530,942,788 18,551 14,376,557 70% 95% 0.0000018 0.0002638 0.2044140 $10,393,403

14046 Montgomery County $75,705,740 $606,648,528 23,866 11,800,131 67% 46% 0.0000024 0.0003393 0.1677809 $8,507,186

Subtotals $213,763,319 79,071 58,764,635 $38,787,828

14943 Montgomery County $69,620,219 $676,268,748 20,784 11,980,420 69% 59% 0.0000025 0.0002955 0.1703444 $15,030,551

14983 Montgomery County $42,490,820 $718,759,568 19,448 13,832,603 100% 98% 0.0000014 0.0002765 0.1966797 $6,686,066

4 14986 Montgomery County $34,722,337 $753,481,905 21,346 12,186,819 60% 75% 0.0000015 0.0003035 0.1732790 $10,529,948

15114 Montgomery County $58,640,911 $812,122,816 16,655 14,619,051 96% 96% 0.0000014 0.0002368 0.2078619 $8,652,002

Subtotals $205,474,287 78,233 52,618,893 $40,898,566

14877 Montgomery County $40,094,185 $852,217,000 13,323 16,820,073 86% 80% 0.0000006 0.0001894 0.2391573 $5,425,475

5 14047 Montgomery County $64,815,938 $917,032,938 11,477 18,256,907 81% 93% 0.0000017 0.0001632 0.2595870 $1,003,140
14451 Montgomery County $48,667,567 $965,700,505 12,158 17,054,779 72% 99% 0.0000013 0.0001729 0.2424944 $1,502,189

Subtotals $153,577,689 36,958 52,131,758 $7,930,803
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To provide a further look at the prioritization options, the table below shows which feeders were selected under the different ranking
options;

14264 x x x x x 5
14271 x x x x x 5

14440 x x x x x 5
14448 x x x x x 5
14987 x x x x x 5

15030 x x x x x 5

14047 x x x x 4

14272 x x x x 4

14451 x x x x 4
14877 x x x x 4

14914 x x x x 4

14046 x x x 3

14088 x x x 3

14446 x x x 3

14983 x x x 3

14986 x x x 3

14453 x x 2

14838 x x 2
14943 x x 2
15023 x x 2
15106 x x 2
15114 x x 2
15161 x x 2

14049 x 1

14240 x 1

14242 x 1

14244 x 1

14248 x 1

14288 x 1

14297 x 1

14857 x 1

15238 x 1
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APPENDIX D - PERFORMANCE RANKING OF 69KV OVERHEAD FEEDERS

The table below shows the performance ranking of 69kV Overhead Feeders:

Selecte LOCATION (Miles) Rank of NO. OF SUBS/CV SPECIFIC SUBS& CV Rank of No. of NO. OF OPERATIONS Rank of No. of Rank of No FOUAGE Rank of Foliage DISTRICT RANK (1-10)
Feeders STREET R/W TOTAL location SUPPUED SUPPUED Subs 01/01/10-07/04/10 Operations No.2012Outages ofOutages DENSITY Density

69027 9.6 1.9 11.5 1 4 5-59, 5-72, S-151, S-159 2 6 2 6 3.5 1 1.5 PG 10

69180 13.5 0 13.5 1 3 5-20, S-171, CVG59 1 12 2 7 3.5 1 1.5 MC 9

69185 8.2 6.8 15 1 3 S-79, S-171, CVC 638 1 19 2 9 (Vegetation and storm) 3.5 1 1.5 MC 9
5-122, S-155, 5-191, CVC

69002 12.7 7.9 20.6 1 5 718, CVC753 2 0 0 5 3.5 2 1.5 PG 8

69079 12.5 0 12.5 1 3 5-49, S-119, 5-209 1 13 2 4 2.5 1 1.5 MC 8

69177 11.4 0 11.4 1 1 S-156 0 19 2 6 3.5 1 1.5 MC 8
S-31, 5-56, 5-125, S-160,

69061 3.3 9 12.3 1 6 CVC707, CVC 854 2 8 2 1 1 1 1.5 MC 7.5

69140 9.4 2.7 12.1 1 4 S-69, S-140, S-177, S-194 2 3 1 9 (3) storm 3.5 3 0 PG 7.5
S-122, 5-155, 5-191, CVC

69006 13.1 7.7 20.8 1 5 718, CVC753 2 1 0 3 2.5 1 1.5 PG 7

69080 8.7 7.2 15.9 1 3 S-49, S-119, S-165 1 3 1 3 2.5 2 1.5 MC 7

69144 7.7 0 7.7 0 4 5-26, 5-44, S-153, 5-199 2 0 0 6 3.5 1 1.5 PG 7

How rank was determined: 10% length 1pt =>10miles, Opt =<10miles

20%2010 Operations 2pt =>5, 1pt = 3-5, Opt =<3

35% 2012 Outages 3.5pt =>4, 2.5pt =3-4, 1pt = 2-1, Opt =0

15% Foliage 1.5pt = 1-2, Opt = 3-4

20%No.of Sub supplied 2pt =>3, 1pt = 2-3, Opt =1
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APPENDIX E - SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS AND PRIOR
STUDIES

The table below outlines what other undergrounding studies have been completed over the past
years.

California

Provisions • Since 1967, California has required that all new electric service
connections be placed underground.

• Under California's Rule 20, undergrounding projects are financed by
utility rate money, combined rate funds and local tax proceeds
through neighborhood special assessment districts, or private funds,
depending on whether Rule 20A, Rule 20B or Rule 20C provisions
apply.

• In San Diego, the Utilities Underground Program consists of two types
of projects:

o One involves SDG&E Rule 20.
o The other type is a Surcharge project under which the project

is funded by the increased franchise fee authorized by the
CPUC in Resolution E-3788. Projects that fall into the
surcharge category are typically found in residential areas that
do not meet Rule 20 criteria.

Impact on • In 1966, Palo Alto became one of the first cities in California to begin
undergrounding undergrounding utility wires.

• While the Rule 20 program has resulted in extensive undergrounding,
it is expensive and slow.

• Statewide, CPUC estimates that undergrounding costs about $1
million per mile and individual projects typically take three years to
complete.

• Since 1967, the Rule 20 the program has undergrounded 2,500 miles
of line, out of a total of 160,000 miles.

• The undergrounding program in San Diego began in 1970 and the city
anticipates that it will take 54 years to bury most lines in residential
areas.

• Approximately 1,000 miles of overhead utility lines remain to be
undergrounded in San Diego.

• The City of San Diego, through its Utilities Undergrounding Program,
is currently relocating approximately 30-35 miles of overhead utility
lines underground throughout the city each year.

• Under Rule 20A PG&E places approximately 30 miles of overhead
electric facilities, underground each year within its service area.

Cost of • In San Diego, the city spends approximately $54 million annually to
undergrounding underground 30 to 35 miles of distribution lines ($1.5 to $1.8 million

per mile - undergrounding is more expensive in urban areas).
• In San Diego, approximately $10 million of Rule 20 A projects are

completed each year. Under Resolution E-3788, the City spends
approximately $44 million each year, on surcharge projects, which
quadruples the pace of undergrounding throughout the city.
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Consumer • Electric ratepayers totally fund projects that meet public benefit
funding criteria.

• All ratepayers together pay $130 to $180 million annually for
conversion of lines in California

• Projects that do not meet one or more of these criteria but involve
undergrounding at least 600 feet on both sides of a street are
primarily funded by the applicant (e.g. a city). The applicant pays for
the entire cost of the new underground system other than
transformers and meters, less the cost of an equivalent new overhead
system.

• The community of Del Mar, California funds undergrounding projects
through the creation of assessment districts which finances projects
through the issuance of city bonds paid for by the homeowners
through their property taxes.

• In addition to utilizing statewide funds for undergrounding in San
Diego, the program is funded through a 2003 California Public Utilities
Commission approved undergrounding surcharge on San Diego
residents' electricity bills.

Anaheim, California
Provisions • Under the underground conversion project in the early1960s,

Anaheim began installing distribution and service lines inside new
tracts, later moving on to include distribution line extensions into
developing areas.

• Under these provisions, underground districts can be created in which
(1) all existing overhead communication, electric distribution and
transmission facilities up to 69kV and CATV are removed, and (2)
property owners make all electrical facility changes on their premises
necessary to receive service from the underground facilities of the
Utility as soon as it is available.

• Home Undergrounding (HUG) Program - A program that offers a
financial incentive to homeowners who want to underground the
service wires that run from their rear property line to their electric
meter panel.

• Rear Property Undergrounding Program - This option provides for
removal of overhead power poles and wires in the back lots of homes
for groups of residents who agree to underground a set of poles.

Undergrounding • Under the electric rates, rules and regulations, the Utility in the city of
of existing lines Anaheim is required, at its own expense, to replace its existing

overhead distribution and transmission facilities with underground
distribution and transmission facilities up to 69kV along public streets
and roads, and on public lands and private property where this is
deemed to be in the public interest by the City of Anaheim.

Impact on • By 1990, Anaheim had stopped building new overhead distribution
undergrounding lines. The City Council established an aggressive Underground

Conversion Program, to improve the visual aesthetics along the city's
major transportation corridors by removing overhead power lines,
phone and CATV communication cables.

• By 2011, 102 circuit miles had been undergrounded and $155M spent
• By 2011 40 participants had engaged in the HUG program and

12
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received $18,000 in rebates

Cost of • The program is subject to escalating construction costs, mainly
undergrounding incurred in digging the trenches for underground facilities. Currently

the cost for undergrounding is approximately $3 to $4 million per
circuit mile, depending on the area and voltage class.

Consumer • Funding for Anaheim's new underground facilities and undergrounding
fundin9 process is provided through a 4-percent surcharge on electric bills.

• However, the Utility will pay for no more than 100 feet of the
customer's underground service lateral.

Florida
Provisions • All investor-owned utilities are required to have a process where

customers can opt to underground existing overhead service by
paying the incremental cost.

• For municipalities and cooperatives, the decision to underground is
left to local citizen boards.

Undergrounding • Rule 25-6.078 requires each investor-owned utility to file with the PSC
of new lines a written policy that will become a part of the utility's tariff rules and

regulations on underground service in new residential locations.
• This rule sets a precedent that customers can pay directly for an

underground distribution system.
Undergrounding • Rule 25-6.115 requires each investor-owned utility to file a tariff
of existing lines addressing the conversion of existing overhead to underground

facilities not covered by Rule 25-6.078.
• The rule allows municipalities and neighborhoods to underground

their existing distribution systems if they pay the incremental cost.
Impact on • At the end of 2003, Florida's five investor-owned utilities had, in
undergrounding aggregate, 14,566 miles of transmission but only 183 miles of

transmission were UG.
• In 2005 less than 1.5% of the total miles of transmission lines in

Florida had been placed underground.
• Using man-hour assumptions on placing lines underground in urban

and rural areas from a 2004 North Carolina report, it was estimated
that it would take approximately 719 million man-hours to convert the
75,642 miles of existing overhead distribution. If the conversion were
done over a ten-year period, this would imply 71.9 million man-hours
per year and 35,950 employees, assuming each employee worked
2,000 hours per year.

Cost of • The initial cost to convert overhead distribution to underground is high
undergrounding and there is insufficient data to show that this initial cost is 100%

justifiable by quantifiable benefits such as O&M savings.
• In 2005, it was estimated that it would cost $3.6m a mile to

underground lines.
• There will be costs to convert individual home owner and business

electric service so that they will be compatible with the new
underground system.

• There may be costs associated with the overhead poles which will
improve aesthetics in the area.

• In 2005 the PSC estimated that the total cost to convert:
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o Existing investor-owned utility residential subdivision and

neighborhood overhead facilities to underground service would
be $6.7b ($2,475 per affected customer).

o The total cost to convert all residential feeders underground
would be $65.5b ($11,288 per residential customer affected).

• In 2005, it was estimated that it would cost approximately $51.8 billion
to underground the existing transmission lines of the five electric
investor-owned utilities. Assuming conversion and cost recovery over
a ten-year period, the impact for such an undertaking, on a kWh
basis, for all customers combined for these utilities would be an
increase in rates of approximately 49.7%.

• In 2005, it was estimated that it would cost $94.5 billion to place
existing overhead distribution lines and feeders underground for the
five investor-owned electric utilities. If the increase in cost was spread
over all rate payers for the combined IOUs, the impact on rates, on a
kWh basis, would be an 81.1% with the increased rates continued for
a ten year period.

• The South Cape Community Redevelopment Agency decided that it
wanted underground lines for aesthetic reasons and will have to pay
the difference between what the overhead lines would have cost and
what the underground ones will be costing. The electric distribution
cooperative LCEC serving southwest Florida, told the local paper that
it would cost $600,000 to install overhead lines while underground
ones will cost $4.5 million.

• In 2011, Florida Power and light suggested that undergrounding
would cost $13.3 million to $18.5 million per mile depending on
specific site conditions, including soil type, work location, maintenance
of traffic. These costs are 10 to 15 times more than installing
overhead lines.

Virginia
Provisions • Under the Virginia Utility Facilities Act, the State Corporation

Commission (SCC) has exercised authority over both overhead and
underground transmission lines

impact on • In 2006, the State's largest utility, Dominion, was the only utility in
undergrounding Virginia that operated any underground lines.

• Dominion indicated that of 6,050 miles of the "high-voltage network"
operated by the company in the state, only about 50.5 miles (0.8
percent) were underground.

• At the 230 kV level Dominion indicated that 32.2 miles are
underground, compared to 2,469 miles of overhead lines (or about 1.3
percent).

• In 2006 there were four localities in Virginia which had underground
transmission lines, with a total of 23 lines covering 50.5 miles, or an
average line length of 2.2 miles.

• The longest underground transmission lines in Dominion's system
were about four miles in length.

Cost of • The estimated cost of a new line is given a prominent role in
undergrounding transmission line proceedings under current statutes.

• The SCC and Dominion have tended to see underground lines as
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overly costly and operationally complex.

• In 2005 the cost associated with undergrounding has been estimated
at over $83.3 billion. The resultant annualized revenue requirement on
a per customer basis would be approximately $3,000.

• In 2006, cost estimates indicated that underground lines typically cost
between $4 million and $10 million per mile, depending on factors
such as voltage levels and capacity requirements.

Consumer . The feasibility of allowing surrounding property owners to finance
fundm9 underground construction appears limited.

Michigan
Provisions • The Michigan PSC administrative rules for underground electric lines;

R460.511 - 460.5195 have been in effect since 1971.
• The rules state that distribution systems in newly constructed

residential subdivisions be placed underground and specifies the
method for determining the contributions from the developer for that
construction.

• The rules specify that new commercial distribution and service lines in
the vicinity of or on a customer's property and constructed solely to
serve a customer or group of adjacent customers be placed
underground.

Impact on • In 2007 Detroit Edison has 9,032 circuit miles of 13.2kV underground,
undergrounding and 1,873 circuit miles of 4.8kVundergroundresulting in 10,905

underground circuit miles at primary voltage levels.
• In 2007 Detroit Edison reported that 72% of their current circuit miles

were overhead and 28% were underground. Of the newer 13.2kV
system 45% was underground due to difficulty obtaining overhead
construction rights-of-way in densely populated areas, and reports
that aesthetics are also a consideration for new developments in
metropolitan areas, shopping malls, and commercial areas.

• Consumers Energy's territory covers a large non-contiguous portion of
the lower peninsula with many customers more spread out than in
Detroit Edison's service territory. In 2007 their system consisted of
9,586 underground circuit miles with approximately 85% of
Consumers circuit miles being overhead and 15% underground.

Cost of • Consumers Energy reported that undergrounding all poorly
undergrounding performing circuits, all secondary line extensions including primary

lines sharing poles with secondary lines, and primary and secondary
lines along road rights-of-way could cost Consumers Energy nearly
$800 million of annual expense.

• Detroit Edison estimated that in its area the same requirements would
cost $3.8 billion of annual capital expense to comply with.

• Detroit Edison also pointed out that this was based on an estimate of
$1 million per mile for underground distribution lines as reported by
EEI and that some utilities have reported costs of up to $3 million per
mile.

Consumer • The contribution from the developer or commercial customers for the
funding undergrounding is equivalent to the difference between the costs of

placing those facilities overhead and underground.
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Wisconsin (American Transmission Company (ATC))
Provisions • For most large underground or overhead transmission lines, the utility

must apply to the Public Service Commission (PSC) for approval prior
to building the line.

• The Public Service Commission of Wisconsin determines when it is
appropriate to put transmission lines underground.

Impact on • There are approximately 12,000 miles of transmission lines currently
undergrounding in Wisconsin. Less than one percent of the transmission system in

Wisconsin is constructed underground. All underground transmission
lines are 138 kV lines or less. There are no 345 kV lines constructed

underground, currently inWisconsin.
Cost of • The PSC estimates that costs for constructing underground
undergrounding transmission lines ranges from 4 to 14 times more expensive than

overhead lines of the same voltage and same distance.
o A typical new 69 kV overhead single-circuit transmission line

costs approximately $285,000 per mile as opposed to $1.5
million per mile for a new 69 kV underground line (without the
terminals).

o A new 138 kV overhead line costs approximately $390,000 per
mile as opposed to $2 million per mile for underground
(without the terminals).

• Repair costs for an underground line are usually greater than costs for
an equivalent overhead line. Leaks can cost $50,000 to $100,000 to
locate and repair. A leak detection system for a HPFF cable system
can cost from $1,000 to $400,000 to purchase and install.

• Transmission lines are rarely constructed underground, largely due to
the additional time involved for repairs and higher installation and
repair costs.

Consumer . ATC is required to explore low-cost options in proposing new
fundin9 transmission lines as costs associated with new and existing

transmission lines are passed on to retail electric customers.
• The rate impacts of underground construction extend beyond the

project area. If ATC places transmission lines underground based on
a local ordinance requirement, citizens outside of the project area
would also be responsible for the cost, but have no representation in
the decision.

New York
Provisions • In 1884 New York State Legislature enacted a law requiring the

underground placement of "all telegraph, telephonic and electric light
wires and cables used in any incorporated City of New York, having a
population of five hundred thousand or over."

• Title 16 of the New York PSC's Rules and Regulations contains
provisions on undergrounding requirements.

• New York State regulations only require an electric utility to
underground electric facilities in new residential subdivisions that
meet certain criteria.

• A utility or applicant may apply for a special ruling from the
16
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Commission based on environmental and economic factors that

support underground within a residential subdivision
Impact on • The first pipe-type underground transmission feeder was installed in
undergrounding Con Edison's system in 1947.

• Con Edison's system features approximately 94,000 miles of
underground cable and nearly 34,000 miles of overhead electric wires

• In the Bronx, Con Edison has serves approximately 1.4 million
residents over 41 square miles of service area; 2,679 miles are
overhead wire and 10,901 miles are underground cable

• In Brooklyn, Con Edison serves approximately 2.5 million residents
over 70 square miles of service area; 3,552 miles are overhead wire
and 27,317 miles are underground cable

• In Manhattan, Con Edison serves approximately 1.6 million residents
over 23 square miles of service area; 21,216 miles are underground
cable

• In Queens, Con Edison serves approximately 2.3 million residents
over 108 square miles of service area; 6,995 miles are overhead wire
and 24,795 miles are underground cable

• In Staten Island, Con Edison serves approximately 479,000 residents
over 58 square miles of service area; 5,019 miles are overhead wire
and 2,748 miles are underground cable.

• In Westchester County, Con Edison serves approximately 949,000
residents over 310 square miles of service area ; 16,756 miles are
overhead wires and 7,069 miles are underground cable

Cost of • KeySpan estimated that the cost of undergrounding all LIPA primary
undergrounding main, primary branch lines and secondary lines is approximately

$24.8 billion; based on an average per mile cost of $5.4 million for a
typical mile of primary main and $1.7 million per mile for a typical
primary branch line.

• Con Edison estimates that the cost to move overhead lines

underground is $6 million per mile, which would be passed onto all of
their customers. Furthermore, residential customers would likely have
to pay $7,500 more per year, and commercial customers would have
to pay $20,000 more per year to pay for the upgrades.

Consumer • Part 98 of the New York PSC's Rules and Regulations provides that
fundm9 where a utility is required to provide residential underground service,

the expense which a utility must bear includes the costs for up to a
total of 100 feet of underground distribution line and underground
service line per dwelling unit served.

• Part 98 of the New York PSC's Rules and Regulations provides that
for a request for non-residential underground service line, the
expense to the utility includes the costs equivalent to those contained
in the utility's tariff for the provision of overhead service.

Connecticut (Connecticut Light & Power Company)
Undergrounding • Nearly all municipalities require new residential and commercial
of new lines developments to be underground.

• Private developers have the choice to request underground
construction.
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Impact on • CL&P has 522 miles of power lines in Greenwich and 174 miles of
undergrounding them are underground, which translates to 33%.
Cost of • According to CL&P, the cost of the standard power lines is $800,000
undergrounding per mile and the cost of moving those lines underground would be

$3.6 million/mile.
• The total cost for moving Greenwich's electrical wires underground

would be close to $1.2 billion.

Consumer • The regulatory commission does not dictate when extensions should
fundin9 be underground or overhead, but they regulate policy for determining

customer contribution.

• Where developers request underground construction, they must pay
the differential cost between underground construction and standard
overhead construction.

North Carolina

Undergrounding • At the request of an owner (including builders, developers, contractors
of new lines and customers), Duke energy will install, own and maintain

underground facilities
• Where it is physically or economically infeasible, or impractical, to

place facilities above-ground due to structural or geographical
congestion or load density, Duke Energy may place its facilities
underground at its own option and expense.

Undergrounding • Duke energy will place existing overhead facilities underground when
of existing lines the requesting party pays the conversion costs.
Impact on • Duke energy has an Underground distribution installation plan in place
undergrounding which sets out that they will install underground facilities for (a) new

service installations located in new developments, (b) New Service
Installations Not Located in New Developments, and (c) New Three-
Phase Service Installations.

• In 2007, Duke had installed a greater percentage of its distribution
lines underground in North Carolina (32% (23,156)) as compared to
South Carolina (26% (6,320)). There was limited undergrounding of
the transmission system (0.015% in North Carolina and 0.007% in
South).

• In the 2007 report on Dukes response to the 2005 ice storm, it was
recommended that Duke should ensure a more balanced allocation of

undergrounding distribution lines between North and South Carolina.
Recommended • The cause of the vast majority of the outages in the 2002 and the
approach 2005 ice storms in North and South Carolina was due to overhead

distribution lines impacted by falling trees and/or limbs. Given this
constant, there was much discussion about converting overhead
electric facilities to underground service.

• In the same report it was also recommended that Duke should
continue its current practice of installing underground service when
appropriate and in response to customer requests.

• The report also recommended that a long-term plan to move critical
lines underground should be developed. Dedicated circuits for special
needs facilities, e.g. nursing homes should be provided.

• In a 2003 news release the PSC recommended that each of the
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utilities (1) identify the overhead facilities in each region it serves that
repeatedly experience reliability problems, (2) determine whether
conversion to underground is a cost-effective option for improving
reliability and, if so, (3) develop a plan for converting those facilities to
underground in an orderly and efficient manner.

Cost of • In 2003 estimations suggested that replacing existing overhead
undergrounding distribution lines with underground lines would be prohibitively

expensive. Such an undertaking would cost approximately $41 billion,
nearly six times the net book value of the Utilities' current distribution
assets, and would require approximately 25 years to complete.

• The impact of the capital costs alone on an average residential
customer's monthly electric bill would be an increase of more than
125%. Rates would also be impacted by higher operation and
maintenance costs.

• In addition to a number of other costs that were cited, it was also
noted that utilities would bear the cost of burying service drop lines
which would range from $1,500 for a 100 foot suburban drop to
$2,350 for a 250 foot rural drop.

• In the 2007 storm report, it was noted that cost estimates associated
with conversion of overhead distribution facilities to underground
service on a system wide basis vary broadly

Consumer • The costs faced by consumers vary depending on the circumstances
fundin9 in which the underground facilities are installed.

o For New Service Installations Located in New Developments
there is no charge unless the services average more than one
acre; the cost difference of the additional cable needs to be
paid

o For New Service Installations Not Located in New
Developments there is no charge if the service is supplied from
an above ground distribution line. If the service requires new
underground primary and secondary voltage facilities, there is
a charge for the cost difference associated with this.

o For New Three-Phase Service Installations, there is no charge
for multi-residences if this type of service is available. For new
single residence structures customers have to pay the cost
difference if the length of cable is over a specified length.

• In the 2007 report on Dukes response to the 2005 ice storm, it was
recommended that Duke should actively seek creative partnerships
with municipalities and other entities to establish a financial support
network for underground projects to minimize the economic impact to
customers and ratepayers.

• In the same report it was noted that Duke agreed to offer an
underground conversion mechanism similar to that adopted by
SCE&G for municipalities in Duke's service territories. The approach
would include the use of a matching fund for these types of projects,
with appropriate regulatory treatment, for municipalities who are
interested in contributing to the fund.
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Dare County (Dominion Virginia Power)

Provisions • Dare County, North Carolina's local act (N.C. Session Law 1999-127)
authorizes the creation of Utility Districts for the purpose of raising and
expending funds to underground electric utility lines in the district.

• The underlying rationale for the legislation was beautification of the
district

Undergrounding • The funds are used on a pay-as-you-go basis to convert the county's
of existing lines existing overhead power lines to underground.

Consumer . Once the utility district is created, the county's electric supplier is
fundin9 required to collect a maximum of $1/month from residential customers

in the county and a maximum of $5/month from all other customers.
• There has been concern expressed that even if the taxes are

collected for a number of years, they may not be sufficient to cover the
costs of undergrounding.

Hawaii

Provisions • Legislation specifies the criteria the PUC must consider in determining
whether new electric transmission lines must be placed underground.

• A City ordinance passed in 1966 requires developers to bury lines in
new subdivisions with four or more lots.

• Special areas designated by government as Improvement or Special
Design Districts (such as Waikiki) also require underground lines.

Undergrounding When mutually agreed upon by the customer and the Company,
of existing lines overhead facilities will be replaced with underground facilities,
impact on • HECO owns about 3,000 miles of electrical transmission and
undergrounding distribution lines. More than 40% of these lines are underground.
Consumer • Hawaiian Electric will install its distribution system underground when
funding the customer, developer, or sub-divider makes a contribution of the

estimated difference between the cost of the underground system and
an equivalent overhead system.

• Developers pass along the extra costs to place the utility lines
underground to the property buyers.

• Hawaiian Electric will also underground lines at its own expense for
engineering and operating reasons.

• Hawaiian Electric has a program where it pays for up to one-third of
the cost to place existing neighborhood electric distribution lines
underground. Hawaiian Electric will undertake the conversion as part
of a community or government-initiated project, subject to PUC
approval.

Maryland
Provisions • Since August 28, 1969, underground lines have been required for

extensions of electrical distribution lines necessary to furnish
permanent electric service to new commercial and industrial buildings,
multiple-occupancy buildings and new residential buildings per Code
of Maryland Regulations (COMAR 20.85.01 and 20.85.03,
respectively).

o Note: This requirement does not apply to circuits that are
33,000 volts or higher and is not mandatory on premises
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where the construction of underground lines would serve no
aesthetic purpose.

Recommended • BGE's undergrounding policy was revisited and formalized to comply
approach with Maryland Public Service Commission Order No. 79159 issued

June 4, 2004 in Case No. 8977. This order directs utilities "to develop
procedures to allow for selective undergrounding on a cooperative
basis with municipal and county governments, customers, or
homeowners groups. Such cooperation may include project
coordination, management, rights-of-way provision, financing or other
methods".

Impact on • BGE has approximately 22,550 circuit miles of distribution lines (at
undergrounding voltages 34,500 volts and lower). Approximately 9,350 circuit miles

are overhead distribution and 13,200 circuit miles are underground
distribution.

• BGE has been steadily investing in the replacement of existing
underground cable, increasing its spending from nearly $29 million in
2011 to a planned investment of approximately $49 million in 2013.

Cost of • A working group in 2000 concluded that the average cost of
undergrounding undergrounding electric power lines is $900,000 per mile.

• BGE estimates that itwould cost approximately $8.5 billion to
underground its remaining overhead distribution systemat ac cost of
over $7,200 per customer.

Montana
Provisions • Since 1970, legislation has required electric distribution lines that

serve new residential and business customers to be placed
underground when technically and economically feasible.

Undergrounding • Electric distribution lines that serve new residential and business
of new lines customers must be placed underground when technically and

economically feasible.
• Northwestern Energy will install underground distribution lines in new

service areas of 5 or more consumer units when undergrounding is
technically feasible.

• A new service area is any subdivision or group of newly constructed
or newly installed dwellings or commercial buildings that will have at
least five electric accounts.

Undergrounding • When Customers request a conversion of existing overhead electrical
of existing lines facilities to UG, the Customer shall make a non-refundable

contribution to the Utility
• It is Northwestern Energy's policy to not place 161 kV and 230 kV

transmission lines UG. The placement of 50 kV through 115 kV
transmission lines underground will be considered on a case-by-case
basis.

Consumer • UG of new lines: A revenue/cost ratio is used which compares the
funding expected annual revenue to be received from the Customer and the

annual cost of serving the Customer. A Revenue/Cost Ration greater
than 1 will result in some level of free extension cost allowance while

a ratio less than or equal to 1 will result in no free extension cost
allowance.
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• UG of existing lines: The customer will make a contribution equal to

the cost of the underground installation after an allowance is made for
the net salvage value of materials removed.

Washington state
Provisions • Every city or town shall have the power to convert existing overhead

electric and communication facilities to underground facilities where
such facilities are owned or operated by the city or town.

• If the facilities are not operated by the city or town, they shall have the
power to contract with electric and communication utilities for the
conversion of existing overhead facilities to underground facilities.

Consumer . Every city or town shall have the power to create local improvement
fundm9 districts and to levy and collect special assessments against the real

property specially benefited by such conversion.
Oklahoma

Recommended • Targeted undergrounding along with other hardening remedies could
approach have a significant impact on the hardships that result from a major ice

storm and the electric outages that typically follow.
• The PUD recommended that:

o All new lateral distribution lines should be buried except where
low population density makes it impractical.

o existing lateral distribution should be buried when requested
by a majority of customers in a neighborhood;

o fully urbanized main distribution lines should be identified with
burial required when wire is replaced;

o utilities should be required to underground distribution lines
when relocating for major road and highway projects;

Cost of • There are approximately 8,551 miles of main distribution lines and
undergroundin9 approximately 34,600 miles of lateral distribution lines in Oklahoma.

Using information supplied in response to the Staff's January 16, 2008
data request, the cost to underground existing overhead main and
lateral distribution lines is estimated to be between $435,000 and $2.5
million per mile, depending on certain conditions.

• These high level estimations result in an estimated statewide cost of
$30.5 billion to underground only distribution lines.

• Oklahoma also has approximately 7,500 miles of transmission
facilities. Oklahoma electric utilities had a difficult task estimating the
cost to underground these facilities. Using Florida's estimated cost to
bury transmission lines as a surrogate, the cost to underground
Oklahoma's electric transmission lines could easily reach $27 billion.

• Monthly electric bills would have to increase $80 to $260 for 30 years
to pay for the cost of burial.

Illinois (Amaren Project Power on)
Provisions • Project "power on" was announced on July 12, 2007

• The goals of the project were to (a) improve service reliability for MO
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customers (b) Upgrade MO power delivery infrastructure and (c)
Enhance environmental performance of MO power plants

• The program ended in July 2010 and was shut down prematurely due
to the effects of the national credit crisis

Undergrounding • Existing customers served by adequate facilities that request
of existing lines relocation, conversion, or modification of these facilities will reimburse

Amaren if the Company, at its discretion, agrees to make the
requested changes.

Impact on • 700 projects were planned to convert 150 - 200 miles of overhead
undergrounding circuitry

• Projects were selected based on numbers of outages, number of
customers affected, maintenance and tree-trimming savings and
constructability

• By Feb 2009, 132.6 miles of new underground cable length had been
installed on the Missouri system; this amounted to conversion of 16.7
miles overhead circuitry, replacement of 104.3 miles underground
cable and looping of 20.5 miles of existing underground cable.

• Project 'Power on' funded the replacement of nearly 200 direct buried
cable loops in residential neighborhoods, primarily in the St. Louis
area. As a result of this they experienced a third less primary cable
faults annually.

Cost of • $300 Million was set aside for an undergrounding conversion program
undergrounding • Overhead conversions cost under the program were ~$800K per

overhead mile converted and Direct buried cable replacements cost
were ~$200K per underground mile replaced

• Under Project 'Power on' $140M of the originally intended $300M was
spent on undergrounding and other reliability improvements

Consumer • Conversion of overhead service wires to home was based on
funding customer choice with a $750 rebate offered in areas where

AmerenUE was converting
• Any charges for undergrounding of existing lines may be based on

either actual costs or standard job estimation calculations incurred for
such work.

Jackson County, Missouri (Independence Power and Light (IPL))
Provisions The ice storm of 2002 was declared a federal disaster, and mitigation

funds were provided via the federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP)

Undergrounding IPL sought mitigation grants to facilitate the underground conversion of
of existing lines service distribution lines to 1,200 high-risk residential customers.
Cost of For HMGP projects to be considered cost-effective, a project has to return
undergrounding more money over its life than it cost initially.

Colorado
Provisions • In Beckenridge there is a requirement for all utility elements to be

buried, enclosed or screened in "a style and detail that is compatible
with the architecture of the development.".

Undergrounding • The Town requires that all new subdivisions and developments install
of new lines underground electrical distribution lines.
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• The town also requires that Utility distribution lines shall be located

underground in all future developments
Undergrounding • The Town also recognizes the need to underground existing lines
of existing lines (e.g., Weisshorn neighborhood) whenever possible and has a goal of

converting existing overhead utilities to underground service.

Overhead to Underground conversion (New Hampshire)

Table B-1 - New Hampshire e ectric utility high level overhead to underground cos summary.

NG NlEIEC PSNH Unitil

U G Distnbution Costs - Lmes

and Subs
$1,288 $3,845 $29,946 $1,664

(mahons)

Overhead Removal Costs $55 $364 $305 $627

(mahons)

UiG Service Costs $90 $903 $3,360 $562

(mahons)

Total Cost (mahons) $1,430 $5,110 $33,610 $2.850

Number of Customers 41,156 70,422 492,000 41,264

Average Cost Per Customer $34,746 $72,563 $68,313 $69,140

Average monthly electne bul $434/mo $907/mo $854/mo $864/mo

mcitase16

Out of sight, out of mind

This chart provides a comparison of the conversion cost data collected by the EEI
survey and data collected by various state studies. The states conducting each
study and the year the study was published are listed in the table; more
information about each study can be found in Chapter 8. All but one value from the
other studies falls within minimum and maximum values of the EEI data.

Figure 6.5State Re oorts Conversion Cost Comparison
State Year of Estimate / Actual Project Cost per Mile
Study Cost Information
EEl, 2009 Estimate Minimum Cost $80,000
North Carolina, Estimate Minimum Cost $151,000
2003

Maryland, 1999 Estimate Minimum Cost $350,000
Florida, 2007 Actual Allison Island $414,802
Florida, 2007 Actual County Road 30A $883,470
Florida, 2007 Actual Sand Key $917,532
Virginia, 2005 Estimate Average Cost $1,195,000
Oklahoma, 2008 Estimate Average Cost $1,540,000
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Florida, 2007 Actual Pensacola Beach $1,686,275

Maryland, 1999 Estimate Maximum Cost $2,000,000
EEl, 2009 Estimate Maximum Cost $2,130,000
North Carolina, Estimate Maximum Cost $3,000,000
2003
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APPENDIX F - ABOUT PA CONSULTING GROUP

PA Consulting Group is a leading global strategy, management, systems and technology
consulting firm established over 65 years ago. PA is an independent, employee-owned, global
firm of approximately 2,500 talented individuals, operating from offices across North America,
the United Kingdom, Europe, Asia, and Oceania. PA's Energy Practice is composed of over 150
consultants worldwide.

PA believes strongly in delivering tangible value to our clients in every assignment. This implies
relying less on formulaic approaches and concepts, and more on custom-tailored solutions to fit
our clients' situations and needs.

PA has a proven track record of providing analytical support and insights to utilities in the form
of best practices and analytical frameworks and models. The tools that PA has developed allow
for the quantification of performance benefit and economic value while simultaneously validating
client data. The results of such models allow clients to undertake a fact based decision making
process in terms of performance vs. spend, infrastructure reliability vs. infrastructure design,
repair vs. replace, and process vs. technology.

PA's expertise and results oriented approach has been brought to the development of the
Pepco undergrounding study to enhance its investigation of undergrounding alternatives and the
advancement of existing reliability forecasting methodologies.

PA worked with Pepco to evaluate the costs, benefits and potential scenarios of converting
existing overhead distribution assets to underground. PA conducted the analysis using PHl's
Outage Management System (OMS) data to test the assumptions portion of all outages across
all weather categories. Using outage data from January 2010 to August 2012, PA aggregated
the wide variety of outage causes and weather types to focus on outages occurring during blue
sky, normal storm and major event days regardless of cause.

Other examples of other PA Consulting work and reliability analysis:

• Benefits assessment and evaluation of Smart Grid Initiatives with emphasis on reliability
performance improvement from distribution automation,.

• Development of Vegetation Management Optimization Model (VMOM); a two-step
approach where we analyze best practices and their implementation level to determine
where gaps may exist and what actions are necessary to close them in terms of people,
process, and technology. We then couple that with our vegetation management
optimization model that prioritizes tree trimming activities. This provides the optimum
balance of best practice with tree outage reduction to achieve maximum benefit at
minimum cost.

• Optimization of crew staffing to reliability restoration; developed model that places
required resources based on rigorous analysis of outage locations, time of day, type of
outage and current crew shift structures.

• Reliability Forecasting; provide expert testimony and analysis on probable reliability
outcomes based on analysis of existing outage data (past and current), planned capital
investment and maintenance, vegetation management, asset management/replacement-
upgrade strategies, circuit/feeder design and protection/restoration schemes planned
and in place and available resources.
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APPENDIX G - GLOSSARY

Aerial Cable / Bundled Cable / Preassembled Aerial Cable (PAC): an insulated cable
usually containing all conductors required for an electrical transmission system or a
telecommunication line, suspended between utility pole, eliminating danger of electric shock
and reducing right-of-way.

Blue Sky: system performance during fair weather conditions which include no significant
winds.

Cable Joint: A connection between two or more separate lengths of cable with the
conductors in one length connected individually to conductors in other lengths and with the
protecting sheaths so connected as to extend protection over the joint.

Cable Rack: A device usually secured to the wall of a manhole, cable raceway, or building
to provide support for cables.

CAIDI (Customer Average Interruption Duration Index): Represents the average time
required to restore service to the average customer per sustained interruption.
Mathematically equal to SAIDI divided by SAIFl.

Circuit: A conductor or system of conductors through which an electric current is intended
to flow.

Circuit Breaker: A device designed to open and close a circuit by non-automatic overload
of current without damage to itself when properly applied within its rating.

Conductor: A material that allows the flow of electricity; a metal wire, in the center of an
electrical cable, through which current flows.

Conduit: A pipe, most often made of polyvinyl chloride, used for the installation of cables
underground.

COMAR: Code of Maryland

CPI (Composite Performance Index): A distribution feeder performance measuring index
created by combining 4 industry standard reliability indicators. The indicators used in CPI
are Number of Interruptions (NI), Number of Customer Hours of interruption (CHI), System
Average Interruption Frequency (SAIF) and System Average Interruption Duration (SAID).

Distribution: the portion of the system where the voltage level less than 69kV.

Distribution Substation: a load serving station that is fed from transmission or
subtransmission.

Duct: A single enclosed runway for conductors or cables.

Duct Bank: An arrangement of conduit providing one or more continuous ducts between
two points.

Enhanced Integrated Vegetation Management (EIVM): Pepco's vegetation management
program aimed to improve line clearance to allow for 4 years' growth, involving: hazard tree
removal, removal of overhanging limbs, removal of undergrowth, and aggressive clearance
pruning.

EPR (Ethylene Propylene Rubber): The type of cable material initially currently installed in
URD areas since 1987
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GIS (Geographic Information System): A system that captures, stores, analyzes, manages
and presents system data with reference to geographic location data.

HMPE (High Molecular Polyethylene): The type of cable material initially installed in URD
areas starting in the 1960s

Lateral/Tap Line: A branch line, sometime fused, that takes off of a main line of a distribution
circuit or feeder for the purposed of serving electrical load unreachable from the main line

Loop Feeder: Can be a combination of overhead or underground lines. In essence, they are
radial feeders with the ability to be tied to other feeders, which allow the transfer of customers
between the feeders in order to restore the customers when the feeder normally supplying them
is out of service (See Radial Feeder).

Low Voltage (LV): 600 volts and lower.

Major Event: An event that exceeds reasonable design and or operational limits of the electric
power system. A Major Event includes at least one Major Event Day (MED).

Major Event Day (MED): A day where an event has occurred that exceeds reasonable design
and or operational limits of the electric power system. MED inclusive data includes MEDs
whereas MED exclusive data does not include reliability statistics occurring on MEDs.

Manhole: A subsurface chamber, large enough for a man to enter, in the route of one or
more conduit runs and affording facilities for placing and maintaining in the runs, conductors,
cables, and any associated apparatus.

N-1 Criterion: The necessity for utilities to design and operate their systems so that they will
continue to operate in a stable fashion, i.e., within emergency current and voltage ratings and
stability limits, even after the loss of an important facility such as a transformer.

Network: An aggregation of interconnected conductors consisting of feeders, mains, and
services.

Outage Management System (OMS): A computer system used by operators of electric
distribution systems to assist in restoration of power.

Padmount Transformer: A ground mounted electric power distribution transformer in a locked
steel cabinet mounted on a concrete pad. It is used with underground electric power distribution
lines at service drops, to step down the primary voltage on the line to the lower secondary
voltage supplied to utility customers.

Phase: The relative time of change in values of current or emf. Values that change exactly
together are in phase. Difference in phases is expressed in degrees, a complete cycle or
double reversal being taken as 360 deg. A 180-deg phase difference is complete opposition
in phase.

Pothead: A device used to protect the connection between a URD and an overhead
system. A pothead also provides a termination for the URD cable insulation.

Primary Circuit: The higher voltage circuit in a URD system that carries power to the
transformers.

Radial Feeder - originate from a substation and feed customers along the route via
underground or overhead lines. Unlike the secondary networks, if the primary feeder in a radial
system is lost, customers connected to the feeder will be interrupted until service is restored.

Restoration: The restoration of service to blocks of customers in an area until the entire area is
restored.
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Rights-of-way (ROWs): A strip of land that is granted, through an easement or other
mechanism, for transportation or related purposes; a right-of-way is reserved for the purposes of
maintenance or expansion of existing services with the right-of-way

SAIDI (System Average Interruption Duration Index): Average time customers are
interrupted. Mathematically equal to the sum of Customer Interruption Hours divided by
Total Number of Customers Served.

SAIFI (System Average Interruption Frequency Index): Average frequency of sustained
interruptions per customer. Mathematically equal to the sum of Number of Customer
Interruptions divided by Total Number of Customers Served.

SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) System: A system that allows
dispatchers to monitor and control substation equipment from a central location; also
provides documentation for record keeping.

Secondary: Referring to the energy output side of transformers or the conditions (voltages)
usually encountered at this location.

Spacer Cable: A more compact wire configuration. The wires are covered with an insulating
jacket so they can be placed more closely together.

Splice: A joint used for connecting in series, two lengths of conductor or cable.

Substation: An assemblage of equipment for purposes other than generation or utilization,
through which electric energy in bulk is passed for the purpose of switching or modifying its
characteristics. Note: A substation is of such size or complexity that it incorporates one or
more buses, a multiplicity of circuit breakers, and usually is either the sole receiving point of
commonly more than one supply circuit, or it sectionalizes the transmission circuits passing
through it by means of circuit breakers.

Switchgear: A general term covering switching and interrupting devices and their
combination with associated control, metering, protective, and regulating devices, also
assemblies of these devices with associated interconnections, accessories, enclosures, and
supporting structures, used primarily in connection with the generating, transmission,
distribution and conversion of electric power.

Tap: Connections that allow a transformer's turns ratio to be adjusted by adding turns to or
subtracting turns from the transformer's primary or secondary winding. A connection
brought out of a winding at some point between its extremities to permit changing the
voltage or current ratio (general). An intermediate point in an electric circuit where a
connection may be made.

Three-Phase Circuit: A combination of circuits energized by alternating voltages that differ
in phase by one-third, that is, 120 degrees.

Transformer: A component used to change AC voltage to meet specific requirements. A
device consisting of a winding with tap or taps, or two or more coupled windings, with or
without a magnetic core, for introducing mutual coupling between electric circuits.

Transmission Line: A line used for electric-power transmission.

Tree SAIFl: This is average number of interruptions caused only by trees experienced by
customers on the circuit over the previous 12 months. The lower the Tree SAIFI number, the
fewer the tree-related power outages have occurred.

Underground Residential Distribution (URD) System: A local distribution system
designed primarily to be buried in the ground and to serve residential customers.
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Underground Secondary Networks (Networks): are supplied from five or six 13kV primary
feeders. They originate at a substation and energize underground transformers and secondary
systems.

Vegetation Management: The removal of vegetation to ensure safe and reliable operation of
transmission and distribution lines, such as: trimming of branches, the removal of trees, brush
control, and grass mowing.

Work Management Information System (WMIS): Work Management information System
(WMIS): System used to streamline business processes for electric distribution, reduce
operational costs, and improve customer service throughout the service territory. WMIS allows
the utility to share important information with related corporate systems, maximize the use of
existing resources and allow the utility to address customer requests in a timely manner.

XLPE (Cross Link Polyethylene): The type of cable material initially installed in URD areas
between the 1970s and 1990s.
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1 Q1. Please state your name and position.

2 Al. My name is Linda J. Hook. My title is Manager, Revenue Requirements -

3 Pepco. I am testifying on behalf of Potomac Electric Power Company (Pepco or the

4 Company).

5 Q2. What are your responsibilities in your role as Manager, Revenue Requirements?

6 A2. My responsibilities include the coordination of revenue requirement

7 determinations in Maryland and the District of Columbia, as well as coordinating

8 various other regulatory compliance matters.

9 Q3. Please state your educational background and professional qualifications.

10 A3. I received a degree of Bachelor of Science in Accounting, conferred with

11 Highest Distinction, and a degree of Master of Business Administration from The

12 Pennsylvania State University. I have been employed by Pepco (subsequently Pepco

13 Holdings, Inc.) since 1987, serving in positions of escalating responsibility within the

14 revenue requirements function.

15 Q4. What is the purpose of your Direct Testimony in this proceeding?

16 A4. I present the revenue requirement study, which demonstrates the need for the

17 $60,827,000 increase in annual Maryland distribution revenues which the Company is

18 requesting in this proceeding. This testimony and accompanying schedules were

19 prepared by me or under my direct supervision and control. The source documents

20 for my testimony are Company records, public documents, and my personal
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1 knowledge and experience.

2 05. Please summarize the results of your revenue requirements study.

3 A5. As shown on page 1 of Schedule (LJH)-1, the Company is earning a rate of

4 return of only 5.47% on its fully adjusted rate base, which translates to a return on

5 equity (ROE) of only 4.71%. The $60,827,000 increase is necessary in order to

6 provide the Company the opportunity to earn the 8.21% overall return on rate base

7 discussed in the Direct Testimony of Company Witness Boyle. This requested

3 increase is based on the Company's Maryland allocated adjusted results of providing

9 distribution service for the test period ending December 31, 2012, reflecting six

10 months of projected data and six months of actual results.

11 06. Why did the Company select the partially projected 12 months ending December

12 31,2012 as the test year in this proceeding?

13 A6. Pepco used a partially projected test year because, in the absence of the ability

14 to use a fully projected test year, it provides a more current test period which will be

15 more predictive of the rate-effective period than would a fully historical test year.

16 The use of at least a partially projected test year contributes to mitigating regulatory

17 lag.

18 This test year was chosen because it is a recent test period which is

19 representative of the level of return that the Company's current rates are producing on

20 its distribution cost of service. When properly adjusted, a partially projected test year

21 reflects conditions which are expected to prevail during the period that the rates set in

22 this proceeding are likely to be in effect.

23 The use of a partially projected test year is consistent with the Company's

2
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1 presentation in previous rate cases. The Company will file actual results for the test

2 period when they are available.

3 Q7. Please describe how the projected data were derived.

4 A7. The six projected months were based on the Company's 2012 budget, as

5 supplemented by actual data where available. The Federal Energy Regulatory

6 Commission (FERC) 3Q filing for the period ended September 30,2012 will not be

7 made until November 30, 2012, therefore official finalized amounts for the third

8 quarter were not available at the time the testimony and exhibits for this filing were

9 being prepared. However, for all practical purposes, the third quarter "projections"

10 are largely based on actual data. Also, the budgeted data used for fourth quarter

11 projections reflect updates for known changes, such as increased 2012 reliability

12 spending in Pepco's Maryland service territory that was not reflected in the budget.

13 As noted above, all projections will be updated for actual results during the course of

14 this proceeding.

15 Q8. Will the Company provide any data supporting its application?

16 A8. Yes. The Company will shortly provide the Minimum Filing Information it

17 has historically provided in order to facilitate discovery, and thereby assist in review

18 and consideration of its Application. Backup workpapers supporting both unadjusted

19 cost of service and each ratemaking adjustment will be included in Section I.N. of the

20 Minimum Filing Information. In addition, certain other data which are generally

21 requested during discovery, such as published financial statements, will be made

22 available in the near future.

3
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1 09. Have you prepared schedules which support the Company's rate increase

2 request?

3 A9. Yes. Schedule (LJH)-1 presents the necessary financial and accounting data

4 for the test period ending December 31, 2012, which support the Company's

5 requested $60,827,000 increase in annual revenues.

6 Q10. Please summarize the contents of Schedule (LJH)-1.

7 A10. Page 1 presents the Company's unadjusted and adjusted Maryland

8 jurisdictional results of operation for the provision of distribution service for the 12

9 months ending December 31, 2012. The $60,827,000 revenue increase necessary to

10 achieve an 8.21% rate of return on rate base is also presented. The Company's actual

11 September 30, 2012 capital structure and associated cost rates used in deriving this

12 revenue requirement are discussed by Company Witness Boyle in his Direct

13 Testimony.

14 The ratemaking adjustments necessary to make the test period reflect

15 conditions likely to exist in the rate-effective period are summarized at pages 2 and 3.

16 Page 4 presents the revenue requirement associated with each of these adjustments.

17 The detailed derivation of each ratemaking adjustment, along with any associated tax

18 effect, is presented at pages 5 through 28.

19 Page 29 presents the impact of interest synchronization on unadjusted rate

20 base.

21 Page 30 includes computation of the operating income adjustment necessary

22 to reflect test year Allowance for Funds Used During Construction (AFUDC) at the

23 requested rate of return, in accordance with Order No. 83516 in Case No. 9217.

4
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1 Page 31 presents the detailed computation of the cash working capital

2 allowance included in rate base.

3 Page 32 presents the statutory tax rates and associated gross-up factors used in

4 determining the Company's revenue requirement.

5 Q11. Please discuss the development of Pepco's cost of service on a distribution-only

6 basis.

7 Al l. Amounts presented in this proceeding relate only to Pepco's regulated

a distribution operations. The financial records of the Company are not presented on a

9 distribution-only basis; rather, they consist of costs associated with the Standard Offer

10 Service (SOS), transmission, and distribution lines of business. The basis for

11 developing Pepco's distribution-only cost of service from all-encompassing financial

12 records is the distribution accounts specified in the FERC Uniform System of

13 Accounts. The majority of costs, on both the plant side and the expense side, are

14 contained in FERC Accounts that are specific to function.

15 Distribution plant costs are those costs contained in the FERC distribution

16 accounts, numbers 360 to 373. Distribution expense costs are those costs contained

17 in the FERC distribution accounts (inclusive of Customer Accounts Expenses,

13 Customer Service and Informational Expenses, and Sales Expenses), numbers 580

19 through 916. Transmission plant costs are from the FERC transmission accounts,

20 numbers 350 to 359. Transmission expense costs are those costs contained in the

21 FERC transmission accounts, numbers 560 through 573.

22 Other costs, such as General Plant and Administrative and General Expenses,

23 are not contained in FERC accounts that are specific to transmission and distribution

5
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1 functions, and consequently must be functionalized to produce the distribution-related

2 portion of these costs.

3 Q12. Have you prepared a schedule which summarizes total system and distribution-

4 only cost of service elements?

5 A12. Yes. Schedule (LJH)-2, page 1 of 3, presents a listing of rate base and

6 operating income elements on both a system and a distribution-only level. Pages 2

7 and 3 of Schedule (LJH)-2 provide a short description of the method used to identify

8 the distribution-related portion of these costs. The method used to determine

9 distribution-related cost of service is consistent with that used by the Company and

10 accepted by the Commission in Case Nos. 9092, 9217, and 9286.

11 Q13. Does the revenue requirement study reflected in Schedule (LJH)-1 conform with

12 past Commission ratemaking determinations?

13 A13. Yes. The operating results presented in Schedule (LJH)-1 are generally

14 consistent with past Commission ratemaking determinations. Unadjusted rate base is

15 presented on a 13-month average basis for all elements except for materials and

16 supplies inventory, which, consistent with long-standing Commission rulings, is

17 reflected at terminal value. The Company has included Construction Work in

18 Progress (CWIP) in rate base and Allowance for Funds Used During Construction

19 (AFUDC) at the requested rate of return in operating income.

20 The ratemaking adjustments included in the revenue requirement

21 determination have, for the most part, been vetted by this Commission in recent

22 proceedings. As discussed in detail below, some have been modified from the last

23 approved method of calculation to better reflect current test year situations.

6
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1 Q14. Have any dollars associated with advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) been

2 reflected in the Company's filing?

3 A14. The Company is not requesting recovery in this proceeding of any of the AMI

4 costs being deferred in a regulatory asset in accordance with the Commission's Order

5 No. 83571 in Case No. 9207. As meter deployment continues, amounts pertaining to

6 AMI Smart meters which have been installed and are used and useful in serving

7 customers are reflected in unadjusted rate base and depreciation expense, in

8 accordance with the Commission's approval in Case No. 9286.

9 Q15. Please discuss the ratemaking adjustments which are summarized on Schedule

10 (LJH)-1, pages 2 and 3,and presented in detail at pages 5 through 28.

11 A15. Further explanations of the ratemaking adjustments reflected in the December

12 31, 2012 test period are as follows:

13 Adjustment 1 annualizes the effect of the reliability projects that were closed

14 to Electric Plant in Service (EPIS) during the test year. This adjustment reflects in

15 EPIS the full value of projects closed, reduces CWIP to the extent the projects were

16 reflected in unadjusted test-year amounts, and removes actual retirements from both

17 EPIS and accumulated depreciation. In addition, it annualizes associated depreciation

18 expense and reflects the estimated impact on accumulated deferred income taxes,

19 assuming the 50% bonus depreciation in effect for projects placed into service in

20 2012.

21 Adjustment 2 reflects the effect of reliability projects that will be closed to

22 Electric Plant in Service (EPIS) from January through March 2013, and for which

23 there will be actual data available during the course of this proceeding. Like

7
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1 Adjustment 1, this adjustment reflects in EPIS the full value of projects closed,

2 reduces CWIP to the extent the projects were reflected in unadjusted test-year

3 amounts, and removes actual retirements from both EPIS and accumulated

4 depreciation. It also annualizes associated depreciation expense and reflects the

5 estimated impact on accumulated deferred income taxes.

6 Q16. What is the rationale for including these two adjustments in cost of service?

7 A16. As discussed by Company Witness Gausman, the projects included in these

8 adjustments support the reliability performance of the distribution system, and

9 produce no new electric revenues. The cost of non-revenue producing reliability

10 projects that are in service prior to the beginning of the rate-effective period and

11 providing value to customers should be included in rates. As a result of these

12 adjustments, the test year reflects an appropriate matching of benefits that customers

13 receive to the cost associated with providing reliable service.

14 Q17. Have similar adjustments been approved by the Commission in the past?

15 A17. Yes. These adjustments are consistent with Pepco's proposed Ratemaking

16 Adjustment Nos. 17 and 18 accepted by the Commission in Case No. 9286, and with

17 similar adjustments previously accepted by the Commission in Delmarva Power &

18 Light Company (Delmarva Power) Case No. 9192. In approving Adjustment Nos. 17

19 and 18 in Case No. 9286, the Commission stated the following:

20 Consistent with the Commission's findings in Case 9192, and unlike the

21 evidence in Pepco's prior rate case, we find that the Company has
22 increased its reliability spending substantially over the past two years, and
23 its budgets and spending plans recognize the Company's continuing need
24 to upgrade its reliability systems. We find as well that the reliability plant
25 addition costs the Company seeks to recover are known and measurable,
26 will not generate any additional revenue, and are already in service. We
27 agree with Mr. Effron that deferred taxes, accumulated depreciation and
28 depreciation expense must be adjusted to reflect the terminal- and post-

8
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1 test year additions to rate base, but we are comfortable that those
2 adjustments have been made as testified to by Ms. Hook. (Order No.
3 85028,page 17.)
4

5 018. What is the current status of Pepco's reliability capital expenditure program,

6 and how does it compare to the situation in the past Pepco cases?

7 A18. Pepco's reliability capital spending continues on a sustained and marked

8 upward trend; further, projected future expenditures have ratcheted up significantly,

9 as discussed by Company Witness Gausman and shown at Tables 1 and 2 in his

10 Direct Testimony. This pattern, combined with the non-incremental revenue

11 producing nature of the projects, makes Adjustments Nos. 1 and 2 compatible with

12 standards for acceptance of such adjustments recently delineated by the Commission.

13 Q19. Please discuss Ratemaking Adjustment No.3,which proposes similar treatment

14 for reliability capital expenditures projected to be placed in service by the end of

15 2013.

16 A19. Adjustment 3 reflects the impact of reliability projects, computed in the same

17 manner as Adjustment 2, that are projected to be placed into service through the end

18 of 2013. At page 82 of its report "Weathering the Storm: Report of the Grid

19 Resiliency Task Force", the Grid Resiliency Task Force established by the Governor

20 to examine the improvement of resiliency and reliability of the Maryland electric

21 distribution system suggested "that the PSC consider forward looking test years when

22 faced with significant, projected capital expenditures." Moreover, in past evaluations

23 regarding the use of terminal rate base, the Commission noted the importance of

24 forward-looking data. In its Opinion filed April 29, 1970, and approved in Order No.

25 58067 (Case No. 6258), the Commission stated the following:

26 It has been clearly established that an average rate base is the

9
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1 proper measure of earnings during a past period. Rates are
2 necessarily set for the future, so it becomes incumbent that the
3 relative changes in rate base, revenues, and expenses
4 anticipated for the future period be evaluated (emphasis added).
5 During times of rapidly growing plant and during times of
6 inflation, there is a strong possibility that an erosion of earnings
7 may occur from these factors. Such a happening is loosely called
8 attrition. The impact of higher unit costs of plant when related to
9 rate levels geared to a lower unit cost results in a lessening of the

10 rate of return earned. 83 P.U.R.3d 372, 396 (1970).
11

12 Reflection of the end-of-period value of 2013 reliability projects, which will

13 be serving customers within six months of the date rates set in this proceeding will

14 take effect, is a means by which to mitigate regulatory lag through the use of more

15 forward-looking data.

16 Q20. Please continue your discussion of the ratemaking adjustments.

17 A20. Adiustment 4 annualizes the impact of the new depreciation rates which were

18 approved by the Commission in Case No. 9286. Because the order became effective

19 part way through the test period (July 20, 2012), this adjustment is necessary to

20 reflect the full annual impact of the order.

21 Adjustment 5 annualizes the amortization of operation and maintenance

22 (O&M) costs associated with major weather events experienced in 2011 (which

23 include the January 2011 snowstorm and Hurricane Irene restoration efforts) as

24 approved by the Commission in Case No. 9286. At page 13 of Order No. 85028, the

25 Commission stated, "We grant that the remaining costs (after the 1.5% and 6.2%

26 adjustments) be amortized over a five-year period, with the unamortized balance of

27 the costs reflected in rate base." As with Adjustment 3, the test year only partially

28 reflects the impact of Order No. 85028, necessitating a similar annualization

29 adjustment.

10
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1 Adjustment 6 reflects amortization of the incremental O&M costs associated

2 with the 2012 Derecho. Similar to treatment afforded major weather events

3 experienced in 2011, the Company proposes amortization of the Derecho costs over a

4 five-year period, with the unamortized balance of the costs reflected in rate base.

5 Q21. Have any costs associated with Hurricane Sandy been reflected in the revenue

6 requirement study?

7 A21. Yes, an estimate of costs associated with the Company's restoration effort in

8 the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy has been reflected in Adjustment 7. Similar to

9 treatment afforded major weather events experienced in 2011, the Company proposes

10 amortization of the Maryland distribution-related O&M costs over a five-year period,

11 with the unamortized balance of the costs reflected in rate base.

12 Q22. Please continue with your discussion of the proposed ratemaking adjustments.

13 A22. Adjustment 8 annualizes the recovery of additional taxes related to a change

14 in the law regarding Medicare Part D, as approved in Case No. 9286:

15 Consistent with the Commission's finding on the same issue in Case
16 No. 9230, we agree that the additional tax expense related to changes
17 in Medicare Part D should be amortized. We also hold that the

18 Company may not arbitrarily create a regulatory asset. However, we
19 find in this case, as we did in Case No. 9230, that increased taxes
20 related Medicare Part D is not an arbitrary change, but rather that
21 'these taxes are a legitimate cost of doing business and should be a
22 recoverable expense.' Therefore, the Commission authorizes
23 amortization of the increased tax expense over three years...(Order
24 No. 85028, pages 20-21).
25

26 Adjustment 9 annualizes the rate increase which was approved by the

27 Commission in Case No. 9286 and which became effective July 20, 2012. This

28 adjustment is discussed by Company Witness Janocha in his Direct Testimony.

29 Adjustment 10 reflects uncollectible expense based on the write-off percent

11
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1 experienced through September 2012 applied to test period revenues, pursuant to

2 Commission Order No. 83085 in Case No. 9192. Similar to the circumstances in

3 effect when the Commission approved this treatment in Case No. 9286, the

4 percentage of write-offs continues to trend slightly upward, but not at an anomalous

5 rate. Therefore the most recent percent of write-offs experienced continues to be

6 reflective of what can reasonably be expected to occur in the rate effective period.

7 Adjustment 11 adjusts O&M expense to annualize employee salary and wage

8 increases which occurred in the test year. During the test year, there was a 3.0%

9 increase for management employees effective March 1, 2012 and a 2.25% increase

10 for union/bargaining unit employees effective October 22, 2012. This adjustment

11 also reflects rate effective period wage increases of 3% for the anticipated March 1,

12 2013 management increase and the contractual 2.5% increase for bargaining unit

13 employees effective June 3, 2013. There is long-standing historical precedent for this

14 adjustment, which was approved in Case No. 8315. In that case, the Commission

15 noted:

16 Consistent with Commission policy, the Company's adjustment for
17 increased wage expenses represents an annualization of the percentage
18 of wage increase expected to be in effect during the rate-effective
19 period as applied to the current labor base. ...We have carefully
20 reviewed the evidence and arguments on this issue and find that the
21 wage adjustment proposed by the Company is consistent with that
22 generally allowed by the Commission. (Order No. 69229, page 60.)
23

24 An identically computed adjustment for the 2011 test year was approved by the

25 Commission as an uncontested adjustment in Case No. 9286.

26 Adiustment 12 adjusts O&M expense to reflect application of the three-year

27 average level of change in employee health and welfare costs, consistent with the

12
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1 treatment that was approved by the Commission in Case No. 9286. In using this new

2 computation method, the Commission noted:

3 Therefore, we agree with Staff that, given the year-to-year fluctuations

4 in employee health care expenses, company-specific historical health
5 care costs are a more reasonable basis for determining the appropriate

6 health and welfare expense in this case rather than relying on non-

7 Company-specific generic reports or studies...we will allow the
8 Company its 3-year average percentage increase in medical, dental,
9 and vision costs. (Order No. 85028,page 42.)

10

11 Computation of the three-year average increase in costs from 2009 to 2012 indicates a

12 rate effective period escalation factor for medical, dental, and vision costs of 5.2%,

13 5.0%,and 13.3%,respectively.

14 Adjustment 13 reflects non-executive incentive plan (Annual Incentive Plan,

15 or AIP) payments to management employees on a three-year average level; this

16 treatment was approved as an uncontested adjustment in Case No. 9217. In Case No.

17 9286, the Commission denied proposed adjustments to remove AIP costs from cost of

18 service, noting that, "We find that the non-executive AIP remains an appropriate

19 management tool to encourage employees to achieve greater operational efficiency

20 and customer service which benefits ratepayers" (Order No. 85028, page 66).

21 Although the Commission made no comment in Order No. 85028 regarding the use of

22 the test year level versus an average level, mathematically they did not include the

23 Company's averaging adjustment, which effectively resulted in inclusion of the actual

24 test period amount. Because the level of AIP payments does vary from year to year,

25 and because the Commission included no discussion indicating that it believes the test

26 year level is more appropriate, the three-year average has been used again in this

27 filing, similar to what the Company proposed and the Commission accepted in Case

13
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1 Nos. 9217 and 9286.

2 Adjustment 14 reflects expense associated with Automobile and General

3 Liability claims at the three-year average level of claims paid, in accordance with the

4 Commission's order in Case No. 9286.

5 Adjustment 15 removes from the test period expenses associated with

6 institutional and promotional advertising, in accordance with Code of Maryland

7 Regulations Section 20.07.04.08(F). Any remaining advertising expenditures are

8 associated with advertising which is informational in nature and whose costs are

9 therefore properly included in the cost of service.

10 Adjustment 16 removes from cost of service the test year level of expense

11 associated with executive incentive plan payments. Even though these

12 "compensation at risk" payments are an important component of the Company's total

13 executive compensation, and are likely to continue in the future, they are being

14 excluded in this proceeding to be consistent with treatment approved in Case Nos.

15 9217 and 9286.

16 Adjustment 17 removes from cost of service any expense recorded in the test

17 year that pertained to prosecution of Case No. 9240, in accordance with Order No.

18 85028.

19 Adjustment 18 increases O&M expense to reflect interest expense related to

20 the average level of customer deposits in accordance with past Commission-approved

21 practice. In Case No. 6999, the Commission determined that customer deposits

22 constitute a customer-supplied source of capital which is available for general

23 corporate purposes, and therefore should be deducted from rate base. The

14
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1 Commission also found it appropriate to adjust operating expense to reflect the

2 interest paid on such deposits. This adjustment also includes the quarterly

3 maintenance fees associated with the credit facility, as approved by the Commission

4 in Order No. 85028.

5 Adjustment 19 adjusts cost of service to properly reflect the three-year

6 amortization of costs associated with the litigation of Case No. 9286, as approved in

7 Order No. 85028. This includes all necessary adjustments to annualize amortization

8 expense going forward and to remove the impact of the one-time entries recorded to

9 set up the regulatory asset upon receipt of the Case No. 9286 order. It also includes

10 an adjustment to remove from cost of service the per book amortization of Case No.

11 9092 costs, as that amortization ended June 2012 and should not be reflected in rates

12 going forward.

13 Adiustment 20 reflects incremental costs associated with the current case.

14 Given the greatly decreased level of these expenditures compared to recent cases, as

15 well as the increase in the frequency of rate case filings (which is unlikely to change

16 in the near future), this amount is an appropriate level of expense upon which to

17 establish rates going forward.

18 Adjustment 21 adjusts cost of service to the appropriate level of vegetation

19 management costs, as discussed by Company Witnesses Boyle and Gausman in their

20 Direct Testimony.

21 Adjustment 22 reflects the reduction to the amortization of the Investment Tax

22 Credit (ITC) necessitated by the depreciation rate change approved in Case No. 9286.

23 IRS normalization rules require that ITC's may be flowed through to operating

15
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1 income no more rapidly than ratably over the remaining useful life of the associated

2 property. Pepco's currently-approved Maryland depreciation rates indicate a useful

3 life of approximately 70 years for Maryland distribution plant. This results in a

4 reduction to ITC amortization, and thus an increase in Federal income tax expense, of

5 $512,000 annually.

6 Adjustment 23 reflects adjustments to the Company's cash working capital

7 allowance in accordance with the Commission's Order in Case No. 7662. The

3 working capital allowance is adjusted to reflect the use of adjusted cost of service

9 amounts, including proforma amounts of interest, as well as the effect of funds in

10 transit (float) on the working capital allowance.

11 Adjustment 24 adjusts Pepco's Maryland and Federal income tax expense to

12 reflect the impact on synchronized income taxes of the ratemaking adjustments to rate

13 base. Pursuant to longstanding Commission precedent, the interest expense used for

14 computing income taxes must be synchronized with that inherent in the Company's

15 return on rate base. As in Case No. 9286, this adjustment reflects only the impact of

16 the other ratemaking adjustments. To better align unadjusted versus adjusted

17 operating results, it is more appropriate to reflect the impact of interest

18 synchronization related to unadjusted rate base in the same column as the other

19 unadjusted amounts. The impact on taxes of the effect of interest synchronization

20 related to unadjusted rate base,which is now reflected in the unadjusted column of

21 Schedule (LJH)-1, page 1, lines 23 and 24, is presented at page 29 of that schedule.

16
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1 Q23. Please discuss the Company's cash working capital component of rate base.

2 A23. Cash working capital allowance refers to the amount of investor-supplied

3 capital required to carry out the Company's day-to-day operations. To the extent a

4 differential exists between when the Company receives revenue for the services it

5 provides (as measured by its revenue lag) and when it must pay for expenses incurred

6 in providing those services (as measured by its expense lag), there is a need for

7 operating funds. Because these funds are provided by the Company's investors, they

8 are included as a component of rate base.

9 Q24. How was the Company's cash working capital allowance computed?

10 A24. The level of working capital allowance was determined by applying the

11 Company's net lag days, or the difference between its revenue lag and its expense lag,

12 to the average daily expense incurred in the test period.

13 Q25. Have you provided a schedule demonstrating the derivation of the cash working

14 capital allowance?

15 A25. Yes. This calculation is presented at Schedule (LJH)-1, page 31. As shown

16 on this schedule, the Company's composite Maryland revenue lag for the 12 months

17 ending December 31, 2012 was 48.11days. This is a weighted average, representing

18 both Sale of Electricity (based upon application of the appropriate class of business

19 lag days to billed Maryland distribution revenues for the test period) and Other

20 Revenues. The Company's composite expense lag was 28.89days, and was derived

21 by applying the lag days for each type of expense to Maryland expenses for the 12

22 months ending December 31,2012. The result is a net lag of 19.22 days, which when

23 applied to average Maryland daily expenses of $1,173,797, results in a Maryland

17
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1 working capital allowance of $22,560,378.

2 Q26. Is that the final cash working capital allowance you are recommending for

3 inclusion in rate base?

4 A26. No. Consistent with past Commission practice, two additional adjustments

5 must be made. First, $188,219 of Maryland-allocated withholding taxes is removed,

6 in recognition of the fact that the Company has the use of employee payroll

7 withholdings from the payroll date until the funds are remitted to the government.

8 Second, the Company's Maryland-allocated imprest funds requirement of $186,391 is

9 added. With these adjustments, the working capital allowance reflected in the

10 Company's unadjusted rate base is $22,558,550.

11 Q27. What was the basis of the lag days used in the computations shown at Schedule

12 (LJH)-1, page 31?

13 A27. The revenue and expense lag days used in determining the Company's cash

14 working capital allowance were determined in the 2005 detailed lead-lag study filed

15 and approved in Case No. 9092. This study was also used and approved in Case Nos.

16 9217 and 9286.

17 028. Have you made any updates to the lag days as computed in the 2005 study?

18 A28. Yes. On September 5, 2012, the Company received a letter from the

19 Montgomery County, Maryland, Department of Finance stating that, effective

20 January 2013, the Company must begin remitting monies collected for the

21 Montgomery County Fuel and Energy Tax on a monthly rather than quarterly basis.

22 Lag days based on the new monthly payment schedule were computed and used in

23 determining the cash working capital allowance requested in this case.

18
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1 Q29. In Case No. 9286, the Commission approved an adjustment which reflected

2 overtime expense (net of storms) on a six-year average level because the

3 Company had not met its "burden of proof" regarding the substantial increase

4 in overtime expense over that period. Have you analyzed test period overtime

5 expense incurred by Pepco and prepared a schedule which documents overtime

6 expenditures in this test year compared to prior years?

7 A29. Yes. Schedule (LJH)-3, provides distribution-related overtime costs incurred,

8 net of major storm-related overtime, for the years 2007 through 2012. As shown on

9 that schedule,2012 overtime exclusive of major storms is approximately $11 million,

10 which is down compared to the $13.6 million incurred in 2011. It remains higher,

11 however, than the pre-2011 level, which averaged approximately $7.7million for the

12 2007 through 2010 time period. The increase in the last two years is due to increased

13 substation equipment and overhead line maintenance costs associated with ongoing

14 reliability efforts which will continue into the foreseeable future. These expenses

15 include the cost associated with increased preparation for routine storms, which

16 require the scheduling of overhead line crews during normally off hours and

17 weekends. The substation-related overtime ensures that substation equipment

18 maintenance is performed in accordance with Code of Maryland Regulations

19 (COMAR) standards and not delayed due to storms and other maintenance activities

20 that require support from the substation mechanics. Additionally, there has been a

21 significant increase in activities associated with increased call center staffing during

22 normal storm events, as well as post-storm outage and inspection follow-up activity

23 after major outage events. For these reasons, the test period level of overtime

19
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1 expense is more reflective of overtime expense to be incurred in the future than is an

2 average including years prior to the increased storm preparedness and maintenance

3 activities.

4 Q30. In Case No.9286, the Commission accepted an Office of Peoples Counsel (OPC)

5 - proposed adjustment based upon six-year average "payroll expense" ratios. Is

6 such an adjustment appropriate in this proceeding?

7 A30. No, such an adjustment is inappropriate for two reasons. First, examination of

8 the monthly data for 2010, 2011, and 2012 shows that large spikes in the percent of

9 labor expensed occur in months in which there was a major weather event. For

10 example, in 2011, the ratio of labor expensed to total labor for Pepco was .5087 for

11 the year - which is a bit high compared to past years. However, both the months of

12 February 2011 (which would have included the impact of a late January snowstorm)

13 and September 2011 (which would have included the impact of Hurricane Irene) had

14 payroll expense percentages in excess of 60%. Computation of payroll expense

15 factor for 2011 excluding those two months results in a factor of .4926,which is more

16 in line with historical averages. Further, incremental costs, including overtime,

17 associated with major weather events are removed from cost of service and amortized

18 over a period of years. To do that, and then to also remove from expense some

19 derived amount calculated from the "payroll expense ratio" is essentially removing

20 the same dollars twice.

20
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1 Q31. Have you prepared a schedule which shows the impact of computing the payroll

2 expense factor excluding data associated with months in which major weather

3 events occurred?

4 A31. Yes. Schedule (LJH)-4 provides the payroll expense factor calculations for

5 the years 2010, 2011, and 2012 in two ways. At pages 2 through 4 of that schedule,

6 the factor is computed simply by taking the ratio of labor reflected in distribution-

7 related O&M expense over total labor (straight time plus overtime) for Pepco, Service

8 Company labor charged to Pepco, and the total of the two. The same computation is

9 then recast, eliminating data for the months in which major weather events occurred.

10 The results are summarized at page 1 of the schedule, and demonstrate two important

11 facts. First, 2011 and 2012 are less than 1% higher than the three-year average level

12 on a total (i.e.,Pepco labor plus Service Company labor charged to Pepco) basis; after

13 elimination of the impact of major weather events (which are removed from cost of

14 service and amortized anyway) from the computation, the increase in the percent

15 noted in Case No. 9286 is diminished. Further, 2011 and 2012 both have slightly

16 higher ratios than what was experienced in 2010--a consistency which would seemto

17 indicate that the payroll expense ratio experienced in the test year is likely more

18 indicative of what will occur in the future than would be application of an average

19 ratio.

20 Q32. In Case No. 9286, did the Commission order any adjustment to Pepco's O&M

21 expense related to expenditures for outside counsel?

22 A32. Yes. In that proceeding, in addition to removing all costs (including outside

23 counsel costs) associated with Case No. 9240, the Commission disallowed $1.8
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1 million of "excess" outside counsel expenditures. The disallowance over and above

2 the Case No. 9240 costs was based upon the increase in the level of outside counsel

3 expenditures between the test year in that case (2011) and the prior year (2010)-an

4 increase in expense which the Commission felt the Company did not adequately

5 explain.

6 Q33. Have you prepared a schedule which compares the current test year level of

7 outside counsel expenditures to prior years?

8 A33. Yes. Schedule (LJH)-5 provides annual outside counsel expenditures for

9 2010, 2011, and the test year ending December 2012 by major category of spending,

16 both on a total system and a Maryland distribution-related basis. The schedule also

11 shows comparisons by category of the 2012 test year versus 2011, the 2012 test year

12 versus 2010, and 2011 versus 2010. As shown on Schedule (LJH)-5, outside counsel

13 costs associated with Case No. 9240 clearly distort 2011; once those costs are

14 removed, the expenditure level for outside counsel in Maryland distribution-related

15 O&M is comparable for 2012 and 2011, and both are higher than 2010 by around

16 $480,000. The increase is predominantly in the environmental, general corporate,

17 and litigation support areas. The 2012 test year reflects spending levels comparable

18 to 2011 in those areas in total, with a shift from the litigation support area to general

19 corporate. But overall, outside counsel costs in the 2012 test year are consistent with

20 the level incurred in 2011, absent the Case No. 9240 costs.

21 Q34. Does this conclude your Direct Testimony?

22 A34. Yes, it does.
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Schedule (LJH)-1

Page 1 of 32

POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution Operating Results
Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

Average Maryland Maryland
(Thousands of Dollars) Maryland Adjusted Revenue Adjusted to

Unadjusted Test Year to Achieve Reflect
Line Results Adjustments Results 10.25% ROE 10.25% ROE

_No._ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
RATE BASE

1 Electric Plant in Service $ 2,553,623 $ 205,631 $ 2,759,254 $ 2,759,254
2 Construction Work in Progress 118,363 (74,921) 43,442 43,442
3 Electric Plant Held For Future Use 3,816 - 3,816 3,816
4 Accumulated Depreciation (1,322,932) 15,098 (1,307,834) (1,307,834)
5 Accumulated Amortization (34,736) - (34,736) (34,736)
6 Net Electric Plant 1,318,134 145,808 1,463,942 1,463,942
7 Material and Supplies 31,795 - 31,795 31,795
8 Cash Working Capital 22,558 (7,166) 15,392 15,392
9 Accumulated Deferred Taxes (301,949) (11,788) (313,737) (313,737)
10 Customer Deposits (32,754) - (32,754) (32,754)
11 Net Prepaid Pension Asset/OPEB Liability 96,030 - 96,030 96,030
12 Pepco Portion of Servco Assets 11,348 - 11,348 11,348
13 Regulatory Assets, Net of Deferred Taxes 13,338 11,038 24,376 24,376
14 Unamortized Credit Facility Costs 518 - 518 518

15 Total Rate Base $ 1,159,018 $ 137,892 $ 1,296,910 $ 1,296,910

OPERATING REVENUE
16 Sale of Electricity $ 570,995 $ 9,769 $ 580,764
17 Other Revenues 5,521 - 5,521
18 Total Revenue $ 576,516 $ 9,769 $ 586,285 $ 60,827 $ 647,112

OPERATING EXPENSES
19 Operation and Maintenance $ 207,209 $ 6,181 $ 213,390 $ 213,390
20 Depreciation 61,272 (9,305) 51,967 51,967
21 Amortization 3,158 1,191 4,349 4,349
22 Other Taxes 236,704 38 236,742 $ 1,307 238,049
23 Maryland income Tax 3,642 604 4,246 4,910 9,156
24 Federal income Tax 3,968 2,867 6,835 19,114 25,949
25 Total Operating Expenses $ 515,953 $ 1,576 $ 517,529 $ 25,331 $ 542,860

26 OPERATING INCOME $ 60,563 $ 8,193 $ 68,756 $ 35,496 $ 104,252
ALLOWANCE FOR FUNDS USED

27 DURING CONSTRUCTION 4,284 (2,060) 2,224 2,224
OPERATING INCOME FOR RATE

28 OF RETURN CALCULATION $ 64,847 $ 70,980 $ 106,476

29 RETURN ON RATE BASE 5.60% 5.47%
8.21%

Weighted Cost of Long-Term Debt 3.14% 3.14% 3.14%

Available to Common Equity 2.46% 2.33% 5.07%

Equity Ratio 49.45% 49.45% 49.45%

Rate of Return on Equity 4.97% 4.71% 10.25%
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland
Summaryof DistributionRatemaking Adjustments

Twelve Months Ending December31,2012
(6 MonthsActual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)
MD Operating

RMA Rate Operation & Other Corporate Income AFUDC

No. Description Base Revenue Maintenance Depreciation Amortization Taxes IncomeTax FIT Effect Offset

Per Order Ratemaking Adjustments

1 Annualization of Test YearReliabilityClosings $ 1,358 $ (112) $ (436) $ (810) $ (1,503)
Electric Plant in Service $ 79,423
Construction Work in Progress (67,664)
Accumulated Depreciation 4,031
Accumulated Deferred Taxes (8,649)

2 Inclusion of Projected PostTest Year Reliability Closings 553 (46) (177) (330) (667)
Electric Plant in Service 32,318
Construction Work in Progress (7,240)
Accumulated Depreciation 1,157
Accumulated Deferred Taxes (140)

3 Inclusion of Projected Post Test Year Reliability Closings 1,606 (132) (516) (958) (17)
Electric Plant in Service 93,890

Construction Work in Progress (17)
Accumulated Depreciation 3,499
Accumulated Deferred Taxes (411)

4 Annualization of New Depreciation Rates (12,822) 1,058 4,117 7,647
Accumulated Depreciation 6,411
Accumulated Deferred Taxes (2,588)

5 Annualization of 2011 Major Storm Amortization $ 9,703 $ 1,057 (888) (3,455) (6,417)
Regulatory Assets, Net of Deferred Taxes (1,862)

6 Amortization of 2012 Major Storm Costs - June 29 Derecho 4,043 $ 38 (337) (1,310) (2,434)
Regulatory Assets, Net of Deferred Taxes 10,952

7 Amortization of 2012 Major Storm Costs - Hurricane Sandy 772 (64) (248) (460)
Regulatory Assets, Net of Deferred Taxes 2,073

8 Annualization of OPEB Medicare Subsidy Amortization 134 (11) (43) (80)
Regulatory Assets, Net of Deferred Taxes (125)

9 Annualization of MD Case No.9286 Rate increase $ 9,769 806 3,137 5,826

10 Reflection of Uncollectible Write-Offs 1,176 (97) (378) (701)

11 Annualization of Wage Increases 2,679 (221) (860) (1,598)
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(Thousands of Dollars)
MD Operating

RMA Rate Operation & Other Corporate Income AFUDC

No. Description Base Revenue Maintenance Depreciation Amortization Taxes income Tax FIT Effect Offset

12 Reflection of 2013 Employee Health & Welfare Costs 488 (40) (157) (291)

13 Reflection of 3-Year Average AIP Costs (499) 41 160 298

14 Reflection of 3-Year Avg Auto & Generai Claim Payments (463) 38 149 276

15 Exclusion of Institutional & Promotional Ad Expense (2,728) 225 876 1,627

16 Exclusion of Executive incentiveCosts (3,604) 297 1,157 2,150

17 Exclusion of Case No.9240 Costs (9) 1 3 5

18 Inclusion of Customer Deposit and Credit Facility Interest 342 (28) (110) (204)

19 Amortization of MD Case No.9286 Rate Case Expense 242 (20) (78) (144)

20 Recovery of Current Rate Case Costs 238 (20) (76) (142)

21 Reflection of Vegetation Management in RateEffectivePeriod (6,199) 511 1,991 3,697

22 Impact of CN 9286 Depreciation Rates on ITC Amortization 512 (512)

23 Adjustment to Cash Working Capital Allowance (7,166)

24 Tax Effect of Proforma Interest Expense (357) (1,391) 1,748

imputed AFUDC 127

TOTAL RATEMAKING ADJUSTMENTS $ 137,892 $ 9,769 $ 6,181 $ (9,305) $ 1,191 $ 38 $ 604 $ 2,867 $ 8,193 $ (2,060)
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POTOMAC ELECTRiC POWER COMPANY

Analysis of Requested Rate Increase
Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

Rate Operating Revenue
(Thousands of Dollars) Base Income Requirement

Unadjusted Amounts $ 1,159,018 $ 64,847
Revenue requirement based on unadjusted results $ 51,937

Ratemaking Adjustments

1 Annualization of Test Year Reliability Closings $ 7,141 $ (810) $ 2,393
2 Inclusion of Projected Post Test Year Reliability Closings 26,095 (330) 4,237
3 inclusion of Projected Post Test Year Reliability Closings 96,961 (958) 15,282
4 Annualization of New Depreciation Rates 3,823 7,647 (12,566)
5 Annualization of 2011 Major Storm Amortization (1,862) (6,417) 10,734
6 Amortization of 2012 Major Storm Costs - June 29 Derecho 10,952 (2,434) 5,711
7 Amortization of 2012 Major Storm Costs - Hurricane Sandy 2,073 (460) 1,080
8 Annualization of OPEB Medicare Subsidy Amortization (125) (80) 120
9 Annuaiization of MD Case No. 9286 Rate Increase - 5,826 (9,983)
10 Reflection of Uncollectible Write-Offs - (701) 1,201
11 Annualization of Wage increases - (1,598) 2,738
12 Reflection of 2013 Employee Heaith & Welfare Costs - (291) 499
13 Reflection of 3-Year Average AiP Costs - 298 (511)
14 Reflection of 3-Year Average Auto & General Claim Payments - 276 (473)
15 Exclusion of institutional & Promotionai Advertising Expense - 1,627 (2,788)
16 Exclusion of Executive incentive Costs - 2,150 (3,684)
17 Exclusion of Case No. 9240 Costs - 5 (9)
18 inclusion of Customer Deposit Interest & Credit Facility Expenses - (204) 350
19 Amortization of MD Case No.9286 Rate Case Expense - (144) 247
20 Recovery of Current Rate Case Costs - (142) 243
21 Reflection of Vegetation Management in Rate Effective Period - 3,697 (6,335)
22 Impact of Case No.9286 Depreciation Rates on iTC Amortization - (512) 877
23 Adjustment to Cash Working Capital Allowance (7,166) - (1,008)
24 Tax Effect of Proforma Interest Expense - 1,748 (2,995)

Subtotal Adjustments before AFUDC Offset 137,892 8,193 5,360

AFUDC Offset - (2,060) 3,530

Totai revenue requirement at 8.21% rate of return based on adjusted results $ 1,296,910 $ 70,980 $ 60,827
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 1 - Annualization of Test Year Reliability Closings

Electric Plant in Service
1 Adjustment to EPIS to annualize actual Reliability closings $ 84,133
2 Retirements (4,710)
3 Total Adjustment to Maryland Electric Plant in Service $ 79,423

CWIP

4 Adjustment to remove closed projects from 13-mo avg CWIP $ (67,664)

5 Adjustment to operating income - AFUDC $ (1,503)

Accumulated Depreciation
6 Reliability retirements during test period $ 4,710
7 Provision for Depreciation on annualized test period closings (679)
8 Adjustment to Maryland Accumulated Depreciation $ 4,031

Accumulated Deferred Taxes
9 Adjustment to Deferred MD Income Taxes (1,768)
10 Adjustment to Deferred Federal income Taxes (6,881)
11 Adjustment to Maryland Deferred income Taxes $ (8,649)

12 Adjustment to Maryland Depreciation Expense $ 1,358

13 Adjustment to Maryland Income Tax Expense $ (112)

14 Adjustment to Federal income Tax Expense $ (436)
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012
(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 2 - Inclusion of Actual Post Test Year Reliability Closings from Jan to Mar 2013

Electric Plant in Service

1 Reliability closings to Electric Plant from January through March 2013 $ 33,752
2 Retirements from January through March 2013 (1,434)
3 Total Adjustment to Maryland Electric Plant in Service $ 32,318

CWIP

4 Adjustment to remove closed reliability balances from EOP CW1P $ (7,240)

5 Adjustment to operating income - AFUDC $ (667)

Accumulated Depreciation
6 Retirements from January through March 2013 $ 1,434
7 Provision for Depreciation from January through March 2013 (277)
8 Adjustment to Maryland Accumulated Depreciation $ 1,157

Accumulated Deferred Taxes

9 Adjustment to deferred Maryland income tax $ (29)

10 Adjustment to deferred Federal income tax (111)
11 Total adjustment to deferred income taxes $ (140)

12 Adjustment to depreciation expense $ 553

13 Adjustment to Maryland income tax expense $ (46)

14 Adjustment to Federal income tax expense $ (177)
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 3 - Inclusion of Projected Post Test Year Reliability Closings from Apr to Dec 2013

Electric Plant in Service
1 Reliability closings to Electric Plant from April 2013 through December 2013 $ 98,192
2 Retirements from April 2013 through December 2013 (4,302)
3 Total Adjustment to Maryiand Electric Plant in Service $ 93,890

CWIP

4 Adjustment to remove closed projects from CWIP $ (17)

5 Adjustment to operating income - AFUDC $ (17)

Accumulated Depreciation
6 Retirements from April 2013 through December 2013 $ 4,302
7 Provision for depreciation from April through December 2013 (803)
8 Total adjustment to accumulated depreciation $ 3,499

Accumulated Deferred Taxes
9 Adjustment to deferred Maryland income tax $ (84)
10 Adjustment to deferred Federal income tax (327)
11 Total adjustment to deferred income taxes $ (411)

12 Adjustment to depreciation expense $ 1,606

13 Adjustment to Maryland income tax expense $ (132)

14 Adjustment to Federal income tax expense $ (516)
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012
(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 4 - Annualization of Case No. 9286 Depreciation Rates

1 Adjustment to Maryland depreciation expense $ (12,822)

2 Adjustment to Maryiand income tax expense $ 1,058

3 Adjustment to Federal income tax expense $ 4,117

4 Adjustment to Maryland accumulated depreciation $ 6,411

5 Adjustment to deferred Maryland income tax $ (529)

6 Adjustment to deferred Federal income tax (2,059)

7 Total adjustment to deferred income taxes $ (2,588)
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 5 - Annualization of 2011 Major Storm Amortization

January 2011 August 2011
Storm Hurricane Total

1 Regulatory asset approved per Order No.85028 $ 8,755 $ 9,756 $ 18,511

2 Annual amortization of Maryiand portion of incremental costs
associated with major 2011 storms over 5 years $ 1,751 $ 1,951

3 Less: Amortization refiected in the twelve months ending
December 31, 2012 (803) (894)

5 Annualization adjustment reflected in distrubution O&M expense
(January 2011 Storm) $ 948

6 Adjustment to remove credit to distribution O&M expensefor
purpose of setting up regulatory asset 8,755

7 Total adjustment to distrubution O&M expense $ 9,703 $ 9,703

4 Annualization adjustment reflected in amortization expense
(Hurricane Irene) $ 1,057 $ 1,057

8 Adjustment to Maryland income Tax expense $ (888)

9 Adjustment to Federal income Tax expense $ (3,455)

10 Average Maryland regulatory asset, net of deferred taxes at
December 31, 2012 $ 5,101 $ 5,684 $ 10,785

11 Average Maryland regulatory asset, net of deferred taxes at
December 31, 2013 4,220 4,703 8,923

12 Adjustment to Maryland regulatory asset, net of deferred taxes $ (1,862)
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012
(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 6 - Amortization of 2012 Major Storm Cost - June 29 Derecho

Maryland portion of incremental storm costs associated with June 29, 2012 Derecho:
1 Distribution O&M $ 20,217
2 Payroll Taxes 188
3 Total 2012 major storm costs to be amortized over 5 years $ 20,405

4 Adjustment to Distribution O&M expense to amortize 2012 major storm costs over 5 years
(Line 1 + 5 years) $ 4,043

5 Adjustment to Other Tax expense to amortize 2012 major storm costs over 5 years
(Line 2 + 5 years) $ 38

6 Adjustment to Maryland Income Tax expense $ (337)

7 Adjustment to Federal income Tax expense $ (1,310)

8 Adjustment to rate base to reflect Maryland regulatory asset, net of deferred taxes $ 10,952
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012
(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 7 - Amortization of 2012 Major Storm Cost - Hurricane Sandy

1 Adjustment to Distribution O&M expense to amortize Maryland portion of Hurricane Sandy over
5 years ($3,862,199 _5years) $ 772

2 Adjustment to Maryland income Tax expense $ (64)

3 Adjustment to Federal Income Tax expense $ (248)

4 Adjustment to rate base to reflect Maryland regulatory asset, net of deferred taxes $ 2,073
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution

Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation
Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 8 - Recovery of Tax on OPEB Medicare Tax Subsidy

1 Annual amortization of Maryland portion of OPEB Medicare Subsidy - Regulatory Asset
($744,000 over 3 years) $ 248

2 Less: Amortization reflected in the twelve months ending December 31, 2012 (114)

3 Adjustment to Maryland amortization expense $ 134

4 Adjustment to Maryland Income Tax expense $ (11)

5 Adjustment to Federal Income Tax expense $ (43)

6 Average Maryland regulatory asset, net of deferred taxes at December 31, 2012 $ 427

7 Average Maryland regulatory asset, net of deferred taxes at December 31, 2013 302

8 Adjustment to Maryland regulatory asset, net of deferred taxes $ (125)
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actuai; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

NA Adjustment 9 - Annualization of Base Revenues

1 Adjustment to annualize billed distribution revenues to levels set in Case No.9286 $ 9,769

2 Adjustment to Maryland income Tax expense $ 806

3 Adjustment to Federal income Tax expense $ 3,137
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution

Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation
Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 10 - Reflection of Uncollectible Write-Off's

1 Maryland distribution-related net uncollectible write-offs for the twelve months ending
December 31, 2012 $ 5,758

2 Maryland distribution-related uncollectible expense accrual for the twelve months ending
December 31, 2012 4,582

3 Adjustment to Maryland O&M expense to reflect net uncollectible write-offs in the test
period $ 1,176

4 Adjustment to Maryland income Tax expense $ (97)

5 Adjustment to Federal Income Tax expense $ (378)
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012
(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

NE Adjustment 11 - Annualization of Wage Increases

Exempt Non-Exempt Total

Exempt distribution-related O & M wageslovertime, before 3/1/12:
1 Pepco $ 2,871
2 Charged to Pepco from Service Company 6,076
3 Total 8,947 $ 8,947

Non-exempt distribution-related O & M wages/overtime, before 10/22/12:
4 Pepco $ 39,573
5 Charged to Pepco from Service Company 5,562
6 Total 45,135 45,135

7 Test period percentage wage increase 3.00% 2.25%

8 Adjustment to annualize increases occurring in test period (line 7 * line 3 or line 6) 268 1,016 1,284

Actual test year wages:
9 Pepco 17,751 49,452
10 Charged to Pepco from Service Company 38,566 6,686
11 Less: Incremental wageslovertime related to June 22, 2012 storm (97) (232)
12 Less: Incremental wageslovertime related to June 29, 2012 Derecho (702) (2,336)
13 Less: Incremental wageslovertime related to September 8, 2012 storm (38) (204)
14 Total 55,480 53,366 108,846

15 Annualized test period wages (line 8 + line 14) 55,748 54,382 110,130

16 Rate effective period wage increases (3/1/13 Exempt and 6/1/13 Non-Exempt) 3.00% 2.50%

17 Adjustment to reflect rate effective period increases (line 15 * line 16) 1,672 1,360

18 Total adjustment for wage increases (line 8 + line 17) 1,940 2,376 4,316

19 Allocation factor - Maryland (O&M less A&G) 0.6206 0.6206

20 Adjustment to Operations & Maintenance for wage increases $ 1,204 $ 1,475 $ 2,679

21 Adjustment to Maryland Income Tax expense $ (221)

22 Adjustment to Federal Income Tax expense $ (860)
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution

Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation
Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 12 - Reflection of 2013 Employee Health & Welfare Costs

Test Period Rate Effective Projected
Plan Amount Period Amount Change

1 Medical $ 14,424 $ 15,174 $ 750

2 Dental 1,250 1,313 63

3 Vision 460 521 61

4 Total change in health & welfare costs included in O&M $ 16,134 $ 17,008 $ 874

5 Allocation to Distribution (Labor ratio) 0.9004

6 Adjustment to Distribution-related O&M expense $ 787

7 Allocation to Maryland (O&M less A&G ratio) 0.6206

8 Adjustment to Maryland O&M expense for increased

employee health & welfare costs $ 488

9 Adjustment to Maryland income tax expense $ (40)

10 Adjustment to Federal income tax expense $ (157)

Deveiopment of benefits inflation ratios in accordance with Order No.85028

Medical Dental Vision

Twelve months ended December 31, 2009 12,512 1,079 326
Twelve months ended December 31, 2010 13,242 1,170 372
Twelve months ended December 31, 2011 12,515 1,188 348

Twelve months ending December 31, 2012 (6+6) 14,424 1,250 460

Percent increase in 2010 from prior year 5.8% 8.4% 14.1%
Percent increase in 2011 from prior year -5.5% 1.5% -6.5%
Percent increase in 2012 from prior year 15.3% 5.2% 32.2%

3-year average percent change 5.2% 5.0% 13.3%
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line
No. Adjustment 13 - Reflection of 3-Year Average Annual incentive Plan Costs

Distribution-related AIP costs:
1 Twelve months ended December 31, 2010 $ 3,786
2 Twelve months ended December 31, 2011 3,869
3 Twelve months ending December 31, 2012 5,034

4 Total AIP Costs $ 12,689

5 3-year average Annual incentive Plan (AIP) costs $ 4,230

6 AIP costs for the twelve months ending December 31, 2012 5,034

7 Adjustment to reflect 3-year average AIP costs (804)

8 Maryland O&M less A&G ratio 0.6206

9 Adjustment to Maryiand Operating & Maintenance expense $ (499)

10 Adjustment to Maryland income Tax expense $ 41

11 Adjustment to Federal Income Tax expense $ 160
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution

Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation
Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 14 - Reflection of Auto and General Liability Claim Payments

1 Auto and general claims liability expense accrued in the test period $ 1,645

Claim payments, net of receipts
2 Twelve months ended December 31, 2010 $ 625
3 Twelve months ended December 31, 2011 939
4 Twelve months ending December 31, 2012 885

5 Reflect 3-year average auto and general claims paid $ 816

6 Adjustment to O&M expense . $ (829)

7 Allocation to distribution (Labor ratio) 0.9004

8 Adjustment to distribution-related expense $ (746)

9 Allocation to Maryland (O&M less A&G ratio) 0.6206

10 Adjustment to Maryland allocated O&M expense for auto and general claims $ (463)

11 Adjustment to Maryland Income Tax expense $ 38

12 Adjustment to Federal Income Tax expense $ 149
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 15 - Exclusion of institutional and Promotional Advertising Expenses

1 Adjustment to remove institutional and promotional advertising expenses $ (4,396)

2 Allocation to Maryland (O&M less A&G ratio) 0.6206

3 Adjustment to Maryland O&M expense for advertising expenses $ (2,728)

4 Adjustment to Maryland income Tax expense $ 225

5 Adjustment to Federal Income Tax expense $ 876
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution

Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation
Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 16 - Exclusion of Executive incentive Costs

1 Distribution-related executive incentive costs charged to Pepco O&M for the twelve months

ending December 31, 2012 $ 5,807

2 Allocation to Maryland (O&M less A&G ratio) 0.6206

3 Adjustment to remove impact from Maryland Operations & Maintenance expense $ (3,604)

4 Adjustment to Maryland Income Tax expense $ 297

5 Adjustment to Federal income Tax expense $ 1,157
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution

Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation
Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 17 - Exclusion of Case No.9240 Costs

1 Adjustment to Maryland distribution O&M expense $ (9)

2 Adjustment to Maryland income Tax expense $ 1

3 Adjustment to Federal Income Tax expense $ 3
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 18 - inclusion of interest on Average Customer Deposits and Credit Facility

1 Interest on active customer deposits at Maryland 2012 rate of 0.11% $ 34

2 Quarterly maintenance fee for credit facility 496

3 Allocation factor - Maryland (O&M less A&G ratio) 0.6206

4 Maryland allocated quarterly maintenance fee $ 308

5 Adjustment to include certain interest charges in distribution O&M expense $ 342

6 Adjustment to Maryland income Tax expense $ (28)

7 Adjustment to Federal Income Tax expense $ (110)
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution

Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation
Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 19 - Amortization of Maryland Case No. 9286 Costs Over 3 Years

1 Annual amortization of Case No.9286 Regulatory Asset ($681,434 over 3 years) $ 227

2 Less: Amortization reflected in the twelve months ending December 31, 2012 (104)

3 Less: Removal of test period amortization of prior case that is ending (Case No.9092) (29)

4 Less: Case No. 9286 costs reflected in the twelve months ending December 31, 2012 (533)

5 Plus: Reversal of credit to distribution O&M expense for purpose of setting up regulatory
asset 681

6 Total adjustment to Maryland O&M expense to reflect amortization of costs over 3 year
period, net of costs removed from test year $ 242

7 Adjustment to Maryland income Tax expense $ (20)

8 Adjustment to Federal Income Tax expense $ (78)
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution

Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation
Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 20 - Recovery of Current Rate Case Costs

1 Outside counsel costs $ 100

2 Expert witness 93
3 Miscellaneous (transcripts, public notices, etc.) 45

4 Total rate case costs associated with current proceeding $ 238

5 Adjustment to Maryland income Tax expense $ (20)

6 Adjustment to Federal income Tax expense $ (76)
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012
(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 21 - Reflection of Vegetation Management Expense in Rate Effective Period

1 Tree trimming costs reflected in Maryland distribution-related O&M expense in the twelve
months ending December 31, 2012 $ 26,503

2 Equivalent cost in 2013 18,956

3 Net reduction in costs associated with accelerated vegetation management activities $ (7,547)

4 Annualization of compliance cost for RM 43 effective May 28, 2012 950

5 Contractor escalation rate of 2% in 2013 398

3 Adjustment to Maryland distribution O&M expense $ (6,199)

4 Adjustment to Maryland income Tax expense $ 511

5 Adjustment to Federal Income Tax expense $ 1,991
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012
(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 22 - Impact of Case No.9286 Depreciation Rates on ITC Amortization

1 Revised annual amortization (Maryland basis) of Investment Tax Credits (ITC) $ 53

2 Book amortization (Maryland basis) for twelve months ending December 31, 2012 565

3 Adjustment to test year ITC amortization (Maryland) (512)

4 Adjustment to Federal income Tax expense (Maryland) $ 512
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution
Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 23 - Adjustments to Cash Working Capital Allowance

1 Reduction of cash working capital to reflect lag on interest and preferred dividends $ (4,693)

2 Adjustment to reflect effect of Per Order ratemaking adjustments on cash working capital (1,064) '
3 Reduction of cash working capital to reflect float adjustment (1,409)

4 Total cash working capital adjustment $ (7,166)

Impact on CWC of ratemaking adjustments excluding interest synchronization $ (345)
Impact on CWC of interest synch adjustment and tax gross-up on revenue requirement (719)

$ (1,064)
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POTOMAC ELECTRiC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution

Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation
Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Adjustment 24 - Reflection of Pro Forma Interest Expense

1 Adjusted rate base $ 1,296,910

2 Average CWIP accruing AFUDC 53,724

3 Average Maryland rate base for interest synchronization $ 1,243,186

4 Weighted cost of total debt 3.14%

5 Pro forma interest on adjusted rate base $ 39,036

6 Less: Pro-forma interest on unadjusted results (34,706)

7 Adjustment to interest expense $ 4,330

8 Adjustment to Maryland income Tax for pro-forma interest expense $ (357)

9 Adjustment to Federal Income Tax for pro-forma interest expense $ (1,391)
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland
Per Book Calculation

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012
(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Unadjusted Interest Synchronization

1 Unadjusted average Maryland rate base $ 1,159,018

2 Less: Average Maryland CWIP accruing AFUDC 53,724

3 Average Maryland rate base for interest synchronization 1,105,294

4 Weighted cost of long term debt 3.14%

5 Pro-forma interest 34,706

6 Maryland per book interest expense 43,198

7 Adjustment to interest expense $ (8,492)

8 Adjustment to unadjusted Maryland Income Tax for pro-forma interest expense $ 701

9 Adjustment to unadjusted Federal Income Tax for pro-forma interest expense $ 2,727
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Distribution

Ratemaking Adjustment Calculation
Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

(Thousands of Dollars)

Line

No. Imputed AFUDC

1 Average CWIP accruing AFUDC $ 53,724

2 Maryland requested rate of retum 8.21%

3 AFUDC Distribution income add-back 4,411

4 Less: Distribution related MD AFUDC per book accrual (4,284)

5 Adjustment to Distribution operating income $ 127
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POTOMAC ELETRIC POWER COMPANY

Maryland Unadjusted Cash Working Capital
Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

2005 STUDY

Test Year Lag Annual

Amount Days Lag Dollars
Operating Revenues (lag days on MD basis):

Residential $ 214,845,447 50.58 $ 10,866,882,709
RTM 41,695.104 47.27 1,970,927,566
MMA -

General Service-LV 24,310,618 47.25 1,148,676,701
MGT-LV 173,580,305 45.01 7,812,849,528
General Service-HV -

MGT-HV 3,161,349 53.49 169,100,558

Time of Day-LV 41,782,616 50.10 2,093,309,062
Time of Day-HV 54,695,930 51.93 2,840,359,645
Metro RT 5,583,544 48.69 271,862,757

Street Lighting 11,340,166 44.30 502,369,354

Total Distribution Revenue $ 570,995,079 48.47 $ 27,676,337,880

Rent from Electric Property 2,389,871 -33.27 (79,511,008)
Forfeited Discounts 1,734,214 48.47 84,057,353
Misc Svc 368,539 4.54 1,673,167
Other 75,000 0.00 -
CEO Online - MD Portion 73,308 48.47 3,553,239

Billing Services - MD Portion 835,727 56.68 47,369,006

$ 576,471,738 $ 27,733,479,637

Composite Days Lag in MD Revenues 48.11

Operatina Expenses:
PEPCO Labor - Wages 41,704,552 11.20 467,090,982
Other Operating Expenses 145,300,941 37.57 5,458,956,353
Control Center Lease 4,726,707 90.75 428,948,660
Other Taxes

MD Gross Receipts 8,190,692 37.00 303,055,604
Property Tax-DC 42,911 83.50 3,583,069
Property Tax-MD Montgomery 13,254,673 60.50 801,907,717
Property Tax-MD Prince George's 11,400,945 -90.50 (1,031,785,523)
Property Tax-MD Charles 382,895 -59.50 (22,782,253)
Property Tax-MD Other 1,240,291 -90.50 (112,246,336)
Property Tax-VA Alexandria 126,953 51.00 6,474,603
Property Tax-VA Arlington 25,327 139.50 3,533,117
Property Tax-VA Fairfax 889 220.50 196,025
Property Tax-VA Pr William 3,927 75.50 296,489
MD Filing Fee 1,946,640 -28.00 (54,505,920)
MD Delivery Tax 9,218,661 37.00 341,090,457
MD Universal Service Charge 8,538,736 28.04 239,426,157
MD Use Tax 4,262,325 35.71 152,207,626
MD Environmental Trust 2,168,121 37.54 81,391,262

MD Montg County Fuel & Energy Tax 172,842,023 30.54 5,278,595,382
MD income Tax (Current Portion) - 58.95 -
DC Business Improvement tax - -92.75 -
DC PSC Reimbursement - 174.50 -

DC PSOS - -44.13 -

DC Delivery Tax - 35.71 -
Payroll Taxes-Federal Unemployment 25,696 -55.50 (1,426,128)
Payroll Taxes-DC Unemployment 82,103 -54.85 (4,503,350)
Payroll Taxes-MD Unemployment 46,103 -54.91 (2,531,516)
Payroll Taxes-VA Unemployment - 0.00
FICA-Social Security 2,903,818 13.73 39,869,421
Federal income Tax - 58.95 -

Total Distribution Expenses $ 428,435,929 $ 12,376,841,898

Composite Days Lag in Expenses 28.89

Net Lag 19.22

MD Average Daily Expense $ 1,173,797

Cash Working Capital Allowance $ 22,560,378
Less:

FIT/FICA Withholding 22,326 2.73 60,950
State Withholding 4,799 26.52 127,269

Subtotal 22,372,159

Plus:

Imprest Funds 186,391

Total Distribution Working Capital Allowance $ 22,558,550
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Potomac Electric Power Company

Maryland
Computation of Tax Factors

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012
(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

Line Statutory

N_o._Description Tax Rate

1 Maryland Gross Receipts Tax Rate (incl. PSC assessment) 2.1483%

2 Maryland Income Tax Rate 8.25%

3 Federal income Tax Rate 35.00%

Line

_No._ Description Computation Tax Factor

4 Maryland Gross Receipts Tax Factor Line 1 2.1483%

5 Maryland Income Tax Factor (100%-Line 1) x Line 2 8.0728%

6 Federal Income Tax Factor (100% - (Line 4 + Line 5)) x Line 3 31.4226%

7 Complement of Composite Tax Factor 100% - (Line 4 + Line 5 + Line 6) 58.3563%
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Functionalized Cost of Service Elements

Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012
(6 Months Actual; 6 Months Projected)

Line

No. Item Total System Distribution Amount

Rate Base
1 Electric Plant in Service $ 6,432,294,621 $ 5,205,491,010

2 Construction Work in Progress 215,833,279 180,221,252
3 Electric Plant Held For Future Use 22,069,021 21,082,611

4 Accumulated Depreciation (2,577,513,246) (2,177,994,086)
5 Accumulated Amortization (102,350,296) (67,710,367)
6 Plant Materials & Supplies 68,081,000 63,621,379
7 Net Prepaid Pension/OPEB Liability 174,732,337 157,328,996
8 Deferred Federal and State Tax Balance (996,203,195) (824,511,000)

9 Net Service Company Assets 45,607,585 21,171,938

Operating income
10 Sale of Electricity 1,882,754,727 983,890,248
11 Other Revenues 22,861,708 9,145,197

12 0 & M Expense 1,122,943,676 387,923,351
13 Depreciation Expense 154,624,147 124,734,075
14 Amortization Expense 33,425,961 6,528,074
15 Taxes Other than Income Taxes 389,226,574 375,670,762
16 D.C. Income Tax 5,229,926 3,733,230

17 Maryland Income Tax 3,888,439 3,467,709
18 Federal Income Tax 29,125,898 20,079,307
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Potomac Electric Power Company
Development of Distribution Cost of Service

Rate Base

1. Electric Plant

The end-of-period distribution balance for Electric Plant in Service is based on historical data as recorded
in the financial records of the Company and projected data. Included are all balances reflected in
distribution accounts, plus general and intangible plant account balances allocated to distribution based
on the Distribution Labor ratio.

2. Construction Work in Progress
The end-of-period distribution balance for Construction Work in Progress is based on historical data as
recorded in the financial records of the Company and projected data. Included are all balances reflected
in distribution accounts, plus general, intangible, and miscellaneous CWIP account balances allocated to
distribution based on the Distribution Labor ratio.

3. Plant Held for Future Use
The end-of-period distribution balance for Plant Held for Future Use is based on historical data as
recorded in the financial records of the Company and projected data.

4. Accumulated Depreciation
The end-of-period distribution balance for Accumulated Depreciation is based on historical data as
recorded in the financial records of the Company and projected data. Included are all balances reflected
in distribution accounts, plus general accumulated depreciation balances allocated to distribution based
on the Distribution Labor ratio.

5. Accumulated Amortization

The end-of-period distribution balance for Accumulated Amortization is based on historical data as
recorded in the financial records of the Company and projected data. The balances are allocated to
distribution based on the Distribution Labor ratio.

6. Non-Fuel Stock Materials & Supplies
The end-of-period balance for Materials & Supplies is based on historical data, less amounts estimated to
be related to transmission based on information available in the 2011 FERC Form 1.

7. Accumulated Deferred income Taxes

The end-of-period distribution balance for Accumulated Deferred income Taxes is based on historical
data as recorded in the financial records of the Company and projected data. Rate base deferred taxes
are allocated to distribution based on Plant ratios.

8. Customer Deposits
End-of-period Customer Deposits is based on historical data as recorded in the financial records of the
Company. The balance is derived from a detailed analysis of accounting records.

9. Net Prepaid Pension/OPEB Liability
The end-of-period prepaid pension asset/OPEB liability, net of associated deferred taxes, is based on
historical data as recorded in the financial records of the Company and projected data. The balance is
allocated to distribution based on the Distribution Labor ratio.

10. Pepco Portion of Service Company Assets
The end-of-period Pepco Portion of Service Company Assets is based on historical data as recorded in
the financial records of the Company and projected data. The net service company assets are allocated
to distribution based on the Distribution Labor ratio.

11. Regulatory Assets
The end-of-period distribution related Regulatory Assets, net of accumulated deferred taxes, is based on
historical data as recorded in the financial records of the Company and projected data.
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Potomac Electric Power Company
Development of Distribution Cost of Service

Operating Income

12. Sale of Electricity
Revenue is comprised of billed Maryland jurisdictional distribution revenue, based on the Maryland
unbundled distribution rates.

13. Rent from Electric Property and Forfeited Discounts
Revenues were assigned to distribution based on detailed analysis.

14. Operation & Maintenance Expense
Operation & Maintenance expense for the Maryland distribution business is based on historical data as
recorded in the financial records of the Company and projected data. It reflects all distribution and
customer accounts, plus a portion of the A&G accounts determined as follows: after elimination of costs in
A&G accounts specifically identifiable as pertaining to the Company's Standard Offer Service business,
the remaining costs are allocated to distribution based on the Distribution Labor ratio, with the exception of
account 924 (property insurance), which is allocated based on plant less AFUDC, and accounts 928
(regulatory expense) and 904 (uncollectible expense), which are directly assigned based on detailed
analysis. Distribution-related O&M is then allocated to the Company's retail jurisdictions based on the
allocation methods historically in use in Maryland.

15. Depreciation and Amortization Expense
Depreciation and amortization expense is based on historical data as recorded in the financial records of
the Company and projected data. The amounts include all expenses reflected in distribution accounts, plus
an allocation of expenses in "general" functional accounts based on the Distribution Labor ratio.

16. Other Taxes
Taxes other than income taxes is based on historical data as recorded in the financial records of the

Company and projected data. Other taxes not directly assignable to distribution are allocated as follows:
property taxes are allocated to distribution based on assessable plant; payroll taxes are allocated based on
the Distribution Labor ratio.

17. Maryland State income Tax
Maryland state income tax was determined by applying a Maryland apportioned income tax rate of 4.648%
(based on the latest available tax return) to distribution-related system taxable income.

18. District of Columbia Income Tax

District of Columbia income tax was determined by applying a District of Columbia apportioned income tax
rate 4.369% (based on the latest available tax return) to distribution-related system taxable income.

19. Federal Income Tax
Federal income tax was determined by applying the statutory rate of 35% to distribution-related system
taxable income.

20. AFUDC

AFUDC is imputed by multiplying the end-of-period balance of test period Construction Work In Progress
accruing AFUDC by the rate of return.
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Analysis of Pepco overtime (natural acct 710010; co code 7000 (Pepco) and co code 9000 (servco) charged to 7000)

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Distribution O&M FERCaccts 7,804,534 7,074,283 7,415,929 11,690,910 16,566,321 13,676,444

A&G FERCaccts 423,485 422,331 300,698 551,113 863,577 905,072
Labor Ratio 0.9058 0.9058 0.9134 0.8985 0.8985 0.9004

OT in distr-related A&G 383,593 382,547 274,658 495,175 775,924 814,927

Total Distribution-related OT Labor 8,188,127 7,456,830 7,690,587 12,186,085 17,342,245 14,491,371

D_a.j;e Incremental Storm OT Labor
9/8/2012 Sept 8 Storm - - - - 218,944

6/29/2012 Derecho - - - - 2,945,676

6/22/2012 June 22 Thunderstorm - - - 322,946

8/21/2011 Hurricane Irene - - - 2,280,332

1/26/2011 January Storm - - - 1,500,014
8/12/2010 August 12 Storm - - 606,168 -

8/5/2010 August 5 Storm - - 130,656 -

7/25/2010 July 25 Storm - - 1,787,228 - -

2/5/2010 February Storm - - 2,008,579
6/6/2008 June Storm 261,697 - - - -

Total Distribution-related OT Labor,
exclusive of storm OT 8,188,127 7,195,133 7,690,587 7,653,454 13,561,899 11,003,805
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Percent of Labor - Distribution-Related O&M to Total

000's $

2010 2011 2012 (6&6) egléÑein

Pepco (Co Code 7000) labor

Distribution-related O&M expense $ 56,190.6 $ 67,781.8 $ 67,202.5 $ 191,174.9
Total labor (a/c 710005, 710010) 112,893.9 133,233.5 136,411.8 382,539.2

Percent 0.4977 0.5087 0.4926 0.4998

Phisco (Co Code 9000) labor to Pepco

Distribution-related O&M expense 37,554.0 40,727.1 45,252.2 123,533.3

Total labor (a/c 710005, 710010) 58,367.1 56,411.7 60,584.1 175,362.9

Percent 0.6434 0.7220 0.7469 0.7044

Total labor to Pepco

Distribution-related O&M expense 93,744.6 108,508.9 112,454.7 314,708.2

Total labor (a/c 710005, 710010) 171,261.0 189,645.2 196,995.9 557,902.1

Percent 0.5474 0.5722 0.5708 0.5641

RECAST - ELIMINATING MAIOR EVENTS *
Pepco (Co Code 7000) labor

Distribution-related O&M expense 44,454.9 53,049.8 59,156.0 156,660.7
Total labor (a/c 710005, 710010) 92,861.7 107,699.4 122,968.5 323,529.6

Percent 0.4787 0.4926 0.4811 0.4842

Phisco (Co Code 9000) labor to Pepco

Distribution-related O&M expense 30,798.5 33,463.7 40,604.4 104,866.6

Total labor (a/c 710005, 710010) 48,222.3 46,534.9 54,704.2 149,461.4

Percent 0.6387 0.7191 0.7423 0.7016

Total labor to Pepco

Distribution-related O&M expense 75,253.4 86,513.5 99,760.4 261,527.3

Total labor (a/c 710005, 710010) 141,084.0 154,234.3 177,672.7 472,991.0

Percent 0.5334 0.5609 0.5615 0.5529
-0.0086

* Eliminate months of February 2010 (5nowmaggedon), August 2012 (seriesof severe thunderstorms),

February 2011(major snowstorm), September 2011 (Hurricane Irene), and July 2012 (Derecho)
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BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

Jan 2012 Feb2012 Mar2012 Apr2012 May 2012 Jun 2012 Aug 2012 Sep2012 oct 2012 Nov2012 Dec2012 Total

>epco labor

Mstribution-related O&M Expense for Cost of Service

)istribution Direct 5,139,505 4,293,167 4,859,916 4,046,427 4,151,920 5,530,033 5,364,092 4,797,029 4,769,262 5,869,823 5,067,981 61,439,751

remin & General 494,923 481,703 568,598 493,927 524,399 598,128 562,619 561,882 516,164 570,298 476,806 6,400,254

011 Labor Ratio 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004

)istribution-related A&G 445,629 433,726 511,966 444,732 472,169 538,554 506,583 505,918 464,754 513,496 429,316 5,762,789

ÎÔtNI tf. tifoM i o M 5,585,134 4,726,893 5,371,881 4,491,160 4,624,089 6,068,587 5,870,675 5,302,947 5,234,016 6,383,319 5,497,297 67,202,540
rotal peaco labor 10,107,726 10,579,368 12,415,136 10,525,557 10,571,987 12,787,433 12,067,276 10,503,682 10,639,847 12,204,199 10,566,284 136,411,778

0.5526 0.4468 0.4327 0.4267 0.4374 0.4746 0.4865 0.5049 0.4919 0.523 0.5203 0.4926

BervcoLabor to Pepco

31stribution-related O&M Expense for Cost of Service

3istribution Dlrect 1,050,023 1,186,918 1,227,759 1,226,245 1,291,146 1,328,550 1,319,148 1,187,950 1,169,928 1,202,461 1,190,470 15,744,576

Admin & General 2,801,410 2,575,458 2,632,103 2,672,264 2,668,537 2,714,384 2,652,390 2,999,042 2,791,936 2,858,378 2,869,345 32,771,729

2011 Labor Ratio 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004 0.9004

3istribution-related A&G 2,522,390 2,318,943 2,369,946 2,406,107 2,402,751 2,444,031 2,388,212 2,700,337 2,513,859 2,573,683 2,583,558 29,507,665

ANOÍÏÜÑÑËÑIiMÅÑIMPM 3,572,413 3,505,860 3,597,705 3,632,352 3,693,897 3,772,581 3,707,359 3,888,287 3,683,787 3,776,144 3,774,028 45,252,242
Totalservcotopepcolabor 4,817,224 4,830,980 4,883,251 4,893,086 4,957,625 5,046,495 5,053,736 5,183,002 4,955,601 5,032,020 5,051,199 60,584,124

0.7416 0.7257 0.7367 0.7423 0.7451 0.7476 0.7336 0.7502 0.7434 0.7504 0.7472 0.7469

Pepco - excl major events

Total Pepco Labor for Distribution-related COS 5,585,134 4,726,893 5,371,881 4,491,160 4,624,089 6,068,587 5,870,675 5,302,947 5,234,016 6,383,319 5,497,297 59,155,998

TotalPepco labor 10,107,726 10.579,368 12,415,136 10,525,557 10,571,987 12,787,433 12,067,276 10,503,682 10,639,847 12,204,199 10,566,284 122,968,495
0.4811

Servco to Pepco - excl major events
Total Labor for Distribution-related COS 3,572,413 3,505,860 3,597,705 3,632,352 3,693,897 3,772,581 3,707,359 3,888,287 3,683,787 3,776,144 3,774,028 40,604,414

Totallaborto Pepco 4,817,224 4,830,980 4,883,251 4,893,086 4,957,625 5,046,495 5,053,736 5,183,002 4,955,601 5,032,020 5,051,199 54,704,218
0.7423
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Potomac Electric Power Company
Summary of Labor Charged to Pepco
12 Months ended December 31,2011

12 Mos Ended

Jan-11 Mar-11 Apr-11 May-11 Jun-11 Jul-11 Aug-11 Oct-11 Nov-11 Dec.11 Dec-11
Pepco Labor for Distribution-related COS
Distribution O&M 4,283,303.47 4,735,815.58 5,215,789.30 4,558,204.98 4,721,890.53 5,852,570.96 4,961,631.30 4,566,137 44 4,507.608.77 5 396,463 83 62,713.085 84

Distribution-related A&G (excl Retail Access) 428 736.17 410 719.68 420 014.40 415 004.12 406.906.46 445 522.52 420 885.71
Total Pepco Labor for Distribution-related COS 4 712 039.64 5 146 535.26 5 635 803.70 4 973 209.10 5 128 796.99 6,298 093.48 5 382 517.01

total labor 9,400,573.35 10,285,841.97 11,578,607.59 9,951,388.31 10,598,329.69 12,451,053.60 10,444,721.30 10,319,266.14 10,597,761.11 12,071,892 49 133,233,493 14
percent 0.5013 0.5004 0.4867 0.4998 0.4839 0,5058 0,5153 0 4831 0.4653 0 4851 0.5087

Servco Labor Chgd to Pepco Distribution-related COS
Distribution O&M 1,033,725.58 1,188,092.80 1,166,478.91 1,169,709.46 1,242,741,56 1,092,65S.69 1,071,347.98 1,085.530.22 1,155,288.84 1,099,189.53 14,441.704.57
Distribution-related A&G 2,438,459.64 2,086,061.82 2,109,199.24 2,096,035.98 2,121,138.68 2,257,054.28 2,159,817.30 . 2,240,672.50 2,209.250.30 2.441,245.28 26,285,420.98

Total Serveo Labor for Distribution-related COS 3,,472,185.22 3 274,154.62 3,275.678.15 3,265,745.44 3 363,,880.22 3 349,709.97 3 231,165.28 88BW 3.326,202.72 3,364,539.14 3,540.434.81 40,727,125.55

total labor 4,794.213.07 4,622,400.64 4,585,854.54 4,495,883.29 4,666,378.51 4,647,930.02 4,530,983.52 4,649,782.59 4,713,283.40 4,828,201.34 56,411,733.19

percent 0.7242 0.7083 0.7143 0.7264 0.7209 0.7207 0.7131 0.7153 0.7138 0.7333 0.722

Total Labor for Distribution-related COS
Distribution O&M 5,317,029.05 5,923,908.38 6,382,268.21 5,727,914.45 5.964,632.09 6,945,226.65 6,032,979.28 5,651,667.66 S,662,897.62 6,495.653.36 77,154,790.41

Distribution-related A&G 2,867,195.81 2,496,781.50 2,529,213.64 2,511,040.10 2,528,04S.12 2,702,576.80 2,580,703.01 2,660,109.97 2,633,207.36 2,900,440.02 31,354,164.79
Total Labor for Distribution-related COS 8,184,224.86 8,420,689.88 8,911,481.85 8,238,954.55 8,492,677.21 9,647,803.45 8,613,682.29 8,311,777.63 8,296,104.98 9,396.093.38 108,508,955.20

total 14.194.786.42 14,908,242.61 16,164,462.13 14.447.271.60 15.264.708.20 17,098,983.62 14,975,704.82 14,969,048.73 15,311.044.51 16,900,093.83 189,645.226.33
0.5766 0.5648 0.5513 0.5703 0.5564 0.5642 0.5752 0.5553 0.5418 0.556 0.5722

Pepco - excl major events
Total Pepco Labor for Distribution-related COS 4,712,039.64 5,146,535.26 5,635,803.70 4,973.209.10 5,128,796.99 6.298,093.48 5,382,517.01 4,985,574.91 4,931,565.83 5.855,658.57 53,049.794.51
Total Pepco labor 9,400,573.35 10,285.841.97 11,578,607.59 9,951,388.31 10,598,329.69 12,451,053.60 10,444,721.30 10,319,266.14 10,597,761.11 12.071,892.49 107,699,435.55

0.4926

Servco to Pepco - excl major events
Total Labor for Distribution-related COS 3,472,185.22 3,274.154.62 3,275,678.15 3,265,745.44 3,363,880.22 3,349,709.97 3,231.165.28 3,326,202.72 3,364,539.14 3,540,434.81 33,463,695.58
Total labor to Pepco 4,794,213.07 4,622,400.64 4,585,854.54 4,495,883.29 4,666,378.51 4,647,930.02 4,530,983.52 4,649,782.59 4,713,283.40 4,828,201.34 46,534,910.94

0.7191
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Potomac Electric Power Company
Summary of Labor Charged to Pepco
12 Months ended December 31, 2010

12 Mos ended
Jan-10 Mar-10 Apr-10 May-10 Jun-10 Jul-10 Sep-10 Oct-10 Nov-10 Dec-10 Dec-10

epco Labor for Distribution-related COS
istribution O&M 3,916,798.51 3,760,493.87 4,284,749.33 3,660,565.82 3,740,871.58 5,025,979.77 3,830,291.09 4.826,234.16 3,883,899.21 4,715,566.54 52,795,458.15
istribution-related A&G (excl Retail Access) 278,444.65 285,182.81 293,213.41 279,451.21 264,154.19 295,773.74 261,061.99 292,318.15 257,942.58 301,913.17 3,395,092.09

Total Pepco Labor for Distribution-related COS 4,195,243,16 4,045,676.68 4,577,962.74 3,940,017,03 4,005,025.77 5,321,753.51 4,091,353.08 5,118,552.31 4.141,841.79 5,017,479.71 56,190,550.24

otal labor 8,299,612.13 8,478,942.27 9,937,813.66 8,349.005.68 8,655,386.33 10,731,879.61 8.379,626.82 10.563,000.86 9.001,825.66 10,464,654.80 112,893,889.77
ercent 0.5055 0.4771 0.4607 0.4719 0.4627 0.4959 0.4883 0.4846 0.4601 0.4795 0.4977

ervco Labor Chgd to Pepco Distribution-related COS

istribution O&M 941,689.62 1,009,560.36 1,061,104.93 1,012,687.31 1,026,317.08 1,042,120.70 1,121,324.91 1,174,646.37 1,134,625.29 985,239.68 13.351,616.60
istribution-related A&G 2,097,144.09 1,965,110.58 1,869,414.19 1,936,219.02 1,823,686.54 1,929,057.86 2,055,140.54 2,058,437.60 2,069,192.07 2,485,789.16 24,202,384.72

Total Servco Labor for Distribution-related COS 3,038,833.71 2,974,670.94 2,930.,519.12 2.948 906.33 2,850 003.62 2,971 178.56 3,176,465.45 3,.233083.97 3,203,817.36 3.471,028.84 37,554,001.32

otal labor 4,595,257.36 4,662,936.95 4,699,291.84 4,629,158.42 4,528,660.69 4,788,571.88 _ 4,934,468.54 5,078,943.96 5,035.335.57 5,269,707.68 58,367,057.08
ercent 0.6613 0.6379 0.6236 0.637 0.6293 0.6205 0.6437 0.6366 0.6363 0.6587 0.6434

otal Labor for Distribution-related COS
istribution O&M 4,858,488.13 4,770,054.23 5,345,854.26 4,673,253.13 4,767,188.66 6,068,100.47 4,951,616.00 6,000,880.53 5,018,524.50 5,700,806.22 66,147.074.75
istribution-related A&G 2,375,588.74 2,250,293.39 2,162,627.60 2,215,670.23 2,087,840.73 2,224,831.60 2,316,202.53 2,350,755.75 2,327,134.65 2,787.702.33 27,597.476.81

Total Labor for Distribution-related COS 7,234,076.87 7,020,347.62 7,508 481,86 6,888,923.36 6,855,,029.39 8,292,932.07 7,267 818.53 8 351 636.28 7 345,659.15 8,488,508.55 93,744,551.56

12,894,869.49 13,141,879.22 14,637,105.50 12,978,164.10 13,184,047.02 15,520,451.49 = 13,314,095.36 15,641,944.82 14,037,161.23 15,734.362.48 171,260,946.85
0.561 0.5342 0.513 0.5308 0.5199 0.5343 0.5459 0.5339 0.5233 0.5395 0.5474

epco - excl major events

Total Pepco Labor for Distribution-related COS 4,195,243.16 4,04S.676.68 4,577,962.74 3,940,017.03 4,005,025.77 5,321,753.51 4,091,353.08 5,118,552.31 4,141,841.79 S,017,479.71 44,454,905.78
Total Pepco labor 8,299,612.13 8,478,942.27 9,937,813,66 8,349,005.68 8.655,388.33 10,731,879.61 8,379,626.82 10,563,000.86 9,001,825.66 10,464.654.80 92.861,747.82

0.4787

ervco to Pepco - excl major events
Total Labor for Distribution-related COS 3,038,833.71 2,974,670.94 2,930,519.12 2,948,906.33 2,850,003.62 2,971.178.56 3.176,465.45 3,233,083.97 3.203,817.36 3,471.028.84 30,798,507.90
Total labor to Pepco 4,595,257.36 4,662,936.95 4,699.291.84 4,629,158.42 4,528,660.69 4,788,571.88 4,934,468.54 5,078,943.96 5,035,335.57 5,269,707.68 48.222,332.89

0.6387
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POTOMAC ELECTRICPOWER COMPANY

Outside Counsel/Legal Consulting Expenses

2010 2011 2012 2012vs.2011 2012vs.2010 2011vs.2010

Environmental 56,065.43 298,400.37 263,124.20

Md Distribution-related 31,328.70 166,742.62 150,060.52 (16,682.10) 118,731.82 135,413.91

General Corporate 582,038.66 861,724.16 1,587,342.36
Md Distribution-related 325,236.36 481,521.33 894,067.58 412,546.25 568,831.22 156,284.97

Litigation Support 724,370.66 1,658,347.77 738,035.23

Md Distribution-related 404,769.81 926,665.23 412,405.41 (514,259.82) 7,635.60 521,895.43

Md 9240 176.62 1,864,092.13 15,340.39

Md Distribution-related 98.69 1,124,534.58 8,572.03 (1,115,962.55) 8,473.34 1,124,435.88

Human Resources 30,272.62 92,996.55 51,682.29
Md Distribution-related 16,915.98 51,965.38 28,879.46 (23,085.92) 11,963.47 35,049.39

Real Estate 61,022.83 10,887.08 50,187.47
Md Distribution-related 34,098.84 6,083.57 28,044.17 21,960.60 (6,054.67) (28,015.27)

Regulatory Matters DC 233,820.96 266,944.72 819,717.98
Md Distribution-related - - -

Regulatory Matters Md 720,188.81 303,612.89 336,134.42

Md Distribution-related 681,619.57 269,684.96 336,134.42 66,449.46 (345,485.15) (411,934.61)

Workman's Comp 140,255.77 197,859.50 121,103.26

Md Distribution-related 78,373.27 110,561.56 67,671.08 (42,890.48) (10,702.20) 32,188.29

Accruals & Reversals (229,588.52) (152,326.02) -

Md Distribution-related (128,291.37) (85,117.99) - 85,117.99 128,291.37 43,173.38

Grand Total 2,318,623.84 5,402,539.15 3,982,667.60 (1,419,871.55) 1,664,043.76 3,083,915.31

Md Distribution-related 1,444,149.87 3,052,641.24 1,925,834.66 (1,126,806.58) 481,684.79 1,608,491.37

less case no. 9240 (98.69) (1,124,534.58) (8,572.03) 1,115,962.55 (8,473.34) (1,124,435.88)

Md Distr-related, net of 9240 1,444,051.17 1,928,106.66 1,917,262.63 (10,844.03) 473,211.45 484,055.49
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